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Abstract 

This thesis is concerned with the specification and verification of mobile systems, i.e. 

systems with dynamicaliy-evolvillg commullicatioll topologies. The expressiveness 

alld applicability of the 11" v-calculus, all extellsioll of the 1I"-calculus with first-order 

data, is investigated for describing alld reasoning about mobile systems. 

The theory of confluence and determinacy in the 1I"v-calculus is studied, with 

emphasis on results and techlliques which facilitate process verification. The util

ity of the 'calculus for giving descriptions which are precise, llatural and amenable 

to rigorous allalysis is illustrated in three applications. First, the behaviour of a 

distributed protocol is allalysed. The use of a mobile calculus makes it possible to 

capture important intuitions cOllcernillg the behaviour of the algorithm; the theory 

of confluence plays a central role in its correctness proof. Secondly, au analysis of 

concurrent operations on a dynamic search structure, the B-tree, is' carried out. 

This exploits results obtained concerning a notion of partial confluence by whose 

use classes of systems ill which illteraction between compollents is of a certain dis

ciplined killd may be allalysed. Fillaliy, the 11" v-calculus is used to give a semalltic 

defillitioll for a cOllcurrellt-object programmillg lauguage alld it is shown how this 

definition can be used as a basis for reasoning about systems prescribed by programs. 

Syntactic conditions on programs are isolated and shown to guaralltee determinacy. 

Transformation rules which increase the scope for concurrent activity within pro

grams without changing their observable behaviour are given and their soundness 

proved. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Concurrency is one of the most challenging areas of research in computer science. 

The construction, description and analysis of concurrent systems is a difficult task. 

The overall behaviour of a concurrent system is the result of the interactions· of 

its individual components and their consequent evolution. Many threads of control 

may be present and several interactions may take place at the same time, and this 

can give rise to subtle and often unanticipated, indeterminate behaviour. 

The development of mathematical frameworks for reasoning about concur- . 

rent systems has been a major goal of research.· Many models and methods have 

been proposed in the past few decades.· One of the most successful among them 

has been process calculus. Robin Milner's CCS [Uil80, Mil89] is generally accepted 

to be the initiator of this approach. It, and similar theories such as ACP [DW90], 

CSP [Hoa85], and Meije [Dou85], model the pure communication and synchroniza

tion aspects of concurrent systems with the aid of a small selection of basic con

structors each representing a distinct idea. A limitation of such calculi is that the 

set of channels via which a term of the calculus may communicate with its environ

ment is completely determined by its synta.,< and remains fixed during computation . 

. Effectively, this prevents the notion of mobility from being captured in the calculus. 

There have been a number of attempts to introduce mobility into process 

calculus. The most prominent of these is the 1r-calculus of Milner, Parrow and 

Walker [MPW92]. This is a calculus of communicating systems in which one can 

naturally express processes which have changing structure. Not only may the com

ponent agents of a system be arbitrarily linked, but a communication between ndgh

bours may carry information which changes that linkage. Central to the 1r-calculus 

is the notion of name. Processes which share the acquaintance of a, na~le may 'use 

it to communicate with each other and, as names may be passed as objects of in-

1 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 

teractions, name acquaintances, and thereby the capability to communicate with 

other processes, can be acquired. This gives the calculus a much greater expres

siveness than CCS. For instance, there have been encodings into the 7r-calculus of 

the A-calculus [Mi192a], agent-passing process calculi [Th090, San92, Ama93], and 

concurrent-object languages ['Val91, Jon93b]. Furthermore, it has been used to 

model communication protocols [OP92, Ora94] and data structures [Uil92b]. Over 

the last six years it has been a subject of intense research and its mathematical 

theory has been substantially developed while automated tools [Vic94] have been 

constructed to aid with reasoning about 7r-calculus processes. 

The purpose of this thesis is to experiment with a variant of the 7r-calculus 

for describing and reasoning about mobile systems. The calculus under study, the 

7r v-calculus, is an extension of the polyadic 7r-calculus which accommodates data 

values other than names and a kind of conditional agents. We illustrate how it can 

be used for giving precise and natural definitions for a variety of systems. Then we 

employ the process-calculus descriptions as a basis for reasoning rigorously about the 

systems in question. A major benefit of such a study is that it allows us to observe 

the mobile process calculus and its associated techniques in action and thus to draw 

conclusions regarding their usefulness, limitations and applicability. Furthermore, 

it allows the distillation of common patterns of behaviour of mobile systems worthy 

of systematic analysis and leads to the refinement of process-algebraic techniques. 

In addition, the thesis contains a study of the notion of determinacy and confluence 

in the mobile setting, with emphasis on the development of results and techniques 

regarding these and related notions which can be used to facilitate process verifica

tion. Indeed, the theory developed plays a central role in the analysis of all three of 

the applications we consider. 

In the next section, we give a brief overview of the major attempts to en

capsulate mobility ill models of concurrency. 'Ve then proceed to discuss the main 

motivations and directions followed in the thesis. In the subsequent presentation, it 

is assumed that the reader is familiar with process calculi such as CCS and we refer 

to [MilS9] for background information. 

1.1 Mobility 

There have been a number of concurrency, formalisms which allow mobility other 

than the 7r-calculus. However, their theory has not yet been fully developed. The 

first of these is Hewitt's actor systems [CllSl, AghS6]. An actor is an active ob

ject which has acquaintances to other actors and can communicate with them via 
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asynchronous messages which are themselves actors. New actors may be created as 

computation proceeds and the acquaintances of an actor may change. Thus systems 

with dynamically-evolving structure can be expressed. The actor model has been 

fairly successful in reasoning about mobile systems and it has been used in study

ing computer architectures and object-oriented languages. However, mathematical 

treatment of its basic concepts has not been elaborated and notions of behavioural 

equivalences have not been explored, especially when compared with analogous work 

on process calculi. 

An algebraic formulation of mobility was first achieved by Engberg and 

Nielsen [EN86]. Their Extended CCS (ECCS) featured mohility by using label 

expressions to capture parametric channels. However, the somewhat difficult treat

ment of constants, variables and channels hindered its success. The 1r-calculus was 

strongly influenced by that work. Features such as the semantic treatment of scope 

extrusion and the extension of the definition of bisimulation, originated from the 

work on ECCS. However, by removing the distinction between ECCS entities, the 

ll'-calculus yields an elegant and uniform framework where only names and agents 

are involved .. A refinement of the 1r-calculus, the polyadic 1r-calculus, was presented 

in [Mil92b] where communication of tuples was added and a notion of typing of 

channels was introduced. Other wor~ on models for processes without the restric

tion of a fixed initial connectivity includes the DyNe formalism of Kennaway and 

Sleep [KS85], which was developed specifically to descrihe parallel graph reduction 

in the context of a project to design a parallel processor, and work on paranietric 

channels by Astesiano and Zucca [AZ84]. 

These models achieve mohility by enriching the handling of a channel. Dy 

contrast, an alternative approach for achieving mobility, often referred to as the 

higher-order approach, is by 'transmitting processes as messages. It was studied by 

various authors, including Astesiano and Reggio [AR87] in the setting of algehraic 

specification, Doudol [DOti89] in the context of the A-calculus, and Nielson [Nie89] 

with emphasis on types. In addition, Thomsen's Calculus of Higher Order Com

munication (CHOCS, [Th090]) is an extension of CCS where the cOlltent of com

munication are processes, while Sangiorgi's Higher-Order ll'-calculus (HO~, [San92]) 

enriched the 1r-calculus to a110w the communication of process abstractions. The 

latter author also compared the approaches and showed that such' an extensiOll 

does not add expressiveness to the 1r-~alculus. Thus 'the first-order paradigm, which 

enjoys a simpler and more approachable theory, Can he taken as a basic. 
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1.2 Determinacy and Confluence 

Many concurrent systems are inherently indeterminate. Consequently, general mod

els of concurrent systems, and in particular semantic accounts of concurrent pro

gramming languages, are more complex than those for sequential systems and lan

guages. However, in constructing a concurrent system or program it is often the 

intention that it will operate in a 'well-behaved' way. In particular, it might be 

expected that the system will be predictable, in the sense that if the same ex-

. periment is run twice from the initial state of the system then, each time, the 

system will exhibit the same behaviour. Such ideas motivated the study of the 

notions of determinacy and confluence in concurrent systems, initiated in process 
. . 

calculi by Milner in [MiISO, MilS9] and subsequently elaborated by other authors 

[SanS2, Tof90, GS95, Nes96]. (For background information on determinacy and 

confluence see Chapter 11 of [MilS9] and for the precise definitions of the notions 

see Chapter 3 of this thesis). The theory has been employed in various contexts. 

For example, in [GS95, MiIS9] it was employed for protocol verification, while in 

[HP94, Qin91] it was used for on-the-fly reduction of finite state spaces. Further

more, in [Tof90, Nes96], it was studied and discussed within the context of concurrent 

programming. 

There appear to be two main benefits of a rigorous study of determinacy and 

confluence for concurrent systems. First, given that determinate behaviour may be 

significant for a variety of systems, it appears worthwhile to consider the develop

ment of a compositional method for the construction of determinate and confluent 

systems. Indeed, a main motivation behind the theory developed in [MilS9] was to 

provide a theoretical framework within which one may build determinate systems 

from determinate components. Secondly, determinacy and confluence of systems 

may be systematically exploited in formal verification. For instance, one of the 

main observations made in [UilSO] was that trace equivalence coincides with bisim

ilarity for confluent CCS agents. Furthermore, confluent agents are semantically 

invariant with respect to internal actions. These facts considerably ease the task of 

verifying confluent systems. 

In this thesis we perform a rigorous analysis of determinacy in the context 

of the 1!' v-calculus. \Ve explore and compare a number of different formalizations 

of the notion, each built on a distinct behavioural equivalence, and we investigate 

their theory. We also study in some depth which of the calculus constructors pre

serve confluence and distinguish constructs that may be a source of indeterminacy. 

We observe that indeterminate behaviour may be caused by competition of compo-
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nents of a system to access the same resource. For example, suppose that at some 

point during the computation of a certain system, two of its components are able to 

communicate via a channel with a third. The subsequent behaviour of the system 

will, in general, not be independent on which interaction takes place and hen~e, the 

behaviour of the system is unpredictable. This possibility is not specific to mobile 

systems. Rather, it is a source of indeterminacy for concurrent systems in general. 

However, to prevent such situations from arising requires special consideration in a 

mobile setting since the topology of a system does not remain fixed during compu- ' 

tation. Thus, given a mobile agent, it is not sufficient to impose conditions on the 

capabilities of using names solely on its initial state. It is also necessary to ensure 

that names are used in a disciplined way so that sharing may never arise. Other 

features specific to the calculus under study are scoping of names and name instan

tiation. We address these in detail. A key observation is that in reasoning about 

the behaviour of a confluent system it is often sufficient to examine in detail only 

a part of its behaviour: from this and the system's confluence it is then possible 

to deduce properties of the remaining behaviour. This observation is exploited in 

many instances in the thesis . 

. It is often the case that systems have some good behavioural properties but 

fall short of being confluent. Various authors have been concerned with the investi

gation of such properties which can be captured formally and exploited for process 

verification. \Vith the aim of identifying condi.tions under which combinations of 

non-confluent agents yield confluent systems, a study of notions of semi-confluence 

was undertaken in [Tof90]. Another notion of partial confluence was introduced 

in [LW95a]. Like semi-confluence, the essence of this notion is that the occurrence 

of some actions will not preclude the occurrence of some others. However, a funda

mental difference of partial confluence from the earlier notions of (semi) confluence 

is that it does not require agents to be semantically invariant under silent actions. 

The motivation behind its definition was to study systems composed of non-confluent 

but well-behaved components, capable of state-changing internal actions. Its theory 

was developed and it was applied to prove the indistinguishability within an arbi

trary program context of two classes expressed in a concurrent-object programming 

language .. 

In the thesis we consider a number of extensions to the theory of partial 

confluence in the context of the 1r v-calculus. The first is concerned with extending 

the partial confluence theory of [L\V95a] to take explicit account of divergence. The 

motivation behind the development was provided by our study of a concurrent-object 

language where the theory is applied to prove the correctness of transformation rules 
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for concurrent-object programs. In this context, divergence is considered to be an 

undesirable property of the systems studied and thus it is appropriate, to employ a 

notion of observation equivalence that takes account of infinite silent paths. 

A key insight provided by the partial confluence theory of [LW95a.] is that 

when reasoning about partial-confluent systems in which interaction is of a certain 

disciplined kind, it is sufficient to examine only a part of their behaviour. The sys

tems considered can be viewed as consisting of a client and a server which interact 

in a question-answer fashion, with possibly many questions outstanding at any mo

ment. An importaut characteristic of these systems is that on accepting a question 

from the client, the server immediately assumes a state in which the answer to that 

question is determined. Moreover, it is assumed that when a question is invoked 

in the client, the name which is supplied for return of an answer is distinct from 

answer names supplied in other question invocations. This form of question-answer 

interaction is quite common in computer systems. However, it is often the case that 

the processing of a question by a server results in a change of the server's state. 

For example, the commitment to perform a write of a register in a multiple-read 

single-write memory alters the state. \Ve consider two significant generalizations of 

the theory of [LW95a.] which relax these two assumptions aud prove that analogous 

results hold. 

1.3 Concurrency Control of B-trees 

Concurrent access to complex data structures and, in particular, structures which 

serve as indices to database systems has long been au area of active research in 

the database community. One of the main challenges has been to design struc

tures and their associated operations which provide a high degree of concurrency 

. while preventing interference among concurrent processes and efficiently support 

multiple users. Furthermore, such structures should be able to handle growth and 

to rebalance themselves as the amount of data stored increases and decreases. 

A variety of such dynamic structures have been proposed in the literature, in

cluding dynamic hash data structures [Ell87, Lar78, Lom83] and binary search 

trees [KL80, l1L84, Ell80j, and a variety of algorithms have been proposed and 

implemented for them. 

The structure we investigate in the thesis is the D-tree [Dl\Ii2] which, along 

with its variants, is another widely used index structure. Concurrent operations on 

such structures have been studied in many papers, including [DS77, K\V82, LY81, 

US78, Sag86, Sam76, SG88j. \Ve perform a rigorous study of concurrent operations 
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on a variant of the B*-tree [\Ved74]. This variant is the Blink_tree of [LY81], and 

the operations are those of [Sag86] which improve on the operations given in [LY81]. 

In [LY81] and [SagS6], the structure is described and explained using prose and 

diagrams, the algorithms are described using pseudo-code, and the arguments for 

their correctness are informal ~hough detailed. 

It is generally accepted that it is often very difficult to construct concurrent 

systems and give convincing arguments that they satisfy desired properties. Indeed, 

without a formal model of the system in question, it can be difficult to even express 

precisely what the properties are. In the case of database concurrency control many 

varieties of 'serializability' have been proposed and used as criteria by which to 

judge algorithms, each suitable for different settings. For instance in [Sag86], the 
. . . 

notion of 'data serializability' was adopted which requires that any 'schedule of 

the operations' arising by executing the algorithms is 'data equivalent to a serial 

schedule' and 'preserves the validity of the data structure'. 

By using the 7r v-calculus as a basis of our analysis, we may give direct and 

succinct descriptions of the operations and the underlying data structure which 

capture naturally its dynamically evolving interconnection. In addition, we are 

able to assert the criterion of correctness of the system in terms of its observable 
, . 

behaviour, in contrast with forms of serializability. This is achieved as follows: we 

define a simple agent which captures the intended behaviour of the system and assert 

that the agent-description of the system and the simple agent are behaviourally 

equivalent. The principle that concurrent systems should be compared on the basis 

of their observable behaviours is widely held and has been studied in depth' in 

concurrency theory, beginning with [UilSO]. It has also been explored extensively 

and has been argued to be sound specifically in the area of database concurrency 

control in a study of atomic transactions in [L1nVF94]. That study employs 1/0-

automata, which are themselves very closely related to process calculus [Vaa91], to 

give a uniform analysis of a great variety of concurrency control algorithms. 

In our view, the use of a mobile process-calculus for reasoning about such 

algorithms has two significa:nt benefits. First, unlike I/O-automata, it allows a 

direct representation of changing structure in systems and, secondly, by acting as 

unifying framework for the description of a variety of systems, it allows concepts and 

techniques developed for the purpose of one application to be generalized and applied 

in others. Indeed, verifying the correctness of the B-tree algorithms is significantly 

facilitated by the use of the theory of partial confiuence. In fact, the theory enables 

us to prove that the full system, in which several search processes may be accessing 

a node of the tree concurrently, has the same behaviour as two simplifications of 
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it: when each node allows at most one access at a time, and when the whole tree 

allows at most one operation to be active at any time. These observations allow us 

to obtain results about the full system by analysing the simpler systems. 

1.4 Object-oriented languages 

The notions of name and mobility are common in many areas of computer sci

ence. One such area, much studied in the last few years, is that of concurrent 

object-oriented programming. A program described by concurrent object-oriented 

languages prescribes a system containing a collection of objects which refer to each 

other by using names. As computation proceeds new objects may be created and the 

linkage among objects may change with the passing of names among objects. Thus, 

the ability of the 1r-calculus to directly encode such features makes it promising for 

giving semantics to these languages. 

The idea of using a process calculus to give a semantic definition to a con

current programming language was first studied in [Uil80, Mil89], where a simple 

concurrent programming language was given a semantics by translation to CCS. 

This method was further explored in [Pap92] where the use of CCS for giving se

mantics to sequential object-oriented languages was studied while in [Vaa90] the 

parallel object-oriented language POOL Was given a translation to the language of 

ACP. Furthermore, semantics were given by translation to the 1r-calculus and its 

variants: for instance, 1r-calculus [Wal91, Jon93b, \VaI95a], Higher-Order 1r-calculus 

[Wal95b], CROCS [Th093], 1r-calculus with simple values [Wal94, PW95], and an 

extension of 1r-calculus with higher-order abstractions and data other than names 

but with only first-order interaction [LW96]. The idea of using mobile calculi as 

a framework for studying object-oriented languages was a motivation behind the 

development of the Pict programming language [PT94]. This is a language based 

on the 1r-calculus within which one may express concurrent objects. 

In the thesis we build on work using mobile process calculi as semantic bases 

for concurrent-object languages. In our view these general models of concurrent 

systems with changing structure are very well suited to giving natural and direct 

semantic definitions of such languages. Our main motivation is to experiment with 

the semantic definition for a specific concurrent-object lauguage in order to n'ason 

rigorously about programs expressed in it. Indeed, a major reason for experimenting 

with mobile process calculi for giving semantics to object-oriented languages is the 

desire to employ their theory to prove behavioural properties of systems prescribed 

by programs and to improve the understanding of language features. At the same 
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time, the intention is to investigate the calculi themselves, to develop their theory 

and explore how they can be refined and enriched in order to capture more success

fully the features of the systems under study and thus facilitate their specification 

and verification. 

\Ve begin our analysis by studying the notion of determinacy within the 

language and we isolate syntactic conditions which guarantee that programs con

forming to them are determinate. As demonstrated in our study of determinacy 

and confluence in the 11' v-calculus, in order to achieve this, it is sufficient to ensure 

that in no state reachable from the initial configuration of a program do two objects 

share the ability to communicate with a third. Thus we seek syutactic couditious 

on programs which ensure that references to objects may not be shared. To achieve 

this without impoverishing the language too severely we augment it with an expres

sion form which expresses a destructive read of a variable. This gives a means of 

expressing cleanly that wheu one object sends to a second object a reference to a 

third object, the first object relinquishes the reference to the third. The proof of 

the claim that the conditions guarantee determinacy of programs is carried out on 

the basis of the translational semantics to the 11' v-calculus. It turns out that the 

translation of a program satisfying the conditions is an agent which falls into one of 

the classes that our process-calculus study has categorized as determinate and even 

confluent. 

Motivation for the second part of our study was provided by the work of 

C D Jones on the formal development of concurrent programs utilizing ideas from 

object-oriented programs. A central part of the development process was the ap

plication of transformations to increase the scope of concurrent activity within pro

grams without altering their observable behaviour [Jon93a, Jon93b]. In these papers, 

Jones suggested the 11'-calculus as a basis for proving the correctness of these trans

formations because of its rich algebraic theory and the directness of the semantics 

it provides to the language under study. He proceeded to give some arguments for 

the correctness of an application of the transformations and raised the challenging 

question: under which conditions may the transformation rules be safely applied, 

and how may the existing techniques for reasoning about programs be extended and 

used to prove their soundness? A central part of this chaU('uge involwd formaliz

ingan appropriate correctness crit('rion for the soundness of the transformations. 

Briefly, this should identify program fragments which, although exhibiting different 

observable behaviours, cannot be distinguished by program contexts. A solution to 

this problem was provided by Liu and Walker in [LW95a], where the correctness 

of an instance of the transformations was established. This involved proving the 
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indistinguishability of two classes of a concurrent-object language within arbitrary 

program contexts and it was achieved by capturing important properties satisfied 

by the classes and legal program contexts. Here our aim is to enunciate syntactic 

conditions under which the transformations may be applied and prove that this is 

the case. Generalizations of the syntactic conditions which guarantee determinacy 

play a role in the rules we consider. Furthermore, the theory of confluence and 

partial confluence is central to the proof of correctness. In particular, we observe 

that in order to reason about the behaviour of the systems in question it is sufficient 

to examine in detail only a part of their behaviourj from this and the fact of the 

system's (partial) confluence, it is possible to deduce properties of the remaining 

behaviour. \Ve employ the theory of partial confluence accommodating divergence. 

This turns out to be necessary as, in considering the correctness of the transforma

tion rules, the possibility of non-termination of method invocations must be taken 

into account. 

Various other theoretical frameworks have been developed and used for study

ing object-oriented languages. \Vithin the context of the process-calculus approach, 

various authors have used extensions of (mobile) process calculi by adding objects 

and functional constructs. \Vork in this area includes Oscar Nierstrasz's Object Cal

culus [Nie91]j furthermore, [Vas94, KY94, San96] concentrate on interpreting typed 

objects in process calculi. A different possibility for studying concurrent objects 

was offered by the actor model. This has been used for the design of concurrent 

object-oriented languages (e.g. AllCL [Yon90]). 

Recently, an application-oriented approach was undertaken in the develop

ment offunctional object calculi [AC94b, AC94a, AC96]. These calculi, which have 

primitives for object-oriented features, have been used to account for a range of 

object-oriented concepts and have led to the design of object languages (Obliq 

[Car95]). All such calculi developed until now are sequential. However, the ap

proach appears to be very promising and it will be interesting to see it extended to 

the concurrent setting. 

1.5 Summary of the thesis·· 
. \ , 

We begin Chapter 2 with an introduction to the 7r v-calculus. We present its syntax 

and its operational semantics and we proceed to impose a sorting discipline on 

its terms. \Ve continue with a review of aspects of observational equivalence and 

divergence which we will employ in the thesis. Finally, we introduce SOllle useful 

properties of agents concerning the use of names, and we study sufficient conditions 
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which guarantee that the properties are enjoyed. 

In Chapter 3, we carry out a study of the notions of determinacy and con

fluence in the 7r v-calculus. One of the aims is to derive as simple characterizations 

for them as possible, as this will facilitate the confirmation of their satisfaction by 

systems. \Ve present three notions based on weak bisimilarity, branching bisimilar

ity and a divergence-sensitive variant of weak bisimilarity. The three notions are 

closely related and, in fact, the ones based on the first two bisimilarities coincide. 

We investigate their preservation by combinators of the calculus and observe that 

confluence, which is a stronger notion than determinacy, is preserved by a reason

ably large class of restricted compositions. \Ve illustrate the theory of confluence. 

and the 7r v-calculus with a substantial example: a verification of a protocol taken 

from [Vaa95] .. The proof uses a confluel1ce argument which considerably reduces 

the complexity of the problem and is facilitated by the use of sorts. Moreover, it 

employs mobility to dynamically represent intuitive ideas concerning the protocol. 

In Chapter 4, we deepen the analysis of confluence to the partial case. First, 

we study a notion of partial confluence which is sensitive to divergence. \Ve develop 

some of its theory and extel1d the results of [LW95a] to this setting. Then, we 

present two extensions of these results to encompass a wider range of systems. \Ve 

refer to the set of properties required of the agents under study as social confluence. 

It turns out that in order to achieve one of the extensions it is necessary to refine the 

notion of partial confluence to a notion which although not implying determinacy, 

can nonetheless be argued to be we11-behaved. 

In Chapter 5, we perform a rigorous analysis of concurrent operations on 

B-trees. We model the system consisting of the data structure and the operations 

as an agent'. The criterion of correctness is formalized in terms of the observable 

behaviour of the system under study. More specifically, we define a simple agent 

whose observable behaviour describes the expected interactions of the system and 

the environment, and assert that the two systems are behaviouraUy equivalent. 

\Ve consider two possible interpretations of 'behavioural equivalence' and present 

their respective correctness results. These make use of the two versions of the 

theory of social confluence. The weaker notion assumes that operation instances 

can be distinguished from each other: when a method is invoked the name which is 

supplied for the return of the answer is distinct from answer names supplied in other 

operation invocations. This notion is adequate for the type of the application and its 

correctness proof can be obtained by making use of the simpler version of the theory 

of social confluence. Nonetheless, we can show that a full behavioural equivalence 

holds by employing the extension of the theory. We continue by proposing au 
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improvement to one of the operation algorithms and outline how the existing analysis 

can be extended to verify its correctness. 

In Chapter 6, we present a semantics by translation to the 7r v-calculus of a 

concurrent-object language and employ this to reason rigorously about programs 

written in the la.nguage. First, we present syntactic conditions which· guarantee 

that programs confor:ining to them are determinate and prove tha.t this is the case 

by analysing the agents representing the programs in question and verifying their 

confluence by appealing to results of Chapter 3. Subsequently, a generalized version 

of these conditions plays a role in the transformation rules we consider. We prove 

that the transformations increase the scope for concurrent activity within systems 

prescribed by programs without altering their observable behaviour. 

Finally, in Chapter 7, we comment on the results obtained and ,,:e present 

directions for possible future work. 

\. 



Chapter 2 

Background 

In this chapter we review the basic concepts of the mobile process calculus we study 

in the thesis, the 1r v-calculus. This is an extension of the polyadic 1r~calculus of 

[Mil92b] with data values other than names. We begin with a presentation of its 

synta...x and then proceed to its operational semantics given in terms of an early tran

sition system. The calculus is similar to that of [LW96], but restricted to a simpler 

setting: the calculus we consider does not have higher-order process abstractions 

and thus is a subset of the calculus introduced in [LW96]. For this chapter, it is 

desirable that the reader has some familiarity with (mobile) process calculi such as 

CCS [Ui180], since the presentation of the calculus hereby given is intense although 

self-con tain~d. 

We impose a sorting discipline on the calculus. Unlike the traditional disci

plines associated with polyadic mobile calculi in the literature, we consider a poly

morphic system.' Although the system does not guarantee absence of run-time mis

matches in general; we show that it is 'safe' for a certain subset of the language of 

the calculus. An important reason for its adoption is that it assists significantly the 

application of the calculus for the specification and analysis of systems. 

We continue with a review of aspects of bisimulation and divergence and 

conclude the chapter with some useful properties of process communities. First, let 

us introduce some gelleralllotation for the thesis. 

NOTATION: 

• \Ve let 13, n range over relations. \Ve write (P,Q) E 13 and P13Q interchange

ably . 

• 13-1 and 88' denote the inverse of 8 and the composition of 13 and 8' respec

tively. 

13 
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• 0 is the empty set and U, n are union and intersection on sets. Further, for 

sets 51 and 52, we write 51 - 52 for {x E 51 I x ~ 52}' \Ye often abbreviate 

5 U {x} to 5 U x, and similarly for nand .:... . 

• \Ve write x for a tuple Xl •• 'Xn of syntactic entities and 'use e for the empty 

sequence. Given x = Xl ••• X n , with n ;::: 1, we write hd x for Xt. last x for X n , 

tl x for X2 ••• Xn and Ixl for the length of x, n. Further, we write 15:la for the 

number of occurrences of a in x. 

juxtaposition is concatenation. Given s E /.;* and a E 1\, we write s - a for 

, the sequence obtained by removing the first occurrence of a from s if it exists 

and s otherwise. 

2.1 The 7rv·calculus 

In this section we present the 1rv-calculus, an extension of the polyadic 1r-calculus 

which accommodates data values other than names and a kind of conditional agents. 

The main concern in the description is to keep the calculus as simple as possible at 

the expense of making some strong assumptions. 

We begin the presentation of the calculus by describing its data. We assume 

a set of base types, ranged over by B, among which is the Doolean type bool. \Ve 

interpret each base type as a domain which we also denote by B. For each value 

c of a base type n we assume the existence of a constant symbol which denotes 

c. So for example, true and false, nil are constant symbols of the calculus, the last 

representing the undefined value for the types n. Uoreover, we assume a set of 

names, N, and a set of labels, C, and we let x,y,a,b range over names and lover 

lab~ls. We assume a set of nan~e sorts, ra.nged over by L a.nda. single label so~i, A. 

Each name has a name sort associated with it and each label is associated with A. 

If a name x is associated with a sortL, we say that x is of sort L and write x : L. 

We assume infinitely many names of each sort. Formally, the first-order types of the 
. . . . 

calculus, ranged over by i, are given as follows: 

" i 

where i1 ••• in are pairwise distinct labels. \Ye refer to the type {il I- it. •.. , in I- in} 

as a record type with labels fl" .fn and component types it ... in. 
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We assume ~ set of variables V, ranged over by z, each of which has associated 

with it one of the base types, or one of the record types. Further, we assume the 

existence of function symbols, ranged over by I. Each such symbol has an arity 

Bl X ••• X Bn --+ B where Bi and B are base types and is interpreted as a function 

f : Bl X ••• x Bn --+ B. Combinations of these constructions give rise to the data 

terms of the calculus. Ranged over by t, the terms and their associated types (we 

write t : i if t has type i) are given inductively as follows: 

• the names, x EN, where if x is of sort L then x: Lj . 

• the variables, z E V, where if z is of type i then z : ij 
-J 

• constant symbols, where if c is of type B then c: Bj 

• function applications, I( t}, ... , tn), where if I : Bl X ... X Bn --+ Band 

ti: Bi, then I(t}, ... ,tn ): Bj 

• record terms, {il := tl, ... ,in:= tn}, where iftj: ij then {il := t}, ... ,in:= 

tn}: {ill- it, ... ,in I- in}j 

• field selector terms, t * ii, where if t : {i1 I- it, ... , in I- in} then t * ii : ii' 

The values, ranged over by v are the following data terms: 

A data term is closed if it contains no variables. The evaluation relation -+ 

from closed data terms to values is given inductively as follows: 

• x -+ x and C -+ Cj 

• if tl -+ V}, .. ~, tn -+ Vn then {il := t}, ... , in := tn} -+ {il := t't. ... , in := 

vn}j 

• ift -+ {il := v}, ••• ,in:= vn } then t*ij -+ 't'j .. 

It is straightfol'ward to prove that -+ is a function from closed data terms to values 

and that if t : i, t -+ v then ·v : i. The following notation is useful: 

Notation 2.1.1 Given Xt. ... , Xn of types Tt, ... , Tn we write sort(x) for T. 
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The agent types of the calculus, ranged over bye, are given by 

\Ve assume a set of agent constants ranged over by D. Each such constant has 

an associated agent type, and we assume the existence of an infinite number of 

constants of each type. The set Pr of process expressions, ranged over by P and Q, 

and the abstractions, ranged over by F, are given as follows: 

P Laj'Pi I PIQ .1 (vx)P I F(£) I cond(tlI>Ph .. '.,tn~Pn) 
jEI 

F ,,- (u)P I D 

a ,,- T I t(u) I I(t) 

where x ranges over names and u ranges over names and variables. \Ve refer to 

process expressions and abstractions as agents. The prefixes t(u) and I(t) are called 

input and output prefixes respectively, while T is referred to as the internal prefix. 

\Ve say that a prefix a occurs guarded in a process Q if each occurrence of a in Q 

is within some subexpression {3. P where a i:- {3. Otherwise a occurs unguarded in 

Q. Similarly, we say that a name x occurs guarded (resp. unguarded) in Q if it 

appears within a prefix t which occurs guarded (resp. unguarded) in Q. :Moreover, 

given input and output prefixes t(v}, I(t} we refer to t as the subject of the prefixes 

and to v, t as the object of the input and output prefixes respectively. Further, we 

say that in the input prefix, t occurs in positive subject position (or is a positive 

subject), whereas in the output prefix it occurs in negative subject position (or is a 

negative subject). \Ve make use of the following notation. 

Notation 2.1.2 We write subj(a) for the subject and obj(a) for the object of a 

prefix a. For convenience we also write subj(T) = T. 

\Ve make the following assumptions and abbreviations on the above expressions. 

\Ve assume that the elements of it are p~rwise distinct. In summations, the set I 

is finite and we use the symbol 0 to refer to the empty summation; we also write 

PI + P2 for the binary summation LiE{I,2} Pi and we often abbreviate a.O to a 

and (va)(vb)P to (vab)P. Note that if a tuple is empty then the brackets 0 or () 

are omitted. 

The formal semantics of the calculus is presented in a later section. In the 

meantime we make some general remarks and define SOlUe relevant notions. \Ye begin 

by noting that the operators t( it). P, (U)P and (vx)Q bind all free OCCUrI"{'nces of 

the elements of u in P and of x in Q. These binders give rise to the sets fnv( P) 
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and bnv(P) of free and bound names and variables of an agent P, defined in the 

following table. 

P fnv(P) bnv(P) 

T.Q , ' fnv(Q) bnv( Q) 

t(u). Q fnv(t) U (fnv(Q) - u) bnv(Q) Uu 
I(i). Q fnv(t) U fnv(t) U fnv(Q) bnv(Q) 

~iEIPi UiE1fnv(P;) UiEI bnv(Pj) 

PI I P2 fnv(Pt} U fnv(P2) bnv(Pd U bnv(P2) 

(lIX )Q fnv(Q) - x bnv(Q) U x 

F(i) fnv( F) U fnv(t) bnv( F) - fnv(i) 

cond (tt I> PI, ... , tn I> Pn) U19$n(fnv(tj) U fnv(Pi)) Ul$i$n bnv(Pil 

(u)Q fnv(Q) - it bnv(Q) U it 

For the free and bound names and variables on agent constants see below. 

The free names and variables of a term are given in the obvious way: fnv( x) = x, 

fnv( z) = z, fnv( c) = 0 and so on. It is convenient to be able to distinguish between 

the free names and the free variables in a given sequence. \Ve thus adopt the 

following notation: 

n(ti) = itnN 

v(u) = it n V 

\Ve extend this notion to agents and, given an agent P, we write 

fn(P) = n(fnv(P», for the f7'ee names of P, 

bn(P) = n(bnv(P», for the bound names of P, and 

n(P) = fn(P) U bn(P), for the names of P. 

We have the following definition. 

Definition 2.1.3 An agent P owns a name x if x E fn(P). 

Throughout the thesis we work up to a-conversion on names and variables: 

we identify process expressions and abstractions which differ only by change of 

bound names and variables, and we write P = Q if P and Q are a-equivalent. Thus 

we may assume that all bound names/variables of a process are different from each 

other and from the free names/variables of the process. 

\Ve assume that each agent constant D has a defining equation D <tr (u)P 

where u contains all names and variables occurring free in P. Although this require

ment is useful for giving simple inductive definitions of substitution and of the free 
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names of agents, we will sometimes omit mentioning all of the parameters where this 

is not necessary for the sake of clarity. For example, we may write D d~f a( x). x. D, ' 

if we intend to maintain a for all uses of D. 

Constants are employed to represent infinite behaviour: in the definition 

D ~f (u)P, P may contain occurrences of constants including D itself. Thus D may 

be compared to a procedure where u are the formal parameters and D(i) is a 'call' 

of D. A necessary requirement in an application is that thas the correct type. This 

is ensured by the use of the sorting which we study in the following section. An 

agent constant we will refer to in subsequent sections is 0, 

("\ ~f ("\ 
H - T.H. 

Before we proceed, we present an additional form of process expression deriv

able from the synta."{ which we will often be using: !P is defined by 

! P ~f (u)(P I! P), 

where u = fnv(P). This expression, usually referred to as a replicator intuitively 

represents an unbounded number of copies of P in parallel. 

A substitution is a type-respecting partial function from names and variables 

to ~alues. \Ve ~rite {v/u} for the substitution that maps u to v (where u consists 

of pairwise distinct elements). :Moreover, we write 0'( u) for the value of 0' at tt and 

O'(u) for {O'(tt) 1 u E u}. 

Definition 2.1.4 Given a term t the effect of a substitution 0', written to', is 

defined inductively as follows: 

xO' = O'(x) 

ZO' = O'(z) 

cO' = c 

(f(t}, •.• ,tn»O' = l(tlO',' ... , tnO') 

({il:= tl, ... ,in:= tn})O' = {il:= tIO', ... ,ln:= tnO'} 

(t * lj)O' = to' * f j 

Further, the effect of substitution 0' on an agent P, written PO' is defined below. A . , ' 

substitution does not affect bound names. Thus to ensure that a free name in P 

does not become bound in PO', we assume that all bound names of P have been 0'

COllver ted to fresh names before the substitution is applied so that bn( p)nO'( fn( P» = 

0. 
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(F{t) )a = F(la} 

( (fi)P)a (fi)( Pa) 

(PI 1 P2 )a = (PIa) 1 (P2a) 

«vx)P)a (vx)(Pa) 

(T. P)a T. (Pa) 

(t(fi). P)a = (ta)(fj). (Pa) 

(t{t). P)a = 1a(la). (Pa) 

CEiE/Pi)a = ~iEl( Pia) 

( cond (tl r> PI ... tn r> Pn»a = cond «tla) r> (PIa), ..• , (tn)a r> (!na» 

0 

\Ve adopt the following precedence among operators, in decreasing order: 

application, substitution, replication, prefixing, restriction, parallel composition, 

summation, abstraction. 

Definition 2.1.5 Structural congruence, ==, is the smallest congruence over the 

class of 1r v-calculus agents satisfying the following: 

'1. P == Q if P = Q. 

3. the abelian monoid laws for I, P 1 Q == Q 1 P, P 1 (Q 1 R) == (P 1 Q) 1 R, 

PIO== P. 

4. (vx)(vy) P == (vy)(vx)P, (vx)O == O. 

5. (vx)P 1 Q == (vx)(P 1 Q), if x ~ fn(Q). 

6. (vx)P + Q == (vx)(P + Q), if x rf. fn(Q). 

7. If D ~f (u)P then D(i) == P{t/ii}. o 

2.2 Sorting 

The notions of sort and sorting were first introduced in the 1r-calculus in [Mi192b]. A 

sorting system in the sense of [Ui192b] consists of a function from names to a set S of 

sorts and a function ob : S --+ S*, which stipulates that a name x of sort s may only 
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be used to send and to receive tuples of names whose sort is the tuple ob( s). The 

main purpose of this device is to ensure that well-sorted (or well-typed) processes 

are free from run-time arity mismatches in interactions, such as x(y). PI x(z, w}. Q. 
This notion naturally extends to the typing of agents to ensure that the application 

of an abstraction is well-typed. For example, the application D(2) is well-typed for 

D ~r (z)P, z: int whereas the application D(2, true) is not. 

Subsequently, various sortings have been proposed in the literature. These 

can be divided in two categories: the by-name approach (see [L\V95b] for a discussion 

of the approach in a general setting), following :Milner's approach described above, 

and the by-structure approach [San95, PS93, VH93]. In the by-name sorting, no 

two distinct types are considered to be equal. By contrast, in the by-structure 

setting a type is associated with a regular tree and two types are the same if their 

corresponding trees are the same. So, for example, if x : s, y : Sf and ob( s) = ob( Sf) = 

(int), then according to the by-structure approach s and Sf are identified, whereas 

in the by-name approach they are not. In the sorting discipline we consider for 

the 7r v-calculus, we follow the by-name approach. The main reason for this choice 

is that it allows us to impose distinctions among names which, although carrying 

similar data, have different roles. Such knowledge may be useful in reasoning about 

processes, as will become apparent in later chapters. 

The sorting system we employ is a special case of the system introduced in 

[LW95b] where the input and output sort of a name are id~ntical. Thus, well-typed 

process expressions are defined via a function A which associates ea~h sort i with a 

set of tuples of types. Note that the system is polymorphic in nature (contrast A 

with ob above). The intention is that if A( L) = {~, ... , i:} then a name of sort L 

may be used to communicate tuples of values of type ~, for all j. For example, if 

A(L) = {(bool), (bool, L)} then a name of sort L may be used for communicating 

boolean values and pairs whose first component is a boolean and whose second 

component is a name of sort L. 

Allowing a name to carry tuples of different kinds can be quite useful when 

specifying systems. Although" as a discipline it does not "enhance the expressiveness 

ofthe calculus, it can significantly simplify system descriptions by enabling the use of 

a single, multi-purpose name (which can be used in many ways) instea.d of employing 

several names to perform distinct kinds of communication. Indeed, the ability of 

exploiting typing information to give subtler and simpler analyses for systems is an 

important factor in our choice of typing system. The well-typed process expressions 

and abstractions are those which may be assigne~ an agent type as follows: 
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• ~iEI(tj. Pi : absO, if for each i E I, Pi : absO and 

- (ti is of the form 1"(t) where t: L, t: i and 7 E A(L), or 

- (ti is of the fonll t(u) where t : L, u: 7 and i E A(L), or 

- (ti = T. 

• P I Q : absO, if P : absO and Q : absO. 

• (vx)P: absO, if P : absO. 

• cond (tl I> PI, ... tn I> Pn) : absO, if for each i, Pi : absO and ti : bool. 

• Fei) : absO, if F : abs(i) and t: i. 

• (U)P: abs(i), if u : i and P : absO. 

• D: ~, if D is of type {. 

It is easy to see that our type system is, in general, not sound, in the sense 

that a well-typed process is not necessarily free from mismatches. For example, 

suppose a: A with A(A) = {(A), (A, An and let 

P = a(x). 0 I a(b, c}. o. 

Then although P is well-typed, it presents a mismatch. This is not surprising as 

we have imposed a type discipline which allows names to be used in more than one 

way. Nonetheless, we might expect that mismatch freedom would be ensul'ed if we 

could guarantee that whenever an input prefix t(u) occurs within a process it does 

so within a summation accompanied by summands with prefixes corresponding to 

all possible inputs via t allowed by the sorting. For example, 

Q = (a(x).O+a(x,y).O) la{b,c).O 

presents no mismatch unlike P above. So consider the sublanguage, Pro, generated 

by the following agent expressions: 

P .. - Lo;.P; I PIQ I (vx)P 
iEI 

F ::= (u)P I D 

F{t) 

where if OJ = t(u), t : i, AU) = {i;, ... ,i:} then there exist iI, ... ,jn E I such 

that (tjlt = t(Ujk) and U;;:: r,., for,! ~ k ~ n. We say that a type system is sound 

for a language if each of its well-typed terms is free of mismatches. \Ve have the 

following: 
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Theorem 2.2.1 The type system is sound for Pro. 

PROOF: The proof is based on the followi~lg ideas: If P E Pro and P is well-typed 

then it is easy to see that it is immediately free of mismatches, that is, if it contains 

unguarded the prefix a(u} then either a does not occur unguarded in positive subject 

position in P or it occurs unguarded in a prefi..x of the form a( u') where, if u : T, 
then ;;, : T. Furthermore, if P ~ P' (for the transition system defined in the 

following section) then P' is well-typed and P' E Pro. 0 

It is not our intention to study this type system in more detail; this result is sufficient 

for our purposes. As we will see, all applications we study in the remainder of the 

thesis consider processes of Pro. Thus, assuming that they are well-sorted, we may 

be sure that they are free of mismatches. 

2.3 Labelled transition semantics. 

The operational semantics for the 11" v-calculus is given as a labelled transition system 

(Pr, {~I J.L E Act+}), 

where Act+ is the set of labels or actions. The system we consider has early in

stantiation of names: the bound names of an input are instantiated in the rule for 

input. This is in contrast to a late transition system where input instantiations 

only take place in the rule for communication, (for an example of such a system see 

[:MP'V92]). We choose to work with this system for two main reasons. First, the 

bisimulation supported in this setting, eat'ly congruence, coincides with reduction 

(or barbed) congruence [San92]. Secondly, the structure of the transitions allows a 

much clearer presentation of the notions of determinacy and confluence discussed 

la.ter in the thesis, a.nd the theory developed is simpler than if the late setting were 

chosen instead .. 

The transition system is obtained from that of the 1I"-calculus by incorporat

ing a treatment of terms. The set of actions, Act+ = {T} U Act, where T is the silent 

action representing interaction and Act is the set of visible actions. There are two 

types of visible actions, where x, yare names and v are values: 

(vy)x(v) 

x(v} , 

the output action; it is assumed that y ~v and the action represents 

the creation of new uames y aud output of the tuple v via na:me x. 

the input action; the tuple v is received via uame x. 

Note that the actions above must satisfy the sorting of the calculus: if x : Land 

v: 7 then it must be that i E >.(L). As was the case for input and output prefixes, in 
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both cases we refer to x as the subject and v as the object of the action. 110reover, 

we say that in the input action, x occurs in positive subject position (or is a positive 

subject), whereas in the output action it occurs in negative subject position (or is a 

negative subject). We use the following notation: 

Notation 2.3.1 \Ve write subj(p) for the subject and obj(ll) for the object of an 

action Il E Act. If s = Ilt .. . jln, where Pi E Act for all i we write subj(s) for the 

sequence subj(pd .. :subj(lln). Finally, for L a sort we write L+ (resp. L-) for the 

set of input actions with a positive (resp. negative) subject whose name is of sort 

L; andL± for L+ U L-. 

An additional point to note is the difference between the brackets used in 

input prefix (round brackets) and those used in the input action (angled brackets). 

This is to emphasize the fact that in the input prefix x(u), u are variables waiting to 

be instantiated, whereas in the input action x{v}, V represent values, symmetrically 

to the values in an output x(v}. Given an action Il, the bound and free names of It 

are given as follows: 

jl fn(lt) bn(ll) 

T 0 0 
x(v} xU n(v) 0 
(vy)x(v) xU n(v) - y y 

We let nCll) = bn(ll) U fn(ll) to denote the names of It. As with processes, we use 

a-conversion on actions and identify actions p, p', and write p = p', that differ only 

by a change of bound names. Further, we always assume that the bound names of 

output actions are fresh. That is they do not occur in agents performing the action. 

We employ the following notation. 

Notation 2.3.2 We write 0' comp (3 if 0' = x{v) and {3 = (vy)x(v) or vice versa. 

If 0' comp {3 we say that a is complementary to {3. 

The transition system is presented in Table 2.1. Note that we have omitted 

the symmetric versions of rules (PAR) and (COM). 

First consider rule (ALPHA). Its use allows us to define transitions up to 

a-conversion, that is if two agents are only different by a change of bound names 

and variables, then they have the same transitions. Thus, some side-conditions in 

the transition system may be avoided. The first four rules are straightforward. In 

the rule (PAR) the side condition prevents transitions of the form 

.(/lX)Y(x). x(y) I x(z) (v~x) x(y) I x(z). 
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(IN) f(U).'P x(;~ P{vju} provided t -+ x, and if u: i then v : i 

(OUT) 'f(i). P x(~ P provided t -+ x, t -+ v 

(TAU) T.P ~ P 

(SUM) provided j E I 

(PAR) P~P' provided bn(jt) n fn(Q) = 0 
PIQ~P'IQ 

(COM) . 
P x(~ p' Q (lIy)j:~0 0' 
PI Q _ (vy)(P' I q) provided y n fn(P) = 0 

(RES) p~p' 
provided x ~ n(Jl) 

(vx)P ~ (vx)P' 

(OPEN) 
P (1I~0 P' 

. (vz)P (~Z;y)~(;j) p' 
provided z E ti - (y U x) 

(COND) if bj -+ true, 'Vj < i : bj -+ false 

(CONST) 

(ALPHA) 

P{tifu} ;!-+ p' D ~f (u)P 
D(v) - p' . 

P~P',P=Q 
~p' 

Table 2.1: Labelled transition system for Pr 
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This is required as the name x in the first component is meant to be a fresh name 

not to be confused with the free name of the second component. However, by 

using a-conversion, since (vx)y(x).x(y) = (vw)y(w).w(y), the following transition 

is possible. 
(vw)y(w) 

(vx)y(x).x(y) I x(z) -..:.... w(y) I x(z) 

A similar purpose is served by the side-condition of (COM). To understand 

the' intuition behind the side-condition of (RES) consider the following transition: 

(vy)a(x). P ~ (vy)P{y/x} 

The static binding of y assumed by the restriction is violated by the transition. Note 

however, that this does not imply that name y may not be received by the agent. 

To achieve this, it is necessary to a-convert the bound naine required by the process 

to a fresh name: 

(vy)a(x). P = (vz)a(x). P{z/y} ~ (vz)P{y/x} 

Rule (OPEN) implements scope extrusion: such communications allow private names 

to be emitted by a process and thus carried out of their current scopes. Finally, 

note that (CO N D) makes precise the left to right evaluation of the guards in the 

conditional operator and the choice of the agent corresponding to the first guard 

evaluating to true. 

\Ve conclude by recalling some standard notation. As usual we say that Q is 
a derivative of P if there are n ~ 0, ILl, ... , Jl~ such that P ~ ... ~ Q. Moreover, 

given It E Act+, s E Act*, s = JlI •• • Jln we write 

P===}Q iff 

P~Q iff 

P~Q iff 
~ 

P-.!!.....Q iff 
.... 

P~Q iff 

p~.Q 

P===}-.!!.....===}Q 
. I h P 1'1 P 1"1 P. ~ Q there eXIst PI ••• Pn - I suc 1 t at ===> I===>. •• n-I =? 

P ~ Q, or It = T and P = Q .... 
P ==?~==? Q. 

Finally, we say that a set S of agents is de1"illation-closed if, whenever PES and 

P ~ Q, then Q E S. 

2.4 Behavioural equivalence 

Observational equivalence is based on the idea that two equivalent systems exhibit 

the same behaviour at their interfaces with the environment. This requirement was 
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captured formally through the notion of bisimulation, originally suggested by Park 

[Par8!] and Uilner [11il80], which is a binary relation on the states of systems. Two 

states are bisimilar if for each single computational step of the one there exists an 

appropriate matching (multiple) step of the other, leading to bisimilar states. A 

variety of bisimulations (as well as other formalizations of behavioural equivalence) 

have emerged over recent years in the search for notions which are mathematically 

tractable, reasonable and appropriate for different types of applications, where the 

criterion for indistinguishability of systems may vary . 

. This section is devoted to presenting some well-established theory regarding 

the notion of (bi)simulation, which we use in the thesis. We begin by presenting the 

notion of strong simulation and bisimulation for the 11" v-calculus. 

Definition 2.4.1 A binary relation n is a strong simulation if pnQ implies that 

for all a E Act+ with bn(a) n fn(P,Q) = 0, 

if P ~ P' then for some Q', Q ~ Q' and p'nQ'. 

The relation n is a strong bisimulation if both nand n-1 are strong simulations. 

Bisimilarity, N, is the largest strong bisimulation. 

Thus, strong bisimulation treats all actions uniformly. The notion of bisimulation 

that abstracts 'away from silent actions, referred to as 111eak bisimulation, is given 

below: 

Definition 2.4.2 . A binary relation n is a 111eak simulation if pnQ implies that 

for all a E Act+ with bn(a) nfn(P,Q) = 0, 

if P ~ P' then for some Q', Q ~ Q' and P''RQ'. 

The relation 'R is a weak bisimttlation if both nand n-1 are weak simulations. 

Weak bisimilarity, ~, is the largest weak bisimulation. 

Each of N and ~ is an equivalence. However, neither of them is a, congruence as they 

are not preserved by input prefix. To obtain the full congruence, it is sufficient to 

require bisimilarity over all substitutions of names ([lIPW92]). For example, letting 

~ be the symbol of weak congruence, we define 

, P ~ Q iff for all u Pu~Qu.· 

Note that the notions we have presented have appeared in the literature 

under the names of early strong bisimilarity, early weak bishnilarity and ear'ly con

gruence and have been differentiated from the respective late notions. Informally, 
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the difference between the two settings arises in the instantiation of the names of an 

input: in the early case this occurs at the instant the input action is inferred. By 

contrast, in the late case names are instantiated at the moment a communication is 

inferred. In other words, in the early setting an input is considered to be a single 

atomic event, whereas in the late setting it is considered as two: the commitment 

on the use of a channel for communication and then the receipt of an object. This 

results in two distinct notions with early bisimilarity being the weaker of the two. 

For a discussion, see [MP\V92, MPW93]. 

In the thesis we will only use early bisimulation and thus we will simply refer 

to it as 'bisimulation'. \Ve do this for a number ofreasons. First, early bisimulation 

allows a simpler definition by treating input and output actions symmetrically, unlike 

late bisimulation. Moreover, checks for the existence of a bisimulation do not require 

quantification over names, which are imposed by the strong version. Finally, early 

congruence coincides with the notion of barbed, or reduction congruence [San92], a 

natural notion defined uniformly in process calculi and based on reduction semantics. 

\Ve proceed to consider two variants of weak bisimulation. The former is 

the stronger notion of branching bisimilarity of [GW89] and the latter is the weaker 

notion of coupled simulation of [PS92]. We conclude by refining the notion of bisil1l

ulation to handle divergent behaviour. 

2.4.1 Branching bisimilarity 

Observational equivalences are often distinguished between those satisfying a linea: 

time semantics, and those satisfying a branching time semantics. In the former set

ting a process is completely determined by the observable content of its runs whereas 

in the latter information about the structure of the process and, in particular, points 

where paths diverge is also preserved. 

It is commonly accepted that bisimulation equivalence respects branching 

time for processes without silent actions. In fact, for this setting an equivalence 

respects branching time if it is at least as demanding as bisimulation equiva1ence. 

In the presence of silent actions, however, weak bisimilarity fails to respect branching 

time. For example, consider the transition systems of Figure 2.1. 

It is easy to see that they are weakly bisimilar. However, consider the dotted 

patll of the first system involving the run abo This path does not pass through a 

point where the action c is possible. On the other hand, the second system is such 

that every path with visible content ab must pass through a state where c is possible 

and moreover, unlike the first system, it passes through a state where the action 
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. ) 

a 

Figure 2.1: a. (b + T. (b + c) + d) vs. a. (T. (b + c) + d) 

d is no longer possible. This strongly suggests that the two systems should not be 

identified by a branching time equivalence. 

This resulted in the notion of branching bisimulation proposed in [GW89] 

where the example above originates. In the same work it was argued that while 

branching bisimulation coincides with ordinary bisimulation in the absence of silent 

actions it also takes over its role as a chara.cterization of branching time equiva

lence in the general setting. For a discussion of the significance of branching time 

semantics and a formalization of the concepts involved see [Gla93]. 

The definition of branching bisimulation in the 11" v-calculus is as follows: 

Definition 2.4.3 A relation B is a branching simulation if PBQ implies that for 

all a E Act+ with bn(a) n fn(P,Q) = 0, if P -2.... P', then either 

1. a = T and P'BQ, or 

2. Q ==> Q" -2.... Q' for some Q", Q' such that- PBQ" and P'BQ'. 

The relation B is a branching bisimulation if both B and B-1 are branching simula

tions. Branching bisimilarity, ~, is the largest branching bisimulation. 

\Ye recall that 

• ~ is an equivalence, and 

• ~ C~. 

Dranching bisimilarity is not a. congruence. Branching congruence, which we denote 

by ~, is defined by setting P:::: Q iff P(T-i::.Q(T for all "substitutions (T. 
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2.4.2 Coupled simulations 

Consider the agents 

P 
def . 

T.ll + T.b + T.C· 

Q ~f (b) T.ll + T. T. + T.C 

and their transition graphs. 

a a 

p b Q b 

c 
c 

It is easy to check that the two agents are not bisimilar. The point of interest 

is state S in the transition system of Q. Clearly, at S there is the possibility 

of performing a run with visible content b or c. ' However, there is no such state 

in the transition system of P, where the choice of performing one of a, b or C is 

resolved with the occurrence of the first (silent) action. Consequently, there exists 

no bisimulation relating the two agents. Nonetheless there are many applications 

in which one would want to consider agents such as P and Q as equivalent. Thus 

there has been considerable effort to define equivalence notions that equate systems 

in which internal choices are not necessarily resolved simultaneously. 

A resulting notion foll,owing the simulation model is that of coupled simula

tion due to Parrow and Sjodin, (PS92, PS94] (for related notions based on the testing 

model, and associated with testing equivalence, see [Hen88, Gla93]). \Vhile weak 

bisimilarity requires that agents bisimulate each other at all states, coupled simula

tion requires that two equivalent systems may simulate each other and bisimulate 
, " 

each other only at stable states, that is states where no silent actions are possible. 

Thus it requires the existence of two simulation relations between the agents in 

question (one 'in each direction') which coincide, or are coupled, at stahle states. 

Definition 2.4.4 An agent P is stable if whenever P ~ pI then 0' i= T. Other

wise, P is unstable. 

A coupled simulation is defined as follows: 

Definition 2.4.5 The pair (SbS2) is a coupled simulation if SI and S2"1 are 

(weak) simulations satisfying the following 
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• If P S1 Q and P is stable, then P S2Q . 

• If PS2Q and Q is stable, then PS1Q. 

Two agents P and Q are cs-equivalent, P =CB Q, if they are related by both com

ponents of a coupled simulation. 

As shown in [PS94j, =cs is an equivalence for convergent agents. Moreover, 

it has been shown to be weaker than bisimulation and stronger than testing equiv

alence. 

Proposition 2.4.6 

1. =cs is an equivalence for convergent processes. 

2. ~ C=C8' 

In order to generalize the notion of coupled simulation to divergent processes 

it appears that one loses one of the original's advantages, namely a characterization 

over single transitions. The notion proposed in [PS94] is the following: 

Definition 2.4.7 The pair (Sb S2) is a weak coupled simulation if S1 and S21 are 

(weak) simulations satisfying the following 

• If PS1Q then there exists Q' such that Q ==> Q' and PS2Q' . 

• If PS2 Q then there exists P' snch that P ==> P' and P'SlQ. 

Two agents P and Q are cw-equivalent, P =cw Q, if they are related by both 

components of a weak coupled simulation. 

It is ea.sy to see that =cw is an equivalence and it coincides with 

convergent agents. 

Proposition 2.4.8 

1. =cw is an equivalence relation. 

2. =cs = =cw for convergent agents. 

For more details concf'rning these notions see [PS94, Gla93]. 

for 
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2.4.3 Divergence 

One feature of the relations we have considered above, noted and criticized by 1Iilner 

in [Mil89], concerns the (lack of) treatment of the phenomenon of divergence: it is 

possible for two processes, exactly one of which is divergent, to be related to each 

other. This property may be useful in many applications but it is inappropriate 

in others where it is crucial to take account of the presence of infinite silent paths. 

This subject has been investigated in [1IiI81, HP80, Abr87, 'ValgO]. Here \ve simply 

record some notation we will employ in the thesis and two notions of bisimulatioll 

sensitive to divergence appropriate for our purposes. 

We begin with some terminology. 

Notation 2.4.9 We say that an agent P diverges, written P1 , if P can perform 

an infinite sequence of T actions; otherwise P converges, P! . 

We also employ the following. 

Definition 2.4.10 . 

• P! T if P!; 

• p !(vw)x(v), if P! and whenever P (II~;) pi then pi !; 

- x(v') • P! x(v), if p 1 and for all Vi whenever P __ pi then pi !. 

\Ve read P ! a as P converges on a. According to the definition, an agent converges 

on an 'action if it converges and remains convergent after performing that action. 

Note that there is an asymmetry between the treatment of input and output actions: 

the clause for inputs involves a quantification over all possible inputs performed via 

name x which is not required for output actions as the values output are determined 

by the action. The intention of this definition is to ensure that, no matter what 

values are received in the action, the resulting agent will be convergent. So, for 

. example, if P == x( z). cond (z = 0 I> n, true I> 0) thennot( P ! x(l'), since P x(O~; n 1. 
An alternative formalization of this concept would be to consider divergence on 

names as opposed to actions. However, we opt for the notation above as it turns 

out to be more convenient when reasoning about converg€'nce for a sequ€'nce of 

actions. Moreover, we write the following: 

Notation 2.4.11 Letting s range ov€'r Act· we write P!s if whenever p::b pi 

with t a prefix of s, pi !. We let 1 a and 1 s be the complementary r€'lations to! a 

and! s resp€'ctively. 
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The definition of divergence-sensitive bisimilarity follows. 

Definition 2.4.12 The relation d-bisimilarity, ~ b is the largest such that if 

p~! Q then for all a E Act+ with bn( a) n fn( P, Q) = 0, 
~ 

1. if P 1 a then Q la and if P ~ P' then Q :::&,. Q' and P'~ lQ', and 

2. vice versa. 

Thus, d-bisimilarity relates agents that may match each other's actions for as long 

as computation does not introduce divergence. Moreover, two d-bisimilar agents are· 

convergent on exactly the same set of actions. 

\Ve also consider a divergence-sensitive variant of branching bisimilarity. 

Definition 2.4.13 The relation db-bisimilarity, ~!, is the largest such that if 

p~! Q then for all a E Act+ with bn(a) n fn(P,Q) = 0, 

1. if P 10' then Q 10' and if P ~ P'then 

(a) Q ::::::} Q" ~ Q' with P ~1 Q" and p'~! Q', or 

(b) 0'= T and p'~! Q, and 

2. vice versa. 

Hence, db-bisimilarity adopts the same approach to divergent behaviour as d-bisilnilarity 

while it requires agents to match each other's actions in the branching bisimilarity 

fashion. \Ve record the following results: 

Proposition 2.4.14 

1. ~ 1 and ~ 1 are equivalences. 

2. ~1 C ~l' 

However, note that ~ 1 and ~ 1 are unrelated to ~ and ~ respectively. For example, 

a + n ~ 1 j3 + n though a + n '$. j3 + n . On the other hand, a + o'. n ~ a 

whereas a + o'. n ~l o'. It is not surprising however, that the notions coincide for 

systems that do not exhibit divergent behaviour. 

Definition 2.4.15 An agent P is fully conllergent if P 1 and for all derivatives P' 

of P, P'l. 

Proposition 2.4.16 . ~ 1 = ~ and ~l = ~ for fully convergent agents. 

PROOF: Straightforward by the definitions. o 
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2.5 Friendly agents 

\Ve conclude this chapter by introducing some useful properties of agents. \Ve 

consider these in the context of a type of agents which have a close affinity with 

the friendly systems considered in [Ui192b]. These are built from the special kind 

of agents defined below. 
, ' 

Definition 2.5.1' An agent 5 is consistent iffor all derivatives P of 5, whenever 

p ~ and P ~, where a and f3 are both output actions with subj(a) = subj(f3), 

then a = f3. 

Let 

\Ve call each Pi, Cj and! Ck a component of 5 and we say that 5 is a friendly agent 

if it satisfies the following conditions: 

1. each Pi is a derivative of some Cj, 

2. for all m + 1 ~ j ~ n, Cj == (vY)O:j. Qj, for some aj, Qj, and 

3. each Cj is consistent. o 

Note that although we have used the same adjective our friendly agents differ from 

the friendly systems of [Mil92b]. In particular we allow parallel composition and 

agent constants to occur within a Cj. However, we require that each Cj is a consis-
. , 

tent agent, that is at any point it is capable of transmitting a.t most one value via 

any name, although a. friendly agent itself need not be consistent. This condition is 

a reasonable one to impose for the kind of friendly agents we wish to consider below. 

We observe that the form of a friendly agent is preserved under derivation although 

the number of the P components may change as it is possible that the system spins 

off copies of its replicators. We employ the following definitions. 

Definition 2.5.2 An agent P bears a name x, or x is borne in P, if x occurs free 

in! P in a positive subject position. Further, P handles x,or x is handled in P, if x 

occ~rs free in P in a negative subject position. 

Thus, an agent bears 'a name x if, syntactically, it has the capability of receiving 

input via x. Dually, an agent handles a name if, syntactically, it may use it for 

output. We find it useful to isolate a further property regarding the use of names 

that generalizes that of handling, namely the capability of either handling a name, 

or sending it as an object of an output action. Thus we have the following definition. 
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Definition 2.5.3 An agent P controls a name x, or x is controlled in P, if x 

appears in P free· in negative subject position or in object position. 

\Ve continue with a further definition that refines the notions of bearing, handling 

and controlling. 

Definition 2.5.4 A friendly agent 5 uniquely bears (resp. handles, controls) a 

name x, or x is u~iquely borne (resp. handled, controlled) in 5 if for each derivative 

5' of 5, x is borne (resp. handled, controlled) by at most one component of-5'. 

Intuitively this definition implies that if x is uniquely borne in 5 then a communica

tion via x may be received by at most one component of 5. Similarly, if x is uniquely 

handled then at most one component may send via x at any time. In addition, if 

x is uniquely controlled then not only may at most one component send via x but 

that component is also solely responsible for who may subsequently do so. 

In [Mi192b], the properties of unique bearing and unique handling were in

vestigated and conditions were identified which guarantee that they are satisfied by 

a friendly system (as defined in that context), and the importance of the properties 

was discussed. It turns out that a similar kind of property is relevant in the context 

of this work. In particular it is useful for guaranteeing determinacy of agents as we 

will see in Chapter 3. The property required is given in the following definition. 

Definition 2.5.5 A friendly agent 5 manages a name x if, either 

• x E bn(5) and x is borne by at most one component of 5 and controlled by at 

most one component of 5, or 

• x E fn( S) and either x is borne by at most one component of S, or x is 

controlled by at most one component of 5 but not both. 

Uoreover, we say that 5 persistently manages x if for all derivatives 5' of 5, S' 

manages x. 

Thus, if a name is managed by an agent then it is either internal to the system. and 

it can be used for communication between at most two components, or it is free and 

it can be used by at most one component for either sending or receiving. Further, a 

name is persistently managed by an agent if it is managed throughout computation. 

\Ve want to enunciate conditions 011 friendly agents that guarantee the per

sistent management of names. So, let S == (vx)(IIPj I IICj I II! Cd be a friendly 

agent ~here Ck = (vy)Qj. Qj and subj(Qj) : Lj. 11oreo"er, let x be a name of sort 

A -I Lj and suppose S manages x. It is easy to see tlu~,t the property of managing 
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a name is not preserved under derivation. For one thing, a replicator may produce 

two components both bearing or controlling x. Thus we require the following: 

(i) for all k, x ~ fn(Ck). 

In addition, a couiponent may acquire the bearing of a name. For example 

v(z).z(w).Olv(x}.x(z).O --+ x(w).Olx(z).o 

Similarly, a component may acquire the capability of handling a name. For reasons 

that will become apparent in our later study of concurrent-object programs we take 

the following approach for preventing such situations from arising: first, we require 

that the ability of bearing may not be acquired by a component. That is when a 

co~po~ent P receives a name of sort A, it is not allowed to subsequently bea~ it. 

Secondly, the capability of controlling may be freely passed between components; 

but, to ensure unique controlling, when a component transmits a name of sort A, 

it may not transmit or handle it again (unless and until it receives it again). This 

leads to the following conditions: 

(ii)"if P is a derivative of a Cj, P ~ pi, a = a( ... ,y, •.. ), y: A theny is not 

borne in pi j 

(iii) if P is a derivative of a Cj, P ~ pi, a = (vw)a{ ... ,y, ... ), y: A then y is 

not controlled in P'. 

Although very close to our goal of ensuring the persistent management of 

x, there is a further point to consider. Let PI = a(y). iJ{z}. 0, P2 =" x{w}. 0 and 

consider 5 = PI I P2• We can see that x E fn( 5) and at most Olle compon~nt of 5, 

P2, controls x. However, consider the following transition: 

5 a(x~ 5' = x(z}. 0 I x(w}. 0 

Clearly, 5' does not manage x since it is controlled by both of its components. The 

cause of this was the receipt of name :r which was knmvn to 5 (note that if x did 

not occur in 5, its receipt would not violate the persistent management property). 

A possible solution is to enforce restrictions on the free names of 5, requiring that 

" they cannot be used to receive names of sort A. "The following definition is useful 

for formalizing this requirement. 

Definition 2.5.6 Let 1= 11 •• • In be a sequence of sorts. An agent P is I-closer! 

if llOlle of its derivatives can perform an ~ction in any r}. 
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Thus an agent is I-closed if no name of sort I may appear at the interface of the 

agent with the environment. A sufficient condition to ensure that an agent is closed 

with respect to a tuple of sorts is given in the following. 

Lern rna 2.5.7 Let P be an agent such that fn( PHI = 0 respecting the sorting ..\ 

where, if Ij E U ,,\(1') then I' E I. Then P is I-closed. 

PROOF: According to the sorting no name of sort J ~ I may carry I-names. Thus, 

since no name of a sort in I occurs free in P and P satisfies ..\, fn( P') rI = 0, for all 

derivatives P' of P, and so P is I-closed. 0 

We have the following result. 

Proposition 2.5.8 Let 5 be a friendly agent and x : A a name such that 5 

manages x and 5 satisfies (i)-(iii) above, for x and A. Let ..\ be a sorting and I a 

set of sorts such that if A E U..\( L) then L E 1. Suppose additionally that 5 is 

well-sorted according to ..\ and I-closed. Then 5 persistently manages x. 

In words, the side-condition on free names requires that if y is a free name of a 

derivative of 5 then its sorting does not allow it to carry names of sort A. Therefore, 

the name x may not be received (or transmitted) by the process, although it may 

be used as a channel for communication with the environment, if, that is, it occurs 

free. 

PROOF: We want to prove that for all derivatives 5' of 5,5' manages x. The proof 

follows by induction on the length of the transition 5 :4:> 5' and the significance 

of the assumptions is Clearly illustrated. So suppose 5 :4:> 5" .2..... 5', where 

5" = (vjJ)(llP; j! Cj), and 5" manages x. There exist two possibilities for the 

transition 5" .2..... 5' . 

• a = rand 5' = (vP')(P{ 1 P2 1 •.. ) where PI L P{ and P2 L P2' {3 comp 73. 
If x ~ (fn({3) U fn(;B» then by induction the claim follows. Similarly, if x ~ 

(obj({3) U obj(iJ», since no component has acquired the ownership of x, by 

induction x is managed in S'. Finally, if x E (obj(t3) U obj(t3)) then by (ii) and 

(iii) we may conclude that the claim holds . 

• a "I T and either C1 .2..... P, 5' = (vZ;')(TIPi 1 P I! Cj), or PI ~ P{ and 5' = 
(vp')(P{ 1 TIii=IPi I! Cj). We note that by the assumption of the proposition, 

x ~ obj( 0:). Thus no component of 5" has. acquired the capability of using x 

and so, x is managed in 5'. 

This completes the proof. o 
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As a special case of the result above suppose 5 is such that fn( 5) = 0. It is easy 

to see that fn( 5') = 0 for all derivatives 5' of 5 and thus 5 persistently manages x 

assuming it satisfies the remaining properties. 

An alternative solution to ensure that communication with the environment 

will not affect the persistent management of a name is to require that the environ

ment will be 'well-behaved' in sOIile sense. If so we may then guarantee that the 

management of name x will not be violated. The assumption we make is that the 

environment will not provide a derivative 5' of 5 with name x unless x ~ fn(5' ). So, 

let 151 be the set of the derivatives of 5 obtained after a sequence of actions that 

satisfy this assumption: 

151 = {P 13n,Pl. ··Itn : 5 = 50 ~ 51 ~.:. ~ 5n = P, 

and, if Iti = a(y) and x E y, then x ~ fn(5i_d} 

We have the following result: 

Proposition 2.5.9 Let 5 be a friendly agent and x : A a name such that 5 

manages x and 5 satisfies (i)-(iii) above for x and A. Then for every 5' in 151, 5' 

manages x. 

PROOF: The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation 5 ~ 5', where 

5' E 151. o 
We generalize the notion of managing a name as follows: 

Definition 2.5.10 Let 5 = (lIx)(IIP; I II! Ck) be a friendly agent where Cj == 
(IIYj)aj(xj). Qj and aj : Lj. \Ve say that S is effective if, for all A 'f Lj, 

1. if for some j, Cj, is not A-closed then 5 persistently manages all x : A, and 

2. S uniquely handles all names x : L j for all j. 

Thus, a friendly agent is effective if it persistently manages, that is allows no sharing 

of, all of the names that appear on the interface of its components, expect those 

which provide access to the replicators of the system which are uniquely handled. It 

is easy to modify the conditions above to obtain results guaranteeing the effectiveness 

of systems: 

Proposition 2.5.11 Let S = (IIX)(IIPi I II! Cj) be a friendly agent where Cj == 
(IIYj)llj{Xj}.Qj and llj: Lj. Suppose that for all sorts A 'f Lj, such that CI,; is not 

A-closed for some k, the following hold: 
.) 

1. if A E U;\( L) for some L then S is L-closed; 
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2. if x E fn( Cj) then x : Lk and, x is not handled in Q j; 

3. if aj = aj then i = j; 

4. if P is a derivative of Cj, P ~ P', a = (vw)a( ... , y, ••. ) and y : A =I- Lj, 

then y is not controlled in pI; 

5. if P is a derivative of Cj, P ~ pI and a = a( ... , y, •. . ), y : A =I- Lj, then y 

is not borne in pI; 

6. if P is a derivative of Gj, P ~ pI and a = a( .•. , y, .. . ), y : Lj, then y is not 

handled in P'. 

Then 5 is effective. 

PROOF: . It is easy to see by the previous proposition that a friendly agent 5, 

satisfying the conditions of the proposition, persistently manages all names x : A, 

A i- Lj. The proof that aU names of sort Lj are uniquely handled in 5 involves 

showing that each such name is uniquely handled by one of the replicators of 5. 

This is by induction on the length of the derivation and it makes use of Conditions 

2,3 and 6. 0 

Finally, we make an observation concerning the use of the notion of controlling 

as opposed to that of handling. It is not difficult to see that the former notion 

is essential for the soundness of the results we have presented. For example let 

PI = a(x}. Pi, P2 = x(y}. P~, P3 = a(y). y(z}. P~ and consider 5 ;: PI I P2 I P3 • We 

may see that exactly one component handles x, namely P2• However, 5 may engage 

in the transition 

5 -+ 5' = P{ I x(y). p~ I x(z). P~ 

and x is handled by two components of 5'. This implies that the ability of sending 

a name may subsequently result in its handling. Thus to ensure unique handling it 

is necessary to take account of how names are controlled. 

'Ye conclude with a summary of the main definitions of this section. 

Summary of definitions 

Given a friendly agent 

where Cj;: (vYj)aj(xj}.Qj and aj: Lj, given a name x, we have the following: 

• a component P of S bears x, or x is borne in P, if x occurs free in P in a 

positive subject position; 
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• a component P of S handles x, or x is handled in P, if x occurs free in Pin 

a negative subject position; 

• a component P of S controls x, or x is controlled in P, if x occurs free in P 

in negative subject position or in object position; 
, 

• S manages x:or x is managed in S, if either 

1. x E bn(S) and x is borne by at most one component of S and controlled 

by at most one component of S, or 
" 

2. x E fn( S) and either x is borne by at most one component of S, or x is 

controlled by at most one component of S but not both; 

• S persistently manages x if for all derivatives S' of S, S' manages x; 

• S is effective if, for aU A '" Lj, 

1. if for some j, Cj, is not A-closed then S persistently manages all x : A, 

and 

2. S uniquely handles an names x : Lj for all j. 



Chapter 3' 

Determinacy and Conti uence 

In the setting of term rewriting systems, confluence [CR36] has been a subject of 

thorough study [Hue80]. The investigation of confluence in process calculi was ini

tiated by Milner in [Mil80, Mil89], where confluence for CCS processes was defined 

and studied. Although many systems are inherently indeterminate, the importance 

of determinacy and confluence is closely related with predictability. Indeed it is 

often the case that in designing a concurrent system the intention is that it will be

have in a predictable way, in the sense that if run from the same initial state it will 

always offer the same choices to its environment, or produce the same observable 

behaviours: One of the main observations made in [MilSO], where the importance 

of the notions is further discussed, is that trace equivalence coincides with bisimi

larity for confluent. systems. A main motivation behind the theory developed was 

to provide a theoretical framework within which one may build confluent systems 

from confluent components. It turned out that a reasonable class of useful systems 

can be constructed in this way as a variety of CCS operators and certain derived 

constructors, including the confluent composition and the confluent sum, preserve 

confluence. 

Subsequently, the notion of confluence was investigated by other authors. In 

[San82] confluence was studied within the context of value-passing CCS and it was 

demonstrated that knowledge of the structure of a process may simplify reasoning 

about its properties. Further, in [Tof90] this study was extended by considering 

conditions under which combinations of non-confluent but somehow well-behaved 

agents, called semi-confluent agents, yield confluent systems. The theory was used 

to show that certain syntactic conditions on programs of a concurrent imperative 

language guarantee determinacy. }.lore recently, work on determinacy was und('r-, . . 

taken in [Nes96], where a static type system was presented for a. mobile-process 

40 
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calculus with the intention that well-typed processes be determinate. 

A central property of confluent agents is that they are semautically invariant 

under silent actions. The relationship of this property, referred to as T-inertness, 

to confluence was studied in detail by Groote and Sellink in [GS95] where a weaker 

notion of confluence was introduced and was shown to coincide with T-inertness for 

systems free from divergence. In this chapter we study notions of determinacy and 

confluence within the 11" v-calculus and we present a verification of a protocol which 

employs the theory. 

3.1 Determinacy 

In [lIiI80, :Mil89], Milner introduced and studied a precise notion of deterrninacy of 

CCS agents. According to the definition, a CCS agent P is strongly determinate if, 

for each derivative Q of P and for all actions 0.,' 

whenever Q ~ Q' and Q ~ Q" then Q' N Q" , 

where'" denotes CCS bisimilarity. This notion carries over straightforwardly to the 

early treatment of the 11" v-calculus. It is expressed as follows: 

Definition 3.1.1 P is strongly determinate if, for every derivative Q of P and for 

all 0. E Act+, whenever Q ~ Q' and Q ~ Q" then Q'':'''Q''. 

This definition makes precise the requirement that when an experiment, a, is co~

ducted on a process P, it should always lead to the same state up to bisimulation. 

For example, consider the processes a. (b. 0 + c.O) and a. b. 0 + a. c. O. The first 

process is determinate since after engaging in the action a it always offers the choice 

of band c. However, the latter process has two different a-derivatives aud therefore 

it is not determinate. , 

Note that an additional feature present in this setting is name instantiation: 

Unlike value-passing CCS, passing of values between 11" v-calculus processes includes 

passing of names which can subsequently be used for communication, so it is nec

essary to ensure that aU possible input actions do not cause interference with the 

names already known to a process and thus preserve determinacy. For example, 

consider the process 

B == a(x). (x(y). a{y). 0 + b(y). 0). 

It can t'ugage in the input action a(b) and become B' as follows: 

a(b) , 
B -+ B == b(y). a(y). 0 + b(y).O 
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Clearly, B' is not determinate since it has two different b(y)-derivatives. Thus B is 

indeterminate. 

This notion of determinacy is well-behaved, as the following proposition 

holds. 

Proposition 3.1.2 Strong determinacy is closed under derivation; that is, if P is 

strongly determinate and P ~ Q then Q is strongly determinate. Strong deter-
, ( " 

minacy is preserved by strong bisimilarity; that'is, if P is strongly ~leterminate and 

P~Q then Q is strongly determinate. 
" ,. 

PROOF: The prooffollows easily by definition. o 

As observed in [Mil89], strong determinacy does not capture the noti01~ of 

predictability in a very satisfactory way. For example, consider the process 
. . 

A == a.O+ T.O. 

According to the definition, A is strongly determinate. However, its ability to pre

clude a by doing a T makes the process unpredictable. Therefore the following 

variant of strong determinacy concentrating on observable behaviour is introduced. 

Definition 3.1.3 . P is weakly deteNninate if, for every derivative Q of P and for 
~ 

. all a E Act+, whenever Q ~ Q' and Q ~ Q" then Q'~Q". 

For the agent A defined above, we have thatA :::;. A and A ~ 0 so, since A ~ 0, 

A is not weakly determinate. The notion of weak determinacy is of greater interest 

to us so we will henceforth use the te:rm 'determinacy' to refer to weak determinacy. 

We can now record the fact that (weak) determinacy behaves well. 

Proposition 3.1.4 Determinacy is closed under derivation and is preserved by 

weak bisimilarity. 0 

\Ve can give the following characterization of determinacy which considers a sequence 

of observable actions as opposed to a single action. 

Proposition 3.1.5 P is determinate iff for aU s E Act-, whenever P ~ PI and 

P ~ P2 then' Pl~P2' 

PROOF: It is easy to see that determinacy implies the property set out in the new 

characterization. To show the converse, it suffices to note that the new definition is 

preserved uuder derivation. o 

A main result presented in [Eng85] (and later in [Ui189] in the context of 

CCS processes) concerning determinacy is that weak bisimilarity coincides with 
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trace equivalence for determinate parallel processes. \Ye also record tIlls fact in the 

11" v-calculus setting, where trace equivalence is defined as follows: 

Definition 3.1.6 Agents P and Q are tmce equivalent, P~trQ, if, for all s E Act., 

bn(s) n fn(P, Q) = 0, P ~ iff Q ~. 

Trace equivalence is too weak a relation as a criterion for observation equiv

alence in general, since it does not respect deadlock. However, if we know that 

processes P and Q are both determinate, then the following shows that in order to 

establish P~Q it is enough to show P~trQ. 

Theorem 3.1.7 If processes P and Q are determinate then P~Q iff P~h·Q. 

PROOF: The implication from left to right holds since ~ ~ ~tr' To prove the 

converse we need to show that 

B = {(P,Q) I P~trQ, P, Q are determinate} 

is a weak bisimulation. The details are not hard and 1he import of determinacy is 

clearly exhibited in showing that if P ~ P' and Q ~ Q' then P'~trQ'. 0 

3.2. Preserving Determinacy 

Since predictable behaviour is a requirement for a variety of systems it appears 

worthwhile to investigate the possibility of designing compositional methods for 

constructing determinate systems. It is easy to realise that not all systems built 

from determinate components are determinate. However, we would like to find some 

design rules which, without being too restrictive, ensure that by using determinate 
, , 

components we must arrive at a determinate system. \Ye begin by examining which 

of the 11" v-calculus combinators preserve determinacy. 

Proposition 3.2.1 If P, PI, P2 are det('rminate, then so are the following: 

1. 0, T.P, (/ly)a(x). P, (/lx)P. 

2. a(x). P, provided that for all i, if Xi : Ti then for all Y E fn(P), if y : Ti tlwn 

Xi = y, i.e. Xi is the only name of its sort that may occur free in P. 

3. LiE! aj. Pi, aj =J T, provided that aj. Pi is determilla te for all i and the subj(aj) 

are pairwise distinct. 

4. PI I P2 , provided that fn(Pd n fn(P2) = 0 and sort(bn(Pd) n sort(n(P2)) = 0, 
sort(bn(P2)} n sort(n(Pt}) = 0. 
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PROOF: The proof of Clauses (1) and (3) is straightforward from the definition. 

The proof of Clause (2) is more interesting. Note that the side condition requires 

that each of the names occurring in the object of the input prefix is the only name 

of its sort occurring free in P. We may then deduce that performing the input 

will not result in the receipt of names that will interfere with the names already 

known in P. To prove the result it suffices to show that if P is determinate, x : T, 

and fn(PHT = {x} then P{ylx} is determinate. The proof follows by structural 

induction on P. 

Finally, Clause 4 asserts that the parallel composition of two determinate 

agents which share no free names and cannot communicate with each other (as 

achieved by the restrictions on sorts) is determinate. The proof is easy and is 

omitted. o 

\Ve proceed to examine why we have to impose such strong side-conditions in 

Clauses (2) and (4). First consider Clause (2) and let P be the following process: 

def -P = b(x).x(z}+c(y).ll(y} 

Further, suppose that all names of P have the same sort. It is easy to see that P 

is a determinate process. However, consider P{ clb}. This is c(x). x(z} + c(y). d(y}, 

which is clearly indeterminate. Thus, determinacy is not preserved by name sub

stitution. Consequently, determinacy is not preserved by input prefix since, for 

example, a(b). P has P{ clb} as a derivative. Nonetheless, we may expect that the 

process a(x). P will be determinate if we can guarantee that the names received in 

the input are not free in P. In order to enforce this, Clause (2) demands that for 

all x Ex, x is the only name of its sort occurring free within P. Returning to the 

process P above we may see that if band c are names of distinct sorts, {clb} is not 

a valid substitution and a( b). P is a determinate process. 

Moving to parallel composition, we first note that it is necessary for PI and 

P2 to have disjoint sets of free names for reasons similar to those of the CCS case 

(for example, for A (~f a.O I a.O, A ~ 0, A ~ a.O). However, in a mobile 

calculus setting, this condition is inadequate as there is no guarantee that it will be 

preserved during computation. For instance, let 

P 

Q 

def 
= w(z).z(x).b.O 

a(y).c.O 

where a and z are of the same sort, and consider P I Q. It may engage in the 

transition , 

PI Q ~ S == a(x).b.O I a(y).c.O 
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and evolve to S which has two inequivalent a{w}-derivatives. In order to tackle this 

problem, the side-condition of Clause 4 requires that PI and P2 have no free names 

in common and, additionally, that the sorts of each agent's bound names are distinct 

from the sorts of all the names of its companion. In this way, the bound names of 

each of the agents may not be instantiated to a name already occurring in the other 

one. Indeed, it is easy to see that if z and a, in the processes P, Q above, are of 

distinct sorts then S is not a derivative of P I Q and this latter agent is determinate. 

We conclude this section , ... ith some simple results which will be useful in 

later chapters. 

Proposition 3.2.2 Suppose each of the processes Po, ... , Pn , Q, R, is determinate 

and let d: T, VI : T}, ... , V~ : Tn, for some sorts T,Tl! ... ,Tn. Further, suppose 

that if Q 4>~ Qf, where d ~ obj(s), then Q'~O and if Pi{V} 4> v(x~ Pt, where 

v ~ subj(s), then Pt~O. Then, assuming that they are T,f-closed, the following are 

determinate: 

1. (vd)(Q I d.R), 

2. S 19f (1/(1)( Q I cZ.s) , 

3. (vwv)(Po(vo) 1 WI,PI(VI} 1 .. ·1 wn.Pn(vn} 

I VO(Xo). WI' VI(xd· ••• Wn • V(x n ). WO(x}. R), where x ~ fnv(R). 

P ROO F: The proof consists of examining the derivatives of each of the processes and 

ensuring that they satisfy the determinacy property. It is easy to see that all such 

derivatives have exactly one active component (unless they represent a state where 

a communication via d or a Vi is possible) and by the determinacy of the individual 

components the result follows. Note that the side condition in 3 is essential as 

determinacy is not preserved by name substitution. F\uther, the condition that the 

agellts are T, T-closed guaralltees that names li, V, remain private during execution. 

This is important as extrusion of their scope may result in activation of more than 

one component and thus indeterminacy, as exhibited by the following process: 

dd - ~ - 1 P == (vd)(x(d). a. d. Old. a. b. 0) a. d. 0 ii. a. b. 0 

~ a.d.O I a.b.O 

o 

3.3 :::::::-detenuinacy 

In our analysis so far, we have taken weak bisimilarity as the requirement for be

havioural equivalence. In this section we consider alternative definitions of deter-
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minacy in terms of other equivalences and investigate their relation to the original 

notion. Letting ~ range over ~, ~, =wc, ~tn we define ~-determinacy as follows: 

Definition 3.3.1 An agent P is ~-determinate if, for every derivative Q of P, if 
~ 

Q ~ Q1I Q ~ Q2 then Ql ~ Q2. . 

Thus, we have branching determinacy (for ~), (weak) determinacy (for ~), coupled 

determinacy (for ~wc), and trace' determinacy (for ~tr). It is straightforward to see 

that the following holds: 

Proposition 3.3.2 ~-determinacy is closed under derivation. o 

Furthermore, we say that an agent Q is Tx-inert if, for each of its derivatives P, 

whenever P ==> P', P ~ P'. It is easy to see that a ~-determinate agent is Tx-inert. 

Proposition 3.3.3 If P is ~-determinate then. P is Tx-inert. 

PROOF: This is a direct consequence of the definition. o 

Although ~ C ~tr is a strict inclusion, we may see that bra,nching bisimilarity 

coincides with trace bisimilarity for T~,,, -inert agents. Note that the result extends 

Theorem 3.1.7. 

Proposition 3.3.4 If!" Q are T~t,.-inert then P~Q iff P~trQ. 

PROOF: Since ~ C ~tn P~Q implies P~trQ without the assumption of T-inertness. 

To prove the converse, let n be the following relation 

n = {(P,Q) I P~tJ·Q, P, Q are T~I,.-inert}. 

We will show that n is a branching bisimulation. So let (P, Q) E n and suppose 

P ~ P'. If 0: = T then Pi:;trP' by T-inertness and so (P',Q) E n as required. 

Otherwise, if 0: =J T, then there exist Q', Q", R such that Q ==> Q" ~ Q' ==> 
R~trP'. Dy T-inertness Qi:;trQ" and Q'~trR. Hence, (P, Q") E nand (P', Q') E n, 
which completes the proof. 0 

As a corollary we have that T:::-inertness and T~,,.-inertness (and, since i:;'r :::>=wc:::> 

i:; :::> ~, all notions of Tx-inertness) coincide. 

Proposition 3.3.5 Pis T:::-inert iff P is T~,,.-inert. 

PROOF: The result in the left to right direction is a direct consequence of the fact 

that ~ ~ i:;tr. To prove the converse suppose P is T~tt:-illert and P --+ P'. Then 

P~'rP' and by the previous proposition P~P'. SO, Pis T:::-inert as required. 0 

Thus we may deduce that all notions of determinacy coincide. \Ye have: 
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Proposition 3.3.6 P is ~tr-determinate iff P is ::::-determinate .. 

PROOF: By Proposition 3.3.4, the definition of ~tr-determinacy may be rewritten 

using:::: instead of ~tr' since all agents involved are ~tr-determinate and thus T ~tr

inert. Thus ~tr-detenninacy implies ::::-determinacy. Similarly, the characterization 

of ::::-determinacy may be rewritten using ~ instead of ~tr since all the agents 

involved are ~-determinate and thus T~tr -inert. Therefore, ~-determinacy implies 

~-determinacy which completes the proof. 0 

Finally we observe that determinacy is preserved by =wc and hence by the other 

equivalences finer to it. Note however, that determinacy is not preserved by trace 
- ' . 

equivalence. A counter-example is given by the following processes: A = a. b. 0 is 

determinate and A~trB = a. b. 0 + a. 0, but B is not determinate. 

Proposition 3.3.7 If P is determinate and P =wc Q then Q is determinate. 

PROOF: Let P be a determinate process and suppose P =wc Q, where (S1.S2) 

is a weak coupled simulation relating P and Q. Let Q ~ Ql and Q ~ Q2' 

Then there exist Pi, P~ such that P ~ PI! P ~ P2 and P1S2Ql and P2S2Q2. 

Dy determinacy, PI =wc P2 • Furthermore, by the definition of =wc, PI :=} P{ 

and P2 :=} P~ such that PiSlQl and P~SlQ2' Dy determinacy we also have that 

PI =wc P{ and P2 =wc P~. Thus, PI =wc Ql and P2 =wc Q2, which implies that 

Ql =wc Q2 as required. . 0 

3.4 Confluence 

The motivation behind the introduction in [Ui189] of confluence for CCS agents was 

to strengthen determinacy to a notion preserved by a wider set of operators. In this 

section we extend the definition of confluence to the 7r v-calculus and study some 

of its theory. It turns out th~t confluence is preserved by a less restrictive form of 

composition than is determinacy. 

According to the definition of [Ui189], a CCS agent P is strongly confluent 

if it is strongly determinate and for each of its derivatives Q and distinct actions 0', 

{3 given transitions to Ql and Q2, the following diagram can be completed. 

o 
--+ 

o 
--+ 
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Let P be the 7r v-calculus agent P ~r a( x). x(y}. 0 and consider the following 

transitions. 

p a(b~ b{y}.O 

P a(c~ c{y}.O 

Clearly,' the two ~rallsitiollS cannot be 'brought together' in order to complete the 

diagram above and thus P does not satisfy the definition of confluence just given 

for CCS agents. However, we would expect that, despite this fact, P should be 

classified as confluent. Indeed, investigation of confluence in the context of value

passing calculi resulted in extending the CCS definition above to take account of 

substitution of values, [San82, Tof90]. The definitions highlighted the asymmetry 

between input and output actions by considering them separately. In the earlier 

formulation of [Sau82], the definition for CCS agents was extended to value-passing 

CCS agents by considering inputs on the same channel as follows: 

If Q ~ 01 and Q a(u~ Q2, then there exist Q' ~ud variable z such 'that 

Ql '" Q'{vJz} and Q2 '" Q'{uJz}. 

An alternative definition subsequently appeared in [Tof90]. Tllis definition 

makes use of the notion of IT-confluence, where IT is a partition of the set of actions 

of the transition system in question. A process P is strongly IT-confluent if it is 

strongly determinate and for each derivative Q of P and actions 0', f3 which lie 

in different blocks of the partition, given transitions to Ql and Q2, the following 

diagram can be completed. 

or 
---+ 

or 
---+ 

Ql 

i3! 
Q' . Q' 2'" 1 

It turns out that for vahle-passing CCS agents strong confluence of [5an82] coin

cides with strong IT-confluence, where IT partitions the set of non-input actions into 

singletons and collects all input actions of the same channel into one block. So it is 

not required of a IT-confluent agent that the occurrence of an input action willllot 

preclude that of another performed via the same channel. This type of treatment 

of input actions carries over nicely to a mobile setting. 

A feature distinctive of the lI'-calculus is the occurrence of bound names in 

output actions. For let P ~f (vx )out(x). o. P has the following two transitions 

(among others) .. 
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Considering these two transitions to be different would result, counter-intuitively, in 

characterizing P as a non-confluent process. To avoid this problem, we only require 

completion of the confluence diagram for actions that are not a-convertible to each 

other. This is made precise below . 

. Bound names are the source of another problem, illustrated in the following 

example. Let T ~f (vz)(a(z). 0 I b(z). 0). It has two transitions. 

(vz)a(z) - b(:) 0 
T ---+ Tl == b(z). 0 ---+ 

T .. (vz)b~z) T2 == a(z). 0 a(zl 0 

Thus, a computatiOli of T results in creating a new name z and sending it to the 

environment via names a and b. However, the two possible transitions of each com

putation are such that z occurs bound only in the first action and consequently free 

in the second. Hence the confluence diagram cannot be completed in the strict sense, 

requiring that an occurrence of an action can never preclude the (exact) occurrence 

of another. Nonetheless, we would like to consider T as confluent. So, instead we 

require the completion of the confluence diagram presented in the definition below. 

'Ve proceed straight to weak confluence, which we refer to simply as 'collfluence'. 

It is useful to distinguish pairs of actions whose components are not a-convertible 

to each other, and are not inputs via the same name. 'Ve employ the following 

llotation. 

Notation 3.4.1. For two actions (3,; E Act+ we write (3f><J;, if j3 =I ;, alld if 

(3 = b{x) and; = c(y), then b =I c. 

Moreover, we have the following definition. 

Definition 3.4.2 Given two actions 0 and f3 we define the weight of 0 over f3, 

written 0' lf3, as follows: 

al,g ~f {(VU - w)~(x), if 0' = (vu)a(x),w = it n bn«(3) 

. 0', otherWIse . 

Further, given s, t E Act+*, we define the weight of s over t, written s l t, inductively 

upon sand t as below. 

c l t def C 

def slc s 

asl(3t ~f «al(3)lt)(slf3t) 
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Thus, (\' l,8 is obtained from Q by extruding the scope of certain names (the intersec

tion of the bound names of Q and ,8). Similarly, s It is obtained from s by removing 

the restriction on all names that occur bound in sand t. 

Definition 3.4.3 A process P is locally confluent if, for all actions Q and ,8 such 

that 0:~,8, the following diagrams can be completed, given transitions from P to 

PI and P2• 

P a 
PI P a 

PI --+ --+ 

a JJ. JJ. J3JJ. . ~JJ. -; P
2 ==> P'''-P' P2 

aLJ3 P'''-P' 2"" I ==> 2"" I 

Further, we say that P is 'confluent if, for all df'rivatives Q of P, Q is locally confluent. 

Thus a confluent agent satisfies the confluence diagrams for any two transitions 

involving actions that are not both inputs via the same name. In addition, if the 

actions share bound names iV, then the transitions used to complete the diagram 

involve actions where the names w occur free. So, for example, the agent T above 

is confluent. We have the following property. 

Proposition 3.4.4 Weak confluence is closed under derivation and is preserved 

by weak bisimilarity. 0 

We may also easily see that an agent is confluent if the diagrams may be completed 

'up to ~' as below. 

Proposition 3.4.5 A process P is confluent iff for all derivatives Q of P, and for 

all 0: and {3 E Act+ such that 'Q~f3, given transitions from Q to Ql and Q2, the 

following diagrams can be completed. 

Q 

a JJ. 

a 
--+ Q ..-.. Q" 1 '" I 

PROOF: This is straightforward using prope'rties of ~. 

QI~ Q~ 

~JJ. 

Q" Q' 2~ 1 

o 

Recall that an agent P is T~-inef·t if, for each of its derivatives Q, whenever 

Q ==>: Q' then Q~Q'. Hereafter, we will simply write T-inert for T~-inf'rt agents. 

\Ve observe that confluence implies T-inertness. 

Proposition 3.4.6 If P is confluent then P is T-inert. 
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PROOF: The proof consists in showing that 

n = {(P,Q) I P => ~Q, P is confluent} 

is a weak bisimulation. Then, since confluence is closed under derivation, we may 

conclude that if an agent P is confluent then it is also r-inert. 

So let (P, Q) E n and suppose P ~ P'. Then, by confluence and Proposi-.... 
tion 3.4.5, Q ~ Q' and P' => P" ~Q'. Hence (P', Q') E n as required. 0 

An easy corollary of this result is that confluence implies detern~inacy. 

Proposition 3.4.7 If P is confluent then P is determinate. 

PROOF: Straightforward from the previous proposition and the definitions. 0 

These observations allow the following simpler characterization of ~onfluence: 

Proposition 3.4.8 A process P is confluent iff it is r-inert and, for all derivatives 

Q of P, 

1. if ~ E Act, Q ~ Q., Q =>~ Q~ then Qli:;Q2, and 

2. if a,{3 E Act, at><J{3, given transitions from Q to 01 and 02, the following 

diagram can be completed. 

Q 

JJ. JJ. 
1/3 l/3LQ 

Q ol.t3 Q' . Q' 
2 =>-- 2::::: 1 

PROOF: First, it is easy to see by definition that if P is confluent then the conditions 

a.bove are satisfied. The converse follows easily by T-inertness and Proposition 3.4.5. 

o 

The definitions we have given so far are such that the top line of each diagram 

is a single action. This formulation is conYeliient for the purpose of E'stablishing the 

confluence of agents. HowE'vE'r, it would be of grE'at use if we could obtain an 

alternative charactE'l'ization which involves single transitions to Q2 as well as 01. 
It turns out that this ,is only possible for the special class of agents described in 

the following definition. A similar observation regarding T-inertness was made in 

[GS9.5]. 

Proposition 3.4.9 Let P be a fully convergent agent. Then P is confluent iff it 

is r-inert and, for all derivatives 0 of P, 
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2. if 0,/3 E Act, ot><J/3, given transitions to Q1 and Q2, th~ following diagram can 

be completed. 

Q' . Q' 2::::: 1 

I 

PROOF: It is easy' to see that if P is confluent then the diagrams can be completed 

and P is i-inert by Proposition 3.4.6. Note that this result follows without the 

assumption that P is convergent. 

To prove the converse, suppose P is fully convergent, i-inert and the clauses 

of the proposition are satisfied. We will show that P satisfies the characterization 

of confluence given in the previous proposition. So, let Q be a derivative of P and 

suppose 

Q ~ Q1 and Q ~ Q~ L Q2 

where 0, /3 E Act, ot><J/3. Dy i-inertness, Qi::Q~. Thus 

where, since Q2 is i-inert, Q2i::Q~. Since P is fully convergent, there exists R2 such 

that 

Q~ ~ R2 f-

Dy i-inertness Q~i::R2' Hence R2·~ Q3i::Q1 and R2 ~ Q4i::Q2, since R2i::Q;. 
By the assumption of the proposition, 

Hence 

and so Q~ i::Q; as required. 

The case 0 = /3 follows similarly. o 

Note that the assumption of P being fully convergent is essential for the soundness 

of the proposition (in the right to left direction). A counter-example when the 

assumption is omitted is given by the process . 

def . , 
P = a. b. 0 + i. (a. c. 0 + i. P) . 
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It is easy to see that Pis T-inert and that all of its derivatives satisfy the conditions 

of the proposition. However, P ~ PI = b. c. 0, P ~~ P2 = c. b. 0 and it is not 

possible to complete the confluence diagram for PI and P2• 

\Ve continue with some results which enunciate some simple but useful prop

erties of confluent agents. 

Lemma 3.4.10 Suppose P is a confluent agent and P ~ ~ 0 where "'( = 
(vu)a(x). Then P~(vu)a(x}. o. 

. ~ 

PROOF:· Let P be a confluent agent such that P ==> Q -- R ==> o. Then by 

T-inertness P~Q and R~O. So suppose Q L Q'. Then the following possibilities 

exist: 

• "'( = f3 and Q' ~O as Q is determinate; 

.• f3rxJ"'(. Then R ~ R', Q' ~ Q"~R'. ·Since R~O, f3 = T, R'~O and Q~Q'. 
It is thus easy to see that setting 

B = {(P, Q) I P (v~i') ~ 0, Q == (vu)a{x). 0, and P is confluent} , 

B U ~ is a weak bisimulation. o 

Lemma 3.4.11 Let P be a confluent agent and suppose P ~ PI where 0' = x(Y) 

and x ~ fn(PI). Further, let s E Acr be such that x ~ obj(s). Then, if P d::> P2, 

either 0' E s, or x ~ fn( s) and the following diagram can be completed. 

a 
PI --

• .JJ. 
a 

P'~P' ==> 2..... I 

PROOF: Dy induction on s.' If s is th~'e~lpty sequence then 0' ~ s and by T-inertness 

P~P2' . Hence P2 ~ P2~PI as required. 

Otherwise, suppose s = sof3 and P ~ P' k P2. If a E s then we are 

done. So suppose a ~ s.· Then, by the induction hypothesis, x ~ fn(so) and there 

exist P', P", P{' such that the following can be completed. 

p a --
80.JJ. .o.JJ. 

P' ~ P"~P{' 

Since P' k 1>2 and P' is ·confluent, P2 ~ p~ and P{' b P{~P2' }.Ioreover, since 

x ~ fn(Pd, by our assumption on s, it is easy to see that x ~ fn(P{') and since 

P{' b and x ~ obj(f3), it follows that x ~ fn(f3) as required. 0 
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Definition 3.4.12 Let s E Act*, a E Act+. We define the excess of s over a, s/a 

as follows: 

s/a = s, if a = T 

c/a = c, 

(pso}/a = So, if p = a 

= peso/a), otherwise 

Lemma 3.4.13 Suppose P is confluent, s E Act*, P ~ Pb P ~ P2 where 

a =f T and if a = a(x) and s = S0;3S1 with subj(;3) = a, a ~ subj(so), then a =;3. 

Then either a E sand P2 ~ P~~PI' or a ~ s and the following diagram can be 

completed. 

P ~ PI 

cr .\J. cr JJ. 
P2 ~ P~~P: 

PROOF: By induction on s. If s is the empty sequence then a ¢ sand by'T-inertness 

P~PI' Hence by the definition of ~ the diagram above can be completed.' ' 

So suppose s = so;3 and P ~ pi b Pl. First, if a ~ s then a ~ So and by 

the induction hypothesis pi ~ P", P2'~ P~'~P". Then as a =f ;3 by confluence 

and the assumption above, subj(a) =f subj(;3) and since P' is confluent P~' ~ P2' 

PI ~ P:~P2' Otherwise suppose a E s. If a E So then P2 ~ P~'~P' and so 

P2 j;;. P:. Otherwise, if a ~ So then a = ;3 and so P~'~Pl and P2 j;;. P2~Pl as 

required. 0 

3.5 Preserving Confluence 

In this section we consider design rules that allow us to build confluent systems from 

confluent components. \Ve begin by investigating which of the 11" v-calculus operators 

preserve confluence. 

Proposition 3.5.1 If P is confluent then so are the following: 

. 
• T.P, (vz)x(Y).P, (vx)P. ' 

• (L(x). P, provided that if Xi: Ti'then for all y E fn(P), y : Ti, Xi = y, i.e. Xi is 

the only name of its sort occurring free in P for aU i. 

• PI I P2 , provided that fn(Pd n fn(P2 ) = 0 and sort(bn(Pd) n sort(n(P2}} = 0, 
,sort(bn(P2 )) n sort(n(Pd) = 0. ' 
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PROOF: The proof is routine. o 

Note that, by comparison to Proposition 3.2.1, summation is missing here (for ob

vious reasons: a.O and b.O are confluent but a. 0 + b. 0 is not). 

As mentioned earlier, it is expected that confluence will be preserved by a 

restricted parallel composition which, unlike the composition of Propositions 3.5.1 

and 3.2.1, allows communication between its components. So consider a composition 

of confluent components. It is easy to see that indeterminacy may arise in the system 

if two of the components share the ability to interact with a third. The subsequent 

behaviour of the third component will, in general, not be independent of which 

interaction takes place. For example, let PI = a(3), P2 = a{5), P3 = a(x).b(x). 

Clearly, the possible computations of S = PI I P2 I P3 include the following two. 

S 
". b(3} 

--+--+ 

S 
". b(5} 

--+--+ 

. " 

SI = a(5). 0 

S2 = a(3). 0 

.' .' 
Clearly the matching actions required to complete the confluence diagram are not 

possible. \Ve might expect, however, that if in no state reachable from an agent 

the capability of using a name (either for input or for output) is shared by two 

components of the agent, then the agent is confluent. Note that an additional 

requirement to ensure confluence is that if a name is both borne and handled within a 

process then it does not occu~ free. Otherwise the ability of using it is shared between 

the components and the environment (for example, think of PI I P3 from above). 

Hence the notion of persistent management of names within friendly agents (of 

Chapter 2) plays a crucial role in our search of design rules that preserve confluence . 

. The main result makes use of the following two lemmas. The first asserts 

that a communication between two confluent compollents of a friendly agent "ia a 

name that is persistently managed does not affect the state of a system up to bisim

ilarity. The second establishes ~n analogous result for a communication involving a 

replicator. 

Lemma 3.5.2 Suppose S ~r (lIz)(IIPj I II! Cj) is a friendly agent where compo

nents PI and P2 are confluent. Suppose PI ~ P{, P2 ~ P~ where 0' = a(x}, 

a = (lIu)a(x). Let S' = (lIzu)(P{ I P~ I IIi;il,2Pj I II! Cj). Then assuming that a : A 

is persistently managed in S, Si:::.S'. ' 

PROOF: 'Let (S, S') E B if S ~r (lIz)(IIPj I II! Cj) and S' = (lIzu)(P{ I P~ I 
IIi;il,2 Pj I II! Cj), where PI and P2 are confluent, PI ~ i:::.P{, P2 ~ i:::.P~, 0' = a(x), 

a = (lIu)a(x), and a is managed inS. We will show that BUi:::. is a weak bisimulation. 

So suppose (S, S') E B where Sand S' are as above. 
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Suppose S' .!... T'. Clearly, S => T"~S' and so it is straightforward to find 

T such that T" lb T~T'. 
Suppose S .!... T. Note that since a is managed in S, and it occurs in both 

PI and P2 then it must occur bound in S and so a '=I subj(,B). Various possibilities 

exist. 
, -

• T = (vz - ii)(QI I IIj#IPi I II! ej) where bn(,t3) = ii and PI .!... Ql' Then by -
fl P' f3Lcr Q' , d Q oLf3 Q'" Q' S S,;J , (-- - (Q' I con uence, I::::::} 1 an I::::::} 1:::::: l' 0 => T = v z u - v) 1 

IIi:;HPi I II! ej) and (T, T') E B. 

• If P2 acts alone the arguments are the same ~s those of the previous case. 

• T = (vz - ii)(PI I P2 1 R) where bn(,B) = V and (IIj~I,2Pi I II! Cj) .!... R. Then 

clearly, S' .!... T' ; (vzu - ii)(P{ I P~ I R) and (T, T') E B. 

• If ,t3 = T where one of PI and P2 interacts with (IIj~I.2Pi I II! ej) then the 

argument is a combination of those above. Note that since a is managed, 

a ~ fn(R) and thus the interaction is not via a. 

• If ,t3 = T, where PI and P2 interact via a name other than a, then again the 

case follows using arguments of the previous cases. 

• Finally, suppose ,t3 = T and T' = (vz - 'U)(QI I Q2 I IIi:F1,2Pi I II! Cj), where 

PI ~ QI, P2 ~ Q2 and subj(O') = a. Since a is persistently managed in S, 

PI uniquely bears a and P2 uniquely handles a. Thus 0' E A + , (j E A -. Recall 

that by the definition of a friendly agent, P2 is consistent. Thus a = 7f and as 

a result a = (1. So, by confluence, QI~P{ and Q2~P~, Hence T~S'. 0 

Note that in fact persistent management of names is not necessary for the 

soundne~s of this lemma (and the subsequent results). It would be sufficient to 

ensure that, in the notation of the lemma, for all derivatives Q of S, a is owned by 

at most two components. 

Lemma 3.5.3 S~ppose S %f (VZ)(II19SnPi I II! Cj) is a friendly agent where com

ponent PI is confluent. Suppose PI ~ ~P{, ! ek -!£. Pn+l I! C" where a comp Q 

and it = bn(a)Ubn(a). Let S' = (vzii)(P{ I Pn+1 I IIj:FIPi I II!ej). Then, assuming 

thatsubj(o:) is uniquely handled in S, S~S'. 

PROOF: The proof is similar to that of the previous lemma, only easier, since Ck is 

not able to ad on its own and there exists exactly one communication hetween PI 

and Ck, namely the one performed in the transition S -!... S'. 0 

The main result follows. 
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Theorem 3.5.4 Suppose So == (VP)(IIPi I II! (vY)Oj. Qj) is an effective friendly 

agent, where Pi and Qj are confluent for all i,j. Then So is confluent. 

PROOF: Let S == (vP)(IIl$k$mPk I II! Gj) be a derivative of So. It suffices by 

Proposition 3.4.8 to prove that for all 0, (3 E Act, 0:r><J(3, the following hold. 

1. If S ~ S' then Si:;S'. 

2. If S ~ SI and S ==:}~ S2, then SIi:;S2, 

3. If S ~ SI and S ==:}L S2, then SI ==:} J3l~ S' and S2 ==:} oll~ ~S', 

Proof of 1: The following possibilities exist for S ....!.... S': 

• S' = (vP)(P{ I P2 I ... I Pm I II! Gj), PI ~ P{. By definition of a friendly 

agent, PI is a derivative of some Gj so, since Gj is confluent and confluence 

is closed under derivation, PI is also confluent. Thus, by T-inertness, PI i:;P{ 

and Si:;S' as required . 

• S' = (vpu)(P{ 1 P~ 1 P3 1 •.• I Pm I II! Gj), PI ~ P{ and P2 £. P2, where 

a comp a, it = bn(a) U bn(a). Then by Lemma 3.5.2, Si:;S'. 

• S' = (vpu)(P{ I P2 1· .. 1 Pm 1 Pm+! 1 II! Gj), PI ~ P{, !Gi £.!Gi I Pm+b 

where a comp a, it = bn(a)Ubn(a). By Lemma 3.5.3, we also have that Si:;S'. 

This completes the proof of 1. 

Proof of 2: Suppose 

where PI ~ Q, it = bn(o:), and 

S ==:} S~ = (VpV)(III$k$m PI. I Pm+! 1 ... 1 Pn I II! Gj) 

~ S2 = (vpv- it)(P: 1 ... 1 PI' 1 .. ·1 Pn 1 II!Cj) 

where II! Cj =* Pm+! 1 ••• 1 Pn 1 II! Cj, for each k, Pk ~ PI for some SkI and 

P: ~ P/,. Since S ==:} S~ is an internal communication each x E subj (Sk) must be 

both borne and handled in some S' where S ==:} S' ==:} S~. Thus by the persistent 

management property, x occurs bound in S' and consequently, x does not occur 

free in S. Note that since subj(o) occurs free in S, 0: ~ Sl. Now since PI ~ Q, 
PI ~ P{ and PI is confluent, by Lemma 3.4.13, there exists Q", Q' such that 

Q ~ Q' and P{ ~ Q"~Q'. Since subj(a) is persistently managed in S2 and P{ 
\ 
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owns subj(a), i = 1 and P{ ~ PI', P{ ~ Qff. By confluence P{'i::Q" and so 

P{'~Q'. Since Q ~ Q', 

and since Q'~Pl" Sf ~S2' This completes the proof of 2. 

Proof of 3: Suppose 

where PI ~ Q, u = bn(a), and for some!3 E Act, ar:xJ!3, 

where w = bn(!3); IT! Cj ~ Pm+! I ... I Pn lIT! Cj:Pk ~ PI. for some Sk for all k, 

and PI LT. 
U sing arguments similar to those of the previous case we can see that· 

such that P{ ~ P{'~Q'. Two cases exist depending on whether or not i = 1. 

If i = 1, since P{ ~ P{'~Q', P{ L T and P{ is confluent, then Q' gg Qff, 

T Ql~ T'''-Q'' S . ::::::::> '" • 0, 

and 

. . 
Since T'~Q", S~ ~S~ as required. Otherwise, if i 011, 

S~' gJg S~ = (11% - uw)(Q' I T I IIk~l,iPk I Pm+! I ···1 Pn lIT! Gj) 

and 

and since PA:' i::Q', Sf ~S~ as required. 

This completes the proof. o 

Note that if the term 'confluent' were replaced by the term 'determinate', 

Theorem 3.5.4 would not hold. For example, consider the agent S = (va )(a + b I a). 
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Although the processes considered in the parallel composition are determinate and 

no names are shared we have that S~b + T which is clearly indeterminate. 

It is also often the case that while a process is not fully confluent, when placed 

in a certain context its non-confluent behaviour is not uncovered. In particular, 

. consider a process P such that for each of its derivatives pI there exist a set p of 

pairs of names such that pI may complete the confluent diagrams for all actions 

a, j3 with (subj(a),subj(j3)) not in p. Suppose P is placed in a context such that 

when P becomes pI, the context blocks communications via at least one of a, b for 

all pairs (a, b) in p. Then we might expect that, a.ssuming the context is somehow 

well-behaved, the resulting composition will be confluent. 

The following definition captures the structure of a class of agents of the kind 

just considered. 

Definition 3.5.5 Suppose L, M, N are sorts and A a sorting such that A(L) = 

{(M, N)}, and for all sorts S if M, N E UA(S) then S = L. A derivation-closed set 

S of processes is LMwsensitive if there is a partition, an LMwsensitive partition, 

{SP I P a finite subset of M X N} of S such that: 

1. if P E SP and P ~ pI, where a ~ L± U M+ U N+, then pI ESP; 

2. if P E SP and P ~ pi, 0 E L -, then a = (vm, n)s(m, n) for some s : Land 
pi E sp(m,n); 

3. if P E SP and P B~) pI, where s : L, then at most one of m and n occurs 

free in pi; 

4. if P E SP and P ~ pi, where 0 E M+ U N+, then there exists (m,n) E p 
such that subj(a) = m or subj(o) = n and pi E sp-(m,n). 

Further, S is LMWconfiuent, with LMWconfiuent partition, {SP}-, if it is lMW 
. . P 

sensitive and whenever P E SP and P ~ P}, P ~ P2 then, unless 0 E M+, 

j3 E N+ with (subj(a),subj(j3» E p, PI ~ P{ and P2 gIg p~~p:.. 0 

. --
Hence an lMWconfluent set of agents S is partitioned into sets SP so that if P E SP 

then P is locally confluent for all pairs of actions other than those whose subjects 

are a pair in p. Note that the index jj of a block of the partition is augmented by 

actions of the form (vm,'n)s(m, n) where s : l. :Moreover, by Property 3, whenever 

an agent of S receives a pair of names (m, n) via a name of sort L, it discards one of 

m and n. Thus, it is expected that if we compose in parallel agents of S, although 

the individual components are not confluent, their non-confluent behaviour will be 

lost. This is substantiated below. 
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Lemma 3.5.6 Let L, M, N be sorts and 5 be LMN"confiuent with LMN-confiuent 

partition {5P}p' If Qo = (VP)(IIiEI Pi) is a fully convergent agent where 

1. Pi E 50 and Pi is consistent for all i; 

2. for all derivatives Q == (VU)(IIiEI PI) of Qo, where PI is a derivative of Pi, 

(a) if x : L and x E fn( Q), then x is not handled in Q; 

(b) if x E bn( Q) then x is owned by at most two components of Q; 

(c) if x E fn( Q) then x is owned by at most one component of Q, 

then Qo is confiuent. 

PROOF: Let Q == (vij)(IIiEl Ti) be a derivative of Qo. It is easy to confirm that 

i. if x E fn( Q) and x : i E {M, N}, then x does not occur unguarded in positive 

subject position in Qj 

ii. for each Ti, there exists Pi E M X N such that T. E 5 Pi and if (a, b) E iii then 

at most one.of a and b occurs free within a Tj. 

According to Proposition 3.4.9 we need to establish the following: 

1. Q is T-inert; 

2. if Q ~ Qb Q ~ Q2, a E Act, then Ql~Q2; 

3. if Q ~ QIl Q L Q2, a, j3 E Act, ar><Jj3, then there exist Q~, Q2 such 

Ql b Q~ and Q2 ~ Q2~Q~· 

Proof of 1: Suppose Q ~ Q'. Two possibilities exist: 

• Q' = (vij)(T:" l IIii'm Ti), where Tm ~ T:" • 

• Q' = (vij)(T~1 I T~ I IIii'm,nTi), where Tm'~ T:" and Tn ~ T~. 

In the former case, it is easy to see. by the 'partial confiuence' pr~perty satisfied by 

T m that T m~T:" and ,thus Qi::Q~. The proof of the la'tter case is similar to the proof 

of Lemma 3.5.2. Attention is l~ecess~ry as the comp'ol~ents here are not ~onfiuent. 
, " 

However, observation (ii) above allows us to conclude the required result. 

Proof of 2: Suppose Q ~ Qll Q ~ Q2. Since subj(o) occurs free in Q, by 

assumption 2(b), it occurs in subject position in exactly one component of Q. Hence 

there exists k such that 
IT' Q T' IT' Q Til -l-k ---+ k! -l-k ---+ k 
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and 

Since S is an LMWconfluent partition, TJ.~T:.' and so Ql ~Q2' 

Proof of 3: Suppose 

where Tk ~ TJ., and 

Q .!!.... Q2 = (vu)(T/ I ITi#1 Ti ) 

where T, .!!.... T/. If k =f 1 then clearly 

Ql .!!.... Q' = (vu)(T!.1 T/ I ITi#.1 Ti) 

and 

Q2 ~ Q' = (vu)(TJ. I T{ I IIi#.1 Ti). 
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Otherwise, suppose k = 1. By observation (i), 0:, {J ~ N+ U M+. So, by the partial 

confluence property satisfied by the components, TJ. db. T', T{ ~ T"~T' and 

where Q~ ~Q~ as required. 

This completes the proof. 

3.6 ~-confluence 

o 

In this section we consider alternative definitions of confluence in terms of equiva

lences other than observation equivalence and investigate their relation to the orig

inal notion. The results obtained are similar to those of Section 3.3, and they will 

be useful in later chapters where branching bisilllilarity is the required notion of 

equivalence for the systems under study. The results we present are not specific 

to the 71' v-calculus but can be confirmed for other process calculi. The definition of 

x-confluence follows. 

Definition 3.6.1 An agent P is x-confluent if, for every derivative Q of P, and 

for all actions 0: and {J such that O:rxJ{J, the following diagrams can be completed, 

given transitions from Q to Ql and Q2' 

Q a 
Ql Q 

a 
Ql ~ ~ 

a .IJ. .IJ. fJ.IJ. ~.IJ. -
Q2 ==> Q' ..., Q' Q2 

aLiJ Q' ..., Q' 2....... 1 ===> :2....... 1 
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The notion of ~-confluence is well-behaved: 

Proposition 3.6.2 ~-confluence is closed under derivation. o 

It is easy to see that a ~-confluent agent is ~-inert. 

Proposition 3.6.3 If P is ~-confluent then P is ~-inert. 

PROOF: Similar to that of Proposition 3.4.6. o 

Thus we may deduce that ~tr-confluence coincides with ~-confluence. 

Proposition 3.6.4 P is ~tr-collfluent iff P is ~-confluent. 

PROOF: Dy Proposition 3.3.4, ~tr coincides with ~ for T~,r-inert agents. Since 

a ~tr-confluent and thus a ~-confluent agent is T~tr-inert, it is easy to see that 

~tr-confl uence and ~-confl uence define identical notions. o 

Finally, we observe that confluence is preserved by =wc-confluence and thus by all 

the finer equivalences. 0 

Proposition 3.6.5 If P is confluent and P =wc Q, then Q is confluent. 

PROOF: First w~ show that =wc preserves T-inertness. For suppose Pis T-inert and 

P =wc Q, where (SI, S2) is a weak coupled simulation relating P and Q. Further, 

suppose that Q ~ Q'. Then there exists P' such that P ~ P', and P'S2Q'. Dy 

definition of =wc, P' ~ P" where P"SlQ'. Thus, since by T-inertness P' =wcP", 

P' =wc Q' and Q =wc Q' as required. 

So suppose P is confluent and P =wc Q where (S},S2) is a weak coupled 

simulation relating P and Q. Further, suppose that Q ~ Ql and Q ~ Qz. 

Then there exist PI' P~ such that P ~ PI! P ~ P2 and P1S2Ql and P2S2Q2. 

Dy confluence, PI =wc P2 • Furthermore, by the definition of =WC! PI ===? P: 

and P2 ~ P~ SUell that PiSlQl and P~SlQ2" Dy confluence, we also have that 

PI =wc PI and P2 =wc P~. Thus, PI =wc Ql and P2 =",c Q2, which implies that 

Ql =WC Q2 as required. Finally suppose that Q ~ Ql and Q 4 Q2. Then, by 

=wc. there exist P{. P2 such that P ~ PI ===? P{, P 4 P2 ~ P~ and P1S2Q}' 

P'}.S'}.Q'}. P{SlQl and P2S 1Q'}.. Dy confluence P2 ~ P2' and P{ !b P{', P{' =we P2'. 
Thus Ql !b Q~SlP;' and Q2 ~ Q~SlP2" Dy the definition of=we. P: => P;' and 

P2 => P2' such that P{' S2Q~ and P2' S2Q~. Thus, since by T-inertness Q~ =wc Q~ 

and Qi =we Qj, we have that P{ =u.e Qi and P2' -we Q~, which implies that 

Qi =wc Q; as required. This completes the proof. o 
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3.7 Divergence 

In this section, we define a notion of confluence which is sensitive to divergence and 

we develop some of its theory. It is observed that it satisfies modified versions of the 

confluence properties of Section 3.3. A useful observation is that the new setting 

allows a simple characterization of confluence, in the vein of Proposition 3.4.9, with

out the additional assumption of full convergence. Although we concentrate only 

on proving results that will be required in later sections, we believe that the results 
, , 

of Sections 3.3 and 3.4 may be easily modified and proved in this setting. 

The new notion of confluence is based on d-bisimilarity. The following gives 

a name to an interesting part of the transition system of an agent. 

Definition 3.7.1 The convergent C01'e of an agent P is 

ee(P) = {Q I for some s E Act-, P ls and P ~ Q}. 

Now we can define the notion of (weak) determinacy sensitive to divergence: 

D.efinition 3.7.2 P is d-determj~ate if, for every Q E ee( P) and for all 0' E Act+, 

whenever Q la, Q ~ Q' and Q ~ Q" then Q'~lQ". 

Similarly, the notion of divergence-sensitive (weak) confluence, d-confluence, is the 

following. 

Definition 3.7.3 A process P is d-confluent if, for every Q E ee( P) and for all 

0', {3,j E Act+ such that (3 I><l j, if Q 1 a~ Q 1 (3('rLf3) then Q 1 j(f3li) and,'given 

transitions from Q to Ql and Q2, the following diagrams can be completed. 

Q 
Q 

Ql Q 
(J 

Ql -- --
Q .1J. .1J. .., .1J. .;ti3Jj. -

Q2 ==> Q' . Q' 2~l 1 Q2 gg Q' . Q' 2~l 1 

Consider A ~r T.A+a. 0+ b. O. Clearly, A is d-confluent sinc~ cc(A) = 0 but A is not 

confluent since A ~ 0 and A ~ 0 and the matching actions can not be performed. 

Dy constrast, the agent B = ll. b. n + a. b. 0 is confluent but not d-confluent since 

O. n r¥ lO' O. SO, confluence and d-confluence are incomparable - neither implies the 

other. However, it is easy to see that the two notions of confluence, and for that 

matter the two notions of bisimilarity, coincide in the setting of convergent agents. 

Proposition 3.7.4 Let P, Q be fully convergent agents. Then 

. (a) P~Q iff P~lQ, and 
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(b) P is d-confluent iff P is confluent. o 

Even though confluence and d-collfluence are incompara.ble, we may expect that 

some properties of confluence may also be satisfied by d-confluence. Moreover, there 

may exist additional conditions under which our previous results can be extended 

to the divergence-sensitive setting. ,\Ve investigate this possibility. First, we note 

that as in the case of confluence, d-confluence satisfies the following property. 

Proposition 3.7.5 The relation d-confluence is preserved by d-bishllilarity. 0 

However, it is easy to see that d-confluence is not closed under derivation. For 

example, the process S = a.( b. 0 + a. 0) + T.S being divergent, is d-confluent, but 

S ~ b.O + a. 0 which is not d-confluent. This is not surprising as d-confluence 

only requires of an agent that it be well-behaved for as long as it is convergent. 

Nonetheless, the following can easily be seen to hold: 

Proposition 3.7.6 Let P be a d-confluent agent. Then, for all Q E cc( P), Q is 

d-confluent. 0 

Moreover, d-bisimilarity of d-confluent agents is not preserved under silent actions. 

For example, if P = T.O + T.P, then P-!.... pI = 0 -:folP. Instead we have the 

following result: 

Proposition 3.7.7 If P is d-confluent, P! and P ==? pI then P~lPI. 

PROOF: 'With the additional assumption of P ! the proof is similar to that of 

Proposition 3.4.6. 0 

This suggests that d-confluence implies a different notion of T-inertness. 

Definition 3.7.8 An agent P is 7l-inert if, for all Q E cc( P), whenever Q ==? Q' 
then Q~!Q'. 

By Propositions 3.7.6 and 3.7.7 we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 3.7.9 If Pis d-confluent then Pis 7l-inert. o 

\Ve proceed by presenting an alte1'llative characterization of d-confluence that con

siders single steps for the initial derivations leading to Ql and Ql in the diagralli 

of Definition 3.7.3. Considering the fact that d-confluence restricts attention on t.he 

convergent core of a process we might expect that unlike Proposition. 3.4.9, in this 

setting the characterization is not restricted to fully convergent agents. This indeed 

tU1'llS out to be the case. 
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Proposition 3.7.10 P is d-confluent iff it is ll-inert and for all Q E cc(P), and 

for all a, {3, i E Act the following hold . 

• If Q t a, Q ~ Q}, Q ~ Q2 then Q1i::1Q2' 

• If (3r>4";, Qt (3C'rl(3) then Qt ,,;(f3b) and, given transitions to Q1 and Q2, the 

following diagrams can be completed. 

Q a 
Q1 Q 

(J 
Q1 -- --

a t .ij. 'Y t ')' Li3.!J. 

Q2 ==::} Q' . Q' 2~ 1 1 Q2 gJ; Q" Q' 2~1 1 

PROOF: It is easy to see that if P is confluent then the diagrams a.bove can be 

completed. Moreover, by Proposition 3.7.9, P is ll-inert. 

To prove the converse suppose P is an agent satisfying the properties of the 

proposition. Let Q E cc(P) and suppose 

Q ~ Q1 and Q ==::} Q~ ..!.... Q2. 

Since Q E cc(P) it must be that Q is ll-inert. Thus Qi::1Q~ and 

Q' Q' a Q"' Q 2==::} 1-- 1~1 1, 

where Q~~ 1 Q~. In addition, since Q E cc( P), Q 1 and so Q~ 1. So, there exists Q~ 

such that 

Q~ :::::} Q~ 1- . 

By ll-inertness, Q~i::1Q~. Hence Q~ ~ Q3i::1Q1 and Q~ ..!.... Q4i::1Q2' Dy the 

assumption of the proposition, 

Hence 

Q i3 Q' d Q. ('( Q" Q' 3:::::} 3 an 4:::::} 4 ~ 1 3' 

Q i3 Q" Qf d Q ('( Q" Q' 1:::::} 1 ~ 1 3 an 2 ==::} 2 ~ 1 3 

and so Q~ i:: 1 Q~ as required. 

The case a = ,13 follows similarly. o 

Defore we proceed with the development of the theory of d-confhH'nce, we observe 

that it coincides with the notion of db-confluence, the divergence-sensitive notion of 

confluence based on dh-bisimilarity, defined below. 

Defini~ion 3.7.11 A process P is db-confluent if, for every Q E cc(P) and for all 

a, ,13,,,;' E Act+ such that (3 r>4 i, if Q t a, Q t (3hlf3) then Q 1 i(f3b) and, given 

transitions from Q to Q1 and Q2, the following diagrams can be completed. 
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We have: 

Q 
a .lJ. 

a 
--+ 

Q Q' . Q' 2 => 2 ~1 I 

Q 
"Y .lJ. 

(3 
--+ 

Proposition 3.7.12 Pis d-confluent iff P is db-confluent. 
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PROOF: The proof is similar to that of Propositioll 3.6.4 and is omitted. 0 

One might expect that the analogue of Lemma 3.5.2 can be obtained for 

d-confluent agents. So consider a friendly agent 

where components PI and P2 are d-confluent and suppose PI ~ P{, P2 ..E... P~ 
where Q = a(x), a = (vu)a(x). Further, let 

S' = (vzu)(P{ I P~ I IIj;J!1,2Pj I II! Cj). 

We see that if PI j and P{ ! then, although S j, it is possible that S' ! and thus 

S '1-1S', So, care is required in handling the possibility that a divergent system may 

evolve to a convergent agent. The following refinement handles this in a satisfactory 

way. 

Definition 3.7.13 An agent P is fully d-confluent if it is d-confluent and, for all 

deri~atives Q of P ~nd Q E Act+, if Q j Q, Q ~ Q' then Q' j. 

Thus if a derivative of a fully d-confluent agent diverges on an action, it may not 

perform that action and reach a convergent state. \Ve may now obtain the analogues 

of Lemmas 3.5.2 and 3.5.3. First we have a result concerning the divergent behaviour 

of an effective friendly agent. 

Lemma 3.7.14 . Suppose S ~r (vz)(IIP; I II! (vy)Qj. Qj) is all effective frie~ldly 
agent where for all i, j, Pi and Q j are fully d-confluent. Then the following hold: 

a. If Sj and S ~ S' then S'j. 

b. If S j (3 and S ~. S' then S' j (3 •. 
! ' 

c. If S j and S .i!..+ S' then S' j . 
. f3'.. 

d. If S j (3 and S --+ S' then S' j. 

PROOF: First we consider (a) and (b). The following possibilities exist for S -:..... S': 
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• 5' = (vP)(P{ I P2 1···1 Pn I TIlCj), PI ~ P{. 

• 5' = (VpU)(P{ I Pn+1 I P2 1 .. ·1 Pn I mCj), PI ~ P{, !Gi ..E..!Cj I Pn+l! 

where a comp ii, U = bn(a) U bn(ii). 

• 5' = (vpu)(P{ I P~ I P3 I ... I Pn I TIl Gj), PI ~ P: and P2 ..E.. P~, where 

a comp ii, U = bn(a) U bn(ii). 

We consider the last possibility. The other two are easier. Let 'R l be the following 

relation: 

'R l = {(5b 52) I 51 = (vP)(PI I P2 I P3 I ···1 Pn I TIl Cj), 

52 = (vjJU)(Pt I P~ I P3 1 ... 1 Pn I TIl Gj), 

PI ~ ~!P:,P2 ~ ~!P~,a = a(x),ii= (vu)a{x); 

and 51 satisfies the assumptions of the lemma} 

Let (5b 52) E 'Rl where 51 and 52 are as above and 52!' Suppose 51 ~ 5~ = 

(vii)(TI I ... I Tn I TIl Cj). We claim that there exists 5~ such that 52 ==? 5~ and 

(5~, 5~) E 'Rl U ~!. Note that shlce 521. P{ 1. P~ ! and Pd for all i > 2. Thus by 

full d-confhience, PI! a and P2! ii. The following possibilities exist: 

• 51 ~ 5~ = (VP)(Tk I IIj#Pi I TIl Gj) where Pk ~ Tk. By full d-confluence 

and since Pk!, Pk~!Tk' Thus (5~,52) E 'R1 as required .. 

• 51 ~ 5~ = (VpW)(Tk I T, I IIj#.,Pj I TIl Cj) where' Pk ~ Tk, P, ..!.... TI, 
u comp Ci, iii = bn( u) U bn (Ci). There exist three cases. 

1. First suppose k =J. 1,2 and I =J. 1,2. Then it is easy to see that 52 ~ 5~ 

where (5~,5D E 'Rl as required. 

2. Otherwise, suppose subj(a) = subj(u). Since 51 is an effective friendly 

system, subj (a) is uniquely borne and uniquely controlled in 51' Thus 

k = 1 and 1 = 2 and, by the consistency of the components, ii = 0. 

Consequently, a = u and, by d-confluence, Tl~!P{ and T2~lP~, Thus 

5~ ~ ! 52 'as required. 

3. Finally suppos~ subj(a) =J. subj(u) and k = 1, I = 2. The cases k = 1, 

1 =J. 2 and k =J. 1, I = 2 are similar. It is easy to see that PI ! .au, 

P2! (t(J as otherwise by full d-confluence P{ T U, P2 T (j and 5~ T which is 

a contradiction. Hence, by d-confluence, PI! ua, P2 ! (1ii ~nd .' 

P'trr'T 0 'r' I==? l' 1==?~! l' 
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This implies that 

P' 7i rr' rr 0' • rr' 
1 ==> .£2,.£2 ==> ~P2' 

and (S2, S~) E Rl as required. 
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Wenow proceed to prove (a). L~t (S, S') E 'Rl a.nd suppose Sl. If, either ,of PI j Q, 

P2 j a, Pi 1 for i> 2 then S'j (in the case of PI 1 Q (resp. P21 a) because, by full 

d-confluence, P{j (resp. P~ l). So assume PI! Q, P2 ! a, Pd for i > 2. Since S j, 

for Sm ~ (V.PVl ... Vm).(IIjElm Pi I II!ej), either 

i. S = So ~ SI ~ ... ~ Sk with Pi !, for all i E 1m and m < k and Pi j for 

some i E Ik, or 

ii. S = So ~ SI ~ ~ .. with Pi!, for all i E 1m and m < w. 

First consider (i) and suppose S'!. We will derive a contradiction. Since PI ! Q, 

P2 ! a and Pi! for all i E 101 and m < k, by repeated application of the previous 

observation, S' ==> SI ==> .•. ==> S:'_1 where for m < k, (SOl! S:n) E 'RI U~l' Now 

consider the transition Sk-l ~ Sk. If Sk-l~lSLl then we are done. Otherwise, 

suppose that Sk-l = (vpiji ... v#;:'t)(Pl 1 .. ·1 Pn 1 II! Gj) a.nd Sk = (vpiji ... tik)(Tl 1 

... I Tn I II! Gj) where Til. Since Pi ! for all i and T, 1 this implies that the 

transition is a communication between two of the components of Sk-l That is, for 

some (T, (i =1= T, (T comp (i, P, ~ T, and Pm ~ Tm and Sk = (V.PVl .. '. Vk')(T, I Tn! I 
IIi,tl,mP; I II!Cj). Dy Clauses (2) and (3) above we may see that either Sk~lS:'_I' 

or there is a transition SLI ==>..2:... S:. such that (Sk,Sk) E 'R l . If Sk~!S:'_1 then 

clearly S:. i. Otherwise, by construction of 'R., since Til, a component of Sf. is also 

divergent and thus S:. 1. This contradicts the assumption that S' !. ,Thus S'l as 

required. 

Alternatively, if (ii) holds, then since Pi ! for all i E 1m and m < w, the 

diverging computation contains infinitely many communications betw('('n the com

ponents of the system. By repeated application of the argument above it follows 

that there is a diverging computation from S'. Hence S' j. This completes the proof 

of Property (a). 

Next consider (b). Suppose (S,S') E 'Rl and Sj 13 for some 13 E Act. We will prove 

that S' j 13. If S j then the result follows from (a). So suppose S!==> R L Q 1 
where R = (vpw)(IITi 1 II! Gj). If S' 1 then we are done, otherwise by the observation 

above, S' ==> R'! where R' = (vpwu)(T{ 1 T2 1 IIj,tl,2Tj PCj), Tl ~' ~!T{ and 
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T2 ::b. ~!T~ for some a = a(x), Q = (vu)a(x). Since 5 is an effective friendly 
(J 

system, subj(;3) is owned by exactly one component of R. So suppose Tj --+ Uj. 

There exist two cases. 

1. Suppose i i:- 1,2. Then R' ~ Q' and (Q,Q') E 'R l • Thus by (a), Q'l as 

required. 

2. Suppose i = 1 (the case i = 2 is identical). First we note that subj(O') i:- subj(;3) 

as subj( 0') is borne and controlled within R. If TIl 0'j3 then by full d-confluence, 
, , 

T~ l;3. Hence R' i f3 and so 5' 1 f3. Otherwise, if Tl L af3 then by d-confluence 

Ti ==>~ Ui, UI ~ ~ lUi and R' L Q' = (vpwv)(Ui \ T~ \ TIj#I,2Tj I! Cj), 

where (Q, Q') E 'R I • Hence by parte a), since Q l, we have that Q'i and Q' 1 ;3 

as required. 

The proofs of ( c) and (d) follow simila.rly. They involve considering the relation 

'R2 = {(5b 52) \ 51 = (vP)(PI \ P2 \ •.. \ Pn \ m Cj), 

52 = (vp - u)(P~ \ P2 \ ... \ Pn \ m Cj), 

PI ~ ~lP{,U = bn(f3) 

and 51 satisfies the assumptions of the lemma} 

and establishing that, if (5b 52) E 'R,2 and 51 -!.... 5~, then 52 ==> 5~ such that 

(5~, 5~) E 'R2 U ~ l' This completes the proof. 0 

Lemma 3.7.15 Suppose 5 d~t (vz)(TIPj I m Cj) is a friendly agent where compo

nents PI and P2 are fully d-confluent and 5~. Suppose PI ~ ~lPl' P2 :b. ~lP~ 
where a = a(x), Q = (vu)a(x). Let 5' = (vzii)(P11 P~ I TIj#I,2Pj I m Cj). Theu, 

assumiug that a : A is persisteutly mauaged in 5, 5~15'. 

PROOF; Let (5,5') E B if 5 ~( (vz)(TIPj Ill! Cj) and 5' = (vzu)(Pil P~ I TIj#I,2P j I 
mC;), where 5 L PI and P2 are fully d-conflueut, Pl'~ ~lPi, P2 :b. ~lP~, 
a = a(x), Q = (vii)a(x), and a is persisteutly managed iu 5. 'Ye will show that 

B U ~! is a d-bisimulation. So suppose (5,5') E B where 5 and 5' are as above. , 

Suppose 5' ~;3 and 5' L T'. Then since 5 ==> T"~15', by Lemma 3.7.14(b), 
.. 

5 ~;3. Further, by definition of ~ 11 it is straightforward to find T such that 

T" (3 T~ T' , ' ==> "'1 . 

Suppose 5 ~ ;3, 5 ~ T. Then dearly 5' ~ j3. So, it ren~ains to show that 

5' ~ T' where (T, T') E B U ~l' Note that since a!s managed in 5, and it occurs 

in both PI and P2 then it must occur bound in 5 and so a i:- subj(;3). Various 
, ' 

possibilities exist. 
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{3 
• T == (vi - V)(QI I IIi;HPj I II! Gj) where bn(f3) = v and PI --+ QI' Since 

S 1 13 then it must be that P; 1 13. So, by full d-confluence, P{ ~ Q~ and 

'Ql ~ ~!Q~~!Q~. SO, s' :fb T' == (viii - v)(Ql I IIi;iIPj I II!Gj) and 

(T, T') E B. 

• If P2 ads alone the arguments are the same as those of the previous case. 

• T == (vi-v)'(PI I P2 1 R) where bn(j3) = V and (IIj;il,2Pj I II!ej) ~ R. Then 

clearly, S' !!... T' == (viii - v)(P{ I P~ I R) and (T, T') E B. 

~ If 13 = T where one of PI and P2 interacts with (II;;iI,2Pj I II! ej) then the 

argument is a combination of those above. Note that since a is managed, 

a ~ fn( R) and thus the interaction is not via a. 

• If 13 = T, where PI and P2 interact via a name other than a then again the 

case follows using arguments of the previous cases. 

• Finally, suppose 13 = T and T' == (vi - u)( QI I Q2 I II;;il,2Pj I II! ej) where 

PI ~ Qb P2 ~ Q2 and subj(O') = a. Since a is persistently managed in S, 

PI uniquely bears a and P2 uniquely handles a. So 0' E A +, (j E A -. Recall 

that by the definition of a friendly agent, P2 is consistent. Hence, '0 = (j and, 

as ~ result, a = 0'. So, by d-confluence, Q1i=!P{ and Q2~lP~, Hence T~lS'. 
o 

Lemma 3.7.16 Suppose 's ~f (vi)(III$i$nPj I II! ei) is a friendly agent where 

component PI is fully d-confluent. Suppose PI ~ ~!P{, !Gk..E... Pn+I I!Ck where 

u = bn(a)Ubn(a). Let S' = (vzu)(P{ I Pn+ll IIi;iIPj I II!ej). Then assuming that 

subj(a): A is uniquely handled in S, S~!S'. 

PROOF: The proof is similar to that of the previous lemma only easier since Gk is 

not able to act on its own and there exists exactly one communication between PI 
, , 

and Gk, namely the one performed in the tr~nsitioll S ~ S'. 0 

We complete this section with the analogue of Theorem 3.5.4, asserting that 

an effective friendly agent composed of fully d-confluent agents is fully d-confluent. 

Theorem 3.7.17 Suppose So == (vP)(IIPj I II! (vy)aj"Qj) is all effective friendly 

agent where for aU i,j, Pj and Qj are fully d-confluent. Then So is fully d-confluent. 

PROOF: Let S == (vjJ)(IIPj I II! Gj), S E cc(So) be a derivative of So. Dy Proposi

tion 3.7.10, it suffices to prove the following: 
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QQ' . 

2. If a E Act, S! a and S -- St, S -- S2, then SI~lS2' 
. \ . : . '. J3 . . ' 

3. If a,,B E Act, o.fXJ,B, S! a(,BLo.) and S ~ St, S -- S2, then S! ,B(o.L,B) and 

S J3 L Q S' d S ' Q I /3 S,· S' 
1 ~ 1 an 2 ~ 2~1 l' 

4. If ST a and S ~ S', then S'T. i. 

. '. . 

Proof of Property 1: The foll~wing possibilities exist for S --.:... S': 

• S' = (vji)(P{ 1 P2 1 •• ·1 Pn 1 IT! Gj), PI ~ P{. Since S! then PI! and so, by 

d-confluence, Pl~lP{, Thus, S~lS' as required . 

• S' ~ (vj)u)(P{ 1 Pn+! 1 P2 1 ···1 Pn 1 IT! Gj), Pl'~ P{, !Gi L!Gi 1 Pn+ll 

where ,B cemp /3 and u = bn(,B) U bn(/3). Dy Lemma 3.7.16, we deduce that 

Si:::-1S' which completes the case. 

, • S' = (vpu)(P{ 1 P~ 1 P3 1 ••. 1 Pn 1 IT! Gj), PI ~ P{ and P2 ..E.. P~, where 

a cemp (i and u = bn(a) n bn(n). Dy Lemma 3.7.15, S~lS' as required. 

This completes the proof of Property 1. 

Proof of Property 2: Suppose S ! 0., S ~ S}, S ~ S2. Since S is an ('ffcctive 

system, subj( a) is uniquely borne or uniquely handled in S, and thus there exists i 

such that SI = (vj)(PI 1 ••• ), S2 = (vji)(PI' I ••• ), where Pi ~ PI and Pi ~ PI'. 

Since S! a, PI! a. So, by d-confluence, P:~lPf'. Therefore SI~lS2' 

Proof of Property 3: Suppose S ! a(,BLa) and S ~ SI and S ~ S2, where 

a,,B E Act, afXJ,B, 

and 

If m =I n then 

and 

S2 ~ S' = (vj) - uv)(P:n 1 P~ 1 IIPj 1 IT! Gj). 

If m = n then since Pm is d-confluent and Pm! a(,Bla), P~I ~ P:~ and P~ ~ 
P~ ~ 1 P~I' It then follows that 
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and 

S2 ~ S~ = (VjJ - UV)(P:: I lIP; I II! Cj). 

So S~ ~!S~ as required. Moreover, S! ,8(al,8) for, if Sj ,8(O'l,8), then by Lemma 3.7.14, 

S~ j and S~ j which contradicts the assumption of S! 0'(,8 lO'). 

Proof of Property 4: . This is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.7.14. For 

suppose S i and S ==} S'. Then by repeated application of Clause (a) of the 

Lemma, S' j.' Similarly, if 0' E Act, S i 0', S ==} SI ~ S2 ==} S', then by 

Clause (b), SI i 0', by Clause (d), S~ i and, by Clause (a), S'i. This completes the 

~~ 0 

3.8 II-confluence 

As mentioned earlier, a notion of confluence which has been studied in the context 

of value-passing calculi is that of II-confluence, where II is a partition of the set of 

actions of Act+. The requirement imposed of II-confluent agents is that they are de

terminate with respect to all actions but need only satisfy the confluence diagram for 

actions in diffe~ent blocks of the partition II. This results in a variety of co~fluence 
notions both weaker and stronger than the original one, which may be especially 

useful when reasoning about non-confluent but somehow well-behaved agents. In 

this section we briefly review II-confluence and its relation with T-inertness, and 

impose requirements on an effective agent composed of II-confluent agents which 

guarantee that it is confluent. This result will be employed in Chapter 6, where the 

confluence of a class of programs of a concurrent~object language will be established. 

We begin with the definition. \Ve write aII,8 if actions a and ,8 belong to the same 

block of II. 

Definition 3.8.1 Let II be a partition of Act+. A process P is II-confluent if for 

all Q E cc(P), 

a (3.-
2. for all 0, /3 with not (O'II,8), if Q! 0,8, Q ---+ Ql and Q ==} Q'}., then Q ! po, 

Ql :b Q', and Q'}.:b ~l Q'. 

Further, P is fully II-confluent if P is II-confluent and for each derivative Q of P 

and each 0, if Q10 and Q ~ Q', then Q'i. 0 

It is required of a II-confluent agent P that fo~ each derivative Q of P: (1) Q 
is determinate under actions which do not engender divergence; and (2) Q enjoys 
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a confluence property for actions that belong to different blocks of the partition 

II, and which do not together introduce divergence. Full II-confluence demands in 

addition that a divergent process may not evolve to a convergent state. Thus, taking 

II = -,(C><I), II-confluence coincides with db-confhience. 

\Ve have the following simple but important observation. 

Lemma 3.8.2 Let II be a partition of Act+ such that {T} E II. Then, if P is 

II-confluent, P is 7l-inert. 

PROOF: The proof is standard. o 

Note that the result would not hold should we relax the condition on partition II. A 

counter-example is given by agent A ~f 0.0 + T. 0, which although {Act}-confluent, 

is not 7l-inert. 

Let us say that partition II refines partition II' if, for all A E II, there is 

B E II' such that A ~ B. It is easy to see that following hold: 

Lemma 3.8.3 

1. Let II, II' be partitions of Act such that II refines IT'. For all agents P, if P is 

II-confluent then P is II' -confluent. 

2. For all agents P, Pis d-determinate iff P is {{ T}, Act}-confluent. 

3. Let II = IT'u {{,BI' .. ,Bn}}, and suppose that subj(,Bi): I for some I. If P is a 

IT-confluent, I-closed agent, then P is II' U {{,Bi}, {,BI" .,Bn} }-confluent. 

PROOF: The proof of Property 1 follows easily from the definitions. The proof 

of Property 2 is a direct consequence of the definitions and the previous lemma. 

Finally, Property 3 asserts that given an I-closed agent P, then P is IT-confluent for 

some partition IT such that all el<>ments of I± appear in II as singletons. The proof 

of this is trivial. . o 

The following definition, which extends the notion of consistency, is useful. 

Definition 3.8.4 An ag<>nt 5 is II-consistentiffor all derivatives P of 5, whenever 

P ~ and P ~, where aII,B, then 0 = p. 

\Ve now have the majn result: 

Theorem 3.8.5 Let II be a partition of Act+ such that {T} E IT and suppose 

So == (VjJ)(IIPi I II!(vY)aj.Qj) is all effective friendly agent where 

1. for all i,j, Pj and Qj are fully II-confluent and II-consistent; 
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2. for all derivatives S of So, if oII,8 and subj(o) subj(i3) occur free in components 

C and C' of S, then C = C'. 

Then, So is fully II-confluent. 

PROOF: . The proof is a simple reformulation of the proof of Theorem 3.7.17. The im

portant point to note is that, although the components are not confluent, ll-inertness 

is maintained as the conditions ensure that the components' are well-behaved: if for 

some component C of So, C ~ CI and C db. C2 where oII,8, then there is a 

unique component of C' owning subj(o) and subj(iJ), unique because the system is 

effective, and since C' is II-consistent, at most one of the transitions is enabled, thus 

preventing violation of II-confluence. o 

3.9 Labelled transition systems 

The theory of this chapter has been developed in terms of 7r v-calculus agents. An 

alternative approach, which can be obtained by an easy modification ofthe material, 

is ,in terms of labelled transition systems of the form (P, {..!..... If e L}), where 

L ~ Act+. For example consider (PI, SI) and (,P2, S2) and suppose PI e PI and 

P2 e P2. We say that the points Ph P2 are bisimilar, and write PI i:; P2 if the 

following hold: 

• vice versa. 

Further, we say that Q is a derivative of Pin (P,S) if P,Q E P and there exist OJ 

such that P ~ ... ~ Q e S*. Building on these definitions we may define when 

a point P of a transition system is confl~ent: 
\ 

Definition 3.9.1 Let (P, S) be a labelled transition system and suppose PEP. 

'Ve say that P is locally confluent if for all actions 0 and ,8, Ot><l,8, there exist 

transitions in S such that the following diagrams can be completed, given transitions 

from P to PI and P2• 

P a 
PI P 

a 
PI --+ --+ 

a JJ. .IJ. i1JJ. ~.IJ. -
P2 ==> P'''':'' P' 2- I P2 ~ p' . pi 

2::::: I 

Further we say that Pis confluentiffor all derivatives Q of P, Q is locally confluent. 

o 
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Similarly, we may modify the remaining definitions of the chapter and obtain anal

ogous results for labelled transition systems. 

In subsequent chapters we will be interested to consider in detail only parts 

of the transition system of 11' v-calculus agents. To assist us we define the pruning 

operation as follows: 

Definition 3.9.2 Given a labelled transition system T and a subset n' of its set 

of points we define TPV to be the system obtained by removing all points not in 

lV from T and all arrows incident on such points. 

The effect of this operation is illustrated in the following figure, where IV = {PI' .. P4 }, 

a.nd P denotes the point of P E lV corresponding to P in TrUr
• 

-PI 

(I -P2 

:> 1 
~ 

1 
~ 

T TPV 

We consider an example. Let P be an agent and suppose l' is the labelled 

transition system generated by P. Let R be a sort and l' the following set of 

derivatives of P: 

l' = {P' 13n,llI" .Iln : P = Po ~ PI ~ ... ~ Pn = P', 

and, if IIi = a(y) and x : R E fl, then x ~ fn( Pi-t}} 

The transition system P r~' contains the points of l' which are obtained via a tran

sition involving only new R-names. \Ve denote P rl' by pR and given a point Q ill 

V we write QR for the point of pR corresponding to P. Note that if QR ~ S then 

there exists Q' such that Q ~ Q' and Q/R = S. We are particularly interested in 

capturing conditions under which the labelled transition system defined by QR is 

confluent. We begin by formalizing when such a system is effective. 
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Definition 3.9.3 Let S = (vx)(IIPj I II! Cd be a friendly agent, where Cj == 

(vYj)aj(xj). Qj, and aj : Tj and consider SR. We say that SR is locally effective if 

for all A i=- Tj, 

1. iffor sonie j, Cj is not A-closed, then S manages all names x : A, and 

2. at most one component of S handles all names x : Tj for all j. 

Further, SR is effective if, for all derivatives QR of SR, QR is locally effective. 
; 

Thus we may obtain the analogue of Theorems 3.7.17 and 3.8.5. 

Theorem 3.9.4 Suppose So == (vP)(IIPj I II! (vY~Ctj. Qj) is a friendly agent where 

for all i,j, Pi and Qj are fully d-confluent. Suppose S~ is effective. Then S~ is fully 

d-confl uent. 

PROOF: This is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.7.17. o 

Theorem 3.9.5 Let II be a partition of Act+ such that {T} E II and suppose 

So == (vP)(IIPj I II! (vy)aj. Qj) is a friendly agent where Se is effective and the 

following hold: 

1. for all i,j, Pi and Qj are fully II-confluent and II-consistent; 

2. for all derivatives S of So, if oII,8 and 5ubj(a) 5ubj(i3) occur free in components 

C and C' of 5, then C = C'. 

Then, 5~ is fully II-confluent. 

PROOF: This is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8.5. 

3.10 A Protocol Example 

In this section, we illustrate the 7r v-calculus and some of the notions associated with 

it in the verification of a protocol. In addition, we show how the theory of confluence 

may be employed to facilitate the correctness proof. The protocol we consider is a 

variant of Segall's PIF (Propagation of Information with Feedback) protocol [Seg83] 

and is taken from [Vaa95], where its correctness proof was established within the 

I/O-automata model. Its behaviour involves constructing a spanning tr('e of the 

graph connecting the nodes of a certain system and using it to compute the sum 

of the weights of the nodes. Although the verification methods used in the liter

ature to reason about the algorithm allow for a representation of the creation of 

the spanning tree (via, for example, the use of a history variable in the proof of 
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[Vaa95]), the 1r v-calculus provides a dynamic description of the system and thus a 

direct representation of the tree creation at the level of the system's interconnec

tion. Supplemented with the use of sorts, this capability facilitates the proof of 

correctness. Furthermore, using a confluence argument we reduce the problem of 

establishing that all computations of the system are correct to ensuring that a single 

computation satisfies the specification. 

3.10.1 The Algorithm 

We begin with a brief, informal description of the algorithm and continue wit~l the 

process-calculus description. The system consists of a collection of nodes which 

represent autonomous processors and a collection of links connecting the nodes 

which represent bidirectional communication channels via which the processors may 

send messages to one another. \Ve assume that each of the nodes has an integer 

weight associated with it and that the graph corresponding to the network of nodes 

is connected. 

The algorithm computes the sum of the weights of the nodes in the system 

as follows: a node enters the protocol when it receives a message along one of its 

links I. On receiving this message, it marks I and sends the value 0 along its oth{>r 

links. Concurrently, it may receive messages along its other links. Integer messages 

received in communications by a node are added to the weight of the node. As soon 

as the number of values received is equal to the number of the node's links, the 

weight of the node is sent to the node from which the first message was received. 

Computation is initiated by a distinguished node in the system called the root. The 

root enters the protocol by receiving a start message from the environment and, on 

completion, it sends the value it has computed, the final outcome of the algorithm, 

to the environment. 

\Ve now turn to giving the process-calculus description of the system. The 

sorting we employ makes use of the sorts L (for link). T (for tree) and N (for 

neighbour). The sorting oX is given by the following partial function: 

oX(L) = 

oX(T) 

oX(N) = 

{(T, N)} 

{(int )} 

{O} 

Thus the sorting decrees that a name of sort L carries a pair of names of sorts T and 

N. In turn a name of sort T carries an integer value and a name of sort N carries 

an empty tuple. 
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The definition of agent Node(s, v) representing a node with adjacent links s 
of sort L and weight v is given by the following families of equations: 

Node(s, v} ~r EaE; s(p, n). Busy(p,s - s,s - s,E',e, v) 

Busy(p,Si,S'2,x,y,v) ~r EaE,;'i (vq, n)s(q, n}. Busy(p,sl- s,82,x,y(q,n),v} 

+ EaEi'2 s(q,n).Busy(p,Si,S'2-s,xn,y,v} 

+ ~(q.n)EY q( Vi). Busy(p,Si,S'2,x, y - (q, n), v + Vi} 

+ ~(q.n)EY n. Busy(p,Si, S2,X, y - (q, n), v) 

+ ~.rE; x. Busy(p, Si, 82, x - x, y, v} 

Busy(p,£,E',e,e,v} ~r p(v).O 

Thus, in its quiescent state, Node may receive a message ou auy of its links, consisting 

of a pair of uames, p : T aud n : N. On doing so it discards the second name and 

assumes the state Busy. In this state it is responsible for usiug each of its remaiuing 

links to send and to receive a pair of names, as described in the first two summands.' 

In the former case, one of the uewly-created liuks will be used as follows:' the uame 

of sort Tmay be used for the receipt of an integer which will subsequently be added 

to the weight of the node and the uame of sort N may be used in a synchronization 

(third and fourth summands). In the latter case the first of the names received is 

discarded while the second one is used by the agent to output an empty tuple (fifth 

summand). Once all communications are completed, the node will emit its weight 

via link p and become inactive. 

An output action of the form :S(p, n) by a node Q may be thought of as 

a question addressed to a neighbouring node f3 ,vhether it has "already entered the 

protocol or not. The answer is provided by f3 by communicating via one of the names 

supplied. The choice of the name takes place as follows: if f3 is in the quiescent state 

then it enters the protocol and replies via a message on name p, otherwise if it is 

in the busy state it communicates via name n instead. Hence, node Q anticipates a 

message on exactly one of the names p and n and when one arrives both names are 

discarded. 

Note that in the description above and h('reafter, given an agent constant 

D we write D(Ui, ... ,U';;) for D(Uiv., ... t/'u;.), where v., is a. (s('perator) nameofa. 

distinct sort 'Ii which allows us to distinguish between the ·iii'S. 

The following definition allows us to capture the notion of connectivity within 

the system. 

Definition 3.10.1 Let P be an agent of the form TIiEIPj and S a sort. An S

path in P is a sequence 81,. •• ,8n-l : S such that for some il! ... ,in E I,8j E 
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fn(Pij) n fn(PiHt) for all 1 ~ j < n. In such a case we say that there is an S-path 

between Pit and Pin: 

It is convenient to introduce the following agents constants: Root == Node 

and Broot == Busy. The system in its initial state, is represented by the agent 

Po ~r (vz)(Root{starts,v) I IIjeINode{8;,vi)) 

where the following are satisfied: 

1. Z = sU UiEI 8;, 

2. for all s E Z, s is owned by exactly two components in Po, and 

3. for all i E I there exists an L-path between Node{8;, Vi) and Root{start, s, v). 

Hence, the system consists of a number of nodes composed in parallel, where 

Root represents the root node containing the only free name of the system, start, 

(Clause 1) via which computation is triggered. Thus, in its initial state the system 

may receive a message along name start consisting of a pair (out, n), where out is the 

name via which the outcome of the algorithm should be emitted to the environment. 

The second clause ensures that each link connects exactly two nodes. Finally, the 

last clause claims that there exists a path constructed of L links between each node 

and the root. This property captures the fact that the set of nodes is connected. 

It is not difficult to see that a simpler description of the system is possible 

which r(;'plac(;'s synchronizations via names of sort N by communications of int(;'gers 

via names of sort T, where the integers involved are discarded. One might even ,go 

a step further: a description of the system is possible which involves no names of 

sort T or N but where links of sort L serve a twofold purpose by being responsible 

both for activating nodes and for communicating integer values as required by the 

algorithm. This view of the sy~tem may be faithfully encoded in a non-mobile pro

cess calculus, such as value-passing CCS, and it would not be difficult to prove the 

CCS encoding equivalent to the 11" v-calculus description. However, we believe that 

employing the 11" v-calculus definition is advantageous for a number of reasons. First, 

by introducing mobility we obtain a dynamic description of t.he system which allows 

the extraction of information concerning the state of the system as computation 
. ' 

proceeds by simply observing its structure. For example, the presence of names of 

sorts T and N in a derivative of the system, names which are created and transmit~ 

ted during communications between t.he components, highlights the extent of the 

propagation. 11oreover, by distinguishing between sorts T and N we make precise 
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the distinction between the interactions involved and thus provide an additional tool 

for formalizing intuitions concerning the correctness of the algorithm. As we will 

see in the the following section, this facilitates the reasoning regarding connectivity 

invariants satisfied by the system. 

3.10.2 Correctness Proof 

According to the specification, when the algorithm is invoked the system should 

compute the sum of the weights of its nodes and emit it to the environment. Hence 

the correctness property we want to establish is the following: 

Theorem 3.10.2 Po ~ start(out,n).out{s~l.m}.O, where sum = V + ~iEl Vi. 

\Ve will prove this result using the notions of coupled simulation and confluence. 

First, we will establish that there is a coupled simulation between Po and a system 

So. Using the confluence of the latter system we will then show that 

50~start( out, n). out(sum}. O. 

In order to deduce the required result it remains to establish conv(>rgence of the 

systems involved. This result is also interesting in itself as it implies the absence of 

livelock. 

A coupled simulation 

As observed in [Vaa95] the algorithm may be thought of as having two phases. In 

the first phase, a spanning tree of the network of nodes is constructed with root the 

Root node. In the second phase, the spanning tree is used for computing the sum 

of all weights by ensuring that each node computes the sum of the weights of the 

nodes in the subtree rooted there and sending the value to its parent within the 

tree. \Vhen the execution of the algorithm begins, the creation of any spanning tree 

is possihle and the choice of each of its edges from the set of links in the system 

takes place nondeterministically, step by step. 

In order to restx'ict our attention to a simpler agent and reduce the nonde

terminism exhibited by Po, we consider another system So. This system consists 

of the summation of agents, each corresponding to a possihle spanning tree of the 

network, and enforcing its creation. In this way, "nondeterminism is pushed hack

wards to the initial state" [Vaa95], and the 1ll1mber of possible actions at each step 

during computation is reduced. We will show that this simple system has the same 

observable behaviour as Po by establishing a coupled simulation between the two. 
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In fact, one might expect that a stronger relation holds: Po~So. However, a coupled 

simulation allows for a simpler treatment and is acceptable for our purposes - the 

fact that the systems are determinate allows us to conclude the stronger result. A 

similar approach is taken in the correctness proof of [Vaa95], where au automaton 

is designed with this intention, and a prophecy variable is established relating it to 

the original system. 

We define agent Node' as follows: 

Node'(s,s, v) ~f s(p,n).Busy(p,s,s,c,c,v) 

Thus the agent Node' in its quiescent state may receive a message along a unique 

L-name S and then behave like agent Busy. Given agE'nt Po defined in the previolls 

section, we define So as follows: 

def ' , 
So = start(out,n)'~TEST(Po) T.T(out) 

where T E ST(Po) iff 

1. T == (vz)( Broot(out, S, s, E, c, v) I ITiEINode' (Si' ~ - 8i, Vi) for Sj E ~ and 

2. for all i E I there exists au L-path betwE'en Node'(sj,Si, Vi) and Broot beginning 

with Sj. 

Hence, if T E ST(Po) then the agent T represents the same collection of nodes as 

Po connected by the same links with the distinction that each node is willing to 

receive its first message on exactly one of its links. The set of these distinguished 

links, {Sj}iEI, can be seen to form a spanning tree of the graph defined by the set 

of nodes: by construction (Clause 2) there exists a path between each node and 

the r~ot composed entirely of links in {Sj}iEI and I{Si}iEII = n -1, whE're n is the 

number of nodes in the systE'm. Thus, after a start(out, n) action, So may evolve 

into an agent T, where T reprE'sents one of the possible spanning trE'es of the system 

described by Po. Dy the construction it is easy to SE'e that CE'rtaln properties of Po 

are also satisfied by So, namely, 

3. fn(So) = {start}, and 

4. for all s E bn( So), S is owned by exactly two components in So. 

Moreover, as we will see in dE'taillatE'r, T and Po have very similar behaviour: the 

transition system of T is a fragment of that of Po. 

We now proceed to establish some invariant properties satisfied by Po and 

So. The following lemma formalizes a number of properties satisfied by certain 
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derivatives of agent Po. An agent of the kind considered is a parallel composition 

of the root node in its busy state and a number of nodes in a busy or the quiescent 

state. It contains a single free name, out, and the remainder of its names are used 

in a disciplined way (Clause 3.10.3(3». Further, the last two clauses E'nsure that 

the connectivity of the system is not lost during computation. In particular, there 

exists a T-path between each Busy component and the root, and an L-path between 

each Node component and either the root or a Busy node. Hence, nodes that have 

not yet entered the protocol are still connected by a path to either the root or a 

busy node and, in turn, busy nodes are connected to the root. We note that the 

T-paths represent the edges of the spanning tree as it is created. 

To make the reasoning about the systems more readable, in the remainder 

of this section we will often write Busy(ii) for Busy(p,s,~,x,y,v} and similarly for 

Broot. We will also omit parameters where they are irrelevant to the discussion. 

Lemma 3.10.3 Suppose Po atar~'t,n) P. TheIl 

where 

1. fn( P) = {out}, and out is not borne in P, 

2. ~or all s : L E bn(P), s is owned by exactly two components in P and for all 

T : T, N E bn{P}, T is uniquely borne and uniquely handled by at most one 

component of P, 

3. for all j E J, there exists a T-path between Busy(pj} and Broot beginning with 

name pj, and 

4. for all k E J{, there exists an L-path between Node{8;;, t'k} and <'it her Broot or 

Busy(l,tj) for some j E J. 

PROOF: The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation. Clearly, 

the claim holds for the case Po atar~t,n) P = (v]i)(Broot{out,s,s,c,{p,n},v) I 
Busy(p,.S;, i;,.:,.:, t'i} I IIk#i Node(8;;, t'k}), by the construction of Po and since no 

• atart(out ,n) I .,. 
names of sort T or N occur as yet 111 the system. So suppose Po ::::::::- P ---+ P, 

! 

where 

and the claim holds for P'. Four possibilities exist for the transition pI -!:..t P, Olle 

corresponding to the communication between 'a Node and a Busy component and 
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three corresponding to the possible communications between two Busy components 

(via names of sort L, T and N). We consider the two more interesting. The first 

corresponds to the communication between two Busy components via an L-name 

and the second to the activation of a Node by a Busy component . 

• Suppose 

and 

(vq,n)i(q,n) 
~ 

B(q,n) 
~ 

PI = BUSY{PI, SI - S, s,', XI, Yi (q, 11), t'/) 

P2 = BUSY(Plo Sk, Sk' - s, Xk '11., y;:, t'k) 

P = (vpqn)(Broot{out,s,s',x,y,t,) I IIkEKNode(Sk,t'k) I PI I P2 

I IIjEJ'Busy{rj~Sj,Sj',X;,Yj,Vj), 

where J' = J - {k,I}. Dy construction, P is of the form required and clearly 

it satisfies the first two properties. Next we conside~ Property 3. It is clear 

that this transition has not affected any of the T-names of pI and n(PHT = 

n( P'HT U {q}. Hence, by the induction hypothesis the claim follows. 

Finally, to verify the last property, ~ve note that s is the only L-~ame affected by 

the tra~sition. Moreover, by the induction hypothesis, s is oWl~ed by exactly 

two components in P', namely the components engaging in the transition' 

P' -.!.... P. So suppose s is an L-path within pI between a Node and a Busy 

component and where only the last agent involved in the path is not in the 

quiescent state. Since s is owned by two Busy components, it does not occur in 

the L-path and so the same path occurs within P. Thus Property 4 is satisfied . 

• Suppose 

BusY{P/, s" s,', XI, Yi, 1'/) 

Node{8;;';, VOl) 

and 

(vq,n )i(q,n) , 
~ PI = BUSY(P/, S, - s, S, ,X" Yi (q, I), VI), 

.(q,n) 
~ P2 = Busy(q,8;;'; - s, S;;; - S, t, t, Vm) 

P = (vpqn)(Broot(out,s,s',x,y,t') I IIkEK/Node(Si;,t'k} I PI I P2 

I II JEJ' Busy{pj, Sj, ij', x j, Yj, Vj), 

where J' = J - {I} and 1...-' = 1...- - {m}, As before, P is of the forni required 

and satisfies the first two properties. In addition, it is easy to see that, if p 
is a T-path from component PI to the root (which exists by the induction 
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hypothesis), then qj) is a T-path from P2 to the root. Finally, since no L 

names have been affected by the transition other than S which was owned by 

the components BusY(Pn,Sn,S;;',X;,Y;;,vn} and Node(8;;;,vm } of P', it is easy 

to see that Property 4 is also satisfied. 

This completes the proof. o 

\Ve continue with a series of results that establish a correspondence between the 

execution paths of Po and So. The next lemma formalizes the earlier intuition that 

any path of So corresponding to some spanning tree can be matched by a path of 

Po constructing the same tree. 

Lemma 3.10.4 Suppose 

Then 

PROOF: The proof of this result is straightforward. It suffices to note that by the 

construction of So, if So ~ 5' ==> 5 then Q' = start(out,7I) and 5' E 5T(Po). It 

is then easy to see that the transition system of 5' is a fragment of that of Po and 

hence the result follows. 0 

'\Ve have the following corollary. 

C 11 S S . .tart(out,n) S TI oro ary 3.10.5 uppose 0 ::::::::? • len 

where J n J{ = 0 and the following hold: 

1. fn( S) = {out} and out is not borne in 5, 

2. for all s : L E bn(5), S is owned by exactly two components in 5 and, for all 

r : T, N E bn(5), r is uniquely borne and at most uniquely handled in 5, 

3. for all j E J, there exists a T.path between Busy(pj,Sj,Sj',X'j,Yj,t'j) and Broot 

. beginning with name Pj, and 

4. for all k E I{, there exists an l-path between Node' (Sk, Sk, tlk) and either Broot 

or Busy(pj,Sj,Sj',X'j,YJ,t1j) for some j E J beginning with name Sk. 
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.tart(out,n) • 
PROOF: Suppose 50 ===> 5 where 5 IS as above. Then, by Lemma 3.10.4, 
D .tart(out,n) P 1 
.10 ===> w 1ere 

Agent P satisfies the properties of Lemma 3.10.3. The similarity ofthe constructions 

of 5 and P and Clause (2) in the definition of 5T(Po), allow us to conclude the result. 

o 

110re interesting is the following lemma that claims that for any execution path of 

Po there exists an agent T E 5T(Po) which can mirror the transition. 

Lemma 3.10.6 Suppose 

.tart(out,n) __ 
Po ===> P = (vp)(Broot(out,u) I IIjEJBusy(uj) I IIkE[\Node(sk,t'k»). 

Then there exists T E 5T( Po) such that 

.tart(out,n) .,. 
50 --+ --+ T == (vz)(Broot(out,s,s,e,e,v) I IIiEINode/(sj,S; - Sj,v;}) 

===> 5 = (vp)(Broot(out,u) I IIjEJBusy(uj) I IIke/\Node/(sk'S'k - Sk,t'k»)' 

PROOF: The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation Po .tar~t,n) P. 

Tl b . b' S n .tart(out,n) I'" 1 Ie ase case IS 0 V10US. 0 suppose .10 ==> P --+ P w 1ere 

pI == (vp)(Broot(out,u) I IIjeJBusY(Uj) I IIkeKNode(S'k,t'k» 

and there exists T E 5T(Po) such that 50 .tart(o~t,n} -2:... T and 

The transition is the result either of a communication between two Busy components 

or a communication between a Busy and a Node component: 

• Suppose 

and 

Busy{U;;) 

Busy(ii;;,) 

P = (vpw)(Broot(out,u) I PI I P21 IIjeJ,Busy{uj) I IIkEKNode{S'k,t'k») 

where J' = J - {m, ~},w = bn(o)Ubn(o), PI = Busy{ii';;'} and either subj(o) : 

T and P2 = 0 or P'}, = Busy(ii';;.'}. Since 5' contains the same Busy~components 

as pI, it can mimic this transition to give 5' -2:... S where· 

Since 5 has the form required this completes the case. 
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• Otherwise, suppose 

( 
- -, - - ) (lIq.n)ii(p,n) P B (- -, - -( I) ) Busy PhS/,SI ,X/,Yl,VI --+ 1 = USY PI,SI- Sj,SI ,:l'l,YI p, ,t'l, 

Node(S';;;, V m ) P2 = Busy(p,~ - Sj, ~ - Sj,e,e, v"') 

and 

where J' =' J - {i} and J{' = 1\.. - {m}. Two possibilities exist. First suppose 

Sj = S",. Then clearly S' can mimic this transition to give 

S' ~ S = (vppn)(Broot(out,u) I PI I IIjeJ/Busy(uj) I P}, 

I IIkE/\,Node'(sk,S;; - Sk,Vk)), 

which completes the case. 

Otherwise, if Sj 'f:. Sm then the transition can not be mirrored by 5'. However, 

suppose T = (vs)(Broot(out,s,s,e,E,V) I IIieINode'(sj,S; - Si,t'i»' Then we 

may construct T' as follows: 

T' = (lIs)(Broot(out,s,S,E',E',v) I IIi:FmNode'(sj,S; - Sj,t'i) 

I Node' (Sj, S;;; - Si, v",». 
, \Ve claim that T' E 5T(Po). It suffices to show that there exists an l·path 

from Node'(sj,~ - Si,V",) to Broot beginning with Sj. In other words, if Sj is 

owned by Node' (sp, sp, vp) for some pEl, P 'f:. m, then there exists an l-path 

, from this node to Broot. It is easy to see that, since the transition T ==> 5' 

does not involve Node(sj, S; - Sj, t'j), T' has the following transition. 

T' ==> Tl = (vp)(Broot(out,u) I IIjEJ,BusY(llj) I Busy(u/) 

I Node' (Si, S;;; - Si, t'm) I IIkEK' Node' (Sk, S;; - SA;, t'k» 

Since Busy(p"s"s,',i"y"t,/) owns Sj it must be that for some pEl and some 

S E Act·, , 

It is easy to see by the construction of T that since this transition is possible, 

there exists an l-pa th from Node(sp, S;" t'p) to Root as required. UOl'eover, 

TI ~ T2 = (vp)(Broot(out, it) I IIjEJ,Busy(i'ij) I PI I P}, 

I IIkEK,Node'(sl."S;; - Sk,t'k») 

and so So ~ T' ==> T2 where T2 is as required. 
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o 

\Ve may now define the relations which will be shown to comprise a coupled simu

lation between Po and So. 

Definition 3.10.7 

• Let RI be the smallest set such that 

1. (O,O),(Po,So) E R}, 

2. if Po Btar~d,n) P = (1Ip)(Broot(u) I IIjEJBusy(uj) I IIkE/{Node(uk») then, 

if I{ f:. 0 then (P, ETEST(Po) T. T(out») E 'Rh otherwise, if 1\ = 0, then 

(P, P) E 'RI . 

• Let R2 be the smallest set such that 

1. (0,0), (Po, So) E 'R2, 

2. if So Btar~t,n) S = (1Ip)(Broot(u) I IIjEJBusy(iij) I IIkE/{Node'(sk,Sj;, Vk)) 

then (P, S) E 'R2, where 

Thus, 'RI relates Po with So and all of its derivatives containing at least one Node 

component with ETEST(Po) T. T(out). It is reflexive for all other derivatives of Po. On 

the other hand, R2 relates Po with So and derivatives of 50 with appropriate agents 

containing Node as opposed to Node' agents. Our first major result is presented in 

the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.10.8 (R I , 'R,2) is a coupled simulation. 

PROOF: 'S~ppose (P, S) E 'R,I and P ~ P'. According to the definition either 

P = Po or Po Btar~t,~) P. In the former case, P is stable and if P ~ pi then 

a = start(out, n). Further, S = So and by construction of R2, (P, S) E 1(,2' Finally, 

5 ~ S' = ETEST(Po) T. T(out) and by the construction of RIt (P',5') E 'R,l as 

required. 

So consider the second case. The following possibilities exist. 

1. P = (1Ip)(Broot(ii) I IIjEJBusy(uj) I IIkEI\Node(Sj;,t'k») where]{ 1- 0. Then 

5 = ETEST(Po) T. T(out). First, note that P is not stabi~: For, as suggested 

by Lemma 3.10.3(4), there must exist at least one internal action between a 

Node-component and a Busy-component. So consider the transition P ~ P'. 

The following possibilities exist: 
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• Ci = T and P' = (vjf)(Broot(u') I lljEJ,Busy(u/) I llkEK,Node'(S"k,t'k}) 

. where I{' i- 0. Then, by definition, (P', S) E 'Rt which completes the 

case . 

• Ci = T and p' = (vj1)(Broot(u') I lljEJ' Busy(u/}). Dy Lemma 3.10.4, 

S =::} S' = (vp)(Broot(u/) I lljeJ,Busy{u/» = P'. Dy definition of'Rh 

(PI, S') E 'Rt as required. 

Note that there is no transition 

Broot(out,c,c,c,c,v) ~ 0, and 

with Ci = out( v} since then there exist no paths between component Broot and 

the remaining Busy and Node components of P', contradicting Lemma 3.10.3. 

2. P =' (vp)(Broot(ii) I lljEJBusy(Uj}). Dy the const'ruction of'Rh S = P. 
'III b . .tart(out,n) .tart(out,n) 
lV oreover, y Lemma 3.10.4 Sl11ce Po :::::::} P,50 :::::::} 5 = P and by 

the construction of 'R2, (P, S) E 'R2. Hence, if P ...!... pi then 5 ...!... S' = P' 

and (PI, 5') E 'R t n'R2 which completes the case. 

The analysis of'R2 uses similar arguments. o 

Analysis of So 

We begin by establishing that So is a confluent agent. First we note that since each 

of Node, Node' all.d Root is capable of performing only finite computations before 

becoming inactive (of length 2n where n is the number of l-links owned by the 

component) we may deduce that Po and So are convergent agents. 

Lemma 3.10.9 50 is confluent. 

PROOF: This result appeals to Lemma 3.5.6. The proof involves verifying that 50 

satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 

First, we need to show that Node' and Root are l TN-confluent agents. So 

consider a derivative of Node'. This is of the form Busy{p, Si, 82, x, y, v). Let P be 

the process system generated by Node' and let {p;" I r a finite subset of T X N} be 

the partition of P defined by setting Busy{p, ii, S2, x, y, t'} E pu. This partition is 

l TN-confluent as we can easily check that it is l TN-sensitive and the following holds: 

if Q E pu, that is Q = Busy(p, ii, 82, x, y, v} for some p, ii, 82, x and v, and 

Q ~ Qh Q =::}.i!.... Q2 where (subj( 0), subj(;3» ~ y, thE'll by construction 

Ql =::}.!!.... Q' and Q2 ==:}~~ Q'. 
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Uoreover, by Clause 3 in the definition of So, fn(So) = {start} where start 

is uniquely borne and not handled in So by the Root-component and all of the 

remaining names of So are owned by exactly two components. Further, by Corol

lary 3.10.5(1), for all derivatives S of So, if x E fn(S) then x is uniquely handled 

and not borne in S, and if x E bn(S) then x is owned by at most two components· 

in S. Finally, it is easy to see that Node' and Root are con~istent agents. Hence by 

Lemma 3.5.6, So is confluent. 0 

Since So is confluent, if T E ST( Po) then T, being a derivative of So, is confluent. 

In the next lemma we make use of the confluence of T and, by studying a fragment 

of its transition system, we conclude the following: 

Lemma 3.10.10 Let T E ST{Po). Then T~out(s1Lm). O. 

P ·nr·ll lIT out(sum) n' d" f ST' fl ROOF: ne W1 SlOW t lat ==> --+ O. emg a envatlve 0 0, 1S con ueut 

and so by Lemma 3.4.10, T~out(stlm). 0 as required. 

So consider 

T = (1IS)(Broot(out,s,s,e,e, v} I IT;EINode'(si'~'V;». 

Dy Lemma 3.10.5(4), T may engage in the following transition: 

T :....:.... (liZ, Pk, nk)( Broot(out~ s - Sk, S, e, (Pk, nk), v} I IT;# Node' (s;,~, t'i) 

I BUSY(Pk,Sj; - Sk,Sj; - Sk,e,e,t'k» 

==>. 

:....:.... Tl = (11;')(Broot(out,p,p,e,y, v) I IT;EIBusy(pi,j);,jj/,e,y;,t'i» 

This transition corresponds to the creation of the spanning tree which results in all 

of the nodes entering the protocol. It is then easy to see using Lemma 3.10.5(2) 

that Tl may now behave as follows: 

Tl => T2 = (11';')(Broot(out,e,e,x,y,t,) I ITiEIBusy(pi,e,e,Xi'Yi'~'i» 
==> T3 = (11';')(Broot(out,e,e,e,y',t') I II;EIBusy(pi,e,e,e,y/, I';» 

The first transition corresponds to all nodes communicating with their non-parent 

neighbours via the links of sort Land suhsequently the second transition captures 

the signaling along all N names handled in T2• Note that up to this point the weight 

of each node has not changed. 

According to Property 2 of Lemma 3.10.5, all names of sort T except out are 

uniquely horne and at most uniquely handled in T2' Since a component 

BUSY(Pi, e, e, E, :Vi, v) 
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handles name Pi and bears names if;, for all i there exists j such that (p, n) E Yj for 

some n. Hence 

where if;, fj are the T -names borne in T3 and {Pi hef are the names handled in T3' 

Note that assuming I ::j:. 0, by Lemma 3.10.5(3), lui:/:- O. Hence there exists at least 
" '. hi-I B ( ) pj(Vj) S one J E I such t at Yj = 0 and usy Pj,C,C,c,c,t1j --+ O. 0 

T3 ~ T4 = (v~)(Broot(out,c,c,c,y',v) I II;ef,Busy{p;,c,c,c,y/,Vi} 

I BUSY(Pk,c,E,c,Y;; - (Pj,lIj},t'k + Vj}) 

where I' = 1- {j, k}. Note that the sum of weights of nodes in the tree remains 

constant. The same argument can be used to explain the following transition: 

T4 ==> Ts = Broot(out,c,c,c,E,sum} 

out (sum) • 
and Ts --+ 0 as reqUlred. 0 

Returning to 50 it is easy to see by construction that if So ~ S then 

a = start(out, n} and 5 E ST(Po). Since by the previous lemma S~out{sum}, we 

conclude that So~start( out, n). out(sum}. 

Since Po and So are convergent agents, by transitivity of =cs for convergent 

systems and the fact that SO =CB Po, 

Po =CB start{ out, n). out(sum}. O. 

Since start{ out, n). out(smn}. 0 is a determinate agent, by PropositiOlls 3.3.7 and 2.4.6, 

Po is also determinate. Further, as =CBC ~tr' by Lemma 3.1.7, 

Po~start( out, n). out(sum}. O. 

This completes the correctness proof. o 

, . 



Chapter 4 

, 

Partial Confluence 

In Chapter 3 we introduced some notions of determinacy and confluence in the 

context of the 11" v-calculus and investigated their theory. In particular, we observed 

that confluent systems satisfy some interesting properties which may prove useful 

for reasoning about them. 

However, it is' often the case that systems have some partial confluence prop

erties without being confluent. Thus a question arising is which such properties can 

be captured formally and exploited for process verification~ The study of notions of 

partial confluence was initiated in [Tof90] where the intention was to identify condi

tionsunder which combinations of non-confluent agents yield confluent systems. A 

notion of semi confluence was introduced and its basic theory was developed. An

other notion was defined in that work, due to Milner: K -IJartial confluence, whe're 

I~ is a set of visible labels. A I~-partial confluent agent is required to be confluent 

with respect to K-actions, but no restrictions are imposed on the occurrences of the 

remaining actions. No results were proved in [Tof90] about I~-partial confluence 

though the expectation was stated that it is preserved by a set of constructions. 

Another notion of partial confluence was introduced in [LW95a]. Though related to 

K-partial confluence, this notion, referred to 'as R-conftuence, differs significalltly 

from I~ -partial confluellce in that it does not require agents to be semantically invari

ant under silent actions. The motivation behind its definition was to study systems 

composed of non-confluent but well-behaved compollents (capahle of state-changing 

T-a.ctions) whose interactions a.re of a. certain disciplined kind. The th('ory of R

confluence was developed in the setting of CCS and extended to a mobile process 

calculus. 

The definitions of the notions of partial confluence mentioned above involve 

bisimilarities, weak bisimilarity in [Tof90] and branchillg bisimilarity in [LW95a]. 

91 
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The first part of this chapter is concerned with extending the partial confluence 

theory of [LW95a] to take explicit account of divergence. This extension turns out 

to be quite complicated. It is based on the divergence-sensitive variant of branching 

bisimilarity, db-bisimilarity, and it is carried out in th~ context of the l!'v-calculus. 

The motivation behind the development will become apparent in Chapter 6 where 

the theory is applied to prove the correctness of transformation rules for concurrent

object programs. Driefly, it is necessary because in that context divergence is consid

ered to be an undesirable property of the systems studied and thus it is appropriate 

to employ a notion of observation equivalence that takes account of infinite silent 

paths. The theory also extends the results of [LW95a] in that it considers a polymor

phic sorting discipline. In addition, this chapter presents a variant of db-bisimilarity 

which imposes requirements on convergence only with respect to a certahl type of 

actions: it is possible for two systems, exactly Ol1e of which is divergent, to be 

related to each other, provided that the convergent agent may become divergent 

by performing a further action of the type specified. The main result concerning 

this relation is that the differences in divergent behaviour exhibited by two related 

systems are lost within certain contexts. 

One of the most significant achievements of the partial confluence theory 

of [LW95a] is a result stating that when reasoning about cert~n systems, it is suf

ficient to examine in detail only a part of their behaviour. The systems considered 

could be viewed as consisting of two agents, P and T, which interact in a question

answer fashion, with possibly many questions outstanding at any moment. An 

important property is that on accepting a question from P, T immediately assumes 

a state in which the answer to that question is determined. Uoreover, it restricts 

attention to the setting where when a question is invoked in T, the name which 

is supplied for return of an answer is distinct from names supplied in other ques

tion invocations for returning answers. The second part of the chapter pres('nts 

. an extension of the theory by relaxing these two assumptions. First, it considers 

systems where the processing of a question by T may result in a change of the state. 

Secondly, it considers systems where the assumption concerning the uniqu('ness of 

return links is dropped. The exposition does not take diverg('nce into account, which 

is appropriate for our purposes. However, the r('sults may be extelld('d to do so along 

lines similar to those of Section 4.1. Note that since value-passing CCS is a subset 

of the 11' v-calculus (where no name-passing is involved), the results we present in this 

chapter also hold in that setting. 
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4.1 Partial confluence and divergence 

In [LW95aj, a notion of partial confluence was introduced which proved useful in 

reasoning about classes of systems ill which a subsystem interacts in a disciplined 

manner with a possibly nOll-confluent environment. Its basic theory was devel

oped and it was used to prove the indistinguishability of two symbol-table classes, 

expressed in a con~urrent-object programming language, in an arbitrary program 

context. Here we present an extension of that theory to accommodate divergence 

and take account of the polymorphism of the sorting discipline. The generalization 

turns out to be rather complicated: the definitions are more complex and the proofs 

are more involved as we need to take account of how divergence may appear in a 

system. 

\Ve begin by recalling the definition and some basic results of partial conflu

ence as presented in [L\V95a), to which we refer for the proofs. First some notation. 

Notation 4.1.1 P ==>~ P' means thatP ==> P" ~ P' for some P" with 

P"~P, and moreover if 0: = T then P' 'j:.P. 
, , 

Definition 4.1.2 Let R be a sort. A process Pis R-confluent if for every deriva

tive Q of P: 

1. if p eR±, subj(o:):j; subj(p), Q ....!... Ql and Q ==>~ Q2 then for some Q', 
QI ==>~ Q' and Q2 ==>....!... ~Q'; -

2. if PI, P2 e R-, subj(pt} = SUbj(P2), Q ~ Ql and Q ==>A Q2 then PI = P2 

and Ql~Q2; 

3. if P e R+, Q ....!... Ql and Q ==>~ Q2 then QI~Q2' 

R-collfluence (unlike K-partial confluence) does not imply T-inertness, and may thus 

be used for reasoning about non-T-inert agents, as was the intention in [LW95a]. 

Essential to achieve this property is the use of branching bisimilarity: replacing ~ 

in the definition by ~ is not satisfactory since the resulting notion is not preserved 

by bisimilarity. For further discussion see [LW95a]. Howewr, the notion above is 

well-behaved, as the following holds: 

Lemma 4.1.3 If P is R-confluent and P~Q then Q is R-confluent. o 

The following notation is useful. 

Notation 4.1.4 For s = 0:1 "'On e Act* and a relation x, we write ~x for 

1 . I' 01' On "I . P r P"f t 1e compOSIte re ation ==>--+ ... ==>--+X. l\ oreover, we wnte --+x , 1 
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P ==> P" ~::::::: pI, where P ::::::: P" and pI :f. P, and we refer to ~x as a decisive 

(silent) action. 0 

The following result states a useful property of R-confluent agents. 

Lemma 4.1.5 Suppose Pis R-confluent, s E Rh, P ~6: PI and P ==>~ P2 , 

where if a E R+ and s = sops}, subj(p) = subj(a) and subj(a)' (j. subj(so), then 

a = p. Then either a (j. s and for some Po, PI ==>~ Po and P2 ~6: Po, or a E s 
S/Oi 

and P2 --6: Pl. . 0 

Moreo~er, the ::::-state of a restricted composition of two R-confluent agents 

is not altered up to :::: by an interaction between the components via a name in R. 

Lemma 4.1.6 Suppose 

1. P and Tare R-confluentj 

2. P ...!!-.6: P', T L6: T', where p = r(v) p = (lIu)T-(v), r : Rj 

3. (lIz)(P I T) is R-closed. 

Then (lIz)(P I T)::::(IIZU)(PI I T'). o 

\Ve now proceed to extend this theory to take account of divergence. To 

achieve this we work with ::::1, the divergence-sensitive vel'sion of branching bisim

ilarity. The appropriate notion of partial confluence, RLconfluence, follows. Note 

that since we are now concerned with ::::1 as opposed to ::::, for the remainder of 

this sectiou P ==> ~ P' means that P ==> P" ~ pI for some P" with p":::: 1 P, 

and moreover if a = T then pI '/::.1 P. 

Definition 4.1.7 Let R be a sort. A process P is Rl.confluent if for every 

Q E cc(P): 

1. if p E R±, subj(a):f subj(p), Q !pa, Q ~ Q1 and Q ==>~ Q2, then Q !ap 
, a" p 

and for some Q', Ql ==>-- Q' and Q2 ==>-- ::::l Q'i 

2. if P1,P2 E R-, subj(pd = subj(P2), Q !Pt. Q !P2, Q ~ Q1 aud Q ==>~ Q2, 

then PI = P2 and Q1 :::: 1 Q2; 

3. if P E R+, Q !p, Q ~ Q1 and Q ==>~ Q2, then Ql::::1 '02. 

It is required of an RLconfluent agent that each agent in its convergent core sat· 

isfies the following: (1) it enjoys a confluence property with respect to R-actions 

and arbitrary actions which do not together introduce divergence; (2) an output 
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action with a subject in R has an object that is uniquely determined (recall that 

PI = P2 means that the actions are alpha· convertible ) and leads to a uniquely de

termined state, assuming it does not cause divergence; and (3) an input action with 

a subject in R leads to a uniquely determined state, assuming again that it dO(ls 

not introduce divergence. It is easy to see that a weaker notion of Rl.confiuence 

(and R-confiuence) can be defined in the vein of Definition 3.4.3, by considering, in 

Clause (1), completion of the confluence diagram with respect to the weights of the 

actions involved, i.e. alp and plO'. To ke(lp the presentation as simple as possible, 

we opt for the stronger notion. As a result, a property of an Rl.confluent agent is 

that may not transmit the same fresh name via two distinct subjects. Nonetheless, 

extending the results for the weaker notion is only a matter of an appropriate rewrite 

of the proofs. 

The following propel-ties are satisfied by an Rl.confluent agent: 

Lemma 4.1.8 Suppose Pis R1.confluent, p E R±, P 1p and P ==>~ Pl. Then 

the following hold: 

1. If P ~ ~ P2 then there exist P{, P~ such that PI ==> ~ P{ and P2 ==> ~ 
PI' pI 
2~! l' 

2. If P ==> P2 then there exist P{, P~ such that PI ==> P{ and [>2 ==> ~ 
P~ 6!1 P{. 

4. If P, ~ P2 then there exists P2 such that PI ==> P2 with P2 ~l P2• 0 

The following lemma shows that db-hisimilarity preserves R1.confluence. 

Lemma 4.1.9 If P is Rl.confluent and P6!l Q then Q is Rl.confluent. 

PROOF: Let Qo E cc(Q). Then since P6!! Q there is Po E cc(P) such that Po~! Qo. 

1. Suppose Q01pO', Qo ~ Q1 and Qo ==>~ Q2, where p E R± and subj(O') =I

subj(p). Since Qo ~! Po, Po 1 po' and Po ==> P~ J!.... PI for s~me P~, PI with 

P~~q Po, PI ~l Q1. Suppose Qoia. Then a:f T, PoiO', P6ia and since' P6L 

P6 ==> Pm ~T for SOllle Pm such that if Pm ~ P:'. then P:'.1 n (note that 

snch a state must exist since P6l). Dy Lemma 4.1.8(2), Pm ==> P::' ~ P:
II 

and PI ==> 6! 1 P~I' where Pm ~ 1 P::'. Dy the construction of Pili it must he 

that Pm == P:~ and tln~s Pm ~ P:". 110reo\'('r, Pm 1 pO', as Po 1 pO', and so 

by Rl.confiuence, Pm! O'p. This is a contradiction to Pili i o. So it must be 

. that Qo! 0'. Thus, since P6 ~1 Qo and Qo! a by 6!1, P~ ==>~ P2 6!! Q2. 
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Moreover, as P~ E cc(Po), P~ is Rl.confiuent, so Po! ap and there exist ~, 

. p~, such that PI ==? ~ P{ alld P2 ==?..!... P~ ~Pl' Hence Q o! a p and since 

P1 :'::1 QI! P2 :'::1 Q2, Ql ==?~ Q~:'::l PI' Q2 ~ Q2 ~1 P~, where Q~ ~1 Q2 
as required. 

2. Suppose Qo ~ Q 1 and Qo ==? Q2 .!!:!.. Q2, where P., P2 E R-, subj(pt} = 
subj(P2) and Qo!P!' QO!P2. Then PO!Ph PO!P2 and by RLconfluence Po =} 

p~ A PI with P~:'::1 Po and PI ~l Ql' Moreover, as P~ ~l Qo, P~ =}~ 
P2 with P2 ~l Q2. Since P~ is Rl.confiuent, PI = P2 and PI :'::1 P2. Hence 

Ql ~l Q2. 

3. Suppose Qo ..!... QIcand Qo =} Q2 ~ Q2, where P E R+ and Qo! p. Then 

Po ! P alld Po ==? p~ ~ PI with PO:'::l Po and PI ~1 Ql. As P~ ~1 Qo, 

P~ =}~ P2 with P2 :'::1 Q2' Since P~ is Rl.confluent, PI ~l P2 and so 

o 

Using the previous lemma we extend the properties of Lemma 4.1.8 for transitions 

of the form --+~, containing sequences of actions. 

l.emma 4.1.10 Suppose P is Rl.confluent, 8 E R:i:-, P 18 and P-!.....~, PI. Then 

the following hold: . 

1. If P =}.2:.... P2 then there exists pi such that PI ~2..... pi and P2 -!.....~1 P'. 

2. If P =} P2 then there exists P' such that p) ==? pi and P2 -!.....~, P'. 

3. If P -.!....::;::, P2 then PI ~! Pl. ; 

4. If P :4:> P2 then PI ==? P~ with P2 :'::1 P~. o 

1::'he proofs of the properties follow easily from the definition of RI-confluence. They 

~,re useful in proving the following result which extends the confluence properties 

~atisfied by RLconfluent agents to d('rivations under sequences of R-a.ctions. 

~emma 4.1.11 Suppose P is R-confluent, 8 E R±*, P -!.....~, PI and ~ E Act, 

'\\>here if a E R- and 8 = SOps} where subj(p) = subj(o) and subj(o) rt subj(so), 

tlLE:lll a = p. 

1. If P!8 and PI la, then P !8a. 

2. If P! so then P ! to for any prefix t of s. 

3. If P 1so, P ==?~ P2 and a ~ s, then P! as and for SOllle Po, PI =}~ Po 

and P2 ...!...~J Po· 
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_ 0 11/0 
4. If P ls, a E sand P ==>--+ P2 then P2 --+~1 Pl. 

PROOF: Suppos~ P ls and suppose P ~ P2 • Then by Lemma 4.1.10(4), PI ==> 

~l P2. As Pd a then clearly P21 a, and since P2 is an arbitrary s-derivative of P, 

P lsa. 
The proof of Property 2 is by induction on s. If s = e then the claim follows 

immediately. So suppose P 1 sa, where s = SoP, So E R:h and P E R±. Dy the 

induction hypothesis, if P 1 soa then P 1 ta for any prefix t of so. So, it is sufficient 

to ~rove that if P 1 sa then P 1 soa. Suppose P 1 sa. Certainly P 1 So so suppose 

P ~~1 P{ ~~1 Pl. Then P{ 1 pa. Suppose P{ i a. Since P{ 1, it must be 

thatP{ ==> Pm ~i for some Pm such that if Pm ~ P~l then Pm 1 a; Dy 

Lemma 4.1.8(2), Pm ==> P~ ~ p:n and PI ==> PI' ~l p:n, where Pm ~l P:~. Dy 

the construction of Pm it must be that Pm == P~ and thus Pm ~ P:n • 1I0reover, 

Pm 1 pa and so by RI-confluence, Pm 1 ap. This is a contradiction to Pm i a. So 

Pi 1 a and by part 1, P 1 soa as required. 

The proof of Property 3 is by induction on s. If s = e then the fact follows 

immediately from the definition of ~l . So suppose s = SoP where So E R:h, P E R± 

and P ~~t Pi ~~t Pl. Dy the previous part we know that P 1 Soll. Dy the 

induction hypothesis there exists P~ such that Pi ==>~ P~ and P2 ~~1 P~. Dy 

Lemma 4.1.9, Pi is Ri.confluent and by the assumption of the lemma, since 0' :f. p, 

subj(O') :f. subj{p). S~ as P{ 1 PO', we have that P{ 1 ap and Po can be found such 

that PI ==>~ Po and P~ ~~1 Po as ill,ustrated: 

P So . P' e 
• ~1 PI • "" 1 

JJ. 
-1 

JJ. JJ. 
lO' l a 1 a 

P2 So p.' e. •. Po • ~1 0 ::::1 

Finally, the proof of Property 4 is by induction on s. Suppose s = SoP where 

So E R:h and p E R± and suppose P ~~t P{ ~~t Pl. Since P 1 so, if a E So 

then by the induction hypothesis P2 ~~1 Pl' Sillce s/O' = (so/a)p, P2 !.!.:!.~1 Pl. 

If 0' ~ So then by the previous pal"t there exists P~ such that P{ ==> ~ P~ and 

P2 ~~1 P~. Uoreover, it must be that a = p and by Lemma 4.1.10(3), P~:5q Ph 
. P. II/a P , , 

SO agal~l 2 --+~t l' 0 

As we have seen in the case of d-confluence, care is requirE'd in handling the possi

bility that a, divergent agent may evolve to a convergent state. This can be handled 

satisfactorily by employing the following definition. 
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Definition 4.1.12 An agent P is fully R1.confluent if it is R-confiuent and for 

every derivative Q of P and I' E R±, if Q j I' and Q ~ Q' then Q' j. 

Thus if a derivative of a fully RLconfiuent agent diverges on an R-action it may not 

perform that action and reach a convergent state. 

Lemma 4.1.13 Suppose P is fully RLconfiuent. 

1. If Pj I' and P ~~I P', where I' E R± then P'j. 

2. If Pj sand P ~~l P', where s E R±* then P'j. 

PROOF: The proofs of these properties follow easily from the definitions of ~l and 

full RLconfiuence. We consider the proof of (2). Suppose Pj sand P ~~l P' for 

P a fully RLconfiuent agent. The proof is by induction on the length of s. If s is 

the empty sequence then P ~l P' and so P' j as required. So suppose s = sop and 

P ~~I Q ~~l P'. There are two possibilities: 

• If P j So then by the induction hypothesis Q j. So Q j I' and by Property (1), 

P'j. 

• If P L So and P j s then there must exist PI, P2 such that P ~ PI L ~ 
P2 j. Dy Lemma 4.1.10(4), Q ==> Q'~Pl and by ~! we deduce that Q'j 1'.' 

Therefore Q j I' and by the previous property we conclude that P' t. 0 

We may now establish the first significant result. It implies that the state of a re

stricted composition offully RLconfiuent agents is not changed up to db-bisimilarity 

by intra-actions on names of sort R, assuming that all R-names are restricted. 

Theorem 4.1.14 Assume: 

1. P and J are fully RLconfiuenti 

2. P ~~l P', J ~~I I', where s = 1'1" .Prll S = PI •• 'Pn, Pi = Ti{Vi}, 

Pi = {lIUi)ri{V'i} with Tj : R; 

3. (IIZ)(P I J) is R-closed. 

Then (IIZ)(P I I) ~l (IIZU)(P' I I'), where U = 'iiI" .Un • 

PROOF: Let (Q,Q') E B if Q = (IIZ)(P I I), Q' = (vzu)(P' I I'), where P a,lld I 

are fully RI-confiuent, P ~:5:j P', I 2-.:5: 1 I', when' s = 1'1 •• • Prll S = 1'1 .' •• Prll 

Pi = Tj(V'i}, Pi = (lIili)l'i(V'i) with Tj : R,u = iiI'" Un and such that (vz)(P I I) 

is R-closed. We show that B U ~l is a db-bisimulation. The proof makes use of 

the following three results whose aim is to establish the divergence-related property 

required by ~l' namely that Q LJ3 iff Q' LJ3, for all J3 E Act. 
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Lemma 4.1.15 Let (Q, Q') E B where Q'!. Suppose Q ~ Q1 = (v;')(PI I Ill, 

where PI! and It!. Then there exists Q~ such that Q':=:} Q~ and (Q.,QD E B. 

PROOF: Suppose Q = (vz)(P I 1), Q' = (vzii)(P' I I'), P ~~l P', I 2.~1 
I', where s E R+* and s comp s. Note that since Q' !, P' ! and I' ! and so by 

Lemma 4.1.13(2), P! s and I! s. The following possibilities exist: 

• Q ~ QI = (vz)(PI I 1) where P ~ Pl' Since P! s, by Lemma 4.1.10 (2), 

P':=:} P{ with PI ~~l P{. So Q':=:} Q1 = (vzii)(P{ I I') as required. 

• Q -:..... Ql = (vz)(P I It> where I ~ 11. This is similar to the previous case. 

• Q ~ Ql = (vzw)(Pl I II) where P ~ p .. I ~ I., u comp (1. Two cases 

exist: 

1. First suppose u = r(Y), (1 = (vw)r(Y), and r E subj(s). Suppose 

s = SOPSI and s = SoPS}, where r rt. subj(so) and P ~~I P2 ..!....~l· 

P3 ~~l P', I 80 , ~l 12 -L~l 13 Bl, ~l I'. Then by Lemma 4.1.11(3) 

applied to I, 12 :=:} ~ and by Rl.confluence (1 = p. Hence, 11 '!.!!~I I', 
B/tr 

by Lemma 4.1.11(4). Also u = Pi and by the same Lemma, Pl-~l P'. 

Thus (Ql, Q') E B. 

2. So suppose subj(u) ~ subj(ss).lf PTsuthen by Lemma4.1.11(1),P'Tu 

and P' :=:} ~i. On the other hand, if P ! su then by Rl.confluence and 

Lemma 4.1.11(4), P' :=:}~ P{ with PI ~~I PI. Similarly, if 11 SO'" 

then by Lemma 4.1.11(1), I'Tu, when since I'!, I' ~T. Otherwise, if 

I ! su then by R1.confluellce and Lemma 4.1.11(4), I' :=:}~ I~ with 

II 2.~1 I~. This implies that if either PT 8(101' IT s~ then Q' :=:}~T 
which gives a contracliction. So it must be that P ! su and I ! Fli and 

hence Q':=:} Q~ = (vzivii)(P{ lID, where (Q.,QD E B, as required. 0 

This result is useful in proving the following. 

Lemma 4.1.16 Suppose (Q,Q') E 6. Then QT iff Q'T. 

PROOF: Let Q = (vz)(P I I), Q' = (vzii)(P' I I'), where P ..!...:::I P', I 2.:.:::1 I'. 

lt is dear that Q :=:} ~ 1 Q'. Thus if Q' T then Q T. SO suppose QT. If P T s 

then since P is fully Rl.confluent, P'1. Similarly if ITs then since I is fully RL 

confluent, I' i. In either case Q' 1. So assume P ! s and I ! s. Since Q 1, for 

Qj = (vZVi •.. iij)(Pj I Ij), either. 
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2. Q = Qo ~ Ql ~ ... with Pj l, Ij 1 for j < w. 

First consider the first possibility and suppose Q' l. \Ve will derive a contra

diction. Since P 1 s and I 1 s, by repeated application of the Lemma 4.1.15, 

Q~ ~ Q1 ~ ... ~Qi:-l' where for j < k Qj = (lIziiVj .. . Vj)(Pj I Ij), ,. 
(Qj, Qj) E B and there exists sj E R+*, Sj E R-*, s j comp Sj such that Pj .2.::::! PJ 

and Ij ~~! Ij. Now consider the transition Qk-l ~ Qk. Note that Pk-ll and 

h-l L whereas Pk T or 110 T. This implies that the transition is a communication 

between the two components, that is, for some 0,0 t T, a comp 0, 'Pk-I ~ PI.: 

and 11.:-1 ~ h. Since Pk-l 1 SI.:-l a~d h-l 1 810-1 then by Lemn~a 4.1.11(2), 

o ~ SI.:-l. Suppose Pk T. Then Pk~1 To, and by Lemma 4.1.11(2), Pk-l T Sk-la. 

Therefore by Lemma 4.1.11(1), P~-lT 0 and so P£-1 ~ P£ T. There are two cases 

for 11.:-1: either 11.:-1 T Sk-l Q or 1,.-ll h-l o. In the former case, since 1,.-ll 810-1, 

IL_l i Q, otherwise Lemma 4.1.11(1) would give a contradiction. So IL_l ~ IL. 

Similarly, in the latter case, RLconfiuence gives IL-l ~ IL. This implies that 

Qi:-I ~~ (lIzuv)(P~ I IkH· This contradicts the assumption thatQ' l.' If II.: T 
we can similady derive a contradiction. Thus Q'i as required. 

On the other hand if the second possibility holds then since Pj l, Ij 1 for all 

j, there are infinitely many i such that for some aj, OJ, OJ comp OJ, Pj ~ PHI! 

. Ii ~ Ii+l. Dy repeated application of the argument above it follows that there is 

a diverging computation from Q'. Hence Q'i. 

We have the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.1.17 Suppose (Q,Q') E B. Then for all /3 E Act, Q T /3 iff Q'i /3. 

o 

PROOF: Let Q, Q' be as above. It is straightforward to see that if Q' T /3 then 

also Q i /3. So suppose that Q T /3. If Q i then the result follows from the previous 

lemma. So suppose Q l~ R ~ S T, where R = (lIzw)(PI I It). If Q' i then , 

we are done, otherwise by Lemma 4.1.15, Q' ~ R'L where R' = (1IZWU)(P{ I II) 
I -; _ 

PI ~~! P{ and II ~~! If for some s' = PI .. 'Pn, S' = Pl" 'Pn, pj = Tj(ii;), 

Pi = (lIUj)l'i(Vi) with Ti : R. If PI T s'/1 then by LE'mma 4.1.11(1), P{ i {1 .. HE'nce 

R' i f3 and so Q' i {3. Similarly, if II i S' /3 then Q' i {3. So suppose PI 1 s' {3, II ! s';3, 
PI L P2 , S = (lIzw)(P:2 I I.), whE're /3 is x(y) or (lIv):r(Y) and y n lUZ = 0. Then 

by Rl-confluence P{ ~~ P~, P2 ~~I p~ and R' L 5' = (lIzwv)(P~ lID. 
Hence by Lemma 4.1.16, since 5 i and (5,5') E B, we also have that 5' i and Q' i ;3 

as required. The case Q = (lIZW - z')(P2 I It), where PI £ P2, /3' is (lIv)x(y), 

(y - v) n ZW = ;, uses' the same argument. Similarly, if II L 12 we can show that 

Q' i ;3. o 
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\Ve may now proceed with the proof of the main theorem. 

Proof of Theorem 4.1.14 

Suppose (S,5') E B, where S = (vz)(P I 1), 5' = (vzii)(P' I I'), P ..!....~1 P', 

I: ~~1 I' for some s = PI .. 'Pn, S = PI.· 'Pn, Pi = Ti(ii;), Pi = (vui)ri(ii;) with 

rj : R, and such that (vz)(P I I) is R-closed. \Ye show that B U ~t is a db

bisimulation. 

Suppose 5' ia, 5' ~ Q'. Then by Corollary 4.1.17, 5 ia and as 5 ~~1 5' 
it is straightforward to find Q,Qo such that 5 => Qo ~ Q and QO~l 5', (Q,Q') E 

B. So suppose 5 i a, 5 ~ Q. By Corollary 4.1.17, 5' i a and the following cases 

exist. Note that by assumption, a ~ R±. 

1. a = T. It follows from Lemma 4.1.15 that 5' => Q', where (Q,Q') E B. 

2. Q = (vz)(PI 11), where a is x(y) or (vw)x(Y), where yn z = 0 and P ~ Pl. 

Then by Lemma 4.1.11(3) for some plI, P' ==>~ p lI and PI ...f...~1 PII. So 

as un xy = 0, S' =>~ Q' = (vzu)(PII I I') and moreover (Q,Q') E B. 

. - - I 

3. Q = (vz - z')(PI I I) where a is (vivz')x(Y) and P ~ P}, where c/ is 

(vw)x(Y), (Y - w) n z = ? Again by Lemma 4.1.11(3), P' ==>~ p lI and 

PI ...f...~1 PII. Hence 5' ==>~ Q' = (vzii - ;')(P" I I') and (Q,Q') E B. 

4. If I acts alone the arguments are similar to those just given. o 

The notion of sorts and sorting plays a significant role in the following results. The 

following definition isolates an important kind of association between two disjoint set 

of sorts, M and R. Extending earlier notation, we write M+ (resp. M-) for the 'Stc't 

of input (resp. output) actions whose subject has a sort in M, and M* = M- UM+. 

Definition 4.1.18 Let J.[ and R be disjoint sets of sorts. The sorting ~ is an 

M, R-sorting if the following hold: 

1. for each M' E M there is R' E R such that if 7 E ~(M') then, 7 = ~R' and 

Rn~ = 0; 

2. for each R' E R, if R' E i E ~(5) then 5 E M. 

Moreover, if a E M± we write objR(a) = r where r E obj(o) and r : R' E R. . 0 

Thus, in the context of au M, R-sorting, if a E .U± then the last component of the 

object of a is an R- name, which we denote by objR( a), aud nOlle of the remaining 

components are of sorts R. Further, J.[ are the only sorts allowed by the sorting to 
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carry names of sorts R. \Ve may extend the definition of 'R-confluence' to the case 

where R is a set of sorts and its associated lemmas continue to hold. This extension 

is employed in the following definition which aims to formalize the behaviour of 

certain classes of agents. 

Definition 4.1.19 Suppose }.! and R are disjoint sets of sorts and let ,\ be all 

M, R-sorting. 'A derivation-closed set S of fully Rl.confiuent agents is (M-, R+)~ 
, , 

tidy if there is a partition {sr I f a finite set of R-names} of S, an (M-, R+)-tidy 

partition, such that: 

1. if P E Sf and P ~ P' where a f/. M- U R+, then P' E sr; 

2. if P E Sf and P ~ P', 'where Jt E M- and r = objR(Jt) rt r, then P' E sr,r j 

3. if P E sr and P...!!.... P', where p E R+, r = subj(p) E r aild P' E sr-r. 

Further, S is (M-, R+)-reatly if it is (M-, R+)-tidy and 

4a. if P E sr and p E R+ with subj(p) E f, then P ...!!..... 

The notions (M+, R-)-tidy and (M+, R-)-tidy ]Xlrtition are defined dually. \Ye say 

that Sis (M+,R-)-disciplined if it is (M+,R-)-tidy and 

"4b. ii P E sr (where r is a singleton) and P!, then P ==?...!!.... where subj(p) = r. 
o 

This definition aims to capture a relationship between actions via names of the 

distinguished sets of sorts }.! and R. This relationship associates to each action of 

the form (vyr)m(x, r), where m : M' E }.! and r: R' E R, the fresh name r. In this 

way, an (M-,R+)-tidy partition of a set S of fully Rl.confluent agents divides its -agents into classes sr, where the index r records the names via. which the agents 

of the class should receive answers. Thus by Condition 2, whenever an agent in 

the partition performs an output action with subject of sort M which involves a 

fresh R-name r, it enters the class where the name r is recorded in the class's index 

reflecting the capability of the resulting agent to perform an input via this name 

(Condition 3). Note that the only R+ actions possible are those whose subject 

belongs to the class's index. Actions not in U- U R+ preserve the class of an agent 

( Comli tion 1). 
. . 

, Condition 4a stipulates that an agent must be able to mgage immediately in 

any of its outstanding companion actions. Finally, Con(lition 41> requires tllat if an 

agent has an outstanding companion action then it may perform this action, possibly 

after some internal actions which however do not alter its ~ 1 state. Note that 
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Condition 4a uses a universal quantification over actions of R+. On the other hand, 

in Condition 4b we have an existential quantification over R- actions. However, 

since for all PES, Pis RLconfiuent, by Clause 2 in the definition of RLconfiuence, 

there exists a unique action possible. 

An important point to note is Clause 2 in the definition of a (U-, R+)-tidy 

partition S. This only imposes a requirement on those U- actions It, with objR(I£) 

a new name. This condition and its significance for the soundness of the theory will 

be investigated in Section 4.4. 

The intention of the above definition is to provide conditions on agents which 

guarantee that when an agent is placed in certain contexts, its behaviour is indis

tinguishable from that of the agent obtained by pruning parts of the initial agent's 

state space. This is explained and stated formally in the theorem which follows 

the introduction of an important piece of notation. Recall that, given a labelled 

transition system 7 and a subset IV of its set of points, 7fll'" denotes the system 

obtained by removing all points not in IV from 7 and all arrows incident on such 

points (Definition 3.9.2). 

Notation 4.1.20 If 7 is an (U+, R-)-tidy set with an (M+, R-)-tidy partition 

{7;:'};:" we write T$.1 = 7rU{7r Ilrl ~ 1}. Further, for ewry point P E 7$.1 we 

write pP for the point of 7 f7$.1 corresponding to P. . 0 

Thus 7~1 contains the points of T which have at most oue outstanding companion 

action. \Ve now have the majn result. 

Theorem 4.1.21 Suppose:AI and R are disjoint sets of sorts and), is an }.I, R

sorting. Suppose P is (M-, R+)-ready with (U-, R+)-tidy partition {p;:'};:" and 

Z is (M+, R- )-disciplined with (}.I+, R- )-tidy partition {Z;:'};:-. Suppose P E p0, 

IE z0 and (vP)(P I I) is U, R-closed. Then (vP)(P I 1) ~l (vji)(P lIP). 

PROOF: Let (5b 52) E n if 51 = (vz)(PI lId. 52 = (1IZW)(P2 I I~), where' P2 E 

P<l I E Z<l P • . P Ii. I - E R+* ~ - - - E R-* -,2 -, 1--+:::. 2,1--+::::. 2,S-Pl···Pn ,S-Pl···PIt 

with Pi = ri(Yi}, Pi = (VWi)l'i(Yi), and 'W = IVl'" Wit, and Sl is R U .H-dosed. 

We show that B U ~ 1 is a db-bisinlllia tion. The proof makes use of the following 

three results which establish the property required by ~l regarding the divergent 

behaviour of the agents. 

Lemma 4.1.22 Let (Q, Q') E n where Q'!. Suppose Q -!:... QI = (IIZ')(PI lId, 

where PI! and Id. Then there exists Q~ such that Q' ==? Q~ and (Q" QD E n. 
PROOF:' Suppose Q = (vz)(P I 1), Q' = (vzv)(P' I I,b), whel'e P .-!...~l P', 

I iI' E R+* - - - E R-* - "~ --+~. ,s = PI .. . Pn , oS = Pl ••• Pn , Pi comp Pi. e can carry 
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out the same case analysis as in Lemma 4.1.15 except for one possibility: Suppose 

Q ~ Ql = (vziv)(PI I It), where P -!... PI and I .2.... Ib "( = m{v, r/) and 

'1 = (vw)m{v, r') where m is of a sort in }.[ and pI E pr, I' E IF. In this ca:se the 

transition I/~ -!... cannot be found as I' E zr. However, since I' E zr, I' ! and I 

is (M+, R-)-disciplined, I' =>L 12 , where subj(,I3) = ft, say 7J = (vx)r{y). Also 

as P is (M-, R+)-ready, pI E pr and subj(,I3) = r, where ,13 = r{y}, pI .!!... P2• 

Note that since Q' 1, P2 Land 12 L. Suppose P T 8,13,,(. Then by Lemma 4.1.11(1), 

P2 TI. Since P2 1, P2 ~T. On the other hand, if P !s,l3"( then by Lemma 4.1.11(3), 

P2 =>2.. PL PI ~~l Pi Similarly, if IT 8/l"( then by Lemma 4.1.11(1), 12 Pr. 
Since 12 L 12 :::b.j. Other~'ise, if I L s,l3"( then by Lemma 4.1.11(3), 12 ==> I~ -L I~ 
and II ~:::l I~. This implies that if either P T s,l3"{ or I T 8fh then Q =>-..!:...j 
which gives a contradiction. Hence P ! 8,131, I ! 8{3"(, and (vzv)(PI I I/~) ==>-..!:... 
(vZVX)(P2 I Ii) => T(vzvxw)(P{ I I~b) for some T. It is easy to see by construction 

that (Q,T) En and (Ql,(vzvxw)(P{ I I~b» E n as required. 0 

Lemma4.1.23 Suppose (51,52) E n. Then SIT iff 52T. 

The proof uses Lemma 4.1.22 and a similar argument to that in Lemma 4.1.16. 0 

The lemma has the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.1.24 Let (5}, 52) En. Then for all ,13 E Act, 51 T,13 iff 52 T {3. 

The proof is similar to that of Corollary 4.1.17. o 

'We may now proceed with the proof of the main theorem. 

Proof of Theorem 4.1.21 

Suppose (5., 52) E n, where 51 = (vz)(PI I IIl, 52 = (vziiJ)(P2 I Ii), PI ~~l 

P2 , 11 ~:::l h, 8 = PI·· ·Pn E R+* and s = P •••• Pn E R-*. Suppose 52 ! Q 

and 52 ~ Q2' Then by Corollary 4.1.24, 51 ! a and it is not difficult to see 

that (VZW)(P2 I 12) ~ Q2 for some Q2 with (Q2,Q2) E n. Dy Theorem 4.1.14, 

51~! (VZW)(P2! h), so SI =>~ Ql with Ql ~l Q2' Thus (Q}, Q;) E ~l n. Now 

suppose SI La and 51 ~ Q •. Dy Corollary 4.1.24, 51 La. There are several cases. 

1. Suppose a = T. Then by Lemma 4.1.22 it follows that S2 ==> Q2 with 

(Ql,Q2) E n. 
, , 

2. Suppose Ql == (vz)(Pl I I.) where PI ~ Pi and a is x(y) or (vu)x(y), 

where it n z = 0. Then by Lemma 4.1.11(3) there are p~, P~' such that P2 => 

P~ ~ P~' and Pi ~~1 P~' with P~ ~l P2. So S2 ==> (vzw)(P~ ! I}) ~ 
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(vzw)(P2' I 12~)' and it is easy to see that (Slt (vZiv)(P2 I 12'» E nand 

(Qlt (vzw)(P2' I 12~» E n. 

3. Suppose QI == (vz)(PI I In where II ~ I:. The proof is similar to the 

previous case. o 

According to Theorem 4.1.21, an (M+, R- )-disciplined agent I is indistin

guishable from its pruned version I' within a context C[·] = (vz)(P I .) where P 

is (M-,R+)-ready. That is, C[I]~lC[I']. The import of this result is that when 

reasoning about agent C[I], we may restrict our attention to the fragment of its 

behaviour. 

Finally, we consider a special case of Theorem 4.1.21 involving a subclass 

of (M-, R+)-ready partitions. In particular, we are interested in partitions whose 

agents may emit only new R-names. 

Definition 4.1.25 Let R be a set of sorts. An agent P is R-poZite if, for all 

derivatives P' of P, whenever P' (v~F) and Xi : R, thE'n X E y. 

We observe that in order to prove that an agent I is indistinguishable from its pruned 

version within an R-polite, (M-, R+)-ready context, it is sufficient to ensure that 

only a part of the transition systE'm gE'nerated by I, IR, defines a (U+,R-)-tidy 

partition. 

Theorem 4.1.26 Suppose !If and R are disjoint sets of sorts and ,\ is an M, R· 

sorting. Suppose l' is (U-, R+)-ready with (M-, R+)-tidy partition {pr}r' and IR 

is (U+, R-)-disciplined with (M+, R-)-tidy partition {Ir}r' Suppo~e P E 1'0, P is 

R-polite, IE I0 and (vji)(P I I) is M, R-closed. Then (vji)(P I I) ~1 (vp)(P I I'). 

PROOF: It is easy to see that since Pis R-polite, 

(vji)(P I I) ~1 (vj))(P I I R ). 

Furthermore, by Theorem 4.1.21, 

- --

Shice J~ (resp. (IR)~) rE'prE'sents the transition s)'stem of I (resp: (IR)) which 

has at most one outstanding cOl~lpanion action, it is easy to SE'e tha t the transi· 

tion systems corresponding to I' and (IR)~ coincide: I' ~1 (IR)'. Thus, (vj')(P I 
(IR)~) ~1 (vp)(P I I') and the result follows. 0 
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4.2 dbR-bisimilarity 

In this section we consider a variant of db-bisimilarity which restricts attention to 

divergence with respect to a certain set of actions. The main result states that two 

agents related by this weaker relation are indistinguishable in certain contexts. We 

begin by introducing a new divergence relation. 
" . 

Notation 4.2.1 Let R ~ Act. We write P ! R if P! p for all pER. We write 

Pi R if not P !R. 

Hence an agent converges on a set of actions, R, if it is convergent, and it remains 

convergent after any visible action via a name in R. 

Definition 4.2.2 Let R ~ Act. The relation (lbR-bisimilarity, ~f, is the largest 

such that, if p~fQ then' 

1. if P! R then Q! R and for all a with bn( 0) n fn(P, Q) = 0, if P -.!!... pi then 

(a) Q => Q" ~ Q' with p~fQ" and p'~fQ', or 

(b) 0= T and p'~fQ, and 

2. vice versa. 

Thus if two agents are dbR-bisimilar then each may mimic the other's behaviour 

until one of them becomes divergent or may become divergent by performing an 

R-action. Moreover, if one of the agents is divergent on R then so is the other 

one. It is easy to see that ~1 and ~f are unrelated: for P ~r r.O + a.O, 

Q ~f r.O + a.O + b.O, r E R, we have that p~fQ but P ~lQ as Q! b, Q ~ 
but P /-+, and a. O~! (t. 0 + (t.0 whereas lI. 0 ;tfa. 0 + lI. O. 

Given a set of sorts R, the following theorem states that two clbR- -bisimilar 

agents belonging to the same block of an (M+, R- )~disciplined partition are indis

tinguishable up to db-bisimilarity within a (M-, R+ )-ready context. 

Theorem 4.2.3 Suppose"\ is an lol, R-sorting. Suppose P is an (M-, R+)-r('ady 

system with (M-, R+)-tidy partition {P;:'};:" and I an (}./+, R-)-disciplined system 
- ' - ...... n-

with {M+,R-)-tidy partition {Ir};. Suppose P E pr, 1.,/2 E zr, 11~! 12 and 

(vj)(P I h), (vj))(P I 12 ) are M, R-dos('d. Th('n (vP)(P I Id ~l (vji)(P I 12)' 

PROOF: Let (S}, 52) E l3 if 51 = (vj))(P I It> and S2 = (vji)(P 1/2), Whel"e PEP;:', 

I}, 12 E rr, h~f-12 • We show that l3 U ~! is a db-bisimulatioll. The proof mak('s 

use of the following three results. 
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Lemma 4.2.4 Let (Q, Q') E 13 where Q = (vP)(P I I), I !R-. Suppose Q ~ Ql. 

Then there exists Q~ such that Q' :=:} Q~ and (Ql, QD E 13. ' 

PROOF: Suppose Q' = (vP)(P I I') whel'e I~r- I', PEP; and 1,1': E I;. The 

following possibilities exist: 

• Q -!... Q1 = (vP)(Pl I I) where P ~ Pl. Clearly, Q' ~ Q~ = (vP)(Pl I I') 

and (Qb QD E 13. 

• Q ~ Q1 = (vP)(P I It} where I ~ II' Since I ! R- and I~r- I', either 

Il~r-I' and (Q},Q') E 13, or I' :=:}~ I~ where Il::::r-I~ an~ Q':=:}~ 

Q~ = (vP)(P I ID with (QbQD E 13 as required. 

• Q ..i... Ql = (VPU)(PI I It}, P ~ Ph I ~ II where 0 comp 0' and 'u = 

bn(o) U bn(O'), Since I !R- and I::::r- I', I':=:}~ I~ where Il~r- I~. Hence 

Q' ~~ Q~ :::;; (vjJU)(P' I If) \\'here (Q',QD E 13 as required. Note in 

particular that, if 0 E M- then PI E p;,r, where r = objR( 0), II, I~ E z;,r, 
whereas, if 0 E R+ then PI E p;-r, I .. I~ E z;-r, where r = subj( 0'). 0 

Lemma 4.2.5 Suppose (Q,Q') E 13. Then Qt iff Q'i. 

PROOF: Suppose Q = (vP)(P I I), Q' = (vp)(P I I'), where P, I and I' are as 

above. First we note that, if It R- (resp. I't R~) then Q i (resp. Q't): if I i then 

clearly, Qt. Otherwise, I:=:} P I II 1, for some p E R-, subj (p) E r, where I E I;. 

Since PEP; and P is (M-, R+ )-ready, P ~, p comp p and Q :=:} ~t. 
Suppose 0 i. If P t then also Q' i. On the other hand, if IT R- thm by . 

definition of ~r-, I'i R-. Dy the ohservation above, Q' T. SO assume P ! and 

I !R-. Since QT, for Qj = (vPj)(Pj I Ij), either' 

1. Q = 00 -!... 01 -!... ... -!... Ok with Pj !, Ij ! R- for j < k and PI.: T or 

hi R-, or 

First consider (1), Then by repeated application of the previous lC'mma 

Q~:=:} Q~ :=:} ... ':=:} Q~-1 where for j < k, (OJ,Qj) E 13 and Qj = (1Ij)j)(Pj I Ij) 

where Ij&r- Ij. No\v CO~lsi(ie~ the transition QI.:-l -!... Qk. Note that for j < k, 

Pj! and Ij! R-, whereas either, PI.: T or II.: 1 R-. This implies that the transition 

is a communication between the two components, that is, for some 0, PI.:-l ~ PI.: 

and 11.:-1 ~ h, where 0 comp 0'. Suppose h T R-. Since IL_l ! R- then by 

definition of &r-, I~_1 :=:}~ I~, 1I.:~f- IL· Since 11.: T R-, If T R- and by the 
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observation above we conclude that Qk-l =>~ (vjJk)(n. I Ik)j· Similarly, if Pk T 
then Qk-l =>~ (VPk)(Pk IIkH as required. The converse is similar. 

If (2) holds then since Pj t, Ij t R- for all j, there are infinit('ly many i 

such that for some aj, Pi ~ Pj+1, Ij ~ Ij+1, where aj comp OJ. Dy repeated 

application of the argument above it follows that there is a diverging computation 

from Q'. Hence Q'i. 0 

Corollary 4.2.6 Suppose (Q, Q') E B. Then for all j3 E Act, Q t /3 iff Q' t /3. 

PROOF: Let Q, Q' be as above. If Q t then the result follows from the previous 

lemma. So suppose Q t=> T ~. S i where T,:::: (vp)(P Ill). If Q' i then we 

are done; otherwise, since 1 t R- as Q L by Lemma 4.2.4, Q' => T' L where 

T' :::: (vP)(P lID, (T, T') E B. If Pi {J then dearly T' i (J and the result follows. 

Otherwise, if 11 i f3 then 11 ~ 12 t. Dy the observation in the proof of Lemma 4.2.5, 

since T L 11 t R-. So by ~r-, 11 =>L I~~f-I2' Since 12 t, I~ i R-. Using the 

observation above we conclude that (vp)( P I ID i and so Q' => T' => Lt as 

required. The converse is similar. ' '0 

The proof of the theorem now follows. 

Proof of Theorem 4.2.3 , 

Let (S, S') E B, where S :::: (vP)(P 11) and S' :::: (vP)(P 11'). Suppose S t a, 
Q . ., . 

S -+ Q. Then by Corollary 4.2.6, 5' t a. Note that since 5 t a, 5 t and thus P t 
t 

and It R-. \Ve have to consider the following cases: 

1. a:::: T.1t follows from Lemma 4.2.4 that S' ==> Q' where (Q,Q') E 13. 

2. P ~ PI, Q :::: (vji)(Pl 1'1). Clearly, S' ~ Q' :::: (vji)(P1 I I')~ and 

(Q,Q') E B. 

3. I ~ Ib Q :::: (vii)(p 11.). Since It R- and I~f-1', I' ==>~ I;~f- II' 

Hence Q' =>~ Ql:::: (vji)(P I In, where (QbQl) E B as r('quired. 

The converse is similar. o 

4.3 Social confluence 

The main result of Section 4.1, Theorem 4.1.21, states that in an (M-, R+)-r('ady 

context, an (M+, R- )-disriplined agent I is indistinguishable from its fragment lb. 

An important requirement imposed on an (M+, R-)-disriplined agent is that 011 

accepting a question via an M -name, it immediately assumes a state in which the 
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answer to that question is determined, and it is capable of returning that answer by 

performing an R- -action after some silent actions which however do not change its 

state up to branching bisimilarity. 

The form of int('raction captured by (.u-, R+ )-disciplin('d and (.u+, R-)

ready agents is v('ry common in computer systems, for example in shared memory 

and database systems. Furthermore, the main result appears to be clos('ly r('lated 

to the notions of corr('ctness (sequential consistency, serializability) associated with 

such systems: it amounts to saying that within a ready context, a disciplined system 

is indistinguishable from its serial version, that is, a system supporting the same 

questions/operations but capable of processing at most one operation at a time. 

Howev('r, it is often the case that the 'disciplined' component of such a systE'm does 

not satisfy the requirement above: the processing of a qu('stion by the component 

may result in a change of its state. For example the commitm('nt to perform a 

write request of a register in a multiple-read single-write memory alters the state, 

as it resolves a choice by performing the request in question and discarding all be

haviours corresponding to different operations actually taking place. The question 

then arises under which conditions such interactions may be serialized without al

tering a system's ohservable behaviour. In this section we consider a generalization 

of the theory where agents of interest may perform up to one state-changing internal 

action before responding to .u+ actions via the companion R- actions. It turns out 

that a number of extra conditions need to be imposed in order to carry the results 

to this setting. 

In the presentation we distinguish two s{'ts of sorts Q (for 'question') and A 

(for 'answer'), as opposed to 111 and R. \Ye do not take divergence into account, and 

we work with the definition of R-confiuence of [LW95a], presented in Section 4.1, 

and branching bisimilal'ity. This is appropriate for the application we consid('r in the 

next chapt('r: although div('rgence is pres('nt in the syst('m in question in the form of 

livelock, the appropriate notion of correctness is branching bisimilarity. However, it 

is expected that the r('sults can be extended to the divergence-sensitive setting using 

argumE'nts similar to those of the pr('vious sections. 'Ye begin with the following 

central definitions. 

Definition 4.3.1 Let Q and A be disjoint sets of sorts. A procE'SS P is Q, A

socially confluent if it is Q-confiuE'nt, A-confiu('nt and for e\,('ry dE'rivative R of P 

the following hold: 

1. if R ~~ Rl ~"" R2 where E'ither a ~ Q± U {T} or {J ~ A± U {T}, then 

R ~~ R~ ~~ R~ where R26:.R~. 
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Thus a Q, A-social confluent agent must be partial confluent with respect to both 

sorts Q and A, and satisfy a further condition, which captures that certain actions 

commute. For example, the order in which two questions are asked or two answers 

given is not significant: the computations corresponding to each of the orderings 

lead to branching-bisimilar states. However, an answer may not be given before 

the corresponding question has been posed, and the order of two decisive internal 

actions ma.y not be changed without change in behaviour. 

Definition 4.3.2 Suppose Q and A are disjoint sets of sorts and l('t A be a Q, A

sorting. A deriva.tion-closed set 'R of Q,A-socially confluent agents is a (Q+ ,A-)

base if there is a pa.rtition, a (Q+ ,A -)-base partition, {'RG I iz a finite set of A-names} 

of'R which is (Q+, A -)-tidy. The notions of a (Q-, A+)-base and a (Q-, A+)-base 

partition are defined dually. 

Thus a (Q+ , A -)-base partition is a ( Q + , A -)-tidy partition of a set of Q, A -socially 

confluent agents. It is convenient to introduce the following definition. 

Definition 4.3.3 An agent Pis S-inert, for S s:;; Act, if not(P :=:}~) for all 

0: E S. 

Definition 4.3.4 We say that a derivation-closed set 'R is a (Q+, A - )-sen'er if 

there is a partition, a (Q+, A - )-server partition, {'RG I ii a finite set of A-names} of 

n which is a (Q+,A-)-base partition and such that 

2. if R E 'Ra (where a is a singleton) then either R :=:}~ or R :=:}..!... 

R':=:}~ for some a = a(v); 

3. if R E 'R~, R is A - -inert and R -!..::: R', the~l there exists a E A-such that 

R' :=:} ~ R" and R" is A - -inert; 

4. if REnO, R ~~2-.~ R. where I E {T} U A- and tt E Q+*, then there 
• j3 {J "I u/ i3 eXIsts E tJ, such that R --+~--+~ R2 and R2 --+:5: R.; 

Thus, the definition of a (Q+, A - )-ser\'('r extends Clause 3b in the definition of 

a (M+, R-)-disciplined partition by requiring: in Condition 2, that an answ('r to 

an outstanding question is either already available or may b('come available after 

a single decisive T-action; in Condition 3 that a decisive sil('nt action leads to the 

determination of a result that was not previously available; in Condition 4, that 

there exists a unique question responsible for the occurrence of every decisive sil('nt 
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action and every answer; and in Condition 5, that a decisive silent action results in 

a uniquely determined state. We have the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.3.5 Suppose n is a (Q+,A-)-server with (Q+,A-)-server partition 

{na};. The following hold: 

i. If R E n0 then R is A - U {T }-inert. 

ii. If REna is not A - -inert then R is T-inert. 

iii. If R E n0 and R ~== RI L==~== R2 where RI is A-·inert, a E A- and 

u{3 E Q+*, then R2 is A-·inert. 

PROOF: Property (i) is straightforward from the definition of a (Q+, A -)·tidy 

partition and Definition 4.3.4(3). 

To prove (ii) suppose that R ==}~ RI where a E A-. If R ==}...!... tlwn as 

R is A-confluent, RI =::::}...!.... But this contradicts (i) as RI E nO. 
Finally consider (iii). Suppose R E n0 and R ~== RI ~==~== R2 \"here 

RI is A - .inert, a E A-and u{3 E Q+*. For the sake of contradiction assume that , 
R2 is not A-·inert and R2 ==}~ R~, a' E A-. By Definition 4.3.4(4), 

R "Y 0 R' 1 R' u{3h R 
~==~== w lere -~ 2 

and "Y E u{3. Suppose "Y E u then by A-confluence and Lemma 4.1.5, RI ==}~ 

which contradicts the assumption that RI is A - ·inert. So it must be that f3 = i. 

Since R' ~== R2 and R2 ==}~ R~, by Definition 4.3.4(4) 

R' {3' 0' R" d R" u/ {3' R' ---. == ---. == a.n - == 2 

for some /3' E u. So we have tha.t 

R {j 0 R' {j' 0' R" 
--+~---+~ --+~--+~ • 

By Definition 4.3.1(1), 

R {3' R {3 0 0' R" 
--+ ~ nl --+ ~ ---+::: --+ ~ 

and it is easy to see that Rm is A - ·inert (otherwise, since R". is Q-confhwnce and 

A-confluent, R 1 ==> ~ which contradicts the assumption of R 1 being A - ·inert). 

So by Definition 4.3.4(2), 

r ,0" " Rm ---.== Rm ~== where a E A - • 

Thus by Q-confluence and A-confluence, 

R' {3 0 0' R" d R'" r R" 
rII ---.==-~~== 01 an . -::= [01' 

Since R" E n0 by (i) this is a contradiction. Thus R}, is A - ·inert as required. 0 
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Definition 4.3.6 A derivation-closed set e is a (Q-, A +)-cliellt if there is a par

tition, a (Q-, A+)-dient partition, {na I a a finite set of A-names} of n which is a 

(Q+,A-)-base partition and such that 

6. if E E 'ea and 0' EA+ where subj(O') E ii then E ~. 

Thus a (Q- ,A+)-client partition is obtained from a (Q- ,A+)-base partition as a 

(P-, Q+)-ready partition is obtained from a (P-, Q+)-tidy partition. The following 

theorem implies that the state of a restricted composition of a client process and 

the pruued part of a server process is not altered up to branching bisimilarity by an 

intra-action via a name of a sort in A. 

Theorem 4.3.7 Suppose>. is a Q, A-sorting. Further suppose n is a (Q+, A -)

server with a (Q+, A-)-server partition {nala and e is a (Q-, A+)-client with 

(Q-,A+)-client partition {eala. Suppose R1 E na , E1 E ea and R1 ~ R2, 

El....?-. E2 where subj(O') = a,O'compo. Furth('r suppose (vz)(El I R~) is'Q,A

closed. Then (vz)(EI I Rn~(vzu)(E21 R~), where u = bn(o). 

PROOF: Note that since R1 E na and n is a serwr system, by Definition 4.3.4(2) 

and (3), either RI ===>~===> R2 or R1 =>..!...=>~===> R2. Let (51,52) E 130 if 

51 = (vz)(EI I R~) and 52 = (VZU)(E21 R~) where El E ea
, R1 E na

, El ~~ E2 

Rl ~~ R2 and 0' = a(x), a = (vu)a(i). 1I0reo\'er, let (5b 52) E 131 if 51 = 

(vz)(E I I R~) and 52 = (vz/i)(E2 I R~) where E1 E ea , Rl E na , El ~~ E2 , 

'Rl ..!...~ Rm ~~ R2, 0' = a(i) and 0= (v/i)a(x). 'Ye show that 130 u 131 U ~ is a , 
branching bisimulation. 

First, suppose (5b 5 2) E 8 0 where 51 = (vz)(EI I R~), 52 = (vz/i)(E21 R~) 

are as above. Suppose 52 L Q2. Then SI ===> S~ = (vzu)(E~ I Rl') where 

E . a E" E -1 R 0' R" R S' R' . R R,b' Rb H 5' . 5 1 ===>--+ 1:: 2 anu 1 ===>--+ 1:: 2· lllce 1:: 2, 1:: 2' ('nce 1:: 2 

which implies that S~ ===>L Q1 where Q1~Q2 as required. So suppose 51 L Q1' 

The following possibilities exist: 

1. Ql == (vz - v)(E~ I R~), El L E~ and /J is T, x(y) or (viv):r(Y) where v = 
bn(,B). Since El is A-confluent, by Lemma 4.1.5 we ha\'e that E2 ===>L E~ 
and E~ ~~ E~. Hence, a~ it n xy = 0, 52 ===>L Q2 = (vzu - 1')(E2 I R~), 
where (Q1,Q2) E 130 • 

2. Ql == (v:)(EI I R{), R1 ..!... Rl . Dy Lemma 4.3.5(ii), R1~Ri; So Rl ~~' R2 

and hence (QIl 52) E 130 • 

3. Ql == (VZ)(Ell Rt), R1 L Rl , {3 =I T. The arguments are similar to the first 

case. 
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4. Ql == (vzw)(E~ I Rt), El 2.. E~, Rl 2... R~ where, comP7, iv = bn(,)U 

bn(7). Note that since Rl E na " ~ Q-. H, E A+ then subj(l) = a. So by 

A-confluence a = 7, E~::3:E2' R~::3:R2 and Ql::3:52. Otherwise, if, ~ A+ U Q-, 

then the proof is a combination of arguments in Cases 1 and 3 above. 

So suppose (51,52) E B l • As before it is clear that if 52 L Q2 then 51 ==> 
5~ = (vzu)(E~ I Rt) where El ==>~ E~::3:E2 and Rl ==>-!...==>~ R~::3:R2' 
Hence 5~::3:52' :Moreover, 5~ ==>L Ql ,,,"here Ql::3:Q2 as required. So suppose 

51 L Ql. The following possibilities exist: 

1. Ql == (vz - v)(E~ I Rn, El L E~ where jJ is T, x(y) or (viv):r(y), and 

v = bn(jJ). By Lem~na4.1.5, E2 ==>L E~, E~ ~~ E~. Hence, as unxy = 0, 
52 ==>L Q2 = (vzu - v)(E~ I R~), where (QbQ2) E Bl . 

2. Ql == (vz)(El I Rt), Rl -!... R~. If Rl::3:R~ then R~ -!...~~~ R2 and so 

(Q},52) E BI as required. Otherwise, by Definition 4.3.4(5), R~::3:Rm' This 

implies that R~ ~~ R 2 • Hence (Ql! 52) E Bo• 

3. Ql == (vz - v)(EI I Rt), Rl L R~, j3 # T and jJ is x(Y) or (vw):r(Y) 

where v = bn(jJ). Note that since RI -!...~. Rm ...!..~ R2 and RI E na by 

Lemma 4.3.5(ii), Rl is A - ·inert. Since R~ E na then by Definition 4.3.4(2), 
0' T' 0' , 

either R~ ==>--+ or R~ ==>--+==>--+ where a' E A-, subj(a') = a. In the 

former case, since Rl is Q, A-socially confluent, Definition 4.3.1(1) gives that 

RI ==>~ which contradicts that Rl is A-·inert (note that jJ ~ Q% U A% as 

all Q-nauies and all A-names are restricted). Hence it must be that 

R (J R' T' R' 0' R' 1 --+1 --+~ 'm --+~ 2' 

Therefore by Definition 4.3.1(1) we have that 

R T' R (J R' 0' R' I --+~ ., ---+~ m --+~ 2 

and bya further application of Definition 4.3.1(1) 

R T' R 0' ,(J R' 1 --+~ I ---+~ R, ---+~ 2 • 

By Definition 4.3.4(5), Rm::3:R, which by A-confluence implies that 0' = cl and 

thus R2::3:R,. So R2 ~~ R~. Since R~ -!...~...!..~ R~, (Qlt(vzu - v)(E2 I 
R~» E BI as required. 

, 4. QI == (vzw)(E~ I Rt), El ..2... E~, RI 2... R~, ,comp 7 and 'it = bn(l) U 
bn(1"). Note that since RI E na , , ~ Q-. Also" ~ A + as otherwise 1" = Zi 

contradicting that R I is A - ·inert. The proof is then a combination of the 

arguments in the previous cases. 
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This completes the proof. o 

\Ve now have the main theorem of this section which asserts that within a client 

context a s~rver system is indistinguishable from its pruned vt'rsion wht're at most 

one answer (A-action) may be outstanding at any point in time. The intuition 

underlying this result is the following: since 

• for any question (Q-action) there exists at most one decisive action determining 

the answer, and 

• each state-changing silent action determines an answer to a question, 

determining the answer to a question may be thought of as an atomic action and 

therefore processing of questions can be serialized. So let P be the original system 

where questions may be processed concurrently, and 5 the variation of it with a 
serial server. Clearly, any computation of 5 is also (essentially) a computation of 

P. However, the converse does not hold: there are states of P, where lllore than 

one question is being concurrently processed by the server component, that are not 

mirrored by 5. Nonetheless, 5 may simulate P up to branching bisimilarity. A key 

observation in seeing that 5 can 'match' any computation of P is that the server of 5 

may postpone accepting a question which has been accepted by the server of P until 

the decisive' action (if it exists) is performed. The serial system may then accept 

and process the question and return the result. However, since the answer to the 

question has been determined in P by the decisive silent action, by A-confluence no 

difference in behaviour is observable. These intuitions are formalized in the proof. 

Theorem 4.3.8 Suppose A is a Q,A-sorting. Further suppose n is a (Q+,A-)

server with a (Q+,A-)-server partition {n;}; and C is a (Q-,A+)-client . with 

(Q-,A+)-client partition {C;};. Suppos~ REnO, E E CO and (vz)(E I R) is 

Q, A-closed. Then (vz)(E I R)~('lz)(E I Rb
). 

PROOF: Let (51. 52) E B if 51 = (VZ)(EI I Rd and 52 = (v;')(E2 I R~) ",11t're 

E2 E CO, R2 E n0 and tht're exist E, R, s, tt, a,' such that R En";, E E C;, R is 

A - -int'rt and 

El~..:..E, 

E2 ..E....:.. E, 

i 
Rl ~~ R, s = at .. 'On, OJ = (V1J;)I'i(Vi), s comp s 
R2 ~~ R, u = ~ ... /A, If; = (vii )q;(x, hi), tl comp Ti, 

where Tj, bi : A, Tl ... Tn are pairwise distinct, qi : Q, bj E Fi, and a = {bJ, ... bd. 
We show that B~ U ~ is a branching bisimilarity. 

First suppose (5}, 52) E B where 51 = (vz)(E l I R1 ) and 52 = (I/;')(E2 I 
R;) are as above. Suppose 52 ....!!..... Q2. We show that 51 ==:} 5~ ....!!..... Ql where 

(QltQ2) E B~ and (5~,52) E B~. The following cases exist: 
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1. Q2 == (v';, - v)(E~ I R~) and E2 ~ E~ where p is T, x(y) or (vw):r(Y) with 

v = bn(p). Then since E2 -.E..~ E and E2 is Q-confiuent, by Lt'lllma 4.1.5, 

E :=}~ E' and E2 ~~ E'. In tum, 51 :=} 5~ = (vzP)(E~ I R~), where 

El ~~ E~:::E, Rl ~~ R~:::R and p = Pi ... p:. Clearly, (S~,52) E 13. In 

addition, E~ :=}~ E~':::E' and «vzp - v)(E~' I RD,Q2) E B as required. 

2. Q2 == (v';, - 'W)(E2 I R~) and R2 ~ R~, bn(p) =w. Since R2 E nO, 

if p = T then by Lemma 4.3.5(i), R2:::R~. Under this condition, the proof 

follows similarly to the previous case. 

3. p = T ~tlld Q2 == (v';')(E~ I R~) as E2 ....!.. E~, R2 ..L R~ wh{'re "y comp 'f 
and "y ~ Q-. Since R2 E nO, "y ~ A +. The proof is a comhination of the two 

previous cases. (Note that it is now also possible that "Y E A - U Q+.) 

4. P = T and' Q2 == (v';lx)(E~ I R1) as E2 2... E2, R2 ~ R~ where p = q(y,a), 

p = (vx)q(y, a), q : Q, a E x and It : A. Clearly, 51 :=} 5~ = (vzP)(E~ I 
R~), where El ~~ E~:::E, Rl ~~ R~:::R and p = Pi. "PII' Uort'ov('r, 

(5L 52) E 8. There are two cases depending on whether p = {3i for some i . 

• Suppose p = {3i and p f:. Pj for all j < i. Then hy Definition 4.3.1(1), 
P ti' ii ;;; -

R2 --+~--+~ Rand E2 --+~--+~ E where u' = u/p, u' comp u'. Fur-
.,' II' 

ther, by Lemma 4.1.5, E~ --+~ E and R~ --+~ R. :Moreover, E~ E Ea 
and R~ E na so by Definition 4.3.6( 6) alld Definition 4.3.4(2) respectively, 

h th t E' a E" d' h R' n R" R"'" n R" we ave a 2 --+ 2 all elt er 2 --+~ 2 or 2 --+~--+~ 2 

where Q comp Q and subj( (\') = a. Suppose R~ ..!..~ R2: th(,ll by 

Lemma 4.1.5, R .E..~ R'. This contradicts the COllstruction of 8, in 

particular the assumption of R being A - -inert. Hence it must be that 

R' r n R" S . E' a E" d R' r n R" h 2 --+~--+~2' 0 S1l1ce 2 --+ 2 an 2 --+~--+~ 2' Y 

Lemma 4.1.5, we have 

a 'R' r n R' E --+~ E , ---+~-+z 

where 

E" ti' E' 2 --+~ , 
I 

R" II • R' 2 --+~ • 

Since E~:::E and R~ :::R, 

E~ :=} ~ E~'::: E' 

and 

R' r (} R'" R' 1 :=}--+:=}--+ 1~ • 
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Hence, 5{ ==> Ql = (vzP)(Ef' I Rn, where (Q], (v;'x)(E~' I R~P» E B. 

By Theorem 4.3.7, Q2-i:(v;'x)(E~ I R~b) so (Ql,Q2) E B-i: . 

• Now suppose p ~ u. Dy Q-confluence and Lemma 4.1.5, E ==>~ 

E', where E~ '-E..~ E. 110reo\'('r, since R2 -.!... R~ and R2 ~~ R, 

by Definition 4.3.1(2) we have that R ==>~ R' where by repeated 

application of Definition 4.3.1(1), R~ ~~ R'. Hence E; ==> ~ E;'-i:E', 

R~ ==>~~ R~-i:R' and 5; ==> 5;' = (vzp)(E~' I Rr>. Since E~ E eO 
and R2 E na

, E2 ~ E~' and R2 ::b. R~, where a comp 0', subj(o) = a. 

Using arguments similar to those in the previous case we can show that 

5~' ==> Ql, where (Qb Q2) E B-i: . 

Now suppose (51,52) E Band 51 -.!... Q). There are several cases. 

1. Suppose Ql == (vz-v)(Er I Rd, where El ~ E; and p is r, x(y) or (v'w)x(y) 

with v = bn(p). If E1-i:E; then as E; ~~. E, (Q)'52) E B as required. 

Otherwise, since E1 is A-confluent, by Lemma 4.1.5, there is E' such that 

E ==>~ E' and E; ~~ E'. Since E2 E e0 and E2 ~~ E ==>~ E', by 

repeated application of (1) in Definition 4.3.1, E2 ==>~ E2 and E2 ~~ E'. 

Hence 52 ==>~ Q2 = (v? - v)(E21 R~) and (Q)'Q2) E B. 

2. Suppose Q1 == (vz - v)(E1 I RD, where R1 -!..... R~ and pis x(y) or (IIZ):r(Y) 
with v = bn(p). Note that p ~ A± as all A-names are restricted. So by 

Lemma 4.1.5 there is R' such that R ==>~ R' and R~ 2...~ R'. Since R2 E 

'Ri and R2 ~~ R ==>~ R', by repeated application of Definition 4.3.1(1), 
p , U R' H 5 P . Q (- P R2 ==>- R~ and Rl -+~ • ence 2 ==>~ 1 = liZ' - V)(E21 R~) 

and (Q1,Q2) E B. 

3. Suppose Ql == (vz)(E1 I R~), where R1 ~ R~. If Rl-i:R~ then R~ 2...~ R 
and hence (Qb 52) E n as required. Otherwisf', we have the following: since 

R1 2...~ R, by Q-confluence and Lemma 4.1.5, 

T R' dR' i R' R ==>- an 1 ~::: • 

Further since R is A--inert, by Definition 4.3.4(3), R' ==>~ R", where 

o E A-. Thus by Definition 4.3.1(1), R~ ==>~ R7 and R7 -!..~ R". Note 

that by Definition 4.3.4(3), R" is A--inert .. 

Recall that Rl E nO and R2 ~~ R, where It E Q+-. Then by Defini

tion 4.3.4(4), 
IJ r R' 1 R' u/ iJ R' R2 -:5=-:5= 2 w lE're 2--+:5= 
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for f3 E 1l. By Lemma 4.3.5(ii) and Definition 4.3.4(3), there is c/ E A-
0' 

such that R~ =}-- R~. By Q-confluence and Lemma 4.1.5, we have that 

R' =}~ T. Two cases exist: either subj(o') = subj(o) and by A-confluence 
0' 

o = 0', R"~T, or, subj(o) f. subj(o') and by A-confluence R" =}--. 

However, since R" is A - -inert this is a contradiction. Thus 0' = 0 and 

R" ul (3 . R" 
2 --~ • 

Further, since 1l comp u, there is 73 comp f3 such that iJ E u and as E2 ~~ 
. iJ , iiliJ , 

E, by Q, A-SOCIal confluence, E2 --~ E2 --~ E, where E2 E ca. Hence 

by Definition 4.3.6(6), E2 ~ E~, where 0 comp IT and by Lemma 4.1.5, 
u/iJ . a r - ~ 

E~ --~ E' and E --=} E'. So, 52 =}-- Q2 = (lIz'ji)(E~ I R~ ) for 

p= bn(o), and since El ~~ E', R~ ~~ R", (Ql,Q2) E B as required. 

4. !fo = TandQl = (lIz)(E~ I R~)where El ~ E~, Rl 2... R~ and")' ~ Q-UA+ 

then we combine elements of the arguments in the first two cases above. 

- . ~ ")' 
5. Suppose 0 = T and Ql = (lIz'w)(E{ I Ri) where El -- EL Rl -- R~, ")' = 

q(x, a) '7 = (lIw)q(x, a), q : Q and a EiE. By Q-confluence and Lemma 4.1.5, 

E' 2...~ E', R ~~ R' where E~ -.!....~ E' and R} .2...~ R'. There are two 

cases to consider: 

• Suppose R' is A--inert. Clearly, E2 

(Qil 52)EB . 

u1' --' - E' and R2 R'. So 

• On the other hand, if R' ~ R" for some 0 E A- then R~ ~~ R". 

Note that by Lemma 4.3.5(iii), R" is A--inert. Recall that R2 E nO, 

R2 ~~ R 2...~ R' ~ R" where u E Q+*. Then by Definition 4.3.4(4), 

R (3 R' 0 R" I R" 111'1(3 R" 
2 --~2 --~ 2' W lere 2--~ 

for some f3 E 1l")'. Suppose j3 E u. Then by Q-confluence and Lemma 4.1.5, 

R =} ~ which contradicts the A - -inertness of R. Thus j3 = ")'. Uore

over, since E2 ..E...~ E -L~ E', by Definition 4.3.1(1), E2-L~ E2 

where E2 ..E...~ E'. Further, by Definition 4.3.6(6), E2 ..E.. E~, wht're 

o comp IT and by A-conflu<'llce and Lemma 4.1.5, E' =}..E.. E" wll<'re 

E~ ..E...~ E". So, with x = bn(o), 

where R1 ~~ R" and E~ ..E...~ E". Since also R~ ~~ R" and E1 ~~ 
E", (QbQ2) E B. 
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6. Finally, suppose 0' = T and Ql = (vzx)(E~ I Rt) where El 2.... E~, Rl -L Rl 

and"Y = a(Y), 'f = (vx)a(Y), a : A. Then"Y E s as otherwise, by A-confluence 

and Lemma 4.1.5, R -L..:.. R' which contradicts the construction of B and in 

particula.r the fa.ct that R is A - -inert. So by A-confluence and Lemma 4.1.5, 

Rl '!!j~ R. Since additionally, by the construction of 'R, subj(y) ~ subj(s/y) 
.h then by A-confluence and Lemma 4.1.5, E~ --~ E. Thus (Q,,52) E B. 

We have shown that if (P,Q) E Band P ~ pI then Q =:} Q" ~ Q' where 

(P, Q"), (PI, Q') E B~ and vice versa. We may now complete the proof of D~ ~ ~. 

Suppose (511 52) E B~ and 51 ~ Q}. Suppose 5 is such that (5.,5) E Band 

5~~2' Dy our previous result, 5 =:} 5' ~ Q where (511 5'),(Q},Q) E B::. 
Moreover, since 5::52, 52 =:}~ Q2~Q and (QllQ2) E B~ as r('quired. On the 

other hand, if 52 ~ Q2 then 5 =:}~ Q where Q2~Q. Since (511 5) E B, 

S1 =:}~ Q11 where (Q11Q) E B~. Thus (Ql,Q2) E B~ which completes the 

proof. 0 

We may obtain the following special case of Theorem 4.3.8 by r('stricting 

attention to A-polite agents. 

Theorem 4.3.9 Suppose A is a Q,A-sorting. Further, suppose that E is .. -i-polite 

and (vz)( E I R) is a Q, A-closed agent. Let C be the transition system generated by 

E and 'R the transition system g('nerated by R and suppose that 'R is a (Q+, A -)

server and CA is ~ (Q-, A+)-client. Then (vz)(E I R)::(vz)(E I R'). 

PROOF: The proof is a simple corollary of Theorem 4.3.8. o 

4.4 When nalnes are not new 

Recall the definition of an (M-, R+ )-ready (resp. (M+, R- )-disciplined) partition. 

As we have already pointed out, the definition imposes requirellH'nts only 011 transi

tions of agents ofthe partition, involving actions 0 E M- (resp . .'1+) where objn( 0) 

is a new name. That is, during the interaction of a r('ady ag('nt and a disciplinf'd 

agent it is necessary that, on asking a question, the r('ady syst('m providC's a new 

name via which the answer will be r('turn('d. It may be argu('d that this is a rea

sonable condition to impose. For suppose the r('ady component of a system asks 

two questions of the disciplined component and requires the answers to he returned 

via the same name. It appears that when the answers are returned, confusion may 

arise as to which answer corresponds to what qu('stion. However, recall that a ready 

system is R-confluent. This suggests that possibly this confusion is not as seriolls 

as it might seem. For let 5 ~f r( x). P I r( x). Q be a ready system, awaiting along 
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name r : R for the answers to two questions. It may engage in the following two 

computations with visible content r(v) r(v~: 

S .~ S~ = P{v/x} I r(x).Q 

S ~ S~=r(x).PIQ{v/x} 

r(v') 
--+ 

r(v') 
--+ 

S 1 = P { v / x} I Q {v' / x } 

S 2 = P { v' / x} I Q { t' / x} 

Dy R-confluence we have that Sf ~S2 and thus S2 ==> '±2 S!l':::,SI' Since, by R

confluence, S2 may engage in an input via r in exactly one way, Sq~S2 and so 

S1-:::,S2' So, although the answers to the questions may be received in various ways, 

they all lead to the saUle state up to branching bisimilarity. 

In this section we investigate how the theory can be modified to rela.x the 
" . 

condition on the uniqueness of R-names. Although we work with the notion of 

branching bisimilarity and ignore divergence, it is believed that the results may 

be extended to the divergence-sensitive setting. \Ye begin with the notion of R

confluence. According to the original definition, an R-confluent agent is capable of 

performing a 'unique output via an R-action. However, since We want to consider 

agents that may use an R-name for output in more than one ways, we modify the 

definition as follows: 

Definition 4.4.1 Let R be a set of sorts. A process Pis R6 -confluent if for every 

derivative Q of P the following hold: 

1. if P E R±, subj(a) i- subj(p), Q.J!... Ql and Q ==>~ Q'l, then for some Q', 
Ql ==>~ Q' and Q2 ==>.J!... -:::'Q'; 

(a) PI = P2 and Ql-:!::.Q2, or 

(b) for some Q', Ql ==>~ Q' and Q2 ==>~ -:!::.Q'; 

3. if P E R+, Q -'!..... Q1 and Q ==>-'!..... Q2, then Ql~Q2' 

According to the definition, 

A d .. r r(x).7l. 0 I r(x). b. 0 

d .. r -B = r(.l~). 7l. 0 I r(y). b. 0 

are R6-confluent agents. This shows that an R6-confluent agent is not, in general, 

determinate with respect to R-actions: A has two r(.T)-df'rivatives, which are not 

equivalent. H~wever, it delays determinacy (hence the ~ in R6-collfluence) as spec

ified by Claus~ 2(b). Moreover, an R6-confluent agent, unlike an R-collfluent one, 

may perform" distinct R--actions as demonstrated by agent B. ReS-confluence is 

preserved by -:::.. 
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Lemma 4.4.2 If Pis R6-confluent and P~Q, then Q is R6-confluent. 

PROOF: Let Qo be a derivative of Q. Then since P-3::.Q there is a derivative Po of 

P such that Po-==Qo. 

L Suppose Qo ~ Qb Qo => ~ Q2 where PER±. and subj( 0:) =I subj(p). Since 

Qo ~ Qh Po => p~ ~ PI for some P~, PI with P~~Qo and PI~QI' Then 

since P~-:::'Qo and Qo =>~ Q2,' p~ =>~ P2 for some P2 with P2~Q2' 

Being a derivative of P, p~ is RS-confluent. Hence, there is pI s~ch that 

PI =>~ pI and P2 ~~ pI, and so there is Q'.as required. 

2. Suppose Qo ~ QI and Qo => Q~ !!2... Q2 where PI,P2 E R- and subj(pd = 
subj(P2). Then Po => p~ ~ PI with P~==Qo and PI ==Q}, and as P~~Qo, 

P~ =>!!2... P2 with P2-:::'Q2' Since P~ is RS-confluent, eitht'r PI = P2 and PI~P2 

and so QI-:::'Q2, or there exists P' such that PI =>~ pI aud P2 =>~~ P'. 

Thus there exists Q' such that QI =>~ Q' and Q2 =>..!!...~ Q'. 

P P , 
3. Suppose Qo ,---+ Ql and Qo => Q~ ---+ Q2, where P E R+. Theu Po => 

P~ ~ PI with P~-:::'Qo and PI~Q}, aud as P~~Qo, P~ =>..!.... P2 with P2~Q2' 

Since P~ is RS-confluent, Pl~P2 aud so QI~Q2' 0 

However, the notion of R6-confiuence does not satisfy the L(,lluna 4.1.5. For 

exa~ple, consider agent A given above. It may engage in the following three tran

sitions, where s = r(x} a r(x}: 

A " Al = b.O --+ 

A F(x~ A2 = a I r(x}.b.o 

A ~ A3 = r(x).a I b.O 

Although .4.2 sB!} All A3 ~. To obtain a variant of Lelllma 4.1.5 we introduce 

the following definition. 

Thus s - 0: denotes the set of all subsequences of s with an occurrence of 0: removed. , , 

Clearly, ill the example, there exists s' E s - r(.t) such that A3 ~~ AI' The result 

formalizing this property of R6-confluent agents follows: 

Lemma 4.4.4 Suppose Pis R6-confiuent, s E R±'*, P -!...~ PI and P, => ~ P2, 

where if 0: E R+ and s = So ps}, with subj(p) = subj(o:) and subj(o:) f/. subj(so), then 

0: = p. Then, if o:"E sand 0: E R+ , P2 !!.:!~ PI I otherwise, ('it her 
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-' • 0 E s, 0 E R- and P2 ~..:.. PI! for some 8' E S - 0, or 

• there exists Po such that PI ==>~ Po and P2 -.!.....:.. Po. 

PROOF: Dy induction on s. If s is the empty sequence then 0 rt s and by definition 

of~, PI ==> ~ Po with P2~PO. So suppose s = tp and P -.!.....~ P{ ..!!....~ Pl' 
. + f 1 tla P' 1 -Ia FIrst suppose 0 E s, a E R . I 0 E t t 1('11 P2~:5= 1 all< so P2 ~~ Pl' 

Further, if 0 rt t then subj(o) ~ subj(t) and 0 = p. :Moreover, by the induction 

hypothesis, P{ ==>~ P~, P2 -.!.....~ P~. Dy ReS·confluence P~~PI so P2 ~-::. Pl. 

Otherwise by the induction hypothesis two possibilities exist. 

t' t'p 
• 0 E s, a E R- and P2 ~~ P{, where t' E t - o. Then P2 ~-::. PI and 

t' pEs - 0 as required. 

• P{ ==>~ P~ and P2 -.!.....~ P~. If 0 = p then by ReS-confluence, either P~~PI' 
in which case P2 -!.....~ PI and t E 8 - 0, or PI ==>~ Po and P~ ~-::. Po 

for some P6. So P2 -.!...~ Po, PI ==>~ Po; otherwise, if 0 ~ s then by 

ReS-confluence, there exists Po such that PI ==>~ Po, P6 ~..:.. Po and so 

o 

- We continue with the modifications of tidy, ready and disciplined partitions. 

First note that it is now necessary to have multiset indices to blocks of the partition 

as opposed to sets since names may be used to answer more than one question. In 

addition our new defiuitions refine the restrictions imposed on a ready partition. The 

purpose of this is to exclude derivatives ofthe form r(x).r(y).a(y) where the order 

in which two inputs via name T are received can be distinguished. The significance 

of this will become apparent in the proof. 

Definition 4.4.5 Suppose'\ is an J.I, R-sorting. A derivation-closed 8('t S of ReS_ 

confluent processes is (M- , R+ l-tidy if there is a partition {S;: I r a finite sequence 

of R-names} of S, an (M-, R+)6-tilly partition, such that: 

1. if PES;: and P ~ P' where 0 rt .,u- U R+, then P' E S';j 

2. if PES'; and P ~ p' where I' E M- and r = objR(I'), then P' E S;:,. j 

3. if PES;: and P ~ P' where p E R+, then subj (p) = r E rand P' E s';-r. 

Further, S is (M-,R+)6.ready ifit is (M-,R+)6-tidy and 

4a.. if PES;: and p E R+ with subj(p) E r, then P ..!!....j 

41>. if P ~-::. P{ ~~ PI and P ..!!!...:5= P~ ~~ P2 where Pl,P2 E R+, then 

Pl~P2' 
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Similarly, we define a (M+, R-)6 -tidy (partition) and say Sis (M+, R-)6 -disciplined 

if it is (M+, R- )6-tidy with (M+, R-l-tidy partition {S;"}; and 

4c. if P E S~ (where T is a singleton) and P ~ where 0' E M+ thell P ~~ 
for SOllle fJ with subj(fJ) = f. 

The main result asserts that a ready agent cannot be distinguished in a disciplined 

context from its pruned version. 

Theorem 4.4.6 Suppose P is an (M-,R+)6-ready set with (M-,R+)6.tidy 

partition {p;"};", and T an (M+, R-)6 -(lisciplined set with (M+, R-),s -tidy parti

tion {Tr};". Suppose P E pe, TETe and (vz)(P I T) is M,R-closed. Then 

(vz)(P I T):5:(vz)(P I T~). 

PROOF: Define 8° and 8 1 as follows. First, (SI,S2) E 8° if SI = (vz)(PI I Ttl 

and S2 = (vzw)(P2 I T2~) where P2 E pe, T'}. E Te, PI ~::: p'}., TI ~::: T2, 

S = PI.' ·pn E R+*, S = PI" ,PII E R-- with Pi = Ti(fi;), Pi = (viV;)ri(fi;), and 

W = WI' •• WII , and no derivative of SI contains a free occurrence in subject position 

of a name of sort in RUM. . 

Secondly, (S"S2) E 8 1 if SI = (vi)(Pl I Tl ) and S2 = (vzll;)(P21 Ti)where 

P2 E pr, T2 E Tr, PI ~::: P2, TI~::: T2, S = Pl ••. P,. E R+*;s= Pl"'P,; E R-* 

with Pi = Ti(fi;), Pi = (viV;)r;(fi;), andw = iVl ••• Wn , and no derivative of SI 

contains a free occurrence in subject position of a name of sort in R U }'I. 

We show that 8° U 8 1 U:5: is a branching bisimulation. Suppose (SJ, S2) E 8° 

where SI = (vi)(Pl I Ttl and S2 = (vzw)(P'). I T2~) are as above. Suppose S2 ~ 
Q~ = (vP)(P~ I T~~). Then 51 =? 5~ = (vzi'V)(P{ I T{) where P{:5:P2, T{:5:T2 and 

(52, O~) E BO. ~hus it is not difficult to see that 5~ ~~ Ql = (vp)(P{' I T{') 

where P{':5:P2 and T{':5:T~ and so (0 .. 02) E 8° UBI. Now suppose 51 ~ Ql' 

There are several cases. 

1. Suppose 01 == (vi)(P{ I Td where PI ~ P{ and 0 is T, x(Y) or (vii)x(Y) 

where it n z = 0. Then by Lemma 4.4.4, tIlere are P2, P2' sueh that P'}, ~ 

P2 ~ P2' and Pi ~::: P~' with P2~P2' So 52 ~ (vzlli)(P2 I T2) ~ 

(VZW)(P~' I T2~)' and it is easy to see that (51,(vzw)(P2 I T2~)) E 6° and 

(QIt (VZIV)(P2' I Ti» E BO. 

2. SllpposeOI == (vz)(Pl l Tf)whereTl ~ T:anc1nis T,X(Y) or (vlI):F(y) where 

un Z = 0. Then by Lemma 4.4.4, there are T2, T2' sueh that T2 ~ T2 ~ T;" 

and T{ 2..::: T;" with T2::T2. Since these transitions involve 110 action ill .U+, 

T2 P =? T2
P ~ T2'~' and (vzw)(P21 Ti) ~ (vZIV)(P2 I T2") ~ (1IZIV)(P2 1 

T
2
'P). Uoreover (5}, (vzlv)(P2 1 T2'~» E SO and (Q., (vzi'ii)(P2 1 T~~)) E BO. 
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3. The cases when PI or TI acts alone performing an output with free names in 

z are similar. 

4. If (\' = T and QI = (vzu)(P; I TD where PI and TI interact via a name of sort 

not in R, or via a name of sort in R with PI sending and Tl receiving, then 

we combine elements of the arguments in the cases above. Note, in particular, 

that if the interaction is via an AI-name then the resulting pair are related by 

8 1• 

5. Finally, suppose 0 = T and Ql = (vzu)(P{ I T{) where PI ~ P{ and TI ..!... 
T{ with (1 = r(v), (i = (vu)r(v). Then it is easy to see that r E subj(.!I). 

;; 
},foreover, since T2 E 7 t , by Lemma 4.4.4 we have that T{ -~ T2 where 

s' E S - (1. 

Now consider Pl. Since PI ..!.....~ P~, by Clause 4(b) in the definition of a 

(AI-, R+)'s-ready partition, we can see that for every permutation t of the 

actions of 8, PI ~~ P2. So suppose 8 = .!II r(it) 82 r(v) 83, where r rt. 
subj( st} and r(v) rt. 82. Let W = 81 r(v) r(ii) 82 83, Then PI ~~ P2 and 

by Lemma 4.4.4, P{ ~~ P2. :Moreover, by the observation above and since 

s'is a permutation of w/(1, P{ ~~ P2. So Ql --+~ 52 == (vzw)(P21 T2) and 

(Qt. 52) E 8°. 

Now suppose (5t. 52) E 8 1 where 51 = (vz)(PI I TIl and 52 = (vzw)(P2 I 
T2

b) are as in the definition with P2 E P" and T2 E 7". Suppose 52 ~ Q2. As 

before, 51 :=} Q1 ~ Ql where (Ql' 52) E 8 1 and (Q)'Q2) E 8° U 8 1 • So suppose 

51 ~ QI. \Ve can carry through the same case analysis as above except for the 

last two cases which we consider below. 

1. Suppose that (\' = rand QI == (vzil)(P{ I TD where PI 2... P{ and TI 2.. T{ 

where "I = m(v) and '1 = (vu)m(v) where m is an AI-name. In this case, the 

transitions r} :=} T~,b 2.. T~b above can not be found as T2 E 7". 

Since Tl ~~ T2, by Lemma 4.4.4 there are To, T~ such that T2 :=} To 2.. Ti 

and T{ 2...~ T~ with To~T2' Since T is (M+, R- )~.disdplined, To E Tr and 

"'I E Af+, To :=} L with subj(jJ) = r, say 'jJ = (v.-r)"r(Y). H£'nce T2 :=}_ ij , T3 

for SOUle T3. Hence as T2 is RS.confluellt, T3 :=} T4 2.. Ts and Ti L~ Ts 

for some T4 and Ts with T4~T3' Now T3, T4 E 7t and Ts E 7,.1 where 
. . . T ~ ij T ~ ",. "Y ", I> '11 

,,1 = ObJRC"Y), so the transitIOns 2 ==>--+ 3 ==>.'4 --+.£5 are POSSl) e. 

Now since PI ..!.....~ P2 , by Lemma 4.4.4 there are Po and Pi such that P2 ==> 

Po 2.... p~, PO~P2 and P{ ..!.....~ P~. Decause Pis (Af-, R+)~·ready, P2 E pr 
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and subj(,8) = r where j3 = r{y), P2 L P3 for some P3 • Since P2 is R6. 

confluent, P3 ==> P4 -L Ps and P~ ~~ Ps for some P4 and Ps with P4~P3. 
Thus (vzw)(P2 I T2~) ==>~ (vzivx)(P3 I T3~) ==> (vzirx)(P4 I T4") ~ 

(vzwxu)(Psl Ts"). 

It remains to note that by the construction (51, (v Z wx)( P4 I T4") E 6° and 

moreover (Q}, (vzuwx)(Ps ITs")) E 6 1
• These claims follow from Lemma 4.4.4. 

2. Finally, suppose a = T and QI = (vzu)(P{ I Tn where PI ...!... P{ and Tl ....!.. 
T{ with (1 = r(v), (j = (vi'i)!(v). Two cases exist: if T{ ~~ T2 then the 

result follows as in case 5 above. Otherwise, by Lemma 4.4.4, T2 ==>....!.. T~ 
and P2 ==>...!... P~, where T{ ~~ T~ and P{ ~~ P~. So 52 ==> Q2 ~ 
Q2 = (vzwu)(P~ I T~~) where (5 .. Q2) E 6 1

• Since T2 E T', using arguments 

similar to those in 5 above, we may deduce that (QI, Q2) E 6°. o 

The extension of social confluence relaxing the condition on the uniqueness 

of names follows in a very similar manner. Note that it is not required to impose 

any further conditions on a (Q-,A+)6.client (as was the case with a (M-,R+). 

ready partition) since commutativity of actions is ensured by the definition of a 

(Q-, A+)6.base. 

Definition 4.4.7 Let Q and A be distinct sorts. A process Pis (Q,A)6. socially 

confluent if it is Q6.confluent, A6·conflllent and for every derivative R of P the 

following hold: 

1. if R ~~ RI L~ R2 where either a ~ Q± U {T} or ,8 ~ A± U {T}, then 

R .J!.....~ R~ ~~ R2 where R2~R2; 

Definition 4.4.8 Suppose ~ is a Q, A·sorting. A derivation· dosed set S of 

(Q, A )6.socially confluent processes is a (Q- ,A +)6 ·ba.lle if there is a partition {s;j I 
a a finite sequence of A·names} of S, a (Q-, A +)6.base JHlrtition, which is (Q- ,A +)6. 

tidy. A {Q + , A - )6. base is defined dually. 

Further, S is a (Q+,A-)6.,Qerverifit is a (Q+,A-)6.base and 

2. if REna (where (I is a singleton) then eitlwr R ==>~ or R ==>~ 

R' ==>~ for some a = a{ii); 

3. if REna, R is A-·inert and R ==>..!.... R' , then there exists a E ..1- such 

that R' ==>-'!.... R" and R" is ..1- ·inert; 

4. if R En', R ~~-2:...~ Rl where i E {r}UA- and U E Q+-, th('n th('re 
. ;3 "I u/fJ 

exists f3 E u such that R --~--~ R2 and R2 --~ R 1; 
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5. if REna, R .2:...~ Rl and R.2:...~ R2, then Rl~R2' 

Finally, S is a (Q-,A+),5-dient if it is a (Q-,A+)6-base with a (Q-,A+),5_ 

base partition sa and 

6. if E E e';, a E A+ and subj(o) E a, thenE~. 

The definitions are identical to those of a (Q+, A - )-server and a (Q-, A + )-client 

apart from the fact that in the new definitions indices are sequences as opposed 

to sets and the agents are Q6-confiuellt and A6-confluent. \Ye have the following 

theorem: 

Theorem 4.4.9 Suppose n is a (Q+, A-)6-serwr systE.'m with a (Q+, A-)6-server 

partition {n';h and e is a (Q-,A+)6-client system with (Q-,A+)6-client partition 

{e';},;. Suppose Rl E n a , El E ea and Rl :b. R2, El ~ E2 where subj(a) = a, 

where a camp o. FUl'ther suppose (vz)(EI I R~) and (vzu)(E2 1 R~) are Q, A-closed. 

Then (vz)(EI I R~ )~(VZU)(E21 R~), where it = bn(a). 

PROOF: The prooffollows using arguments similar to those of TllE.'orem 4.3.7. 0 

\Ve conclude with the main theorem. 

Theorem 4.4.10 Suppose 'R. is a (Q+,A-)6-server system with a (Q+,A-)6_ 

server partition {'R.';}; and e is a (Q-,A+)6-client system with (Q-,A+)6-client 

partition {e;},;. Suppose R E n~, E E e~ and (vz)(E I R) is Q,A-closed. Then 

(vz)(E I R)~(vz)(E I R~). 

PROOF: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.3.8 but makes additional use 

of the commutativity of actions as captured in the definitions of (Q+, A - )6-social 

confluence. Let (SIt S2) E B if SI = (vz)(El I RJ) and S2 = (v;')(E2 I R~) where 

E2 E e!, R2 E 'R.~ and there exist E, R, S, tl, a, such that R En;, E E C;, R is 

A - -inert and 

E} ~.:. E, Rl 2...~ R, s = Di ... 0,;, OJ = (vj)i)rj(r;), scamp s 
E2 ..E...~ E, R2 ~~ R, Tt = PI .. . p/.:, Pi = (VYi )lJi(J, bj), It camp Tt, 

where rj, bj : A, qj : Q, bj E y;, and a = {blt ... bd. \Ye show that B~ U ~ is a 

branching bisimilarity. 

First suppose (Sit S2) E B where SI = (l'z)(EI I R1 ) and S2 = (V;')(E2 I R~) 
are as above. Suppose S2 ..!!.... Q2. Various possibilities exist and using the same 

arguments as in the proof of TheorE.'m 4.3.8 we may find that S 1 ==>..!!.... Q 1 where 

(QbQ2) E B~. 

Now suppose (SltS2) E Band SI ..!!.... Ql. ThE.'re are sewral cases and they 

may all be handled as in the proof of Theor(,lll 4.3.8 with one exception: 
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Suppose 0 = T and Ql = (vzx)(E~ I Rt) where El .2.... E~, Rl 2.. R~ and 

I = a(y), 1 = (vx)a(Y), a : A. Then I E s as otherwise, by A6-confluence 

and Lemma 4.4.4, R .2..~ R' which contradicts the construction of B and in 

particular that of R. So suppose I = OJ where OJ =F I for all j < i (recall 

, that s = 01 ••• on). Then by Definition 4.4.i(1), El .2....':!::.!.!.:!..':!::. E and so 
, ·h 6 ;; 
E~ -':!::. E. UOl'eover, by A -confluence and Lemma 4.4.4, R~ --+':!::. R where 

s' E S - 1. Then by Definition 4.4. i( 1), R~ '!!5.~ R. So since E~ "!!!.':!::. E and 

R~"!!j~ R (Q},52 ) E B as required. 

Thus the proof may be completed using a similar argument to that in Theorem 4.3.8. 

o 

. ' 



Chapter,5," 

Concurrent Operations on 

B-trees 

COllcurrellcy control is the activity of preventing intel'ference among concurrent pro

cesses, or transactions, accessing a data structure. As multiprocessor configurations 

have become widespread, concurrency control has been a subject of much research. 

One of the maiu challenges has been to design transaction-processing algorithms 

in which the coutrol is sufficieut to, guarautee correctness while allowing as much 

concurrency as possible. Besides correctness and efficiency, such algorithms need to 

provide high availability when parts of the system fail aud good recovery mecha

nisms. A great variety of algorithms have been proposed and implemented. These 

algorithms involve several different techniqlles and many are associated with par

ticular data structures or are tailored to parti~ular architectures and applications. 

Considering the complexity of the issues involved, it is not surprising that many 

of the algorithms developed have complicated and subtle behaviours and that it is 

difficult to give convinciug informal arguments of their correctuess. In fact, with

out a formal model of the system in question it is often difficult to even formulate 

precisely what the correctness properties are. Thus the need for formal modelling 
, , 

of transaction-processing algorithms was very eady recognized. 

The classical approaches to databas~concurrency control use a syntactic 

Cl'iterion of correctness known as ~onflict-preJ~eMling serializability. A concurrent 

execution of a system is confiict-preservillg serializahle if there exists, a serial ex

ecution of the same system which performs the same operations on the database 

and orders cOllfiictillg operations in the same way. \Yhile this criteriol~ is suitable 

for algorithms in some settings, it appears to be unduly restrictive and evell inap

propriate in many others. As a result, the theory has been extended and modified 

127 
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to encompass the different settings and has been used to produce several different 

definitions of correctness for different types of algorithms. For an overview of a large 

body of work concerning serializability see [DHG87, Pap86]. With the intention of 

stating a general correctness criterion independent of algorithm and system details, 

a theory of semantic serializability has also been explored and developed. Kung and 

Papadimitriou, [KP83], initiated the theory of a semantic approach to concurrency 

control by studying the relationship between the information available to a concur

rency control algorithm and the achievable concurrency and subsequently, various 

other authors have investigated the possibility of employing semantic information 

for enunciating criteria of correctness [Cas8l, G1184, ST85, Lam86, SG88]. 

In this chapter we perform a rigorous analysis of concurrent operations on a 

dynamic data structure, a variant of the B-tree. The B-tree [D)'I72] and variants of 

it are widely used as index structures. Concurrent operations on such structures have 

been studied in many papers including [DS77, KW82, LY81, US78, Sag86, SamiG, 

SG88]. In particular, we study a variant of the B*-tree [Wed74] . This variant is 

the B'ink_tree of [LY8l], and the operations we consider are those of [Sag86]. These 

operations improve on those of [LY81] in that an insertion process locks at most one 

tree-node at any time, as opposed to two or three, and in that compression of the 

structure is effected to redistribute data following deletions. 

Dy using the 1I'v-calculus as a basis of our analysis, we may give direct and 

succinct descriptions of the operations and the underlying data structure which cap

ture naturally its dynamically-evolving interconnection. In addition, we are able to 

enunciate a correctness criterion and perform rigorous proofs of correctness of the 

operations which provide greater confidence than is afforded by the kinds of tech

niques used in the papers cited above. Further, we believe that the proofs here 

are perspicuous and give valuable insight into why the operations are correct .. In 

contrast with forms of serializability, the correctness of the system is expressed in 

terms of its observable behaviour. The intended behaviour of the system is captured 

by a simple agent and the criterion of correctness is that the two systems are be

haviourally equivalent. The principle that concurrent systems should be compared 

in terms of their observable behaviour is indeed widely held and has been elahorated 

in concurrency theory. The approach has also been explored and shown to be sound 

in the setting of database concurrency control in [LlIWF94], where I/O-automata 

are employed to give a uniform analysis of a. a variety of concurrency control algo

rithms. Additional advantages of the use of a mohile calculus for the analysis are . . 
that it enables a direct and natural representation of the evolving interconnection of 

the data structure and it allows application of the rich process-calculus techniques 
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to reason about the system. 

The theory of partial confluence plays a central role in the correctness proof. 

First, the operations of [LY81, Sag86] are such that a searching process may access 

a tree-node even when it is locked by an inserting process. Using the theory of 

partial confluence, we show that in order to reason about such operations it suffices 

to analyse a simpler system in which at most one process may access a node at any 

one time. Secondly, the theory of social confluence enables us to show that in a 

certain class of contexts, the behaviour of the structure is indistinguishable from a 
~ . , 

simplification of it in which at most one operation is active at anyone time. \Ye are 

thus able to restrict attention to that simpler system. 

The following section contains a description of the sequelitial index structure 

and the operations on it. Section 5.2 presents the correctness proof while Section 5.3 

generalizes the results to the case where the llnderlying structure allows multiple 

searches and a single insertion to take place in a node concurrently. \Ye then discuss 

the deletion and compression operations of [Sag86]. Utilizing insights gained from 

the previous analysis, we propose an improvement to the latter in Section 5.4. \Ye 

also discllss how a correctness proof may be obtained by extending the existing 

analysis. 

5.1 The structure 

This section contains the process-calculus descriptions of the Blink_tree [LY81] and 

the concurrent operations on it presented in [Sag86]. We begin with a brief, informal 

description of the structure. A Blink-tree indexes a database by stOl'illg in its leaves 

pairs (k, b) with k an integer key associated with a record and b a pointer to the 

database record. All of its leaves are at the same distance from the root. Each of its 

nodes has j values (we use 'value' and 'key' interchangeably) and j poillters where 

2 ::; j ::; 2m + 1 if the node is the root and m + 1 ::; j ::; 2m + 1 otherwise (for 

some tree-parameter m). A node's integer values are stored in asc('nding order. It is 

intended that a node's greatest value, its higll key, is the largest key in the suhtree 

rooted at the node. All but the last pointer of a node point to children of the node. 

All but the last of a.leaf's pointers point to records of the datahase. The last pointer 

of a node 01' leaf, its lillk, points to the next node at the same levd of the tree (if it 

exists). The purpose of links is to provide additional paths through the structure. 

The rightmost node at 'each level has high key 00 and link nil. If a 110de has keys 

k = k1, ••• , kj and pointers p = Ph ... ,Pj, au intended invariant is that for i < j, 
pointer Pi points to the subtree whose leaves contain all keys k with k; < k ::; ki+l' 
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An example of a Blink_tree is given in the following figure. 

'Ve now proceed to the process-calculus description. The process-calculus 

sorting is important in organizing it. The sorts utilized by the definition are the 

following, where I, S stand for 'insert' and 'search'. 

1. The sorts are 

pm where m E {I, 5}, invocation links, 

Rm. where m E {I, S}, return links, 

Qr" mE {I, S}, question links, 

Am mE {I, 5}, answer links, 

B database links, 

S store links, and 

L level links. 

2. The basic types are bool, int and signal. The values of type signal include link 

and done. 

3. The record type {ins r pI,srch r pS} is abbreviated to PN. Terms of this 

type will be process calculus representations of pointers to nodes and we will 

refer to them as node llames. If p is a node name, p * ins and p * srch select 

its two name-components via which insertions and searches may be initiated. 

The sorting ..\ is the following partial function on link sorts where B is the 

sort of the names representing pointers to database records. 

..\(pS) = {(int, RSn 

..\(pI) {(int, PN, RI ), (int, B, RI)} 

"\(Rs) = {( p N), (signal, P N), (signal, B)} 

"\(RI) {O, (PN), (PN, int)} 
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A(QS) = {(int, As)} 

A( Q I) = {(int, B,AI)} 

A(As) = {(Bn 

A(AI) = {O} 
A(5) = {(PN),(PN,Ln 

A( L) = {(P~ )Ik ~ 1}. 

The significance of the sorting will become clear when the definitions are given. 

Briefly, it is based on the following ideas. The sorting decrees that a name of sort 

pS carries a pair consisting of an integer (a key to be searched for) and a name of 

sort RS (via which the result of the search should be returned). Similarly, a name of 

sort pI carries a triple consisting of a key, a pointer to a tree node or to a database 

record (to be inserted) and a name of sort R' (via which the completion of the 

insertion should be communicated). On the other hand, a llame of sort RS may 

carry either a pointer or a pair cOllsisting of a signal and a pointer. The other sorts 

are understood similarly. 

We make use of a function findN which given a triple (k,p, k) as argument, 

where k is all ordered sequence, returns the pointer PI if k :5 k2' the pointer Pi jf 

ki < k :5 ki+! and i > 2, and the link last p otherwise: 

{

PI, if k :5 k2 . 

findN(k,p, k) = Pi, if ki< k :5 ki+h i > 2 

last p, otherwise. 

The definition of the agent NODE _ NODE(p,k,P} representing a non-leaf, 

non-root node with llame P of sort P N, storing keys k and pointers p follows below. 

For clarity, we write notfull for # k < 2m + 1 and full for # k = 2m + 1. 

NODE ~f P * srch(k, r). ccnd ( k > last k to r(link, find;v(k,p,k)}. NODE, 

k :5 last k to r(findN(k,p,k)).NODE) 

+ p * ins(k,q, r). ccnd ( k > last k to r(findN(k,p,k». NODE, 

k E k to r. NODE(p,k,p"), 

notfull to r. NODE(p,i?,p'), 

full to (vp')(r(p', k",+l)' 

(NODE(p, k; ,Pi) I NODE(P', k;,jJ2))) . 

where 

p' = PI·· ·Ph-l q Ph+! .. 'Pj, if k = I..'h 
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i? -I " P = k1 ••• kh kkh+1 ••• k j, PI.· ·Ph q Ph+1 •• . Pj, if kh < k < kh+1 

{ 
k1 ... km+b PI •.. Pm p', if k > km+l 

kl' PI = last kl ... kq k kq+l ••. km+l' I PI •. ·Pq P Pq+1 •. ·PIII P , 

if kq < k < kq+l ~ km+1 

{ 
km+1 ~ •. k2m+1! PIII+1 •.• P2111+b if k < km+l 

k2' Pi = km+1 .•. kq k kq+1 ••• k2111+1, Pm+1 •• ·PqPPq+1·· ·P2111+b 

if k lll+1 ~ kq < k < kq+1. 

Thus in its quiescent state a node may accept a search request via the name P * srch 

and an insertion request via the name P * ins. In response to a search request for a 

key k it returns the pointer Pj such that k j < k ~ k j+1 (as spf:'cified by find N). If 

this pointer is the link of the node, an indication of this fact is sent as well. Suppose 

k . . 1 p.in5(k.q,r) Ph' insertion of " q IS requested wIth return name r t lUS: NODE --+ were P IS 

the continuation agent. If k is greater than the high key of the node then the node 

returns its link and resumes its quiescent state. Otherwise, if k is one of the node's 

keys then the pointers of the node are updated accordingly. If k ~ k and the node 

is not full, the pair is inserted and a signal is sent via T indicating completion of the 

insertion. Otherwise, the node is split, represented by the conCUl"rent composition of 

two nodes: NODE(p, kl ,Pi) and NODE(p/, k2,Pi) where ]J' is a new name. The data of 

the original node is divided between the h\,.o. The high key of the first node becomes 

the value km+1 which is also the first key of the second node, and its link becomes 

name 1/. The second node which contains the larger keys of the original node also 

assumes its link and' high key. Via T is returned the pair (p', klll+1) consisting of 

the name of the new node and its smallest key kl/l+1. The recipient of this pair, the 

agent responsible for initiating the insertion, will use it to add a new pointer to the 

tree: see below. 

The definition of the agent LEAF is similar. It is giwn by the abstraction 

LEAF == LEAF(p, k, bq) where p : PN is the name of the leaf, k are the integer values 

stored irl the leaf, b are pointers to records of the database and q is the link pointer 

of the leaf. It uses the following function: 

finddk,b,k) = { 

The definition of LEAF is as follows: 

bi, if k = ki+1 

nil, ot herwise 
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LEAF ~f P * srch(k, r). cond ( k> last k I> r(li11k, q). LEAF, 

k ~ last k I>r(done,findL(k,k,b)}.LEAF) 

+ p * ins(k, b, r). cond ( k > last k I> r(q). LEAF, 

k E k I> f. LEAF(P,k, b"q} , 
notfull I> r. LEAF(p, k', i/), 
full I> (vp')(f(p',km +1). (LEAF(p,i),b;p') 

I LEAF(p',k2,b;q})) 

where 

b" = 

i? b' = , 
k1 •• • km+t. b1 ... bm b' , if k > km+1 

kl ... kq k kq+l ... km+t. b1 ••• bq- 1 b bq ••• bm b', 

if kq < k < kq+1 ~ km+1 . 

{ 

km+1'" k2m+1, bm+1 ••• b2m+1 if k < km+1 

k2' b; = km+1 ... kqkkq+l ... k2m+h bm+1 .... bq-l bbq ... b2m+1' 

,. If km+1 ~ kq < k < kq+1' 

Agent LEAF behaves similarly to agent NODE. The main difference between their 

behaviours is that when a search terminates successfully at a leaf, the signal done is 

returned via name r along with the result, a name of sort B, to indicate completion. 

Moreover, a NODE and a LEAF have differences in structure. The keys of agent 

LEAF(p, k, bq} signify the following: kl is a key associated with the leaf and 1'(\presents 

its smallest key (we may see from the definition that kl coincides with the largest 

key of the leaf's left neighbour), and kj, i > 1, is an index of the database with bj_l 

being the pointer 'to the database record corresponding to kj. 

The definition of the agent ROOT == ROOT (p,k, ii, put) representing a root 

node with name p of sort P N, keys k, pointers p of sort P N and name put of sort S 

to be used when the root is split is as follows: 

, ROOT ~f P * srch(k, r}. r(findN(k,p,k)}. ROOT 

where 

+ p* ins(k,p,r). cond(k E k 
notfull 

full 

I> f. ROOT(p, k,p"), 

I> r. ROOT(p, k',l;'}, 
I> (vpo, p') (pllt{PO)' r. (NODE(p, kl ,Pi) 

I NODE(P', k2,j)2) I NEWROOT))) . 

NEWROOT == ROOT{po, (-00, km +1, (0), (p,ll, nil),put) 
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and k', j/, p", kl' k2' PI and Pi are as for NODE. This third clause of the conditional 

describes the behaviour of a full root when an insertion is requested. The root 

assumes node status and a new sibling node (with new name p') and a new root 

(with new name Po) are created, the latter with pointers to the old root and its new 

sibling. Note that the restriction (vpo, p') ensures that the names are indeed neW and 

different from all others. Defore the three nodes become accessible, the name of the 

new root is sent via name put to the following agent, STORE == STORE(p, gd,plti, que} 

which is responsible for recording the names of the current and previous roots: 

STORE ~f get (last p). STORE + put(po). STORE(Ppo, ••. } + que(p, l).1(Pi}. STORE 

where in the last summand p = PiPPl. Here names get, put and que are of sort S 

and name I is of sort L. Further, jJ is the list of names (in order of creation) which 

have been roots of the tree, last p thus being the name of the current root. The 

names get and put are links via which the name of the current root can be read and 

updated. Finally, que may be used to discover which links named the root after the 

parameter p did. The B'ink_tree in its initial state is represented by the agent 

To def (vp,p',put)(STORE((p},get,put, que) 

I ROOT(p,'( -oo,oo}, (p', nil),put) ILEAF(p', (-00 ), (nil») • 

The tree-node agents we have described are sequential in nature. They repre

sent a structure in which at most one operation may take place in a node at any time. 

As mentioned in the introduction, by analysing this structure and then applying the 

theory of partial confluence we are able to deduce results about structures whose 

nodes may be accessed concurrently. This point will be discussed in Section 5.3. 

It remains to describe the search and insert operations. The searcher 5 == 
5(8, get) is defined as follows: 

S (~f !s(k,ct).gd{p).Search(k,p,a) 

Sear~h c!.;;f (k p a) (vr )ZH srch(k, r). (r(p').Search(k, p', (I) 

+7'( link, pi). 5carch(k, pi, a) 

+7'( done, b ).li(b). 0). 

The agent 5 may repeatedly spin off searchers when supplied via s with a key /.. to 

search for and a link a via which to retum the result of the search. On initiation 

. of a search, the searcher reads from thl' STORE via get thl' naml' of the root of 

the structure. It then traces a path down the tree until it reaches a LEAF which 

synchronizes with it by performiug an action r( done, b) returning the result b of 

the search which is then emitted via the name (t. The searcher then becomes the 

inactive agent O. The inserter 1== I(i,get,qlle) is defined as follows: 
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def ! i( k, b, a). get( q). Down(k, b, a, q, e) 
def Down = (kbaqp)(vr)q* srch(k,r).( r(link,q').Down(k,b,a,'l',p) 

Add def 

Up 
def 
= 

+ r('l'). Doum(k,b, a,'l',pq) 

.. + r( done, q'). Add(k, b, a, q,p) 

(k b a qji) (vr) "fi*1iiS(k, b, r). (r(p', k').a, Up(k',p', hdp, tip) 

+ r.a.O 

+ r('l'). Add(k,b,a,'l',p) 

(kpqji) (vr)q;-ms(k,p,r). 

cond (p t= c I> (r(p', k'). Up(k',p', hd p, tl p), 

. + r.O, 

+ r(q'). Up(k,p, q',p) 

p=c I> (r(p', k'). (vr)qu£('l' r).r(ji). 

Up(k',p', hdji, tlji), 

+ r.O, 

+ r( q'). Up(k, p, q',j»». 
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The replicator I may repeatedly spin off inserters when supplied via i with a pair 

(k, b) to insert and a name a via which a confirmation that the insertion has been 

made is to be sent. The inserter obtains the name of the root from the STORE and 

searches until the appropriate leaf is reached. Note that the names of the rightmost 

nodes in the path followed are recorded in the last parameter p. An insertion within 

a leaf may result in the splitting of it. The inserter is informed of this by receiving 

a pair (k', 1>'). In such a c~se the continuation agent Up is responsible for inserting 

this pair in the level above. This process may be repeated by Up in several levels 

of the tree and may result in the creation of a neW root. This is the reason that 

the node-names p of the rightmost nodes visit('d are recorded during the searching 

phase. It is possible that p may become empty although an insertion is rt'quired 

at a higher level of the tree: new levels may have been created after the individual 

inserter began its task. If this happens, the inserter queries the STORE via que to 

obtain the names of the leftmost nodes at each of the new levels. 

The system consisting of the structure and the olwrations is represented by 

the agent 

Po ~f (vgd,'lue)(S 1 liTo). 

A state reachable from this has the form 

(VZ)(Ql 1 ... 1 Qn 1 S I liT) 

where each Qi is an individual searcher or inserter in some state and T is reachable 

from To. It is easy to see that Po is a friendly agent. 
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5.1.1 The low key. 

Let A be the node NODE(p,k,jJ} and consider key kl . It can be seen by the description 
; 

of the system and in particular the procedure for splitting a node that 1.:1 is the low 

key of the node; it is ~ lower bound of keys expected to be found in the subtree 

rooted at A and only operations concerning keys greater than kl will be directed 

to this part of th~ tree. It can also be seen that kl is in fact superfluous in the 

definitions. The reason we include it is that it facilitates the proof of correctness by 

allowing us to distinguish the keys accessible from a node simply by looking at its 

definition, rather than having to look at its neighbouring nodes in the tree. (Note 

that according to the definitions, the low key of a node coincides with the high key 

of its left neighbour.) 

It is easy to see that alternative node agents may be constructed which 

abstract away from information concerning the low key without deviating from the 

initial node's observable behaviour. We consider such a definition for an internal 

node. It makes use of the following function: 

{

PI, if k $ 1.:1 

findN(k,p,k) = Pi, if ki < k $ ki+l 

last p, otherwise 

The definition of the agent N == N(p,k,jJ} representing a node with name p 

of sort PN, storing keys k and pointers p follows below. 

N ~f P * srch( k, r). cond ( k > last k t> r(link, find~'V( k,p, I)). N, 

k $ last k t> r(findN(k,p,k)). N) 

+ 1>* ins(k, q, r). cond ( k > last I t> r(findN(k,p, I». N, 

where 

p' 
7/, p' 

, k E I t> r. N(p,I,j/'}, 

notfull 

full 

- ( 7., -') t>r.Np,,.,p, 

t> (vp')(r(zl, ~'m+1)' 

(N(p,l.:},jii) I N(p',k;,Pi})) 

PI·. ·Ph q Ph+2" .pj, if k = kh 

kl ... kh k 1.:11+1 ••. k:j, PI ... PII+1 q Pia +2 •• 'Pj, if ~'/I < k < k'la+l 

{ 

~:I ••• km'Pl.··PmZ/,ifk>km+l 

= k1 ••• kqkkq+1 ... km , Pl •.. Pq+l.PPQ+2"'PIIlP', 

If J.'q < k < ~'q+1 $ km+1 
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{ 

k m+1'" k 2nH Pm+! ••• P2m+1 if k < km+1 

km+l ... kq k kq+1 • .. k 2m , Pm+!" 'l~q+1 PPq+2" 'P2m+l, 

. If km+1 ~ kq < k < kq+! • 

It ,is straightforward to prove that N(p, k ,ji) 6: NODE(p, k k,p} for any integer k. Sim

ilarly, we may define a variant leaf, l(p,k,bq) and a variant root, R(p,k,ji). Letting 

TIJ be the initial tree composed of these new types of nodes, 

TIJ1;f (vp,p',put) 

(STORE((p),get,put,que) I R(p, (00), (p', nil),put) Il{p', 0, (nil}). 

Then it follows that To ~ TIJ. This implies that 

Po~(vget,que)(S I I I T6)· 

Therefore the results we will present in the following sections may be used 

to deduce the correctness of the operations where the underlying data structure is 

a tree composed of nodes that do not hold information concerning their low key. 

5.2 Correctness Proof 

In this section we prove the correctness of the operations. \Ve define an age~lt which 

gives a succinct description of the intended observable behaviour of a Blink_tree 

equipped with the concurrent insertion and search operations as presented in the 

previo~s section. This agent, F, is parametrized on: the names i and s via which the 

operations may be initiated; a function I recording the key-pointer associations held 

in the leaves of the tree; a sequence t (the insertions) of triples collsisting of a key k, 

a pointer b and a name a via which a signal is to be made to the E'llvironment when 

the insertion of the (k,b}-pair has been completed; a sequence t e (the compl{>ted 

insertions) of names a whose key-pointer pairs have been inserted but which have 

not been used to signal this; a sequence (I (the searcJles) of pairs consisting of a 

key k to be searched for and a name a to be used to return to the envirollment the 

pointer found; a sequence (Ie (the completed searcl1es) of pairs consisting of a name 

II and a pointer b found but not yet returned. 

\Ve define F == F(i, s, I, t, te, (I, (Ie) as follows, highlighting the rhang('s by 

('liding the unchanged parameters: 
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F ~f i(k,b,a).F( .•. ,t(k,b,a), ... ) 

+ s(k,a).F( ... ,(1(k,a), ... ) 

+ E(k,b,a)Et T. F{ ... , f[b/k], t - (k, b, a), tC a, ... ) 

+ E(k,a)Eu T.F( ... ,(1- (k,a), (1C (a, f(k))) 

+ E(a)EtC a. F( ... , t C 
- a, ... ) 

+ E(a,b)EuC a{b). F{ ... , (1c - (a, b)). 

The first and second summands represent initiation of new operations, the third and 

fourth invisible completion of outstanding operations (with appropriate update of 

the association in the case of insertion), and the fifth and sixth signals of outcomes 

to the environment. 

Let Fo == F(i,s,e,e,e,e,e) and recall the agent Po describing the Blink_ 

tree equipped with the concurrent searchers and inserters. The result asserting the 

correctness of the operations is the following. 

Th~orem 5.2.1 Po ~ Fa. 

The theorem above is strong in the sense that it asserts that Po and Fa cannot 

be distinguished even if different requests for operations supply the same name for 

return of the answer, thus allowing the possibility, for instance, that each of two 

processes, accessing the system, may receive the result of the other's request. It 

may be argued that a weaker result would be adequate: 

Theorem 5.2.2 Po ~A Fa. 

Here ~A is defined as ~ except that it only considers input actions where the A

component is a new name. This restriction captures the assumption that when an 

operation is h~voked ill the system, the name which is supplied for return of the 

answer is distinct froin answer names supplied in other operation invocations. It 

corresponds to the use of integers to distinguish 'operation instanc('s" in [LUWF94]. 

Central to the proofs are the theories of partial confluence of processes: the 

theory of Section 4.3 is sufficient the proof of Theorem 5.2.2, whereas the theory of 

Section 4.4 is necessary for the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. \Ye present the proof of the 

':::!.A result and discuss how this may be extended to obtain the full result. The proof 

is divided into three phases which are presented in the following three sections. 

5.2.1 Analysis of To 

\Ve begin by conside'ring To. Let T be the transition system generated by To and let 

T~ be the state representing the truncation of a tree where at most one operation 
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may be active at any time. Let 

Qo ~f (Vgft, qlle)(S I I I T~). 

The following theorem states that this system is indistinguishable from Po. 

Theorem 5.2.3 Po6:.Qo 

PROOF: We first suggest an intuition which makes this plausible. Suppose a number 

of operations are activated within' a tree. Since each tree node allows at most one 

operation at any time, it must be that the operations have been requested of distinct 

tree nodes. It is hence clear that the order in which they take place is immaterial, 

in the sense that for all possible interleavings of the operations the nodes concerned 

will return the same results to the operations. 

The proof of the theorem is based on the partial confluence of the components 

and it is ~n easy application' of the partial confluence theory. Let P be the invocation 

sorts pS and pI, of the names used by the agents S and I for reading and writing 

tree nodes and R be the return sorts RS and RI of the names used by the tree to 

return the results to the invocation. Note that A, the sorting we have adopted in 

the previous section, is a P, R-sorting. We will establish the following: , 

1. S I I is R-polite and (P-, R+)-readYi . 

'.2. T/i' is (P+, R-)-disciplined. 

By the main partial confluence theorem, Theorem 4.1.26, and since Po is P, R, S

closed, by the sorting and Lemma 2.5.7, we have that Po 6:.1 Qo. Since the agents 

are fully convergent, Po6:.Qo, as required. It r('mains to prove the two daims. This 

is the purpose of the next two lemmas. 

Lemma 5.2.4 S I I is R-polite and (P-, R+)-ready. 

PROOF: The fact that S I I is R-polite follows directly from the definitions, where 

we may see that the only occurrence of a name r ERin object position is within a 

restricted prefix of the form (vr)p(x, r). 
A derivative of S I I is a parallel composition whose components are the 

r('plicators S and I as well as derivatives of them r('pr('senting operations being 

executed in various states. The names of the sorts R are return links for questions 

via names of sorts P. The only occurr('nce of a. name r ERin subject position is 

immediately under an output prefix of the form (vr)p(x, r), where p: P. It follows 

that any derivative of S I I is of the form 
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where rl ... rn : R are pairwise distinct and no other name of sort R occurs free in 

a Pji or in Q'. Thus it is straightforward to see that S I I is an R-confiuent agent . 

. Let {p;:" I r a finite subset of R} be the partition of the state space of S I I -such that Q E pr if r are the names of sorts R occurring free in Q. This partition 

can easily ,be shown to be (P-, R+)-tidy: 

1. If Q E p;:" and Q ~ Q', where subj(o) ¢ P- U R+ then from the definitions 

we see that 0 must be T. It is also clear that the free names of Q are not 

affected as a result of an internal action and so Q' E pr. 

2. If Q E p;:" and Q ~ Q', where 0 E P- then 0 = (vr)p * srch(k, r) or 

o = (vr )p;v;iS( k, b, r), where r : R. Since r ¢ rand T occurs free in Q', 
Q' E p,·,r. 

3. If Q E p;:" and Q ~ Q', where 0 E R+ then by the definitions it follows that 

r does not occur free in Q'. SO Q' E pr-r. 

-Moreover, if Q E pr then it is dear that for all T E r, Q can perform any action 

with positive subject r. Hence Q is (p-, R+)-ready. 0 

Since S I I is only capable of P- actions of the form (vy)p * m(i', r) where r E y, it 
is sufficient, by Theorem 4.1.26, to consider TC'. So we may prove the following. 

Lemma 5.2.5 Tl} is (P+, R-)-disciplined. 

PROOF: A derivative of ToR is a parallel composition whose components are deriva

tives of node agents and the agent STORE. The names of the sorts R are return links 

for questions via names of sort P. It follows from the definitions that if a llame of 

sorts R occurs free within a derivative T of TC' then it OCCllrs ill negative subject 

position either unguarded or under a prefix of the form ]Jut(p) and there is at most 

one occnrence of the second kind: 

where r: R and no other name of sorts R occurs free in a Pi or in T'. It then follows 

that TC' is R-confiuent. 

Let {p;:" I r a finite subset of R} be the partition of the state space of TC' such 

that T E pr if r are the names of sort R occurring free in T. Using arguments similar 

to those in the previous lemma, this partition can be shown to be (P+, R- )-tidy. 

110reover, if T E pr then it is not difficult to see that either T ~ or if 

T = (vz)(]Jut(p). r. P I Q) then T ~ T' = (vz)(r. PI Q') ~ where subj(J3) = r. 
Note that since the agents STORE and ROOT, the only agents bearing and handling 
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name put respectively, are S-confluent, by Lemma 4.1.6, T':!::.T'. Hence Q is (P+, R-)

disciplined. 0 

Thus the proof of the theorem is completed by appealing to Theorem 4.1.20. 0 

5.2.2 Analysis of Qo 

Since Po'.5:!Qo we may now restrict our attention to agent Qo. In this section we 

present an analysis of its behaviour and identify properties and invariants crucial to 

the correctness of the operations. We begin with a definition. 

Definition 5.2.6 Suppose T is a derivative of To. The functions range, access and 

path are defined as follows: 

• range(ROOT( ... » = 0 
range(NODE( ... » = 0 
range(lEAF(p, k, bq}) = (k},kn ), if #k = n 

• access( ROOT ( .. ,}) = (-00,00) 

access(NODE(p, k,ji) = (k}, 00) 

access(lEAF(p, k, bq})= (k},oo) 

• Let k, p be a pair such that p : P Nand p is uniquely borne by a component 

P of T. Then 

. { nil, if k ~ access( P) 
path(k,p, T) = (p), if k E range(P) 

. .' p path(k,p', T), oth('1'wise 

where if P = NODE(q,k,ji) thenp' = findN(k,p,k), otherwise, if P = lEAF(q,k,bq') 

then p' = findL(k, b, k). 

The function range associates with a leaf node the range of keys that {'ither are in 

the node or 'could be and the empty set to all non-leaf nod('s. The fUllction access 

associates with a node the interval (k, 00), where k is the minimum key of the node. 

Intuitively, this is the set of k{'ys that are acc{'ssible from !he node. Finally, the 

function path returns the set of pointers to the nodes visited during a search for a 

key k in tree T, starting from a node with name p. ' 

The following definition prescribes a 11l1mber of properties that a d{'rivative 

of To should satisfy. 
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Definition 5.2.7 Let 

be a derivative of To. Then T is a legal tree if the following hold: 

1. k and km' for all Tn, are in strictly ascending order; 

2. for all p: P, P E neT), p is uniqudy borne in Tj 

3. last q . = p and for all i such that; qj =f p, qj is uniqudy borne by some 

NODE(Pm, km ,J1;}, where hd km = -00 and hd p;;, = qi-l if i > 1, and hd 11; is 

uniquely borne by a component LEAF of T, otherwise; 

4. if Tn, n E J and Tn < n then kmi < knj for all i,j, except kml = k(m+1)l where 

1= Ikml; 

5. for all p, k, if P is borne by component P of Tand k E access(P) then 

path(k,p, T) = PI .. . Pm where if Pi is borne by component Ni then k E 

access(Nj) and k E range(Nm ). 

Conditions 1 and 2 give some straightforward properties satisfied by a B-tree, namely 

that the keys of each node are in ascending order and that each node has a distinct 

name. Condition 3 expresses a correctness property concerning the STORE of a tree: 

it ensures that it contains pointers to the leftmost nodes in order of creation, that 

is beginning from the lowest non-leaf level to the top. Condition 4 requires that the 

ranges of two different leaves are disjoint. Finally, Condition 5 states that if key 

k is accessible from node N with name p of a legal tree T then path(k,p, T) is a 

finite sequence of pointers concluding at the leaf where k should exist. This impli('s 

that a search for k from node N will be successful. This property is crucial to the 

correctness of the operations. \Ve have the following lemma: 

Lemma 5.2.8 Let Q be a derivative of Qo. Then Q => D where B is of the form 

(vz)(S{s,gd) I I(i,gd,qu.f) I lliEISearch(Yi,Pi,(ti) I lljEJDown{Yj,bj,aj,pj,jjj) 

, I llkEh"Arld(Ybh,ltk,PkI'jjk) I II/ELUp(YI.%PI,p,) I IImEA/(lm(.i:;,) I T b
) 

where I,J, I{, L, M are disjoint and the following hold: 

1. fn(D) = {s, i,anln E I U J U I{ U L U M} U fn(THB; 

2. T is a legal tree; 
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3. for all n E I U J U I\, Pn is borne by a component C of T such that Yn E 

access(C)j 

4. if n E L then Pn is borne by a component C of T such that Y,. = min access( C)j 

5. for all p E {Pili E L} U UneJuKuL j);;, if P is borne by some component C of 

T, C f: LEAF. 

This lemma asserts some invariants of the state space of Qo. According to the first 

property the free names of a derivative of Qo are names of sort B, corresponding 

to pointers to records in the database, the names i and s via which searches and 

insertions may be invoked and names of sort A via which the answers to all initiated 

operations are to be returned. Uoreover, Q is either in a 'stable' form as defined by 

B or it may enter such a state after a number of internal actions that do not change 

its state. Such a stable process contains the following components: a l('gal tree and 

a number of agents corresponding to the search and insert operations currently in 

progress, in various states. An important property, Clause 3 above, if! that any 

search or insertion regarding a key k and currently questioning a node N is such 

that k is accessible from node N. Since T is a legal tree we may then deduce that' 

the operation may be completed successfully. Informally, the truth of this property 

is due to the fact that although data may be moved within the tree, this may only 

take plac~ as a result of a split of a node and in a left to right direction. Thus, link 

pointers may be followed in order to reach the required data. 

The last two properties concern derivatives of the insert agent during the U~ 

'phase of the inseltion. According to Property 4, for every pair (y, q) to be inselted 

by an Up process, there exists a node with name q and lowest key y. An observation 

used in proving this property is that the minimum key of a node remains constant 

during its lifetime. Finally, Property 5 states that such agents do not operate at the 

leaf level. 

PROOF: The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation of Q. Although 

long it is mostly routine apart from the points where the definition of a 'legal tree' is 

appealed to. For the base case the claim cleady holds. So suppose Qo ==? Q' ~ Q 

where Q' has the propelties stated in the lemma. First suppose Q' == B for SOllle B 

as above. Several possibilities exist: 

1. a = s(k,a) and Q' ~ Q = (vz)(gd(p).Search(k,p,lI) 1 S 1 ... 1 T~). Dy the 

induction hypothesis, T is a legal tree, so suppose: 

T = (vP)(STORE(ij,g£t,put,que) I ROOT(p, ••. ) I ... ) 
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where last q = p. Dy definition of STORE, T g~) T. Hence, 

Q ~ Q" = (vz)Search(k,p, a) 1 ••. 1 T~). 

By definition, access(ROOT) = (-00,00), so k E access(ROOT) and the result 

follows. 

2. a = i{k, b, a}. This is similar to the previous case. 

3. a = T and Q' ~ Q = (vz)(S' 1 ••• 1 T'~) where for some i E I, 

and 

Search(Yi, Pi, ai) 
(IIr )Pi*8"cll(Yi ,r) 

--+ S' = r(done,q).ai(q}.O, 

+ r(z/) Search(Yi,P', a} 

+ r(link,p'), Search(Yi,P', a} 

( ;;'\( 1 ) Pi*8rcll(Yi ,r) , (;;'\( r' 1 ). T = vp J N .•. --+ T = vp J" .... 
Suppose Pi : P and N = lEAF(p, k, bq}. The case N = NODE is sh~li1ar. There 

exist two possibilities: 

- r(done b) - -
• if Yi ~ last k then N' --+' N(Pi,k,bq}, 

- . r(/ink q) 
• if Yi > last k then N' --+ N, 

where b = findL(Yi, b, k). In th~ former case 

Q ~ R = (VZ)(Cli(p). 01 ••• 1 TO). 

Since R is of the form required this completes the proof. In cases the latter 

case 
T' _ ~ 

Q --+ (vz)(Search(Yi, q, ai) 1 ••• 1 T ). 

Dy the induction hypothesis, Yi E access(N(pi,k,P» and path(Yi,Pi,T) = 
ql ... qn, where qi is uniquely borne by some component N; of T and Yi E 

access(Ni). Dy definition of path, Pi = ql and p = Q2. So, p is uniquely borne 

by component N2 of T and Yi E access( N2 ). Hmce, Property 3 holds and the 

remainder of the claim follows by tllE; induction hypothesis. 

4.'a = T a~dQ' ~ Q = (vz)(D' 1 .•. 1 T,b), where for some j E J, 

This is simila.r to the previous case. 
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5. a = rand Q' ~ Q = (vz)(U' 1 ••• 1 T'~) where, for some 1 E L 

TT: ( -) (vr)p, .. ins{y"q"r) U' d T p, .. ins{y"q"r) T' 
vp Y/, q/,P"PI -- an -- . 

Various possibilities exist corresponding to the cases where the node partici

pating in the communication is full or non-full, a leaf, an internal node or the 

root and depending on whether the insertion is to be made in that node. \Ye 

consider two of the most interesting . 

• Suppose T = (vP)(NODE(p/' k,p) 1 ••• ) where, YI < last k and the node is 

full, that is ik = 2m + 1. Then 

T' = (vP)((vp')r(p', h). (NODE(pl! kllPl} 1 NODE(p',k2,Pi}) I ... ) 

r{p',~) Til = (vP)(NODE(pt. k;,Pl) 1 NODE(p', k;,P2} 1 ... ) 

where h = min k2 = ma.x k 1 • So Q ~ (vz)( Up(h,1l, hdjil, tlj)'t) 1 ... 1 

. TI/~). Dy construction Clauses 1-4 in the definition of a legal tree are satis

fied by Til, Clause 3 due to the fact that hd k = hd k1 • Uoreover, suppose 

. k E access(NoDE(p',k2,Pi}). Then path(k,p',T") = path(k,PI,T). On 

the other hand, if I. E access(NODE(p,k;,k2}) then it is easy to see that 

path(k,p, Til) = path(k,p, T), if I. ~ hand 

= 1/ path(k,p, T), otherwise. 

Hence, Property 5 in the definition of a l('gal tree is satisfi('d. Dy the 

induction hypothesis, properties 1 and 3 of the theorem hold; note that 

min kl = min 1.1 so access(NODE(p/, k,P}) = access(NODE(]Jt. "'.,Pi». Fi

nally, since h = min k2' Property 4 also follows . 

• Suppose T = (vj)')(ROOT(PI' k,p) 1 ••• ) where the node is full, that is 

#k = 2m + 1. Then 

T' = (vP)((vpo,p')put(po). r. (NODE(PI, khPi) 1 NODE(P', k;,P2} 

1 ROOT(po, (-00, h, 00), (PI, p, nil), put» 

1 STORE(r,gd,pllt,que} I ... ). 

T' may engage in the following transitions: 

T' ~ Tl = (vP)((vpo,p')r. (NODE{PI, k;,Pi) I NODE(P',k2 ,Pi) 

I ROOT(po, (-00, h, 00), (PI,p, nil),pllt) 

I STORE(rpo,gfi,plIt,qlle» I .. ·) 
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2.. T2 = (vP)«vpo,p')(NODE{PI,kbPl) 1 NODE{p',k;,ii2} 

1 ROOT{po, (-00, h, co), {Pl,p, nil),put} 

1 STORE{r,gd,put, que}) I ••• ) 
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Hence, Q -:....-:.... (0 1 .•• 1 T~). Using arguments similar to those 

in the previous case it can be shown that the desired properties hold. 

In particular consider path(k,po, T2). Dy definition, path(k,po, T2) = 

Po path(k,PI, T2), if k ~ h and Po path(k,p', T2), otherwise. Dy construc

tion, path(k,pl' T2) = path(k,PI, T) and path(k,p', T2) = path(k,PI, T). 

Hence, by the induction hypothesis, Clause 5 in the definition of a legal 

tree is satisfied. 

6. a = T and Q' -:.... Q = (vz)(A' 1 ••. 1 T') where for some k E 1\, 
. , 

This is similar to the previous case . 

. . It remains to con~ider the case Q' ~ Q and Q' ~ B for some B = (vz)(S 1 

I 1 A I T~) as set out in the lemma. It can be observed from the analysis above 

that Q' has the following form: Q' = (vz)(S 1 I I A' I T'~) where T' E Tr for 

some T : R. Moreover, let Q" be such that Q' -:.... Q" ~ B. If a = o9(k, a} then 

Q = (vz)(S I I I get(q).Sea~ch{k,q,a) 1 A' 1 T'~) and clearly 

Q ~ (vz)(S I I 1 get(q).Search(k,q,a) 1 A 1 T~) 

-:.... B' = (vz)(S I I 1 Search(k, q, It) 1 A 1 T~) 

where B' is of the form required. The proof is similar for a = i(k, b, It}. 

Finally, if a = T then since T E Tr, T~ .f!-+ for any (3 such that subj({3) E P. 

Furtherinore, close inspection of the agent yields that Q = Q" (both the tre~ and 

the body are capable of exactly one action). As a result, Q ~ B and the result 

follows. This completes the proof. 0 

Definition 5.2.9 Suppose 

T == (vz)(STORE 1 ROOT{p, k,P,put) 1 IIieINODE(Pi, k;,J)i} 1 IIjeJlEAF{pj, kj, bjqj}) 

is a derivative of To. The function contents is defined as follows: 

(T k) 
{ 

bmn, if kmn = k for some m E J 
contents ,'= 
'. nil, otherwise 

Using the previous lemma we may prove the following significant result. It states 

that any initiated search or insertion may terminate successfully and produce the 

appropriate result while having the required effect on the contents of the tree. 
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Lemma 5.2.10 Suppose Q is a derivative of Qo. The following hold: 

• If Q = (vz)(C I Search(k,p,a) I T~) then Q :=:} Q' ~ (vz)(C I T~) where 

contents(T, k) = b, and 

• If Q = (vz)(C I Inse7't(k,b,a,p,P) I T~) where Inse7't = D011ln or Insert = Add 

then Q :=:} Q' ~ (vz)(C I T'~) where contents(T',y) = contents(T,y), if 

y =f k and b otherwise. 

PROOF: The proof follows by appealing to Clause 5 ill the definition of a legal 

tree and properties 2 and 3 of Lemma 5.2.8. Let us consider the second part of the 

lemma. The proof of the first part is easier. 

Suppose Q = (vz)(C I D011ln(k,b,a,p,jJ) I T~) where Q is a derivative of 

Qo. Dy Clause 3 of Lemma 5.2.8, p is uniquely borne by some component 0 of T 

such that k E access(Q). 110reover, by the same lemma, T is a legal tree. Hence, 

path(k,p, T) = p~ .. . Pm wilere Pi i~ uniquely borne by some component Ni of T with 

k E access(Nj ) and k E range(Nm ). By the definition of path and the definitions of 

the agents it is easy to see that 

Q :=:} (vz)(C I D011ln(k,b,a,PbPi) I T~) 
T 

--+ 

Two possibilities exist depending on whether Nk is full or not. Suppose that is is 

not full. Then 

Q' ~~ (vz)(C I 7i.O I T'~) 

where, ifT = (Vp)(Nk I R) and Nk = lEAF(Pk,k,bq}, then T' = (vjJ)(lEAF(Pk,k',b'q) I 
R) and k' = k1 ... k,kk'+1 ... k" h' = b1 ... b,qbl+1 ... bn, if ~'l < k < k'+1, and 

k' ~ k, b' = bl . .. b,-1 bb,+1 ••• bn , if k = k,. The case of l"h being full is similar. In 

either case, conten'ts(T', y) = contents(T, y), if y =f k and b otherwise. 0 

U sing this lemma we can prove that two derivatives of Qo involving trees that possess 

the same contents and processing the same operations but possibly at different 

stages (ignoring those responsible for balaucing the tree after insertions) are in fact 

branching bisimilar. 

Lemma 5.2.11 Suppose 

01 = (vz)(S I I I IIiElSelLrch(~'j'Pi' lti) I IIjEJBj(kj, bj, Uj,])j,j)j) IIIkEI\(/k(X'i) 

I II Up( ... } IT:) 
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and 

Q2 = (vz)(S I I I TIiEISearch(kj,pi,aj) I TIjEJBj(kj,bj,aj,Pj,ft/} I TII.-EK(/k(Xk} 

I TI Up( . .. } IT;) 

are derivatives of Qo where contents(Th k) = contents(T2, k) for all k and either 

Bj = Bj = Down or Bj = Down an~ Bj = Add. Then QI-5::.Q2. 

PROOF: The proof considers the relation 

and it shows that this is a branching bisimulation by appealing to Lemma 5.2.10. 
\ 

It is mostly routine and the details are omitted. o 

This result provides interesting insights into the execution of the operations and 
}. , . 

has some further consequences. First, it formalizes the intuition that Up agents 

do not change the state of the system up to branching bisimilarity. In addition, 

as a result, the presence of the procedure responsible for reorganizing the tree is 

irrelevant to the functional correctness of the operations and could be omitted. In 

fact we may consider two additional insert operations, one where the agent Up is 

omitted and another where the return of the result (via name a) takes place only 

after agent Up completes execution. It can be verified (by considering some further 

simple invariants satisfied by the system) that the systems equipped with each of 

these oper~tions are indistinguishable from each other. 

The next lemma proves some properties of Qo that will be useful in proving 

that Qo is a (Q+,A-)-server system. 

Lemma 5.2.12 Let Q be a derivative of Qo. Then 

1. If Q is A--inert and Q ~ Q', then either Q-5::.Q' or Q' ~~ Q" for some 

o E A-and Q" is A - -inert. 

2. If (t E fn(Q)rA then either Q ii(;;~~ or Q ~~ a(;;~~ for some U. 

3. Iffn(Q)fA = 0 and Q ~~~~ where tl E Q+*, "Y E {T} U A-, then there 

exists f3 E u such that Q L~~~. . 

4. If (t E fn( Q) r A, where (l is uniquely handled in Q and Q 
,. 

--+ . 
~ Ql 

a(;;~', ; 
~, 

T' 'a(;;')'. ' 
Q --+~ Q2 --+~, then Ql'::!Q2' 

PROOF: The first property expresses that each decisive T-action results in a new 

answer becoming available. Its proof is a case analysis on Q ....:.... Q'. Suppose 
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Q == (vz)(C I T~), where C is a derivative of S I I and T~ is a derivative of T~. The 

. following possibilites exist: 

1. Q' == (v.?)(C' I T'~), where C ~ C', TP 2.. T'P, p comp p and subj(p) : R. 

By R-confluence, Q~Q' which completes the case. 

2. Q' == (vz)(C I T'~), where T~ ~ T'~. This corresponds to the action per

formed by the tree structure wh('n a root is split and the name of the new 

root is communicated to the STORE process via name Pllt. Since components 

STORE and ROOT are S-confluent and no other component of the system owns 
, . , 

name out, by Lemma 4.1.6, Q':::::.Q . 

3. Q' == (v.?)(C' I T'b), where C -.!!..... C', T~ 2.. T'~, pcompp and subj(p): P. 

Various possibilities exist: 

• Q == (vz)(C I Search(k,p,a) I T~) ~ Q' == (vz)(C I S' I T'~). It 

follows from the definition of Search that S' may evolve ill two possible 

ways: either Q' ~ Ql == (vz)(C I Search(k,p',a) I T~) or Q' ~ Q2 == 

(vz)(C I a(b). 0 I T~). In the former case, by R-confluellce Q'~Qt. and 

by Lemma 5.2.11, Q~Ql' Hence Q~Q'. In the latter case, Q2 ~ Q2 

and clearly Q2 is A - -inert. Hence P,roperty 1 is satisfied. 

• Q == (vz)(C I DOUln(k,b,a,p,p) I TP) ~ Q' == (vz)(C. I D' I T'~). 
From the definition of D011ln, D' may evolve ill two possible ways: either 

Q' ~ Ql == (vz)(C I DOUln{k,b,a,p',ji) I T b) or Q' ~ Q2 == (vz)(C I 
Add(k, b, a,p,p) I T P). In either case, by R-confluence Q'~Qi' and by 

Lemma 5.2.11, Q~Qi' Hence Q~Q'. 

• Q == (vz)(C I Add(k,b,a,p,p) I T~) -.!.... Q' == (vz)(C I A' I T'~). It follows 

from the definitIon of Add that A' may evolve in two possible ways: eith('r 

Q' -.!.... Ql == (vz)(C I AdII(k,b,a,p',p) I T b) or Q' ~ Q2 == (vz)(C I 
'ii. A I T b) for some A. In the former case, by R-confluellce Q'~Qlt and 

by L('mma 5.2.11, Q~Ql' Hence Q==Q'. In the latter case, Q2 ~ Q2 
and clearly, Q2 is A - -in('rt. Hence Property 1 is satisfied. 

• Q == (vz)(C I Up(k,q,p,p) I T b
) -.!.... Q' == (vz)(C I u' I T'P). It follows 

from the definition of Up that Q' may evolve in two possible ways: dth('r 

Q' ~ Ql == (vz)(C I Up(k,q,p',ji) I TP), or Q' ~ Q2 == (vz)(C I A I 
T'~), where A is 0 or Up(k', q',p',]I}. In both cases, by Theor('m 5.2.8, 

T' is a legal tree. Uor('over, contents(T,k) = contents(T',k) for all k. 

Hence by L('mma 5.2.11, Q==Qi. Since by R-COllflu(,llce Q'~Q;, we have 

that Q==Q' which completes the case. 
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This completes the proof of Property 1. Property 2 captures the fact that if an 

answer to an outstanding question is not already available it may become available 

after a single decisive internal action. Its proof follows easily using arguments similar 

to Lemma 5.2.10 making additional use of the first property. On the other hand, 

Property 3 asserts that there exists a question that is uniquely responsible for each 

decisive action and each answer. The proof is routine and is omitted. 

FiI~ally we sketch the proof of Property 4. This says that determination of an 

answer results in a uniquely determined state. We consider the case a : As. The 

case a : AI is similar. First we note that since a E fn(Q), Q must have a component 

Search(k,p, a} for some k and p. Suppose 

and 

( _ I b) T Q ' o(u\ Q ===> R1 == vz)(C1 Tl --+ 1 ===> R1 ....!....+ 

Q ( -)(C I 'T'b) T Q ' o(u') ===> R2 == VZ 2 J. 2 --+ 2 ===> R2 --+ 

where Q==R1==R2 and Ql==R1, Q2==R2. Since R1==R2 it must be that the tree-agents 

T1, T2 have the same contents; otherwise it is easy to construct examples that give 

a contradiction to R1 ':!::.R2. Moreover, as illustrated in the analysis above, C1 and 

C2 consist of the same significant components (that is non- Up agents) in progress. 

Since a is uniquely handled in Rl and R2, C} and C2 must be of the form 

C1 - C~ I Search(k,pt. a) 

C2 - C~ I Search(k,P2, a) 

11oreover, the subsequent T-actions represent the questioning of the leaf where k 

}'esides if it exists. Hence 

Ql - (v';')( C~ I r( done, x). a(x) ITt) 
Q2 - (v';')( C~ I r( done, x). a(.2') I T~b) 

b r(done.u) b b r(done.u') b·· 
where T{ --+ T1 and T~ --+ T2 and by Lemma 5.2.10, contents(Tl! k) = 'It 

and contents(T2 , k) = 11'. Since T1 and T2 have the same contents, tt = 1t'. Moreover, 

by R-confluence, 

Q1 N (v';')(C~ I a(lt) IT:) 

Q2 N (v';')(C~ I a(u) I Ti) 

and by Lemma 5.2.11, Q1':!::.Q2' o 
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5.2.3 Main Results 

\Ve now return to the proof of Theorem 5.2.2. Since Po-:::'Qo we can restrict attention 

to the system Qo. Let Q be the transition system generated by Qo and F the 

transition system generated by Fo. Let Q be the sorts QI and Qs of the names used 

by the environment for initiating insertions and searches, and A the sorts AI and 

As of names to be used by the system for returning the results of the operations to 

the environment. Note that A, the sorting of Section 5.1, is a Q, A-sorting. \Ve will 

establish the following: 

3. Q~-:::'F~, where Q~ and F~ are the states corresponding to Qo in Q9 and to 

Fo in :F9 respectively. 

Thus, by the theorem on sodal confluence, Theorem 4.3.9, we have that for any 

Q,A-closed context C[·] ~r (vz)(E I .), where E is an A-polite, (Q-,A+)-client, 

C[Qo]-:::'C[Q~] and C[FJ]-:::'C[Fo]. :Moreover, by Property 3 above, it follows that 

C[Qt]-:::'C[F~]. Hence we have 

C[Qo]-:::'C[Q~]-:::'C[F~]-:::'C[Fo]. (5.1) 
, 

Note that the first branching bisimilarity, C[Qo]-:::'C[Q~], is interesting in itself, as it 

stipulates that the system Qo is indistinguishable from its s('rial version in c('rtain 

contexts. In order to complete the proof, we choose an appropriate, simple context. 

Let Eo be the ag('nt 

Eo. ~r ·!in(k,p,r).(va)l(k,J),a}.a.r.O 

I ! sr(k, r). (/la)s(k,a). ll.(b). r(b). 0 

where in, ST : Q' =I Q and T : A' =I A. It is straightforward to see that Eo is an 

A-polite, (Q-, A +)-client agent. Consider (IIi, s)( Eo I Qo). Dy the sorting discipline 

and Lemma 2.5.7, we may see that the agent is Q,A-clos('d. Th('n, by Equation 5.1 

above, (vi,s)(Eo I Qo):5:(/li,s)(Eo I Fo). Using this prop('rty wewill establish the 

required result. Let n be the following relation: 

n = {(Q,F) I Qo d> Q, Fo d> F, for some s, (vz)(E I Q) ~(vz)(E I F) 

where E = Eo I IIael a(.r).,·,,{.r),J = fn(Q)fA, 

and the r a are distinct}. 
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\Ye will show that n ~ ~A. Since (Qo, Fo) E n it then follows that QO-:::'AFO' 

Suppose (Q,F) E nand E, SI = (vz)(E I Q), 52 = (vz)(E I F) are as 

above. Suppose Q ~ Q'. The following possibilities exist: 

• a= s(k,a}, where a ~ fn(Q). By construction, F~ F'. Moreover, with r a 

fresh name 

E 
sr(k,r) 
---+ E' = E I (va)s(k,a).a(b).r(b} 

(Jla )i(k,a) , 
---+ E' = E I a(b). r(b). 

Thus, 

sr(k.r) T 
S1 = (vz)(E I Q) ---+ S~' = (vz)(E' I Q) ---+ S~ = (vza)(E" I Q') 

S2 = (vz)(E I F) 
sr(k,r) 
---+ S~ = (vz)(E'1 F): -!:... S2 = (vza)(E" IF') 

where by Q-confiuence and Lemma 4.1.6, S~~S~', S2-5:.S~. Since S1-5:.52, and 

the agents can perform. the actions sr(k, r) in only one way; Sl'~S~. Thus, 

S} ~S2' Hence, F ~ F' and (Q', F') E n. 

• a = i(k,b,a), where a ~ fn(Q). This is similar to the previous case. 

• a E A-. Suppose' a = a(v}. Then by the definition of n, E = a(i). r(x}. I C 
a(~ , for some C and some r : A' where r does not occur free in C. Hence E E 

. and 

. SI -!:... S~' = (vz)(E' I Q') ~ 5~ = (vz)(C I Q'). 

52 =? 5" = (vz')(E"1 F") r('Vl 5'~S~ 

where S"-5:.S1'. 'By A-confiu('nce and Lemma 4.1.6, 51-5:.S}', so 51-5:.S" and 

S2-5:.S". We ohs('rve the following: Suppose S2 -!:... 5 = (vz)(E1 I FI ). Thr('e 

pos~ibilities exist. 

- If F -!:... Fl and F-:::'F1 then it is dear that 52~S, 

- If F -!:... FI and F 'f:.F1 , that is if F has performed a decisive action 

determining the result of one of the operations in progress, then it is easy 

to construct examples showing that 52 ,,"S. For example, if the action 

corresponds to the determination of the value b associated with a key k 

and assuming that x is the name via which the result of the operation 

should be returned, then clearly, for all s, x ~ fn( s), 

F' s x(b) 
=? ---+ 
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whereas 

F 
in(k,b' ,r) :r(b'~ 

==> . 

Thus, F'l-F'. 

- Otherwise, F L Fl and EL El where 5ubj(.B) : A, .B comp /3 (note 

that by the construction of n, E is not capable of immediately engaging 

in any actions in Q±). Dy A-confluence and Lemma 4.1.6,52-:::'5. 

So consider 52 ~ 5". Since 52-5=5", by the observation above there exists 

. S, s, s E A+*, s comp s such that E -!...~ E" and F 2..~ F". UoreoV('r, by 

the construction of E and since r does not occur in C it must be that E" = 
r{v) I C' for some C/. Hence a{v) E sand a{v) E s. Dy the construction of F 

it follows that F a(;;~ F' and by A-confluence, F' i/a(f> ~ F" and E' s/a(f> ~ E". 

As a result 

52 ~ 5~ = (vz)(E' I F') ~ 5~ = (vz)(C IF'). 

Dy Lemma 4.1.6, 5~-5=52-5=5" and so 5q i'(4~ 5'. Dy the construction of n, 
5~-5=5' and so 5~-:::'5~. Thus, F ~ F' and (Q',F') E n as required . 

• a = T and Q ~ Q'. Then 51 ~ 5~ = (vz)(E I Q'). If 51-:::'5~ then 

(Q', F) E n. Otherwise, as observed above, it must be that Q 'iQ' and since 

51-5=52~ 52 ~~ 5~-:::'51. Suppose 

52 = (vz)(El I Ft) ~ .. ; ...!:... 5 2n = (vz)(En I F~) ...!:... 5~ = (vz)(E' I G) . 

Since.52-:::'52n , E -!...~ En, F ~~ Fn where s = a} ... 0'," 0'; E A+ and 

s· comp s. On the other hand, 5 2n 'l-5~ so En = E', Fn ...!:... G. 

Since F 2...~ Fn ...!:.. G where s E A-*, we may see by the structure of F 

that F ...!:.. F' 2..~ G. So 52 ...!:.. 5q = (vz)(E I F') and since additionally 

E -!...~ En and F' 2..~ G by A--confluence, 5~-5=5~. Thus 5~-:::'5~. This 

implies that F ~ F' and (Q', F') E n as required. 

The converse is similar. This completes the proof. o 

The remainder of this section is concerned with proving the three claims above. 

Theorem 5.2.13 Q~ is a (Q+, A -)-server .. 

PROOF: First we note that by tl;e definition of Q~ we need only consid('r Q+ actions 

in which new A-names are received. 
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Consider a derivative P of Q~. As illustrated in the proof of Lemma 5.2.8, 

P contains two names of sort Q, namely sand i and these are uniquely owned 

by components S and I of P respectively. Further, they both occur unguarded in 

positive subject position within a replicator process. Neither of them occurs within 

a summation or a parallel composition. Hence it is easy to see that Pis Q-confiuent. 

To see that P is also A-confiuent is slightly more involved. The names of sort 

A are return links via which the answers of operations initiated via names of sort 

Q are to be returned. From the definitions it is apparent how these llames are used 

and mentioned: a name a : A may occur in agents of the form Seat'Ch(a), Down(a) 

or Add(a) in a negative subject position. It does not occur in a guarded summation 

or within a parallel composition and it does not occur in the agent under the prefix 

in which it occurs. In fact P has the form 

P == (viD(at( .. . ). PI' 1 .. ·1 an { • .. ). Pn 1 C) 

where the al .•• an are pairwise distinct, and no free names of sort A occur free in a 

Pi or free and unguarded in C. Clearly, P is A-confiuent. Furthermore, we may see 

that the following hold: 

1. Suppose P ~ PI .!!...... P2 where either Q rt Q± U {T} or'/3 rt A± U {T}. It is 

easy to see by the definitions of Qo that P .!!...... P: ~ P~==P2' For example, 

if Q E A- and /3 E Q+ then in fact P2 == P~. 

2. Suppose P ~ PI and P .!!...... P2 where Q E Q+, Q =f:. /3. Then it is easy to see 

that P2 ~ as all derivatives of Po are Q+ -enabled. 

Thus Pis Q,A-socially confiuent. To obtain a (Q+,A-)-server partition of Q~ we 

take fPO' 1 a finite subset of A}, where P E 1''0 if a are the names ofsort A occurring 

free in P. To check that this is a server partition we have: 

3 If P E 1''0 and P ~ pI where Q rt Q+ U A-then from the definitions we see 

that Q must be T. It is easy to check that the free names of P are not affected 

as a result of a T action and so pI E Pll. 

4 If P E 1''0 and P ~ pI where Q E Q+ and Q = S{k,l/) or Q = i{k,b,a) where 

a is a fresh name, then since a ~ a and II occurs free in a Seat'Ch of Down 

process as the result of the invocation, pI E PU,lI. 

5 If P E 1''0 and P ~ pI where Q E A-then certainly a = subj( Q) must occur 

free in P. :Moreover, by the definitions it follows that a does not occur free 

within P'. So P E 1''0-0. 
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Finally, by Lemma 5.2.12, it follows that Q~ is a (Q+ , A - )-server system. 0 

Theorem 5.2.14 Ft- is a (Q+,A-)-server. 

The proof of this is straightforward and is omitted. o 

Theorem 5.2.15 Q~~F~. 

PROOF: It is not difficult to see that since Q~ and F~ are obtained by pruning 

the transition systems of Qo and Fo so that at most one operation is active at any 

point they are in fact branching bisimilar. An observation that plays an important 

role in the proof is that, as stated in Lemma 5.2.10, Qo is guaranteed to answer 

questions 'correctly'. This can be proved rigorously but the argument is routine 

and is omitted. o 

5.2.4 Full Results 

In this section we discuss the proof of Theorem 5.2.1, asserting the full conectness 

criterion of the operations. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 and 

makes use of previous results concerning the behaviour of the systems in question 

(such as Lemma 5.2.12) but it is based on the social confluence theory of Section 4.4 

and thus requires attention to the fact that different operations may provide the 

same name for the return of an answer. 

Since Po~Qo we can restrict attention to the system Qo and we aim to prove 

that Qo~Fo. Recall that Q is the transition system generated by Qo and F the 

transition system generated by Fo. \Ve will establish the following: 

By the main theorem of Section 4.4, Theorem 4.4.10, and Properties 1,2 above we 

have that for anyQ,A-closed context, C[·] ~f (vz)(E I')' , ... here E is a (Q-,A+)6_ 

client, C[Qo]~C[Q~] and C[F~]~C[Fo]. Uoreover, by Theorem 5.2.15, Q~~F~ and so 

C[Q~]~C[F~]. Hence we have 

C[Qo]~C[ Q~]~C[ F~l~C[ Fo]. (5.2) 

In order to complete the pI'oof, we choose an appropl'iate context. Let Eo be the 

following agent. 
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Eo(c) 

Eo(t) 

def -= in(k,p, r). (va)i(k,p, a). (Eo(a) I a. r. 0) 

+ Sl'( k, r). (va )s(k, a). (Eo(a) I a(b). r(b). 0) 
def -in(k,p, r). (~aEt i(k,p, a). (Eo(t) I a. r. 0) 

+ (va)7(k,p, a). (Eo(ta) I a. r. 0)) 

+ sr(k, r). (~aEt s(k, a). (Eo(t) I a(b). r(b). 0) 

+ (va)s(k, a). (Eo(ta) I a(b). r(b). 0)) 
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Note that in Eo(t), t contains all A names that have been provided in operation 

invocations to be used for the return of results. Thus on invoking a new operation 

Eo(t) may provide either one of the names in t, or a new name. 

It is straightforward to see that Eo is a (Q+ , A -)6 -client agent. Then, by 5.2 

above, (vi,s)(Eo I Qo)::(vi,s)(Eo I Fo). Using this property we will establish the 

required result. Let n be the following relation: 

n = {(Q,F) I Qo ~ Q, Fo ~ F, for some s, (vz)(E I Q) ::(vz)(E I F) 

where E == Eo(t) I IIaEw a(x). ra(x), a E w. iff a E fn(QHA, 

Iwla = n iff n occurs in Q, n times, 

w ~ t, and the r a are distinct} 

\Ve will show that n ~ ::. Since (Qo, Fo) E n it then follows that Qo::Fo. 

Suppose (Q, F) E nand E is as above. Suppose Q ~ Q'. There exist 

various possibilities. Consider the following: 

a = s(k,a), where a E fn(Q). By construction, F ~ F'. 110reo\'er, since 

a E fn(Q), for t such that a E t, and r a fresh uame 

E == Eo(t) I C 

Hence 

8r(k.r) 
--+ E' == (~aEt s(k, a). (Eo{t) I a( b). r(b» 

+ (va)s{k,a)(Eo(ta) I a(b). r(b» I C) 

i~) E" == Eo(ta) I a{b). r(b) I C 

51 == (vz)(E I Q) 8~) 5~' == (vz)(E' I Q) 

52 == (vz)(E I F) 8I·{k.~) 51 == (vz)(E' I F) 

5~ == (vz)(E" I Q') 

52 == (vz)(E" IF') 

where by Q-confluence and Lemma 4.1.6, 5~ -:::'5~', 52-:::'5~. Since 51 -:::'52, 5~-:::'5~ 

and so 5~ -:::'52, Hence (Q', F') E n. 
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The remaining cases are similar to those of the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. This com

pletes the proof. 0 

The remainder of this section is concerned with proving the two claims above. 

Theorem 5.2.16 Qo is a (Q+, A-),5-servE:'r. 

PROOF: As argued previously, Qo is Q-confluE:'nt. Since additionally no dE:'rivative 

of Qo may perform any Q- actions, it is also QS-confluent. To show that Qo is 

also AS-confluE:'nt is slightly more involved. RE:'call that namE:'S of sort A are return 

links via which the answers of operations initiated via names of sort Q are to be 

returned. From the dE:'finitions it is apparent that a name a : A may occur in agE:'nts 

of the form Search(a), Down(a} or Add(a} in a nE:'gative subject position. In fact a 

dE:'rivative P of Qo lIas the form 

P == (vp)(al(" .). PI 1 ••• 1 an ( •• • }. Pn 1 C) 

where no free names of sort A occur free in a Pi or free and unguarded in C. Note 

that in this setting, a1 ••• an need not be distinct. Nonetheless, it is easy to see 

that P is AS-confluent: although P may not be determinate with respE:'ct to A

actions, for all 0'1,0'2 E A -, if P ~ Ph P ~ P2, and PI ~P2 then PI ~ pI 

and P2 ~ pl. By (1) and (2) in the proof of TheorE:'m 5.2.13 we dE:'duce that Qo is 

(Q+,A-)S-socially confluent. 

To obtain a (Q+ ,A-)s-server partition of Qo we take {pCi'I a E A*} where 

p E pa if a are the namE:'S of sort A occurring free in P and, if b E fn( P) r A occurs 

n times in P, then lalb = n. To check that this partition is (Q+,A-)S-tidy we have: 

1. If P E pCi' and P ~ pi where subj( 0') ~ Q+ U A-then from the definitions 

we see that 0' must be T. It is easy to check that the free namE:'S of P are not 

affectE:'d as a result of a T action and so pI Epa. 

2. If P E pa and P ~ pi where 0' E Q+ and 0' = s(k,a} or 0' = i(k,b,a} where 

a is a fresh name, then since a ~ a and a occurs free in a Search of Down 

process as the rE:'sult of the invocation, pI E pa,a. 

3. If P E pa and P ~ pi where a E A-then certainly a = subj( a) must occur 

free in P. MorE:'ovE:'1', by the definitions it follows that a does not occur frE:'E:' 

within P'. So P E pa-a. 

Thus Qo is a (Q+,A-)s-base. Finally, by Lemma 5.2.12, it follows that Qo is a 

(Q+ ,A -)05 -ser\'(:'r. 0 

Theorem 5.2.17 Fo is a (Q+,A-)s-server. 

The proof of this is straightforward and is omitted. o 
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5.3 The Concurrent Search Structure 

As mentioned earlier, the analysis ofthe simplified structure (with sequential nodes ) 

considered in the previous section may be used to deduce the correctness of the op

erations when the nodes allow concurrent accesses. In this section we give the 

definitions of nodes that allow multiple reads and a single write to take place con

currently and verify the required results. The definitions of the concurrent nodes 

are similar to those of the sequential nodes. The sorting employed is supplemented 

by the sort U, where A(U) = {(intk,p~),(signal,intk,p~) 11:5 k:5 2m+ I}. The 

use of names of these sorts is discussed below. 

The definition of the agent NODE' == NODE{p, k,p) representing a concurrent 

node with name p, storing keys k and pointers p is given as follows: 

NODE' ~f (vU)(RDN{U) I WRN{U) 
dd - - - -RDN ; == (u) (u(k',p'). RDN(p, k',p', u) 

+ p * srch(k, r). (RDN I cond (k > last k I> r(link, findN(k,p,k»). 0, 

k :5 last k I> r(findN(k,p,k»). 0») 

WRN (~f (u)p * ins(k, q, r). cond (k > last k I> r(findN(k,p,k»). WRN, 

k E k I> r. u(k,p"}. WRN{P,k,P"), 

notfull I> r. u(k',p'). WRN{P,k',P'}, 

full I> (vp')(r(p', h).Tt(kl'Pi). 

(WRN(P, k},Pi) I NODE'(p', k;,jj2)). 

where p', j)", Pi, ... are the same as in the sequential case. Thus a node is defin('d as 

a parallel composition of two components RDN and WRN, responsible for handling 

searches and insertions respectively. The private name u : U is to be used by the 

WRN c~mponent to inform RDN of any changes to· the contents of the node du~ 
to inse~tiOl~~. The RD component in its quiescent state may receive a message via 

name u and thus update its contents. Alternatively, it may receive a search request 

via name p *srch. It'then assumes the state RDN I 'cond( ... ) in which it may 

receive new search operations and process the initial invocation (as recorded in 

the second component). Hence, multiple searches may be active within the node 

concurrently. On the other hand the WR operator allows at most one insertion at 

any time. Insertions are handled in the expected manner with the additional feature 

that if an insertion succeeds and the contents of the node are updated then the RD 

component of the node is informed via name 1L. 

The definition of the agent LEAF' == LEAF'(p, k, b) representing a leaf with 

name p, keys k and database pointers b is very similar, using the function find Land 

indicating the end of a search with the keyword done. It is given as follows: 
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. d f 
LEAF' ~ (Vll) (RDL(ll) I WRL(ll)) 

RDL ~f (ll)(ll(k't,bI).RDL{P,k',b',ll) 

+ P * srch(k, r). (RDL I cond (k > last I. I> f(link, findL(k,p, 1.»).0, 

k $ last I. I> f(done, findL(k, b, I.)). 0))) 
def -

WRL = (1l) IH ins(k, b, r). cond (k > last k 

kEk 

notfull 

full 

I> f(findL(k,b,k)). WRL, 

I> r. «(I., b"). WRL(p, k, b"), 
I> f. «(k', bI). WRL(p, f', bI), 
I> (vq)(r(q, h). «(I'll ~). 

(WRL(P, k;,~) ILEAF'(q, k;, b;))). 

Finally, the definition of the agent ROOT' == ROOT' (p, k, p, Pllt), f(;'presenting 

a foot node with name p, keys I., point('rs p and name put to be used wh('n the root 

is split is given as follows: 

ROOT' ~f (vu) (RDR(U) I WRR) 

RDR def (1l)( u(k',p,). RDR(p, k',p', 1l) 

+ u( node, k',p,). RDN(P, k',ii, u) 

+ p* srch(k,r).(RDR I r(findN(k,p, I.)). 0) 

WRR def (1l) P * ins(k, p, r). cond (k E k I> 1'. u(k, p"). WRR(p, k, p"), 

notj1,1l I> r. u(k',ii). WRR(P,k',ji), 

full I> (vp,p') (put(p}.'f.u(node,kt.Pl). 

(WRN(P,kIlPl) 

I NODE'(P', k2,ji2) 

I NEWROOT'»)) 

where NEWROOT' - ROOT'(p,(-oo,h,oo),(p,p',nil),put). The last option in the 

conditional of the WRR ag('nt corresponds to the case wh('re an ins('rtion is to take 

place in a full root. As previously this results in the split of the root which assumes 

node status and the creation of a new root. In order to achieve this change of status 

the WRR component of the root becomes WRN. 11oreo\'('r, a message communicating 

this change is sent to RDR via name u : U including the signal fUxle: signal. As 

captured in the definition of RDR, receipt of this message results in the change of 
; 

status of RDR to RDN. 

The concurrent Blink_tree in its initial state is represented by the agent 

T~ ~f (vp,p',put)(STORE«p),gd,pllt,que) . 

I ROOr' (p, ("':'00,00), (p', nil), Pllt) I LEAF' (p', (00), (nil)) 

and the system consisting of the concurrent structure and the operations is given as 
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follows: 
d f . 

P~ ~ (vget,que)(SIIIT~) 

\Ve now discuss the correctness of the operations in the concurrent search 

structure. The result asserting the correctness criterion is the following: 

Theorem 5.3.1 PIJ-:5::.Fo. 

In order to prove this resuit it suffices to show that Po-:5::.P~. Then, since Po~Fo, 
by Theorem' 5.2.1 the result follows. The proof of Po-:5::.P~ uses the theory of partial 

confluence. For P and R the sorts defined in the previous section we have the 

following: 

Lemma 5.3.2 T6R is (P+, R-)-disciplined. 

PROOF: The proof of this claim uses arguments identical to those in the proof of 

Lemma 5.2.5. 

Lemma 5.3.3 T.~NT.'~ 0- o· 

o 

PROOF: It is not difficult to see that since T~ and T6b are obtained by pruning the 

transition systems of To and T6 respectively so that at most one operation is active 

at any time then they are in fact branching bisimilar. The proof is routhie and the 

details' are omitted. 0 

Theorem 5.3.4 Po-:5::.P6. 

PROOF: Dy Lemma 5.2.3, 

Po-:5::.Q == (vget, que)(S I I I T~). 

Uoreover, by Lemma 5.2.4, Lemma 5.3.2 and since Po is a P, R-closed agent, by the 

main partial confluence theorem, Theorem 4.1.26, we have 

and since the agents are .fully convergent, Po -:5::. Q'. In addition by Lemma 5.3.3, 

T~':!::.T6~ and so Q':!::.Q'. Therefore Po':!::.Pti which completes the proof. 0 

5.4 Deletion and cOIn pression 

In this section we consider the deletion and compression algorithms of [Sag86] and 

propose an improvement to the latter. \Ve then discuss how our analysis may be 

extended to establish the; correctI{ess of these algorithms. First we note that the 
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definitions of NODE, ROOT and LEAF must be augmented to support the additional 

operations. In particular, the process-calculus representation of a pointer to a node 

becomes a value of the record type {ins I- P/,srch I- Ps,dell- PD,com I- Pc} so 

that if ]J is a node name, ]J * del and ]J * com are names of sorts P D and Pc via which 

deletions and compressions may be initiated. 

According to the algorithm in [Sag86], a deletion is handled by locating the 

leaf where the key to be deleted is and then removing the key and the pointer as

sociated with it. If a deletion results in a leaf becoming less than half full then a 

compression process is employed to redistribute data so that each non-root node of 

the tree has at least m + 1 palrs. To illustrate the main idea of the compression 

algorithm suppose node A is less than half full. The compression process is respon

sible for locating a neighbouring sibling of A, say B. If A and D togeth('r have few('r 

than 2m + 1 pairs then all their data is moved into one of the nodes and the oth('r 

is deleted. Otherwise, data is moved from D to A so that each has at It'ast m + 1 

pairs. In either case the compression process is responsible for making a change in 

the parent of A. In. the former case the pair associated with the deleted node n('('ds 

to be removed whereas in the latter case the change of the range of A l1('eds to be 

communicated. 

Various subtle points become apparent wh('n the algorithm is examin('d care

fully. First, the possibility of deletion of the lowest and greatest key of a node re

quires that information concerning these is explicitly stored. III [SagS6], each node 

must store both of these keys. However, in the algorithm we propose a 110de n(>('d 

store only its greatest key. This is explained in greater detail below. ~Iore inter

esting is the issue of deletion of nodes. According to the compression algorithm a 

node may be deleted. Nonetheless, it is possible that otllt'r processes have a point('r 

to this node and may attempt to read it after its ddetion. Hence a node cannot be 

removed altogether. Instead, when a node N is to be deleted its data is replac('d by 

a single pointer pointing to the node where the search should continue. Informally 

this is the pointer to the node where the data of N was moved before its deletion. 

The definition of the agent DElETED == DElETED(h,]J, q) repres('nting a ddet('d node 

with key h, name p and link pointer q is as follows: . 

DELETED (~r p * srch(k, r). r(q). DElETED + p * ins(~·,]J', T). r(q). DElETED 

+ ]J * €leiCk, r). r(q}. DElETED + 11* com("',p', r). r(q}. DElETED. 

In its quiescent state a deleted node may accept r('quests for all the operations. 

In response it returns the stored pointer. The key h r('presents the minimum k('y 

accessible from the deleted node. The reason for including it in the definition, is to 
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facilitate the proof of correctness by allowing us to define access(OELETEO(h,p, q}) == 

(h, 00). 

We now discuss the delete and compress operations of [Sag86] in greater 

detail and present parts of their process-calculus descriptions. Then we propose 

an alternative compression algorithm and discuss how the previous analysis has 

influenced its design. Finally, we describe briefly how the existing proofs can be 

extended to prove the new algorithm's correctness. 

5.4.1 The Algorithms 

\Ve begin ~ith the process calc~lus description of the deletion operation [SagS6]: 
, 

The agent D == D{d, get} is defined as follows, where is of type signal: 

~ D' def !d(k,a).get(q).Delete(q,k,a,c} 
, def 

Delete (q k a p)( vr)q * srch{k, r}. (r( q'). Delete{q', k, a, qp} 

+ r(linT.:, q'). Delete{q', k, a,p} 

+ r( done, b). De~q, k, a,p}) 

Del def (q k ap) (vr)q * del(k, r). (r(q'). Del{q', k, a,p} . 

+ r.a.O 

+ r( empty, k'). a. c{q, k',p}. 0). 

The agent' D ~lay ~epeatedly generate deletion processes when supplied via name d 

of sort D ~ith 'a key k to delet'e and a name a via which to signal completion of the 

deletion. Its behaviour is similar to that of the inserter agent I, of Section 5.1. Delete 

follows a path through the tree, recording the rightmost node visited on each level, 

and when the a.ppropriate leaf is found it requests the deletion of the appropriate 

key using the selector del. If the deletion results in the leaf becoming less than half 

full, the deletion process is informed of this by the LEAF agent in question sending 

it the value empty and a key. In such a case a compression process is activated via 

name c of a sort C to redistribute the leaf's data or delete it if it has become empty; 

this may lead to activation of other compression processes. ' 

; .. ' When the compression agent C == C{c} below is supplil'd with the pointer to 

the half empty node, one of its keys, and the path recorded by the deletion process, 

it activates a compressor: 

C . def , ( . k -) C (k -) = . c q, ',]). ompress q, ',p . 

Although sharing properties with the Up phase of the insertion operation, Compt'ess 

has a much more complicated and subtle behaviour. Informally, it behaves as follows: 

if the node is the root then Compress terminates, (the root is permitted to be less 
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than half empty). Otherwise, using the path received, Compress first locates and 

locks the parent P of the node A to be compressed. It then locks and examines node 

A. If A is no longer less than half full, due to insertions and compressions having 

taken place since its creation, Compress terminates. Similarly, if A is the rightmost 

child of P, the two nodes are unlocked and Compress terminates. Otherwise, the 

third node to be locked is A's right neighbour, B. If P does not have a pointer 

to n then it must be that this is still to be inserted in P by an inserter in its Up 

phase. In this case all three nodes are unlocked and Compress repeats this part of 

its activity, beginning by locking P. It is expected that in the meantime a pointer 

to n will have been added to P and Compress will be able to proceed. If, on the 

other hand, P does have a pointer to B, then one of the following takes place: 

1. If A and n h;we together no more than 2m pairs, the data of B is shifted 

into A, node n is' deleted, and the old high key of A and the pointer to B 

are deleted from P. Then the nodes are unlocked. It is possible that due to 

, the deletion of a pair from P, it may become less than half full. If either A 

or P is less than half full then further compression processes are initiated to 

rebalance the tree. 

2. If A and B together have more than 2m pairs then pairs are shifted from n 
to A so that each has at least m pairs. The high key of A is updated in P and 

the three nodes are unlocked. 

This process may be repeated in several levels of the tree and may reach the root. 

As with insertion agent Up, it is possible that the path provided by the deletion 

process may become empty although a compression is required at a higher level of 

the tree. If this happens, the compression process queries the STORE to obtain the 

names of the leftmost nodes at each of the new levels. 

The algorithm has the following defect. Consider the compression of a, node 

A described above and suppose that case (2) applies so that data of B is shifted into 

its left neighbour, A. Suppose that the compression is running concurrently ''lith a 

process searching for a key k which is about to examine node B. Suppose additiOli

ally that key k belongs to the data shifted into A as a result of the compression. 

It is easy to see from the definition of the search operation that this fact will not 

be noticed. The search will continue in the subtree of n and thus fail ('rron('ollsly. 

This problem was noted in [Sag86] and a solution was proposed in which proces~es 

are aborted and restarted. This involves storing the low key of each node explicitly 

and modifying the search phase of all of the ~perations so that during the search 

in a node for a key k, it is checked whether k is greater than the node's low key. If 
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it is, the operation may proceed; otherwise it is aborted and must be restarted at a 

higher level. 

The compression algorithm we propose is a variant of the algorithm above 

which avoids the problem described. In its design our intention was to ensure 

that, like Up, Compress affects neither the contents of the tree 110r the accessibility 

of 110des. Hence its actions do not change the branching-bisimilarity state of the 

system. It was observed in the analysis that an invariant maintained by the search 

and i11sertion algorithms which is crucial to their correctness is that the minimum 

key of a 110de is not altered during the node's lifetime. This and the fact that data 

is moved only from left to right ensures that operations may always be completed 

successfully, if necessary by using link pointers. It can be seen that in fact a weaker 

invariant property suffices: that the minimum of a node is never increased. (Note 

that in the algorithm of [Sag86] just described, the low key of a node may increase.) 

The new algorithm maintains this invariant during the compression process: 

when a node A is half empty Compress locates and locks its parent P. By reading P 

it obtains a pointer to the node B expected to be the left (as opposed to the right) 

neighbour of Ai it then locks Band A. If A is no longer half empty, Compress 

releases the three nodes and terminates. If the link pointer of B does not point to 

A then all three nodes are unlocked and Compress repeats this part of its activity, 

beginning by locking P. Otherwise, Compress performs one of (1) and (2) described 

above. 

It is easy to see that either B is deleted and all its data is moved into A, or 

data is moved from B to A. Both cases result in the decrease of A's lowest key and 

the movement of data takes place from left to right. Note that in the former case 

B becomes DElETED(h,p, q) where h is the minimum key of B, p is its pointer and 

q is the pointer to A. 

However, if A is the leftmost child of a node then this procedure cannot be 

applied, A having no left neighbour. Instead A's right neighbour C is visited. If 

A and C together have fewer than 2m + 1 keys, then A is deleted and its data is 

moved to C. Otherwise, Compress releases the three nodes and repeats this part of 

its activity, beginning by locking P. The algorithm does not move data from C to 

A: this may cause failure of a process that subsequently tries to read C expecting 

to find information that has been moved to A. Although this last scenario may 

result in Compress locking and unlocking the three nodes several times and delay 

the progress of other processes, we may expect that it is likely to arise infl'equ('ntly 

due to the 'normal' movement of data from left to right. 
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Hence the new algorithm maintains the invariants necessary to guarantee its 

correctness and that of the other operations, and in contrast to [Sag86], none of the 

other operations must be changed, and the abortion and restarting of operations 

is avoided. Moreover, the new algorithm does not require the addition of the low 

key to the nodes of the data structure and is at least as efficient as the original 

algorithm. vVe move on to discuss the proof of its correctness. 

5.4.2 Correctness 

Let Co be the system composed from a tree in its initial state and the operations S, 

I, D and C. The correctness of the algorithms may then be expressed by comparison 

with an agent B which gives a succinct description of the intended observable be

haviour of the system. Agent B is similar to agent F in Section 5.2 and it takes the 

following additional parameters: the name d via which deletions may be initiated; a 

sequence fJ (the deletions) of pairs consisting of a key k to be deleted and a name a 

via which the termination of the deletion may be signalled; and a sequence fJc (the 

completed deletions) of names a whose keys have been deleted but which have not 

been used to signal this. \Ve define B == B(i,d,s,j,t,tC,(I,(lC,b,6C)'as follows: 

.B 
def = i(k,b,a).B( ... ,t(k,b,a), ... ) 

+ s(k,a).B( ... ,(I(k,a), ... ) 

+ d(k,a).B( ... ,6(k,a), ... ) 

+ !:(k,b,a)E' T.B( ... ,j[b/k],t- '(k,b,a), tCa, ... ) 

+ !:(k,a)EIY T. B( .. . , (I - (k, a), (lc (a, j( k », ... ) 
+ !:(k,a)E6 T. B( .. . ,j[nil/k], .. . ,b - (k,a), fJc (a» 

+ !:(a)EtC a. B( ... , tC - (a), ... ) 

+ !:(a,b)E"'C a(b). B( . .. , (lc - (a, b}, ... ) 

+!:(a)E6ca.B( ... ,fJc- (a}). 

The first three summands represent initiation of new operations, the next three 

invisible completion of outstanding operations (with appropriate update of the as-

sociation in the case of insertion and deletion), and the last three signals of outcomes 

to the environment. 

Let Bo == B(i,d,s,>..k.nil,€,€,c,€,c). The theorem asserting the correctness 

of the algorithm is the following: 

Theorem 5.4.1 Co ~ Bo. 

This theorem may be proved by extending the proof in Section 5.2 to accom

modate the deletion and compression oper~tions. The main reworking concerns 
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Section 5.2.2; the results of Sections 5.2.1 and 5.3.3 follow in an almost identi

cal way. In particular, Lemma 5.2.8 needs to be extended to consider derivatives 

of the Delete and Compress processes. It is then possible to deduce a new ver

sion of Lemma 5.2.10 asserting that deletion operations may terminate successfully. 

Moreover, Lemma 5.2.11 may be extended to show that the compression operation 

does not change the branching-bisimilarity state of the system. The a.rguments are 

lengthy and require careful attention to detail, but the proof is not difficult. Due to 

its length it is omitted. 



Chapter 6 

Concurrent Objects 

The main ajm of this chapter is to enunciate and prove the soundness of transfor

mation rules for programs of a concurrent-object language. Its starting point is the 

work of C D Jones (Jon93a, Jon96] on formal development of concurrent programs 

utilizing ideas from object-oriented programming. A central part of that devel

opment process is the use of transformations to increase the scope for concurrent 

activity within systems of objects prescribed by programs without altering their ob

servable behaviours. The results of the chapter concern a specific concurrent-object 

programming language, a variant of the 1roj3>.. language [Jon93a] which in turn is 

derived from the POOL family [Ame89]. This small language is rich enough for 

the problems to be interesting and difficult and for the cQncepts and techniques 

to be illustrated to good effect. The concepts and 'techniques are, however, widely 

applicable. 

There has been a substantial amount of work on semantics for the POOL 

family of languages. In addition to the translational semantics mentioned in the 

Introduction, other semantic techniques have also been investigated. In [ADKR86] 

an operational semantics was given to a member of the family. A reformulation 

of this semantics as a two-level transitional semantics was presented in [\Va195a] 

and a close correspondence between this and a semantics by translation to the 1r

calculus was established. Furthermore, in [ADKR89], a, denotational seniantics was 

provided based on metric spaces. As one would expect, considering the kind of 

language under study, the metric-space model is complicated and its suitability for 

reasoning about programs r~majns to be investigated. 'York on the POOL family 

also includes [Doe91], where a proof system for reasoning about the correctness of 

POOL programs was presented. 

In this chapter we build on work using calculi of mobile processes as semantic 

167 
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bases for concurrent-object languages. In our view these models with changing 

structure are very well suited to giviug uatural and direct semantic definitions of 

such languages. This method of semantic definition has the additional benefit that 

the process-calculus theory may be used to reason rigorously about classes of systems 

and individual systems prescribed by programs. 

We begin our analysis by studying the notion of determinacy within the lan

guage and we isolate syntactic conditions which guarantee that programs conforming 

to them are determinate. \Ve seek syntactic conditions on programs which ensure 

that references to objects may not be shared. To achieve this we augmeut the lan

guage with an expression form which expresses a destructive read of a variable. This 

gives a means of expressing cleanly that when one object sends to a second object 

a reference to a third object, the first object relinquishes the reference to the third. 

It would be very awkward to express tlus effect without the additional expression 

form. The determinacy of the sublanguage generated by these conditions is proved 

on the basis of the translational semantics to the 7l" v-calculus. A proof based on an 

operational semantics for the language was also undertaken in [PW95]. 

This study enhanced significantly our understanding of the concurrent-object 

language and it gave clear directions for the enunciation of the transformation rules: 

generalizations of the conditions play a role in the rules we consider. lIoreover . 
the notions of confluence and partial confluence are central to the proofs of their 

correctness. As shown in [L\V95a], partial confluence is useful in reasoning about 

classes of non-confluent systems in which interaction between possibly nou-confluent 

components is of a certain discipliued kind. Here we employ the theory of partial 

confluence accommodating divergence. This turns out to be necessary as in cousid

ering the correctness of the transformation rules, the possibility of non-termination 

of method invocations must be taken into account. 

An outline of the chapter follows. In the next section we introduce the 

programming language and we give an informal accouut of its semantics. A formal 

semantics by translation is then presented in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 we study 

determinacy in the language and isolate syntactic conditions which guarantee it. 

This claim is formally proved on the basis of the semautic defiuition in Section 6.4. 

In Section 6.5 the transformations are introduced; the pl'oof of their corr('ctness is 

undertaken in Section 6.6. 
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6.1 The programming language 

We begin with a description of the programming language, which is a variant of the 

7roj3).. langu'age [Jon93a] in turn derived from the POOL family [Ame89], and an 

informal discussion ofits semantics. The language is statically-typed with types bool 

(Dooleans), int (integers), unit (the one-element type) and ref(A) for A a class name. 

A value of type ref(A) is a reference to an object of class A; classes are explained 

below. In the abstract syntax definitions we use A to range over class names, m 

over method names, X, Y over variable names, f over constants and operators of 

the Doolean, integer and unit types, E over expressions, and S over commands. The 

expressions and commands are the well-typed phrases given as follows: 

E ,.,y, I xt I new(A) I feE) I E!m(E) I· input 

5 X := E I output E I return E 

51; 52 I if E then 51 else 52' 

E!m(E) commit E!m(E) 

Declarations are given as follows, where T ranges over types. First, variable decla

rations are given by 

Then, method declarations are given by 

}'I clec ::= method m(l' : T) : T, ~,. dec, 5 

where Y of types T are the formal parameters, T is the result type, and 5 is the 

body of the method with Vdec declaring variables local to it. Sequences of method 

declarations are given by 

}'I clecs ::= AI dec}, ... , :U llecq 

and class declarations by 

Cda ::= class A, Vela, }'[decs 

Finally, program declarations are given by 

PlIec ::= Cllec}, ••. , Cl/ec r , trigger Eo 

where Eo is of the form new(A)!m(I{). 

Pdec above prescribes the possible computations of a system of concurrent 

objects each of which is an instance of one of the classes declared in it. The ex

pression Eo acts as a trigger to initiate computation by creating an object of one 
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of the classes A and invoking one of its methods m with parameters [{ where each 

parameter is a constant or the expression new(IO) (see below). Arbitrarily-many 

objects may be created during computation, and references to objects (and simple 

values) may be' passed in interactions between objects. In this way highly mobile 

systems may be described. Each object of class A, as in Cdec above, has private 

variables, as declared in Vdec. On creation, it assumes a quiescent state in which 

each of its private variables has the value nil (representing a reference to no object 

for variables of the ref types and the undefined value for variables of types bool, 

int and unit), and anyone of its methods, as declared in Mdecs may be invoked. 

When an object a invokes in an object {3 its method m, as in Mdec above (with 

some parameters), the activity of 0: is suspended until the result of the invocation is 

returned to it. On invocation, {3 executes the body S of m. It may return a result 

to 0: by executing a return command. Alternatively, {3 may, via a commit command, 

delegate to another object 'Y the responsibility for returning a result to 0:, thereby 

freeing itself to continue with some other activity. On completing execution of the 

method body S, {3 resumes its quiescent state; only then may another method be 

invoked in (3. Objects may enjoy concurrent activity as the return of a result or the 

delegation of the responsibility for returning a result need not be the last action in 

a method body. 

An informal account of the meanings of expressions and commands follows. 

Evaluation of X involves reading the value of the variable X. That of xt is similar 

except that the value of X becomes nil when it is read. Evaluation of new(A) results 

in the creation of an object of class A; the value of the expres~ion is a reference to that 

object. f ranges over constants (0, true, nil etc.) and simple operators (+, = etc.). 

The evaluation of E!m( E) involves the evaluation of E and then the expressions in 

the tuple E followed by the invocation of method m with parameters the values of 

E in the object to which the value of E is a reference. The value of the expression 

E!m(E) is the simple value or reference returned to the object as the result of the 
, ' 

method invocation. Evaluation of input consumes an integer from the environment 

of the system, which becomes the value of the expression. The result type of a 

command of the form E!m( E) is unit. The assignment, sequence and conditional 

commands are standard. Execution of output E involves evaluation of E and the 

output of its (integer) value to the environment. Execution of return E involves 

evaluation of the expression E and return of its value to the object ultimately 

responsible for the invocation of the method in which the statement occurs. The 

commit command is explained below via an example class definition. 
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Interaction with the environment is the function of objects of the following 

distinguished class whose definition is assumed, without explicit mention, to be 

present in every program declaration: 

class 10 

method InO: int 

return input 

method Out(X:int):unit 

return nil ; output(X) 

We restrict attention to programs in which new(IO) does not occur except 

in the trigger of a program so that at most one object of class IO exists at any point 

during computation. In addition we require that input and output(E) occur only 

within the IO class. Note however that this does not impose any severe constraints 

on the system's interaction with the environment as many objects may share the 

reference to the 10 object and thereby input and output integer values by invoking 

the appropriate methods. 

We illustrate the language in the example class declaration below from [Jon93a]. 

class T 

var K:int, V:ref(A), L:ref(T), R:ref(T) 

method insert(X:int, W:ref(A»:unit 

return nil ; 

if K=nil then (K:=X ;.V:=W L:=new(T) 

else if X=K then V: =W 

else if X<K then L!insert(X,W) 

else R!insert(X,W) 

method search(X:int):ref(A) 

if K=nil then return nil 

else if X=K then return V 

else if X<K then commit L!search(X) 

else commit R!search(X) 

R:=new(T» 

This class may be used to construct binary tree-structured symbol tables, an exam

ple of which is shown in Figure 6.1. 

An object of this class represents a node which stores in its variables K, V, L, R 

an integer key, a value (a reference to an object of some class A), and references to 

two instances of the class (its left and right children in the tree structure of which 

it is a component). It has two actions: the method insert which allows a key-value 
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Figure 6.1: A symbol table 

pair to be inserted, and the method search which returns the value associated with 

its key parameter (or nil if there is none). 

\Vhen an object of this class is created all its variables have nil values and 

it assumes a quiescent state in which either of its methods may be invoked. When 

one object invokes a method in a second object, the activity of the first object 

is suspended until it is released from the rendezvous by execution of a return 

command by the second object or by some other object to which the responsibility 

for returning a result has been delegated. On completing the execution of a method 

. body an object returns to its quiescent state; another method may then be invoked. 

Thus only one method may be active in an object at any point during computation. 

'Vhen an object a executes a comrni t command by invoking a method in an obj('ct 

(3, it is implicit (i) that (3 should return its result not to a but to the object / to 

which a should return a result, and (ii) that a is freed from the task of returning a 

result to /. In particular, activity of a may proceed in par~el with that of {3. Thus 

if the search method is invoked in a node with a key smaller (resp. larger) than 

that stored there, the node will commit that search to its ldt (resp. right) child, 

and we may think of the node as passing to the child the return address to which 

the result of the search should be sent. This address will have been- received by the 

node either directly from the initiator of the search, if the node is the root, or from 

its parent in the tree. Since execution of a return or a comrni t command is not 
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the last action in the execution of a method body, objects may enjoy concurrent 

activity. 

6.2 The semantic definition 

'Ve now give a semantics for the programming language by translation to the 1r v

calculus. The type system of the calculus plays an important role in organizing 

the definition and reasoning about agents representing programs. \Ye assume the 

existence of the infinite sets C containing all class names and U containing all 

method names. Further, we assume that there exists a partition of C into a finite 

set of blocks. 'Ve let /'i, range over these blocks. The types we employ in the semantic 

definition 'are given below. 

1. The non-reference types of the language, i.e. bool, int and unit. 

2. The sorts 

MA for A E C and m E lIf, invocation links, 

CA for A E C, creation links, 

Ry return links, 

LT internal links, 

E external links, 

where T ranges over the types of the language. It is collvenient to introduce 

the following synonyms: we write NIL = Lunih B = Lbool and N = Lint. The use 

of sorts will be explained below. 

3. The record type {ml I- MA1, .•. ,m" I- MAn}, where mh ... ,m" are the 

method names of class A. For notational simplicity we 'abbreviate this 1r v

calculus record type to ref(A). We refer to terms of sort ref(A) as object 

names of class A. Such' terms will be the process-calculus representations of 

'object identifiers'. If cr is an object name of class A alld 111, E {mI. ... ,mo } 

then the field selector cr * m is of sort MA'. It is the liuk via which method m 

may be invoked in object cr. 

The values of the types are as follows: of the non-reference types the values 

true, false, 0,1, ... aud nil; of the sorts, the names; and of the record types, the terms 

{l:= ti} where ti are names of sort MA'. 

The sorting A is the following partial function on sorts. First 
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= {(ref(A))}. 

{(T)} A(Rr) 
A(LT) 

A(E) = 
= {(T)} 

{(int)} 
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and if in the definition of class A we have method m(1"I: T1, ••• , 1"n: Tn): T ... , and 

A E K, then 

The significance of the sorting will become clear when the semantic mapping is 

given. Briefly, it is based on the following ideas: 

1. A name of sort CA may be used to communicate object names of class A. Such 

names will be used in the creation of objects. 
, 

2. A name of sort Rr will represent a link via which a result of type T may be 

returned to an object of some class A E K. 

3. A name of sort LT may be used to communicate names of type T. Such names 

will be used for reading from and writing to the store. 
,~ . 

4. A name of sort E may be used to communicate integers. Such names will be 

used in representing the interaction of a program with its environment . 

. 5. A name of sort MA will represent a link via which method m may be invoked 

in an object of class A. In au invocation a number of parameters are sent, 

represented by values of types T}, ... , Tn! and a link sort RJ-, along which the 

result should be returned. 

\Ve now define the translation [.J by induction on the structure of phrases. 

We will use LT to abbreviate the n-tuple (LT,"" LT). \Ye begin with variable 

declarations. \Ve have 

[var X : T] : abs( L}) ~r (r d W)REGT(r, d, w, nil) 

where a register of type T is defined by 

3 d.·r 
REGT : abs(LT,T) = (r d W x) 

(r(x). REGT(r, d, w, x) + d(x). REGT(r, el, w, nil) 

+w(y). REGT(r, d, w, y}). 

Here x represents the value stored, which is undefined, that is set to nil, when the 

variable is declared. The names r, d and ware links via which values of type T 
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may be communicated and they are used for reading, destructively reading, and 

writing the register respectively. A sequence of variable declarations is encoded as 

the composition of the agents representing the individual declarations. 

An expression E of type T is encoded as an agent [E] : abs( 0, LT), where 0 

consists of sorts corresponding to the variables and new expressions that occur in 

E, whereas LT corresponds to the name via which the value of the expression is to 

be delivered. For constants and variables of type T we have 

[nil] : abs(LT) def 
(val) val(nil) = 

[X]: abs(L}) def (r val) rex). val(x} 

[xt] : abs(L}) def (d val) (1(1'). val(x). = 

Thu~ evaluation of a variable X involves reading the value of the variable by commu

nication with the register corresponding to X via name r and delivering this value 

via name val. For the creation of a new object of class A, 

[new(A)] : abs(CA, LA) ~f (n val)n(a). val(a}. 

This agent receives via a name of sort CA a term representing an object identifier 

of a new instance of class A and yields that term as its value. The intention is that 

the term will be received from the agent representing class A. Definitions of classes 

soon follow. 

Next we look at operator definitions. Suppose Ei : Ti and assume that 

[Ei] : abs(Oi, LT;}. Then for a unique (J with p: 0, there are Pi : Oi determined by 

the structure of the expressions so that 

[ope El ... En)] : abs( 0, LT) ~f (P val)(v ill : NIL, vall: lTp ... , vain: lTn) 

[El](pt. vall} 

" , 

1 w2· [E2](Pi, val2) 

I .. · 
I wn· [En](j);;, t1aln) 

1 vall (xd· w2' v (li2( 1'2) ... W'l' valu( x n). val( ope x) . 

This definition captures the left to right evaluation of the operator's arguments as 

the last component receives the value of an expression Ei via an internal channel 

va Ii and then activates evaluation of Ei+! by signalling on the illternallink Wi+!. 

Once all expressions are evaluated, the operator is applied to their values and the 

result is returned via channel val. Similarly, method invocations may be defined: 
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[Eo] (Po, valo} 

1 WI· [El](Pi, vall) 

I·· . 
1 wn· [En](j);;, vain} 
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1 valo(xo). wI' va1l(xd··· Wn· t,aln(xn). 

(vr: Rr).l'o * m(x,r).r(v).va/(v) 

where Ei : Ti and if Eo: ref(A), Eo!m(E): T' then A E #\', T = T'. 

Each command 5 is encoded as an agent [5] : abs(O, NIL) where fJ consists 

of sorts corresponding to the distinct variables and new expressions occurring in 5 
as well as names associated with the return of results of method calis, and the final 

parameter (d in the definitions) is used to signal termination of 5. \Ve have the 

following: 

[X:= E]: abs(fJ, LT,Nll) def (jJw d)(vval: LT) 

[E](p, val} 

1 val(x).w(x}.d 

Hence, execution of an assignment consists of evaluation of the expression and com

munication with the store agent in order to write its value to the appropriate register. 

Similarly, the translation of a return command involving an expression of sort T and 

assuming that the penultimate parameter is the return link via which the result is 

to be returned, is . 

def 
[return E] : abs( 0, Rh NIL) = (jJ r d)(v val: IT) 

[E]{jJ, val) 

1 t'Ct/(x).r(x}.d. 

The translations of the remaining commands follow along similar lines, and in the 

commit statement we assume that Eo : ref(A) and A E #\', E: T, and Eo!m(Eo) : T. 

[if E then 51 else S2]: abs(O,Nll) ~f (po PI P2 el)(vl'(d: B,al: NIL,d2 : NIL) 

[E](PO, t'al) 

1 t'Ct1( b}. cond (b t> (/1.0, true t> (/2.0) 

1 (/1' [Sl](p},d), 

1 d2, [S2](Pi, d» : 

[SI; S2] : abs(8, NIL) ~f 0 (PI Pi el)(v el' : NIL) 
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[Sd(jJi, d' ) 

I cl' • [S2](jJ2, el) 

[commit Eo!m(E)] : abs(O, Rj., NIL) ~r (p T d)(vw : NIL, valt : lTl!" . vain : lTn) 

[Eo] (po, valo) 

1 tVt· [Et](pt, valt) 

I .. · 
1 Wn· [En](]);;, vain) 

I valo(xo). Wt· valt(Xt) ... "iIi;;'. valn(xn). 

[output E] : abs( 0, E, NIL) 
d.,C 

(p out d)( vval : N) 

[E](p, val) 

I :Ml(v).out{v),d 

[input] : abs(E, NIL) ~r (in val)in(x). val(x) 

Xo * m(x, r). d 

Note that in the representation of a sequential composition Sj S' the agent encoding 

of S interacts with the encoding of S' via a name of sort NIL to signal that S finishes 

and S' may begin. 

It remains now to give the translations of class and program declarations. 

Suppose 

Gelee class B, "Velee, Melees 

where 

Mdecs 

and 

Mdeci ::= method mj(li : Ti) : Tj, var Zj : Uj, Sj. 

Then the encoding of a class declaration is as follows: 

where a = {111.t := hI! ... , m'q := hq }. The replicator [Cdec] may repeatedly emit on 

the link riB a new object name a of sort ref( B) and thereby activate a new instance 
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of the class in its quiescent state, ObjB(a, n, Z}. The names n represent the creation 

links via which objects of the remaining classes may be created as required by Cdec, 

and z = (in,out) if B = 10 and (), otherwise. Agent ObjB is defined as below. 

When a method mi is invoked via the name a * mi, the appropriate method body is 

executed and an additional store containing the parameters of the method is created 

as follows. 

BodYB ~f (anzp)(vel) 

(~?=1 a * mi( Vi, r). (v u) 

((TIREGTij (rYij' dYij,~W}~ij' Vii) I [var Zi : Ui])(U) I [Si](n,p,u, mi, r, el)) 

I el. BodYB(a, n,P)) 

where 11 = ry, ely, wy, Ti, dz, wz. The result of the method is returned via the name 

r supplied in the invocation and the completion of the execution of the method body 

is signalled via name d : NIL. The companion of tIllS action is provided by the last 

component of the agent and results in the object returning to its quiescent state, 

while information concerning the method's local variables is lost, since the scope 
,. . 

of the names 11 does not extend to the Body B component. Finally we have the 

encoding of a program. If 

Pelec == Cdecl,"" Cdec,., trigger E 

then 

where fn([PdecD = {in,out}, and ii' represent the creation links via which objects 

may be created, as required by E. 

6.3 Determinacy 

We wish to isolate syntactic conditions on programs which guarantee determinacy. 

The behaviour of an object, being sequential, is determinate. Nondeterminism may 

arise if two objects a and f3 share a reference to a third object i. For consider 

a state in a computation at which both a and f3 wish to invoke methods in i. 

The subsequent behaviour of i, and hence of the system, will in general not be 

independent of which invocation proceeds. We may expect, however, that if in no 
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state reachable from the initial configuration of a program do two objects share a 

reference, then the behaviour of the program is determinate. In fact we will be able 

to show that our conditions guarantee confluence. 

\Ve first state and explain the syntactic conditions. 

Definition 6.3.1 Classes At, ... An form a community if each method body S of 

each Aj satisfies the following: 

1. S does not contain X := Y where X, Yare of type ref(Ai), 

2. S does not contain Eo!m(E,X,E') or return X where X is of type ref(Ai), 

3. if E contains X!m(Eboo .,En) where X: ref(Ai), then for no h E [1..n] does 

Eh have a subexpression Fo!m'(F,Xt,F'), and 

4. S is responsible (see below). 

A program Pdec is a D-program if the classes declared in it form a community. 

The first three conditions are concerned with the sharing of references. Condition 1 

prevents a reference from being copied by au object. Note that an assignment of the 

form X := yt may appear in a D-program. Communication of a reference from one 

object to another can take place in two ways: as au argument of a method call or as a 

result of a method invocation. Condition 2 ensures that if an object sends a reference 

then it relinquishes it. Note that a D-program may contain statements similar to 

those prohibited by Condition 2 but which differ in that xt appears in the place of 

X. Moreover, in a statement of the form X!m(Eb ... , En), where a method is to be 

invoked in the object to which the value of X is a reference, evaluation of E1, ••• , En 

should not result in the reference to X being communicated to another object: this is 

the purpose of Condition 3. The purpose of Condition 4 is to prevent competition for 

access to au object through irresponsible activity related to the return of a method 

call. That is, if a method is invoked in an object, it should either return a result to 

the caller or delegate the responsibility for doing so to another object: it should not 

attempt to return a result more than once, nor should it attempt to return a result 

and delegate the responsibility for doing so to another object, nor should it delegate 

the responsibility to two or more ohjects. A commaud is return/commit free, toe!, if 

it contains no return cOlllmand and no commit command. 

Definition 6.3.2 The set of responsible commands is given as follows: 

1. return E and commit E!m(E) are responsible; 
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2. 51; 52 is responsible if exactly one of 51, 52 is responsible and the other is ref, 
f, 

3. if E then 51 else 52 is responsible if 51,52 are responsible. 

6.4 A D-program is confluent 

The main result of this section is: 

Theorem 6.4.1 Let Pdec be a D-program. Then [Pdec] is fully db-confluent. 

To prove the theorem it is necessary to undertake a detailed analysis of the behaviour 
• ,. ! 

~f D-program~ as defined by the translational semantics. 

The following four lemmas capture a number of properties satisfied by the 

encodings of program fragments and will be useful in later reasoning. First, let us 
, ' , .' 

introduce some abbreviations. Let C be the union of all sorts CA, L the union of all 

sorts LT and given a block /'i, let R" be the union of all sorts Rr. Further, we use 0' to 

denote a partial function from variables to values, a store, and given 0' = {(Xi, Vi)}, 
we define, 

It is also convenient to employ the following: Let a = {ml := hI'" mq := hq} : 

ref(A), forsome A E C. We say that (i) a E fn(P) if, for some j, 'hj E fn(P) and (ii) 

a is borne (handled, controlled) in P if, for some j, hj is borne (handled, controlled) 

in P. Moreover, we often write (va) for (vh t ••• hq ). 
, \ 

Lemma 6.4.2 ' 

1. Let E be an expression and [E] == [E](oo.,val). Suppose that for some 0', 

Po = (vz)([E] I [0']) =* P, where Po is L-c1osed. Then P == (vz)(Q I [0"]) 
and if val occurs in s then 

, '. < • 

(a) for all X, if xt occurs in E then u'X = nil otherwise u'X = uX,' a,nd 
; , " . , 

(b) s = soval(v) for some v, 80 does not contain val, and Q == o. 

2. Let 5 be a command and [5] == [5]( ... , d). ,Suppose that for some 0', Po = 

(vz)([5] 1[0']) =* P, where Po is L-closed. Then P == (vz)(Q I [0"]) and if d 

occurs in s then 8 = sod, for some So not containing d, and Q == o. 

PROOF: The proofs are by structural induction on E and 5 and follow easily from 

the semantic definitions. o 

Recall that an object name of a class II is a term of the record type ref(ll) of the 

form {ml := hI,' .. , mn := hn} where ml, • •. , mn are the names of the methods of 
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B and hi : M8 '. It is convenient to fi..'C, for each B in G, A, a partition'" of the 

names of the MB-sorts into blocks of the form {hI, ..• , hn } where hi : M8" and to 

require that the names comprising an object name of type ref(B) be those forming 

a block. Then we define a partition II of Act by requiring that QII~ if Q = ~, or 

a = r(v) and ~ = r(v') for some R-name r and some v, v', or a = h(v, r) and 

~ = h' (;', r') for some h '" h' and some v,;,, r, r'. Thus two actions are equivalent if 

they represent receipt of results of a method invocation or invocations of methods 

in some object. 

Lemma 6.4.3 Let B be a class. The following hold: 

1. ObjB(a ... ) is fully convergent, consistent and II-confluent. 

2. For all derivatives P of ObjB(a .. . }, P bears a and if P bears ~ : ref(B) for 

some B, then a = ~. Further, if a occurs unguarded in subject position in P 

then P is of the form (vz)(DodYB(u) 1[0']). 

3. Let P be a derivative of ObjB(a .. . }. If P handles x : MA then a subcommand 

E!m(E) where E is of type ref(A) occurs in one of the method bodies of B. 

PROOF: The first part follows from the fact that an object and therefore its en

coding is a sequential entity. The only significant point is the guarded summation 

in its definition. This represents the willingness of the object, in its quiescent state, 

to accept any method invocation. The use of IT-confluellce ensures that it is not 

required that the confluence property holds for different method invocations in an 

object. The second part follows easily from the translational definitiOlis. Note that 

a is in fact the name of the object. The last part can be seen to hold from the 

translation and making use of the sorting. o 

Uoreover, if P is a derivative of ObjB and is of the form (vz)(DodYB(u) I [0']) we 

say that P is quiescent. Thus, in the quiescent state an object is capable of accepting 

method invocations. 

Lemma 6.4.4 Let [B] be the encoding of some class B. Then 

where fn(Dj) = {a,n,z}. Further, [D] is a consistent, II-confluent, l-dosed agent. 

PROOF: The result follows directly from the translational definitions and the pre

vious lemma:. 0 
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Lemma 6.4.5 Let Pdec be a program declaration. Then [Pdec] is a friendly 

agE'nt. 

PROOF: Recall that if 

Pdec == Cdecl,"" Cdec,., trigger E 

then 

[Pdec] ~f (vn)([Cdecl](nt,nl) 1 ••• 1 [Cdec,.](ll r ,»;:) 1 [IO](in,out) 1 [E](~'») 

whE're fn([Pdec]) = {in,out}, and by the previous lemma, each of [CdecI1 is a 

consistent replicator. Further, a derivative of [Pdec] has the form: 

. (vq)(PI 1 .. ·1 Pn 1 [CdecI]{"') 1 .. ·1 (Cdec,.]( ... ) 1 P) 

where each of Pl!. "Pn is a derivative of some [Cdecj] and P of [E]. Thus by 

definition [Pdec] is a friendly agent. 0 

As noted earlier, the COnfiUE'llCe of aD-program reliE's on the absE'nce of 

sharing of refE'rences to objects. \Ye aim to prove that the conditions imposed 

on a community guarantee this fact and thE'reby establish the confluence of the 

encoding of a D-program. The first stE'P towards this result considE'rs evaluation of 

an expression occurring within a class of a community. This result has an assume

guarantE'e form: it asserts that assuming computation bE'gins in an 'acceptable' state 

and satisfies certain properties, then it will not result in object-referE'ncE's bE'ing 

copiE'd (Clause 1), or the sE'nding of a refE'rence that is rE'tained wi thin the body or 

the store (Clause 2{a)). MorE'over, it will not sE'nd two copies of a refE'rence (Clause 

2(c) and if it evaluatE'S to a value of type ref(A) thE'n this value does not occur 

in the resulting store (Clause 3) and originates eithE'r from within the initial store 

or from au input action of the computation (Clause 4). Dy an accE'ptable state we 

mean that the store does llot contain multiple copies of obj{'ct refl'rE'llces (Clause b). 

The property required of the environment (Clause c) is that it only provides inputs 

satisfying the following: if an input to state P carriE'S an A-rE'ference x thE'n .7 is not 

already known to P. Hence the result ensurE'S that evaluation of an expression will 

not be the first to violate conditions that guarantee absence of sharing. This result 

will later allow us to compose agents prE'sE'rving this typE' of property and conclude 

their well-behaVE'dness. 

Lemma 6.4.6 Suppose classes A = AI," .,An form a community and E occurs 

in one of their method bodies. Suppose lEI == [El{ ... , val}, Q == (vi)([E] 1 [0']) 
- '- -".~,--
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and 

Q ~ (vz)(PI 1 [0'1]) ~ ... ~ (vz)(Pm 1 [am]) v~) (vz)(P 1 [0"]) 

where 

a. Q is L-closed, 

b. 0' r ref( A) is injective, and 

c. if 0i = a(x), Xj : ref(A) then Xj ~ fn«vz)(Pi_1 1 [O'j_I]», where Po = [E] and 

0'0 = 0'. 

Then for 1 ::; i ::; m 

1. O'irref(A) is injective; 

2. if OJ = (vy)a(x, r) then 

(a) if Xj : ref(A) then Xj ~ fn«vz)(Pi 1 [O'j]», 

(b) r E y and it is not handled by (vz)(Pj 1 [O'j]), and 

(c) ifxj,xk: ref(A) and Xj = Xk then j = k; 

3. if E i- X : ref(A) and v : ref(A) then v ~ fn([O"]); 

4. if v: ref(A) then v E fn([O'])U{x 1 for some 1 ::; j ::; m, and some a, O'j = a(x)}. 
, . 

PROOF: The proof is by induction on the structure of E and Clauses 2 and 3 in 

the definition of a community playa crucial role. 

In the cases E == new( E), X, xt, the result follows directly from the definitions. 

If E == op(E) the result follows easily by induction. 

Next we consider the case E == Eo!m(Et ••• En ), where Eo i- X : ref(A). Dy 

definition Q = (vz)([E] 1 [a])(val) is given as follows: 

,Q _ (lIz;;[w)([Eo]( va1o) 

1 Wt· [Et ](t'1I11) 

I .. · 
1 WI)' [En](valn ) 

I va1o( Yo). WI' Nth (Yl ) .•• W n • t'a/n( Yn ). 

(vr)yo * m(jj, r). r( tt). val(lt) I [0']) 

Consider a computation of Q satisfying assumption (c). 
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Q ~ Qo = (vzvaltv)([Et](va1t) 

I·· . 
I W n· [En](valn} 

I va1l(yd·· ,wn' valn(Yn). 

(vr).ro* lII(y,r}.r(u).val(u} I [0'1]) 

~ Ql = (vz;;;{w)([E2]( va12) 

I .. · 
1 W n· [En](vcdn} 

1 va12(Y2)" . W n· valn(Yn ). 

(vr).ro * lII(XIY, r). r( u). val(u} I [0'2]) 

~ Qn = (vzvalw)«vyr),ro * m(x, r). r(u). val(u) I [O'n+l]) 

(lI
y

r)To*ffl(x,r)Q' - ( -')( ( ) -Z( ) I [ ]) --+ n+l = vz r u . t'a u O'n+l 
r(v) - - val (v) - . 
--+ Qn+2 = (vz')(val(v) , [O'n+l]) --+ Q' = (VZ')(O I [O'n+l]) 

where 

and 0'0 = 0'. By the induction hypothesis, for all i, if Xj : ref(A) then 

X~ E fn([O'j]) U {x 1 for some (J E Sj,(J = b(x)} 

and O'j r ref(.4) is injective. In addition, by Clause 2 in the definition of a community, 

Ei i X : ref(A), for 1 $ i $ n. Hence by Pl'Operty 3 of the induction hypothesis, if 

Xi : ref(A) then Xi ~ fn([O'i+l]), and so by Lemma 6.4.2(1), 

* if Xi : ref(A) then Xj ~ fn([O'j)) for all j > i. 

First consider the transition Qn+! ±l Qn+2' By condition (e) of the lemma, 

v ~ fn(Qn+!) and so v ~ fn(Q'). Therdore Properties 3 and 4 are satisfied . 

. So let R be a derivative of Q such that, for some i < n and s~ $ s;, 
, c ~, _ ,~ '. • " 

Qj ~ R = (vzvalw)(P , ... \ valj(xj) ... (vr).t'o * m{x, r). r( u). '1lal{u) 1 [O';j]) 

where 
I 

(vz)([EjJ , [O'j]) ~ (vz)(P \ [O'ij]). 

By induction, O'ijrref(A) is injective. So Property 1 holds. To prove Property 2 

suppose additionally that 

R ~ R' = (vzvalw)( P' 1 .. : I valj( Xi) ... (vr ).t'o * m{x, r). r( It). t'Cll( u} I [O'jj)) 
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where a = (vji)a(y, r'). By the induction hypothesis and Property 2 we conclude 

that 

i. if Yk : ref(A) then Yk ~ fn((vz)(P' I [O"jj]), 

ii. r'is not handled by (vz)(P I [O"jj]), and 

iii. ifYk, Yl :ref(A) and Yk = Yl then k = I. 

Moreover, it is easy to see that 

iv. if Yk : ref(A) then Yk E fn([O"j]) U {x I for some f3 E s~,f3 = b(x)}. 

First, we wal~t to show that if Yj : ref(A) then Yj ~ fn(R') = fn«vz)(P' I [O"jj) U 

{xo, ... ,xj-d. By observation (*) above, if Xm: ref(A) then Xm ~ fn([O'j]) for all 

m :::; i - 1. Furthermore, since Xm E fn(T) for all T such that Qj ~ T -!... R, by 

assumption (c), Xm ~ {x I for some f3 E s~,f3 = b(x)}. Thus by properties (i) 

and (iv), 2(a) is satisfied. A combination of (ii) and the fact that r is a new 

name not handled in R guarantees Property (2 )(b) and Property (2)( c) follows 

straightforwardly from (iii). 

11 d 'd .. Q (lIyr)xo*m{;,r) Q . () So fina y, we nee to conSI er transltlon n - n+l. ByobservatlOn * , 
Property 2( a) is satisfied and, clearly, Property 2(b) also holds. On the other hand, if 

Xj,Xj: ref(A) where i < j then by observation (*), Xi ~ fn([O"j]). By assumption (c) 

and since Xi E fn(Qj), Xi ~ {x I for some f3 E Sj,/3 = b(x)}. Since Xj E fn([O"j])U{x I 
for some f3 E Sj,/3 = b(x)}, Xi :f Xj as required. This establishes Property 2(c) and 

completes the case. 

Finally we consider the case E == X!m(E), X : ref(A). The proof of this is similar 

to that of the previous case with one difference: considering the execution of Q = 
(vz)([E] I [O'])(val), which is similar to the one considered above, the value of X, 

Xo E fn([O"o]). So in this case, in order to establish Property 2(a), we need to prove 

that, in the syntax of the execution of the previous case, if Q ~ Q j a(~ ... ) Qj 

then j = n + 1 and a = Xo. Suppose Ei ::f xt, for all i < j, for some j. Then 

by Clause 3 in the definition of a community, xt does not oc(,ur in Ei for all i < j 
and, by Lemma 6.4.2 we deduce that Xo = O"X = O"tX = ... = O"jX. Hence, 

Property 2(a) guarantees that Xo has not been sent out during the transition Q ~ 
Qj. Altenatively, if Ej = xt th~n O"j+IX = nil. This implies that Xo willllot occur 

in any transition during the evaluation of the remainder of the parameters of the 

method invocation, as it actually occurs free in the derivatives of this computation. 

This allows us to complete the proof using arguments as in the previous case. 0 
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A similar result may be proved for the execution of a command occurring in 

a community. 

Lemma 6.4.7. Suppose classes A = AI, ... ,An form a community and 5 occurs 

in one of their method bodies. Suppose [5] == [5](jj, d), Q ~r (vz)([5] I [0']) and 

Q ~ (vz)(Pl I [O'd) ~' ... ~ (vz)CPm I [O'm]) ~ (vz)(P I [0"]) 

where 

a. Q is L-closed; 

b. 0' r ref( A) is injective; 

c. if OJ = a(x), Xj : ref(Aj) then Xj ~ fn((vz)(Pi_1 I [O'j_I])), where Po == [5], 

0'0 = 0'. 

Then for all 1 ::; i ::; 111. 

1. O'i r ref( A) is injective; 

2. (a) if OJ = (vy)a(x,r) and Xj : ref(04) then Xj ~ fn«vz)(P; I [O'i])), and if 

Xj = Xk then j = k; 

(b) if OJ = r(x}, x : ref(A) then x ~ fn«vz)(Pi I [O'i]). 

PROOF: This is by structural induction on 5 and uses Clauses 1 and 2 in the 

definition of a community. 

If 5 == return E, X := E then by Clauses 1 and 2 in the definition of a community, 

E :f:. Y : ref(A) and the claim follows easily using the previous lemma. \Ye consider 

the case 5 == return E. By definition Q == (vz)([5] I [O']){r,cl) is given by: 

A computation of Q satisfying assumption (c) looks as follows: 

where 

(vz)([E](ll') I [0']) d:>~ (vz)[O"]. 

By Lemma 6.4.6(1), O"rref(A) is hijective. Property 2(a) follows by Lemma 6.4.6(2). 

Finally, Property 2(b) follows from Lemma 6.4.6(3) and the fact that E :f:. Y : ref(A) 

which is imposed by Clause 2 ill the definition of a community. 
'., . 
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If S == Eo!m(E),commitEo!m(E) then the proof appeals to the translational defi

nitions and uses the same arguments as the previous lemma. 

If S == if E then S1 else S2 or S == S1; S2 then the proof follows easily by induction. 

o 

We may now extend this result to the case of the encoding of an object. The following 

lemma asserts that when an object is placed in a well-behawd environment, if it 

emits an object reference then it relinquishes it, and it never sends out two copies 

of the same reference. The condition imposed on the environment is· that it will 

not provide the object with two copies of a reference in a transition representing a 

method invocation nor with object references the object already knows. Note that 

in this case no conditions are imposed on the state of the initial store of the object: 

by definition aU variables are initiaUy set to nil. 

Lemma 6.4.8 Suppose classes A = AI," .,An form a community and P = 
ObjB(a) where B E {A}, ... ,An }. Suppose P ~ PI ~ ... ~ Pm where if 

aj = a(X') then 

a. if Xj : ref(A) then Xj ~ fn(Pd; 

b. if Xj,Xk : ref(A) and Xj = Xk then j = k. 

Then for all 1 $ i $ m 

1. if aj = (vy)a(X',r) and Xj : ref(A) , then Xj is not controlled in Pi, and if 

Xj = Xk then j = k; 

2. if aj = r(x), x : ref(A), then x is not controlled in Pj. 

PROOF: The prooffollows easily from the translational definition and L('mma 6.4.7. 

o 

Having dealt with object links it remains to show that return links do not 

come to be shared as computation proceeds. This fact soldy relies on the responsi

bility of commands as we will see in the following analysis. 

Lemma 6.4.9 

1. Suppose S is a responsible command and let P be a derivative of lSI. If 

P ~ pI then 

(a) if a = r(x) or a = (vy)a(X', 1'), where r ~ y, then r ~ fn(pl ); 

(b) if a = (vyr)a{X',1') then r appears only in positive subject position in P'. 
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2. Suppose A is a class each of whose method bodies is responsible and let P be 

a derivative of ObjA- If P ~ pI then 

(a) if a = a(x, r) then r is not borne in pI; 

(b) if a = (vy)r(x) or a = (vy)a(x, r), where r ~ y, then r. ~ fn(pl); 

(c) if a = (vyr)a(x,r), then r appears only in positive subject position in 

. P'. 

PROOF: The proof of the first property is by structural induction on 5 and it makes 

use of the follmving facts which are implied by the semantic definition: 

i. For all expressions E, [E] does not handle any names of sort RIC for any"'; 

ii. If S is an ref command then [S1 does not handle any names of sort RIC for any 

K,' , 

iii. If P is a derivative of [E!m(E)) and P ~ pi, a = (vy)a(x,r), then r E y 
and it appears only in positive subject position in P'. 

. , . 

The following possibilities exist: 

• S == return E. By definition, 

[S] = (rd)(vd')([E]{d') I d(v).r(v).d.O), 

It is easy to see by construction and (i) that ~roperty 1( a) is satisfied. Prop

erty l(b) follows from (iii) . 

• S == commit E!m(E). Dy definition, 

[S] = (r d)(vdv)([E](vo) 

I cit, [Et ](t'1) 

I dn.(En](V,.). 

I 'Vo(Xo). (/1 ': ~ Tn. Vn(Xn).l·o * 111(:/:, r). d. 0), 

The result follows using argument similar to the pre\'ious case . 

• S == 51; S2' Dy definition, 

Dy the definition of respollsible, at least Olle of 51 and 52 is ref. If 51 is ref 

then by induction observation (ii), Property 1 holds. Similarly, if 52 is ref then 

by (ii), r ~ fn([52]) and so Property 1 holds. 
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• S == if E then SI else S2. This case follows similarly by induction. 

This completes the proof of Property 1. 

The proof of Property 2 follows as a corollary of this fact and the semantic definition. 

Note in particular that when a method is invoked in a quiescent object then the 

ret~rn link supplied in the invocation will either be passed to another object due 

to the effect of a commit command, or it will be used to return the result of the 

invocation. It will not be used in a positive subject position (Clause 2(a». 0 

We now formulate the invariants satisfied by derivatives of the encoding of a 

D-program which guarantee that sharing does not occur. 

Theorem 6.4.10 Suppose Pdec is a D-program. Then for every derivative S of 

[Pdec], S == (Vp)(IIPi 1 II! Cj 1 J) and the following hold: 

1. fn(S) = {in,out}, in is borne by J and out is handled by J, and neither occurs 

in any other component of S, 

2. J and each Pi is fully c~nvergent, II-confluent and a derivative of some! Cj. 

3. if a : C then a is uniquely handled in S. and 

4. if a: ref(A) for some A or a : RIC then a is persistently managed in S. 

PROOF: We sketch the proof of the result. Suppose 

Pdec == Cdect • ..•• Cdec,., trigger Eo 

where Eo = new(A)!m(new(IO)). Then the encoding of Pdec is given as follows: 

[Pdec] == (v'p)([ Cdecl](Pi) I ••• 1 [Cdecr](Pr) 1 [Eo]{ .• . » 

and [Eo] ~f nA (x). nIO(Y). (vr );1: * m(y, r). r( t,). o. 
Property 1 is a result of our· assumption that the commands input and 

output( E) may only occur within the [0 class of which there exists exactly one 

object during computation. Property 2 is guaranteed by Lemma 6.4.3 and the trans

lational definition. Property 3 is a consequence of the sorting: since C ~ i E >.(1) 

for aU sorts I, no names of sort C are passed in commtlllications dul'ing the C0111-

putation of a program and since aU such names are uniquely handlt'd in the initial 

state, this property is preserved. FinaUy, Property 4 follows by induction on the 

length of the derivation and a combination of Proposition 2.5.8 with Lemma 6.4.8, 

for the result concerning ref( A)-names and Lemma 6.4.9, for the result concerning 

RIC-names. Note that the clause of the proposition concerning sorts is satisfied as 

by 1, if x E fn(S), for S a derivative of (Pdec], then x : E and >.(E) = (int). 0 
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Proof of Theorem 6.4.1 

According to the previous results, the encoding of a D-program satisfies the clauses 

of Definition 2.5.10. Hence it is effective .. In addition, by Theorem 6.4.10(2), it 

also satisfies the conditionsof Theorem 3.8.5 hence [D] is II-confluent. Since [D] 

is M, R-closed, by Lemma 3.8.3(3), the claim follows. 0 

6.5 Transformations 

Consider the following class declaration: 

class T' 

var K:int, V:ref(A), L:ref(T'), R:ref(T') 

method insert(X:int, W:ref(A»:unit 

if K=nil then (K:=X : V:=W ; L:=new(T') R:=new(T'» 

else if X=K then V: =W 

else if X<K then L!insert(X,W) 

else R!insert(X,W) 

return nil 

method search(X:int):ref(A) 

if K=nil then return nil 

else if X=K then return V 

else if X<K then return L!search(X) 

else return R!search(X) 

which is a variant of the following class (repeated from Section 6.1) 

class T 

var K:int, V:ref(A), L:ref(T), R:ref(T) 

method insert(X:int, W:ref(A»:unit 

return nil : 

if K=nil then (K:=X : V:=W L:=new(T) R:=new(T» 

else if X=K then V: =W 

else if X<K then L!insert(X,W) 

else R!insert(X,W) 

method search(X:int):ref(A) 

if K=ni1 then return nil 

else if X=K then return V 

else if X<K then commit L!search(X) 

else commit R!search(X) 
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We may view the second class as being obtained from the first by the application of 

three transformations: in the insert method a command of the form Sj return E is 

transformed to return Ej S, and in the search method two ~ommands of the form 

return E!m(E) are transformed to commit E!m(E). 

In contrast to class T, class T' is such that in both of its methods the return 

and commit statements are the last actions of the method body. As a result class T' 

prescribes systems of a sequential nature. For consider a tree composed of objects 

of class T' and suppose method insert is invoked in the root of the tree. This will 

result in a chain ofinvocations being initiated down a branch of the tree where each 
. ,. 

node, except the last, is waiting for a reply from its child within the chain before it 

responds to its own parent. Only when the insertion takes place in the appropriate 

tree node will the replies trickle from child to parent to eventually release the root 

and subsequently the original caller from the rendezvous. Thus we may see that as 

an effect of the invocation the entire tree becomes blocked and no other ohject may 

interact with the data structure until the insertion is completed. On the other hand, 

when an insert method is invoked in the root of a tree composed of T-nodes, the 

root releases the caller from the rendezvous before proceeding with the insertion. 

Thus within a tree of objects of this second class, many insertions may take place 

concurrently. The effect of invoking the search method is similar, locking the data 

structure in the former case and allowing concnrrent activity in the latter case. 

The classes T and T' are taken from [Jon93a] with the significant change 

that, as in [LW95a], the values associated with the integer keys are references to 

objects of an arbitrary class A as opposed to integers, as is the case in [Jon93a]. In 

the same paper, Jones gives a formal dev('lopment of class T' from a spE'cification 

and then derives T by applying two program transformation rules. The correctness 

of the transformation was then pursued in [L\V95a], whE're the following result was 

proved: 

Theorem 6.5.1 Let Pdec be an arbitrary program of the language in which 

the first class T above is declared. Let Pdec' be the program obtain('d from it by 

replacing the declaration of that class hy that of the second class T above. ThE'll 

[Pdec]~[ Pdec']. 

This body of work has raised the challenging question undE'r what conditions this 

type of transformation rules may by applied and how the existing tE'chniques for 

reasoning about programs may be extended and used to prove their soundn('ss. 

Thus, our aim is to enunciate syntactic conditions undE'r which transformations of 
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the forms 

Sj return E ..-.... return Ej S and return E!m(E) ..-.... commit E!m(E) 

may be safely applied, and to prove that this is the case. To begin to do this we 

first note that we must take account of the possibility of non-termination of method 

invocations. For consider the following program declaration Pdec: 

class A 

method m(V:IO):unit 

new(A)!m(V) : return nil 

trigger new(A)!m(new(IO» 

V!Out(3) 

Pdec prescribes a single non-terminating computation in which nothing is output 

to the environment. If, however, the first transformation is applied to the body of 

method m, so that it becomes return nil : new(A) !m(V) : V!Out(3), the result

ing program has computations in which output is produced. 1!oreover, if instead in 

Pdec the body of method m is changed to return new(A) !m(V) : V!Out(3) to ob

tain Pded and the second transformation is then applied so that the body becomes 

commit new(A) !m(V) : V!Out(3), the resulting program again has computations 

in which output is produced although nothing is output in the single non-terminating 

computation of Pded. 

The criterion of correctness we will adopt will in fact consider the transfor-

. mations not to alter the observable behaviours of Pdec and Pded. The reason for 

this is that both they and their respective transformed variants prescribe ditJergent . 

systems which may proceed indefinitely without interacting with the environment. 

Thus rather than using branching bisimilarity as the criterion of indistinguishability 

of behaviour we will use its divergence-sensitive variant, introduced in Chapter 2. 

To move towards the syntactic conditions we first examine why the transfor

mations cannot be applied arbitrarily. Consider the following program declaration 

Pdec: 

class A 

var X:ref(A). Y:ref(B) 

method m(V:IO):unit 

X:=new(A) : Y:=new(B) 

. V!Out(Y!readO) 

method inca(Z:ref(B):unit 

Y!initO return X!inca(Y) 
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Z!incb() ; return nil 

class B 

var W: int 

method init():unit 

W:=O ; return nil 

method incb():unit 

W:=W+l ; return nil 

method read():int 

return W 

trigger,new(A)!m(new(IO» 
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The single computation of Pdec results in the trigger creating an object 0 of class 

A which creates objects J3 of class A and "'f of class B, and 1 being output to the 

enviro~ment. Suppose Pded is obtained from it by applying the first transformation 

to the body of method inca of class A, resulting in return nil ; Z! incb O. The 

output on executing Pdec' could be either 1 or 0, the latter if 0 invokes read in "'f 

before J3 invokes incb in "'f, something which is not possible in Pdec as in that case 

J3 must invoke incb in "'f before freeing Q to invoke read in "'f. Further, if Pdec" is 

obtained from Pdec by applying the second transformation to the body of method 

m of class A, resulting in return X! inca(Y) being replaced by commit X!inca(Y), 

then again the output could be either 1 or 0 as by committing to J3 the responsibility 

for returning a result to the trigger, 0: frees itself to invoke method read in "( before 

J3 invokes incb. 

These simple examples strongly suggest that syntactic conditions sufficient 

to guarantee safety of the transformations should prohibit sharing of references to 

some extent. In Section 6.3, in the definition of a community, we identified syntac

tic conditions that prohibit the sharing of object references and showed that they 

guarantee confluence of programs conforming to them. \Ye would like to insert a 

community within a wider program context while preserving the property that ref

erences to objects of that community are not shared. However, while objects of a. 

community m:ay not be directly responsible for the creation of shared references to 

objects of that community, other objects may be. The following definition strength

ens tlH~ notion of 'community' to prevent this latter possibility. 

Definition 6.5.2 Let Pdec be a program declaration whose classes are G, A, R·. 
In Pdec the classes G, A form a guarded community with guard G if: 
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1. the classes G, A form a community; 

2. no method body of a class in .iV'contains new(Ai); 

3. no method of class G has a parameter or result type ref( Ai); 

4. if E!m(E) occurs in a method body of the classes G,A, then E is of type 

ref( Ai)j 

5. there exists a block K of the partition of C, such that G, A ~ K and .iV n K = 0. 

The intention is that within a system prescribed by such a program, rderences to 1-
objects cannot be shared although other references may be. Condition 1 ensures that 

objects within the guarded community are not directly responsible for the creation 

of sharing of A-references. Conditions 2-4 prevent A-references fmm being acquired 

by .iV-objects (which might otherwise act in such ways as to share them): .iV-objects 

are unable to create references to A-objects (condition 2); .iV-objects can interact 

with A-objects only by invoking methods in G-objects, and G-objects <10 not retul'll 

A-references (condition 3); no G-object or A-object can invoke a method in a G

object or an .iV-object (condition 4), necessary as G-objects and A-objects cau share 

refereuces to .iV-objects, and references to G-objects can be shared. Note that as a 

result, no G-object or A-object can iuteract with the program's environment as they 

are unable to invoke methods in the IO-object. The last condition is not necessary 

for the correctness of the transformations. Its purpose is to facilitate the proof of 

correctness by allowing us to distinguish the return links present in the encoding of a 

guarded commuuity: they are of sort RT. According to the translational definition, 

such names may be borne but not controlled in the encoding of the classes .iV, as we 

will see in detail later. 

The subsystem generated by a guarded comml1~ity within a program is a well

behaved agent (an important fragment of it is II-confluent). One might wonder if the 

transformations can always be applied safely within classes comprising a guarded 

community. In fact this is not the case as can be seen by consjdering the following 

program declaration Pdec: 

class N 

method m(V:IO):unit 

ne~(G)!mO(): return nil 

class G 

var X:ref(A) 

V!Out(3) 
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method mO():unit 

X :=new(A) ; X !m1(Xt) return nil 

class A 

method m1(Y:ref(A»:unit 

new(A) !m2(yt) ; return nil 

method m2(Y:ref(A»:unit 

return Y !m3() 

method m3():unit 

return nil 

trigger new(N)!m(new(IO»· 
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Execution results in the trigger creating an object a of class N which creates an 
, 

object f3 of class G which creates an object '1 of class A which creates an object 

[, of class A. The system deadlocks without producing output: [, can only invoke 

method m3 in '1, but '1 can only receive the result of its invocation of method m2 in 

[,. However, if the first transformation is applied to the body of method m1, yielding 

return nil ; new (A) !m2(yt), the resulting program outputs 3. If insteadPdec' is 

obtained fro!ll Pdec by replacing the body ofm1 with return new(A) !m2(yt), again 

the program deadlocks without output, while if the second transformation is applied 

to the body ofm1 of Pdee, yielding commit new(A) !m2(yt), again 3 is output. This 

motivates the following condition. 

Definition 6.5.3 Let Pdec be a program declaration in which the classes G, A 
form a guarded community. G,l form a society if no method body in G,l contains 

an expression X!m(E,Xt,E'). 

It is in fact the case, though it is not obvious, that a system generated by a so

ciety (which for convenience we refer to also as a 'SOcil'ty') cannot have 'cycles' of 

references or return links of a certain kind and hence that a method invocation in 

a society cannot fail because of deadlock. This will be explained further in a later 

section. Finally we can state the transformation rules. 

Transformation 6.5.4 Suppose G, A form a society in a program Pdec. 

1. A command of the form return E!M(E) may be replaced by commit E!M(E) 

in a method body of G, A. 
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2. A command of the form Sj return E may be replaced by return Ej S in a 

method body of G,A provided no variable X occurs (as X or xt) in both S 

and E. 

\Ve now turn to proving their correctness. 

6.6 Correctness 

\Ve aim to establish the following correctness result. 

Theorem 6.6.1 Let Pdec be a program declaration in which the classes G, A 
form a society. Let Pded be obtained from it by applying the transformations an 

arbitrary number of times to method bodies of G,l. Then [Pdec] ~l [Pdec/]. 
" \ 

In order to prove this theorem it is sufficient to prove the correctness of a single 

application of the transformations. The proof consists of a careful and rigorous 

analysis of the systems in question and the theory of partial confluence plays a 

~entral P?,rt in it. We let M be the union ofall sorts M~I, c E G,A, and R the union 

of all s~rts RT, where K is the block of C such that G, A ~ K • 

. So let' Pdec be a program declaration in which G, A form a society. Let Pdcd 

be obtained from it by applying a single transformation to one of the method bodies 

of G, A. Then [Pdec] is of the form (lIp)(P I I) where I = (lIn.:r)[G, A] and with 

P encoding the remaining classes and the trigger, and [Pded] is (lIp)(P I I') where 

I' is the encoding of the transformed society. Note that it is appropriate to restrict 

on the names n A in the encoding of the society as the context of the society is not 

able to create any A objects. . 

Let P be the transition graph generated by P and I the transitioll graph 

generated by I ~nd I'. \Ye will establish the following: 

1. P is R-polite. 

2. Pis (M-, R+)-ready. 

3. ZR is (M +, R- )-disciplined. 

The final hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.26, M, R-cIosure, follows easily from 
. . 

the sorting respected in the semantic definition and Lemma 2.5.7. Hence, by that 

theorem, 

[Pdec] ~l (lIp)(P I I~) and [Pdec'] ~l (lIp)(P I l'P), 
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wher,e I~ and I'~ are the states corresponding to I and I' in I:SI. Thus to prove 

[Pdec] ~! [Pdec'] it suffices to show that the agents I~ and l' P are indistinguishable 

in an arbitrary program context. This would be most directly achieved if we could 

show that I~ ~! I' ~: the result would follow as ~! is preserved by the operators. In 

fact this does hold if the agents are fully convergent, but not in general. 

To understand why the result does not hold in general suppose the first 

transformation is applied to Sj return E where S is the only source of divergence 

(consider for instance a minor variation of the class A in the first example of Sec

tion 6.5). Then Ib 1 but I' b L as the result will be returned via some action p : R

before the diverging computation begins. Note, 11.owev('r, that I'P 1 p. Dually, if 

the second transformation is applied in a body of the form return E!m(E); S where 

S is the only source of divergence, then this time I~ L (but I P T p) while I' P T as 

the replacement of return by commit unguards the divergence. Although Ib 'fo.! I'P 

in such cases, the slight differences in divergent behaviour are lost in a program 

context which, being ready, can contribute R+ -actions to turn any R- -divergence of 

Ib into divergence of (vP)( P lIb), and similarly for I'·. So instead we call establish 

the following: 

3 Ib~R- I'P . -1 . 

Then by Theorem 4.2.3, the result follows. 

It now remains to prove the three claims above. 

6.6.1 A guarded community 

The aim of this section is to establish properties satisfied by the encoding of a 

guarded community and it makes use of the results of Section 6.4, where the con

fluence of a D-program was establish('d. The main distinction between a guarded 

community and a D-program is that the former may communicate with an environ

ment capable of invoking methods in the community's objects. Uoreover, it may 

be given access to objects that are outside the community. Thus we need to ensure 

that these interactions do not result in the sharing of a r£'ference to a cOlllnlllnity 
, 

object and indeed that the community will not attempt to initiate interaction with 
'. . 

non-community objects, access to which may be shared. It turns out that a guarded 

community is not II-confluent. This is because the environment lUay provide the 

community with the same return link for more than one method invocation. This 

violates the unique controlling property and may result in non-confluent behaviour. 

Nonetheless, we may show that a fragment of the labelled transition system corre

sponding to the encoding of a guarded community is II-confluent. Specifically, if I is 
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the encoding of a guarded community then IR is II-confluent. This is sufficient as in 

the particular application we a.re considering, where the environment is a program 

context, the guarded community will be provided only with fresh return links. 

In the next lemma we formalize some properties concerning the free uames 

of t~le encoding of a guarded community. These may be uames of objects of the 

guarding class G and return links via which results to methods invoked via these 

names are to be returned. Another free name of the agents in question is nG via 

which object uames of class G may be communicated representing the creation 

of G-objects. Other free uames may also exist correspouding to object llames of 

classes other than G and A. The lemma characterizes the way in which these occur. 
"' ~ 

The proof makes use of the sorting and Condition 3 in the definition of a guarded 

community which implies that 

* if x : MCJ and A(MCJ) = {(I, RT)} then T i- ref(Aj) andI, i- ref(Aj) for all 

i,j. 

Lemma 6.6.2 Suppose classes G, At, ... , An form a guarded community. Then 

for every derivative SR = (vP)(II Pj I [G] I II[Aj])R of 5~ = (viiA)([G] I II[Aj])R, if 

x E fn(5) one of the following holds: 

; . 1. x: ref( G) and x is uniquely borne and llot colltrolled in 5, or 

2. x: CG and x is uniquely controlled in 5, or 

3. x: RT where T i- ref(A;) for all i, and x is uniquely controlled and not bome 
, .r < , 

in 5, or 

4. x: CD where D ~ G, A and x is not controlled ill 5, or 

5. x :ref(D) where D ~ G,l, and x does llot occur ill subject position in 5. 

Further, 50 is ref(A)-closed. 

PROOF: First we note that by Lemma 6.4.3(3) and Clause 4 iu the defiuitiou of 

a guarded c~mmuuity, if x occurs in 5 and x : ref(D), where D ~ 1, then x is 

not controlled in 5. Further, it is easy to see, by the sorting and Lemma 2.5. i, 

that 50 is ref( A)-closed. We prove the remainder of the claim by induction on 

the length of 50 ~ 5. Clearly, the claim holds for the base case. So suppose 

50 ~ 5' = (vzi)p' ~ 5 = (vj)P for some P, pI, p, p. Several cases exist: 

• if a = a(x, r) then by the induction hypothesis~ a : ref( G). Hence, by ohser

. vat ion (*) above, if r : RT then T i= ref(Aj) for all i, and if Xi: ref(B) then 
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B ~ A. SO Xi is not controlled in S. This establishes Property 5. Further, 

since Sf is a derivative of 5~, r ~ fn( 5f) and r is uniquely controlled and 

not borne in 5. This implies Property 3. The remaining properties follow by 

induction. 

• if a = r(x) then, by the induction hypothesis and Property 3, r: RT and as a 

result x : T where T ~ A. Since the free nanies of Sf h~,ve not been" affe~ted 
by the induction hypothesis the claim holds. 

• if a = (vj3)nc(j3) then j3 : ref( G) and the claim trivially holds. 

• if a = nD(-r} where nD : CD and D ~ A then "( : ref(D) where D ~ A. As 

observed earlier, "( is not controlled within S so Property 4 holds and the 

remaining properties follow by induction. 

• if a = T then the claim follows by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 6.4.8 

which guarantee that internal actions do not result in the violation of the 

unique controlling and unique bearing of free names. o 

We continue to take a closer look at the bound names of the encoding of a 

guarded community. 

Lemma 6.6.3 Suppose classes G, At, ... , An form a guarded community. Then 

for every derivative S = (vp)(IIPj I [G,A]) of So = (viiA)([G,A]) the following 

hold: 

1. for all j there exists Obj(a:) such that Obj(a:) ~ Pj1 ... ~ Pjm = Pj where 

if aj = a(x} and Xk : ref(A), then Xk ~ fn(Pji) and if Xk = XI then k = I; 
2. if x E bn(5) n fn(IIPj) and x occurs in subject position in S, then one of the 

following holds 

(a) x : RT and x is uniquely borne and uniquely controlled in Sj 

(b) x: ref(A j ) for some i, and x is uniquely borne and uniquely controlled in 

Sj 

(c) x: CAi and x is borne in S. 

3. if x E bn(S) n fn([G, A]) then x : CAi for some i, and x is \lniq~lely' controlled 

in S. . " 

PROOF: By induction on the length of So d:> S.' The base case is dearly true. S~ 
suppose 5 is a derivative of So and 5 = (vp)(II Pj I [G, An ~ Sf. The following 

possibilities exist: 
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• a = a(x, r) and PI ~ P{. Dy Lemma 6.6.2, S is ref(A)-closed, so, if Xi : 

ref( B) then B ~ A and Property 1 is satisfied. Since the bound names of the 

agent have not been affected, the result follows by the induction hypothesis. 

• If a = r(x), nD(-r), (vf3)nG(f3) the case follows easily as above. 

• a = T. The transition may be the result of au internal transition of a Pi or a 

communication between the components of S as follows: 

1. S' = (vP)(P{ \ P2 \ ••• \ Pn \ [G,A]), PI -+ P{. Clearly, the first part of 

the lemma holds. The remaining properties hold by induction due to the 

fact that the transition involves no communication of names betw{'en the 

components of S. 

2. S' = (vP)(P{ \ Pn+! \ P2 \ ... \ Pn \ [G,A]), PI ~ P{, [G,A] (v~!3) 
[G,A] \ Pn+! where Pn+! = (vq)Obj(f3). Since f3 is a llew name, it is 

uniquely borne by Pn +! and controlled by at most Pl. Therefore, by 

induction the claim is satisfied. 
I 

3. S' = (vP)(P{ \ P~ \ P3 \ ••• \ Pn \ [G,A]), PI ~ P{ and P2 r(:r~ P~. 
Dy Lemma 6.4.8(3), if x : ref(A) then x ~ fn(P{).' Since by induction, 

x ~ fn(Pi) for i :f. 1, x is uniquely controlled in S' by component P~. Dy 

, induction the remainder of the claim follows. 

4. S' = (vp)(P{ \ P~ \ P3 \ ... 1 Pn \ [G,l», PI (vy~.r) P{, P2 o~) P~ 
and r ~ y. Dy Lemma 6.4.8(2), if Xi : ref(A) then P{ does not handle 

Xi and if Xk = Xi then k = i. Hence Property 1 is satisfied. Also by 

the induction hypothesis Xi is not controlled by Pj, j :f. 1. Thus, it is 

uniquely controlled in S' by P2 • In addition, by the same lemma, P{ does 

not handle r. Hence, r is uniquely controlled by P~ in S'. The remainder 

of the lemma follows by induction. 

S' (;';'\(P' I P' I P \ 1 1 [G -] (vYr)oG:.r) P' 1 P o(r.r) 5. = V]J, I 2 3··· Pn ,A ), PI ~ 1 am 2--

P~. This is similar to the previous case and makes use of Lemma 6.4.8( 1). 

o 

To sum up, the ('nco ding of a guarded community satisfies the following properties: 

Theorem 6.6.4 Suppose classes G, Al , ••. , An form a guarded community. Then' 

for every derivative S = (vP)( n Pj \ [G, An of s~, So = (viiA)( [G, An, t he following 

hold: 

1. if X E fn(S) then x is uniquely controlled or uniquely borne ill S but not both; 
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2. if x E fn(Pi) - fn(S) then x is uniquely controlled and uniquely borne in Sj 

3. for all B E G,A, [B] = !(va)l/j(a).Dj, where fn(Dj) - C = {a} and nj is 

uniquely handled in Sj 

4. each Pi is convergent, fully II-confluent and a derivative of[B] where BEG, A. 
D 

Thus given the encoding of a guarded community I, we have that IR is effective. 

By Theorem 3.9.5 we may conclude the following: 

Corollary 6.6.5 IR is fully II-confluent. D 

In particular this implies that for any guarded community with encoding I, I~, 

the fragment of the state space of the community capable of handling at most one 

method invocation at any time, is in fact II-confluent. 

6.6.2 Deadlock freedom 

As observed earlier a guarded community may be liable to deadlock caused by a 

certain type of cycles consisting of return and reference links. The precise definition 

of the cycles in question is given below: 

Definition 6.6.6 Suppose G, A form a guarded community and let S = (vP)(II Pi I 
[G,A]) be a derivative of (v!l;)([G,A]). \Ve define <:: as follows: Pi <:: Pj if there 

exists x such that either x : ref(A),Pi controls x and Pj bears x, or x : R, Pi bears 

x and Pj controls x. We say that S has a cycle if there exist Pi, ••• Pin such that 

Pil <:: Pi2 <:: ... <:: Pin <:: Pi,. 

\Ve may prove that a society is cycle-free. 

Lern rna 6.6.7 Suppose G, A form a society. Then for every derivative S = 

(vP)(II Pi I [G,A]) of So = (vn;)([G,A]) the following hold: 

.. (vr):mn(y,r) ..-
1. If Pi -- PI and Yj : ref( A) then x "I- Yj; 

2. if Pi bears Q : ref(A) then Q does not occur in Pi in object position; 

3. S has no cycles. 

PROOF: The proof of the first property follows similarly to that of Lemma 6.4.8 

making additional use of the propel,ties of a society. 

We now consider the proof of the last two properties. This is by induction on 

the length of the derivation of So ~ S. The base case is clearly true. So suppose 
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50 d::> Q ~ 5 where Q = (vq)(rI Pj I [G,A]) and Q satisfies the properties of the 

lemma .. The following possibilities exist for the transition Q ~ 5:' 

1. 5 ~ (vP)(P{ I P2 1 ••• 1 Pn I [G,A]) where PI ~P{. Dy Lemma 6.6.2 one of 

the following possibilities exist: 

• a = r, r(x). Clearly, Property 2 is satisfied and since the transition 

has not resulted in the ownership of further names by any component, 

Property 3 is also satisfied. 

• a = nD(b) where D i- Aj for all i. Then by the sorting b : ref(D) and 

since the transition has not affected the R-names and ref( A)-names of the 

system, Properties 2 and 3 are satisfied. 

• a = a * m(x, r) where a : ref( G). By Lemma 6.4.3(2), since PI bears a : 

ref( G), it bears no names of sort ref( A). Hence, by induction, Property 2 

is satisfied. To establish the third property we recall that according to 

the sorting, if Xi : ref(B) then B ~ A. Hence, the ownership of names of 

sort ref(A) has not been affected within 5. Uoreover, by Lemma 6.6.2(3), 

r is not borne by any component of 5. Thus Property 3 is satisfied. 

2. a = (lJ"y)n(T) and 5 = (vP)(PI I P2 I ••• 1 Pn I Pn+l 1 [G,A]), where 

[G] (~i') [G] 1 Pn+1 • It is easy to see that the properties are satisfied. 

3. 0= T and 5 = (vpf3)(P{ 1 P2 1 ••• 1 Pn 1 Pn+! 1 [G,l]), where PI n(i3~ P: and 

[G,A] (v~i3) [G,A] I Pn+!' It is easy to see that the properties are satisfied. 

4. 0= T and 5 = (vP)(P{ 1 P~ 1 ••• 1 Pn 1 [G,l]) 

P (vYr)ii*iii(x.r) p' 1 P a.m(x.r) n' 
I -- lane 2 -- "'2' 

First note that by Lemma 6.6.3(2)(b), a : ref(l). By Property 1, a'j i- a for all 

i. Thus Property 2 is satisfied by 5. We prove Property 3 by contradiction. 

Suppose there exists a cycle in 5. There are two possible cases: either the cycle 

has been created due to the ownership of an 3'j : ref(A) by P~, or due to the 

ownership of r by P2. Consider the former case. According to the dcfiuition of 

a cycle, there exist Pil , ••• , Pi" such that P2 < Pil < ... < Pi" < P~, where 

Pil bears a~ i. Consider Pi~' By definition of <, either Pi" controls a name X of 

sort ref(A), which is bome by P2 or, Pi~ bears a name r : R which is controlled 

by P2. By Lemma 6.4.3(2), P~ bears ~xactly one name of smt ref(A), namdy 

a and since a occurs unguarded in subject position in P2 ,' by the same lemma 

P2 is quiescent and fn( P2) - C = {a}. This implies that r is the only name 
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of sort R controlled by P~. By Lemma 6.6.3(2)(b), a is uniquely controlled by 

P{ and r is uniquely borne by P{. Thus, we conclude that Pi" = P{. Since 

PI controls name Xi, PI ~ Pil • In addition, since Pit <: ... <: P{, it is easy 

to see that Pil ~ •.• ~ Pl. Hence, there exists a cycle within Q which is a 

contradiction. 

For the latter case suppose that a cycle exists in S containing P{ <: P~ due 

to the sharing of name r by the two components. Since PI controls a and P2 

bears a, a similar cycle containing PI ~ P2 would exist in Q. This contradicts 

our induction hypothesis, hence no cycles exist in S. 

5. S = (vP)(P{ , P~ , ... , Pn , [G,A]), where 

P (/lY)a*rjj"(~',r) p' d P. a.m{i',r) P' 
I --+ I an 2 --+ 2 

and r ~ y. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that a cycle has been created 

within S due the ownership of name r by P2• Then there must exist Pil' ••. , 

Pile such that Pil <: .. ,Pij ~ P2 ~ •.. <: Pile <: Pi1 , where Pij bears r. Since 

PI controls r and a * m we have that Pi1 ~ ••• Pij <: PI <: P2 <: ... <: Pi,. <: 
Pi1 • Hence, a cycle exists within Q which is a contradiction. The rest of the 

proof follows as in the previous case. 

6. S = (vP)('P{ , P2 , •.. , Pn , [G,A]), where PI i'<.r~ P{ and P2 r(.r~ P2• The 

interesting case is when x : ref(A). First, we observe that if P~ bE'ar~ y : refeR) 

then x f. y, otherwise the cycle PI ~ P2 <: PI would have existed in Q. This 

guarantees that Property 2 holds. The proof that S has no cycles follows 

similarly to case 4. o 

\Ve may also prove that' a society' is not prone to deadlock. "'e will show that for each 

derivative I of 10 = (vnl)[G,A], representing a state wllere ('xactly one method call 

originating outside of the society has not yet been returned, either I is div('rg<'nt, 

because it has a non-terminating computation or because it has a computation in 

which a run-time error occurs, or it can return the result of the method invocation. 

Moreover, if the system is convergent after returuing thE' fE'sult, it may reach a state 

in which each object-agent has become quiescent. 

Lemma 6.6.8 Let I be a derivative of 10 which contains a single free name r of 

sort R, where r is uniquely controlled in I, repres('nting that exactly Ol1e method 

invocation originating outside the society has not yet been returued and that r is 

the name via which the return is to be ma.de. Suppose that I!. Then I =? r(t.~ I' 
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for some I' and v. Moreover, if also I ~ r{v) then I ~ Iq, where each object-agent 

component of Iq represents an object in its quiescent state. 

PROOF: Consider a derivative I = (vj»(11 Pi I [G,A)) of (ll1l'.4')[G,A), such that 

I has exactly one free name r of sort R, where r is uniquely controlled in I. Dy 

Lemma 6.4.3 and Lemma 6.6.3 one of the following holds for I: 

1. there exists i such that Pi 'f(x~ PI, or 

2. for each i, either Pi represents an objl'ct in its quiescent state, or p. can 

engage in one of the following actions: T, n{o), rtt{x), Td(x), anii(x.Tft). 

or (vret)a * m.{x, ret), where T =f ret. 

In the former case we have that I 'f(x~ and the pl'Oof of the first part of the lemma is 

complete. In the latter case we claim that I ~ I', where I' ~ and r is the only name 

of sort R that occurs free in I'. First we note that since I handll>s r, th('re ('xists at 

least one j such that Pj is not quiescent. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that 

I +. Then it must be that for all i, if 1'; is not qui('scent th('n it can engage in an 

action of the three latter types (ilOte that if a componeut were able to engage ill one 

of the first three types of actions then a comlllunication iuvolving the action would 

take place giving I ~). So, there exist i1 ••• in , such that for all j, Pij ~,wll('re 

a = £'i'Tm(x, ret), (vret)nnn{x, ret), or Tlt(X). ~Ioreover, if 0 = 'ii"'i'"iii{x, rtt) then 
a*n/;.;d) .. 

a is uniquely borne by some Pi", where Pi" aud slUularly if 0 = Tct(X) thE'n 

ret is uniquely controlled by some Pi" whE're, Pi" r~?~). It is th('n easy to S<'e that 

the Pil"'" Pin contain a cycle within I, which contradicts the previous lemma. So 

I ~ as required. Since I! there exists I' such that I ==> l' +. Thus l' satisfies 

the first clause above and I' i'(x~ Q. 

If in addition I! T then I ==> i'(.r~ Q!, when> by ('onstructioll, Q satisfi('s the 

second property ahove. Using a similar argument we deduce that () ==> Q', where 

each object-agent component of Q' r('presents all ohj(>('t in its qui(>scellt state. This 

completes the proof. o 

6.6.3 Partial Conti uenee 

Lemma 6.6.9 Pis R-polite. 

PROOF: A derivative T of P is a composition whose cOlllPonents are the replirator 

ellcodings of the class defillitiOl~S not helonging to a sodl'ty, derivatives of tIL(>Ul 

representing objects in various states, and a derivative of the trigger proc(>ss. The 

names of sort R are the return links for invocations via names of sort M~' \\"l1er(' 
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c E G,A. We look into the way these names are used and mentioned. We claim 

that if an R-name occurs free in T then it appears only in positive subject position 

and T is of the form 

where TI ••• Tn :. R are pairwise distinct. We prove this by induction on the length 

of the derivation. 

The base case is clearly true. For the induction step suppose P ~ 5' ~ 5 

where 

5' == (VjJ)(TI(XI). PI 1 ••• 1 Tn(Xn}. Pn 1 T'). 

There exist the following possibilities for the transition 5' ~ s. 

1. If 0' ¢ M- U R+ then 0' = T, nG(f3}, in(x), out(x), (vy)c(x, T), r(y), where 

c : 111;:' and r : R!j., JL f:. K-. It is direct to see that this transition does not 

affect the R-names of Q and clearly S is of the form requh·ed. 

2. If 0' E M-, and a = (vyr)a * m(5:, r), then T may easily be seen to occur free 

and unguarded within Qf only in positive subject position: 

S == (vjJ)(r(x). PI TI(xd. PI 1 ... 1 Tn(X n). Pn 1 T') 

Note that Q -1-+ where a = (vy)a * m(X', T), T E fn(Q) since, by the induction 

hypothesis, for all T: R E fn(Q), r is not controlled in Q. 

3. If a E R+ then it must be that subj( a) = rj for some rj E rl ••• Tn and 

S == (VjJ)(TI(xd. PI 1 ··.1 Pj 1 ••. 1 Tn(Xn). Pn 1 T'). 

Thus, we may see from (2) above that, for all derivatives of P' of P, if pI (II~~ 
and Xj : R then Xj E y, and so P is R-polite. o 

Lemma 6.6.10 P is (M-, R+)-ready 

PROOF: As illustrated in the previous lemma, for all derivatives T of P, if an R

name occurs free in T then it appears only in positive subject position. Further, T 

has the form 

where TI ••• Tn : R are pairwise distinct since they are generated as private names by 

actions of the form (vYT)m(x, T). 110reover, for all i, Tj does not occur free within 

Pi or T'. It follows that P is an RLconfiuent system. 
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To obtain an (M-, R+)-ready partition ofP we let {pr I r a finite subset of R} 

be the partition of P defined by setting Q E pr if r are the free names of Q of sort 

R. So given T as above, r = Tl'" Tn. \Ye can check that this partition satisfies the 

tidiness requirements: 

'. If Q E pr and Q ~ Q' where a ~ M- U R+ then a = T, nc(j3), in(x), out(x), 

(vy)c{x, T), r(y), where c : J.!::' and r : Rt, I' "Iii. It is direct to see that this 

transition does not affect the R-names of Q and Q' E pr. 

• If Q E pr and Q ~ Q' where a E M-, and a = (vyr )'(i"TII'i"(x, r), then r 

may easily be seen to occur free and unguarded within Q' only in positive 

subject position. Thus Q' E pr.r and Q' is ~f the forn:l T above. Note that 

Q 1-+ where a = (vy)a * m(x,r), r E fn(Q) since as illustrated above, for all 

r: R E fn(Q), r is not controlled in Q. 

• If Q E pr and Q ~ Q' where a E R+ then it mllst be that subj(o) = r for 

some r E rand sincer does not ?ccur in Q', Q E pr-r. 

So the partition is (M - , R+ )-tidy. Also P is (M - , R+ )-ready since for every Q E 'R,r 

it is clear that Q can perform every T E r. 0 

Lemma 6.6,11 ZR is (M+, R-)-disciplined. 

PROOF: Let Q E ZR, Then Q is a derivative of IR and so by Corollary 6.6.5, Q is 

fully II-confluent which implies that Q is RI-confluent as required. 

To obtain an (M+, R-)-tidy partition ofZR we take {zr I r a finite subset of R} 

where Q E zr· if r are the names of sort R occurring free in Q. This partition is 

(M+, R-)-tidy as we can check that 

• If Q E zr and Q ~ ()' where a: ~ M+ U R-, then from the definitions of I . 

'and I' we see that a m~lst be T or (v')' )ncb). It is straightforward to verify 

that the free names of sort R do not change as a result of such a move and so -Q'Er. 

• If Q E zr and Q ~ Q' where a E R-, then certainly T must occur free in 

Q and so T E r. 110reover, by Lemma 6.4.9(2)(b), r does not OCCllr free in Q' 

thus Q' E zr-r. 

• If Q E zr and Q ~ Q' where a,E M+ and objR(o) ~ fn(Q), then it is easy to 

see that r occurs free in Q' and hence Q' E zr.r as required. 
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}.Ioreover, I is (M+, R-)-rusciplined as if Q E zr and Q !, then by Lemma 6.6.8, 
r(v) Q ===? --+ for some v. 0 

It now remains to prove that I~::::r I'~. The proof consists a careful analysis 

of the behaviour of the systems which is facilitated by the fact that they are fully 

II-confluent. We begin by considering the first transformation. 

6.6.4 Transformation 1 

Let Q be a derivative of agent Ib where all objects are in the quiescent state and 

suppose that Q receives an invocation for some method m in one of its G-objects, 

0'. Various possibilities exist: 

.• 0' may return the result of the invocation to the environment, or 

• it may invoke a method in another object f3 within the society, or 

• it may delegate responsibility for returning the result to another society object 

In the first case, since the society no longer owes answers to the environment, it may 

accept llew method invocations (recall that we are dealing with I~, the fragment of 

the transition system of I where at most Ol1e answer may be outstallrung at any 

point). If 0' is capable of further activity, this may lead to the existence of more . 

than one threads of activity within the society. In the s{'cond and third cases, no 

new methods may be invoked within the society. In the second case the activity of 0' 

is suspended until a result is returned while control is passed to obj('ct /3 which may 

subsequently behave in a similar mallner. Unlike the other two cases 0' retains the 

responsibility for returning the result of method 7Il. In the third case, 0' fr{'es itsdf 

from this task and it may thus continue with further activity. }.Ioreover, a second 

object is activated, namely I which also assumes the responsibility of answering 

method m. 

In this way Q may evolve to a system containing a llUluber of active ohj('cts 

each of which associated with a tall of obj{'cts suspend{'d and waiting for a result 

to a m('thod invocation as shown in Figur(' 6.2. \Ye will call an active object and 

its associatNl tail a chain and we may ohs{'rve that at most on(' of th('se chains may 

be able to return a result to a method originating from outside the society, at most 

one since the system is a derivative of I~. The exact format of derivatives of Q will 

be given formally later. 

\Ye begin with SOllle process-calculus definitions. 
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• blocked objrci -- ... --.- relurn link 

0 IIClive objrct 

Figure 6.2: A society 

Definition 6.6.12 A chain is an agent C of the form: 

where 

1. C is R-closed and n( C)fR = rl ... rk-l! 

2. ri is uniquely borne by Pi and uniquely handled by Pi+! for all i, and 

3. ri occurs unguarded in Pi and if Pi -!!... then subj( 0) = rio 

Similarly, an r-chain is an agent of the form: 

2. Ti is u~liquely borne by Pi and uniqt~ely handled by PHI for all i, and 

3. Ti occurs unguarded in Pi and if Pi ~ then subj(o) = ri. 
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Thus the distinction between a chain and an r-chain is that while a chain possesses 

no free R-names (representing a thread of activity initiated within the society), an 
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1'-chain p a in 'I fI' R-nam (1' PI' 'utiu n thr ad f activity ori ilia tin ' 

from th enViI'Ol1lll nt aud l' f . 1't R). l' a 

chain (1' p. 1'- hain) a abov, W l' £ l' t Pk th (Lct ill c Ill!) 1\ nt f th haill 

(1' sp. r-chain) and P 1",Pk - 1 a. the blo /..; ,ri mp 1I11tS. 

Suppos PeL I m Prl c 1 y an appli n ti 11 f t h fir~ t t ra ns£ r-

mation in th b ely III of cla. A.. return E!m'(E ) 1 ill cllnll' d 

commitE!m'(E). Furth 1'. Pia d rh'atiY f I in whi 11 tll nam I' 

i. to b u eel f l' the l' turn uit fa m th din\" a ti n 1'i illatin' ut ~i 1 

th . i ty. Th n I' ha . a d ri\"ativ pi whi 'lI liff r. fr III P nly in thnt ill P' 

. Olll object-a ' llt · f la . . A ar in nn 'lctiv statt' r a qui nt : tat whil t11 

. rrc poneling bj t-ag nts in P ar hI ck 1 awaiting tIt , l' tUI'll of an ill\'o(';)ti n . 

To . how thi . may m abut. upp tha tin r a 'hin Pan bj t f1 11 , " ill\'ok ' 1 

m in an 1 j ct /3 < nd that ha i11\' k d /)), (via th llllmmd in (ltll' ~ ti II) ill ,11 

obj ·t l' and i. waitin . f 1'th r . ult t b r tum d t it " it an r tum it t 1. III 

th mputati 11 fI' III I' . th a nt IT sp n lin' t 3 willi hay (' lII111itt'd to 

I th 1'espon. i bili ty £ l' l' turnin a l' • nit t l\. tim fI' 'in it. If t lItillll ' with 

oth r a tivity. Fi 'ur 6.3 iv . an xampi fa hain in P and b 1 w it tll ~ tat f 

th olTcsponclin obj ct. in P'. 

88 
i 'ttl' 6.3: _ chain and <l t-chain 

Tili. motiva tes th' f 11 win d fillition. 

De·finition 6.6.13 L t A. b' a class and A' tht' da-;~ btain'd aft '1' n "ill II 

applicat i n f transf nnati n 1 in t1l d~' f III t hod 111 f cla,,~ A.. _ \n flbj d 

chain i" a chain of th f I'm 

= (JIP)( P11 (1' 11 ) 1 PI2 (1'11,I'I 'l) 1 .. ·1 PIJ'l(J'I(J.l - t)·/'I~· l} 

1 P21 (1'1~' 1' J'21) 1 Pn (I ·21 . I'll} 1 ···1 PU 2(1'2(k2- lj' l'uJ 

I · .. 
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where 

1 Pnl (r(n-l)kn_l' rnl) 1 Pn2(rnh rn2) 1···1 Pnkn (rn(kn-l), rnkn) 

1 P(n+l)l(rnkn» 

Pij(r, r') = (vu)( r'( x). r(x). Q jj(m, d) 1 [(Tij] 1 d. Dody A (Ojj), if j ~ 1 

= (vu)(r'(x). Rij(r, m',cl) 1 [(Tij] 1 ll.DodYc;j(Oij», otherwise 

P(n+l)l(r} = (vu)(R(n+l)1(r,m',d) 1 [a(n+l)l] 1 d.Dodyc(o(n+l)I) 

and either Cij ~ A, or m ::fi m' or Rij ~ 1 r(x). R~j for any R~j' 

The tf -chain C T corresponding to an object chain G is given as follows: 

where for aU i, j, 

cT = (vr)(P{I(rl) 1 P{21· .. 1 P{k
1

) 

1 P~1 (rl ,r2) 1 P~2 I ••• 1 P~k2 

I·· . 
1 P~1 (rn-I. rn) 1 P~2 ···1 P~kn 
1 P{n+l)l(rn}) 

P/j(r, r'} = (vu)(Qjj(m, d) 1 [aij] 1 d. DodYA,(ojj}), if j ::fi 1, 

= Pij(r, r'}, if j = 1 and Gij::fi A, 
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= (vu)(r'(x).Rij(r,m',d) Ilaij] 1 (l.D~dYA,(a}), if C = A and m'::fi m 

= (vu)(Rij(r,m, (I) 1 [aij] 1 (1. DodYA'(o}), otherwise 

a.nd 

P{n+l)1 (r) = P(n+l)1 (r), if C ::fi A, 

where 

= (vu)(R(n+l)l (r, m', d) 1 [0'] 1 d. Dody A'(o», if C = A and m' ~ m 

= (vu)(R(n+l)l(r,m,d) 1 [0'] 1 d.DodYA'(o}), otherwise 

, -' -
= C[[commit E!m. (EH], if Rij(r, m, If) = C[[return E!m'(E)]] 

= (vv,l,d')(D(v,(I) 1 t';(x;) . ... d,..t',.(xn).J·o(x,r}.d'l (1'.R(d}), 

if Rij(r,cl} = (IIv,J,(l')(D(v,li) 

1 t'i(Xj) . .• . (In' t'lI(xn ), (lIr')J'o(x, r'). r'{x). r(x). el') 

I cl'• R(ll}) 

= Rij(r, 111, (I), otherwise 
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An object r-chain and its correspondingtf -chain is defined in a similar way. 0 

So given a chain C the corresponding tf -chain may be obtained by updating the 

connection of the object-components to reflect the effect of the transformation and 

replacing all agents representing A objects by appropriate agents representing A' 

objects. Note that in the definition above we have used the obser~ation that,'given 

an object of class A executing method m, 

P(r,r') = (vu)(r'(x).R(r,m,d) I [<1] I d.Dodyc .. (o», 

the following possibilities exist for component R(r, m, d}: 

• R(r, m, d) = C[[return Ebn'(E)]] for C[·] a command context, corresponding to 

a state where execution of return E!m'(E) has not yet been initiated, or 

• R(r,m,d) = (vv,d,d')(D(v,ll) I t'i(Xj) . ... lln.t'n(xn).(vr').l'o(i,r/}.r'(x).f(x}.l[') 

corresponding to a state where the commaud is in the process of being exe-

, cuted, and 

• R(r, m, d} = P wh~rer ~ fn(P); corresponding to a state where execution of 

return E!m'(E) has been completed. 

It is easy to see that a t-chain may mimic the behaviour of its respective 

chain very closely. This is captured by the following lemma: 

Lemma 6.6.14 Suppose C is an object chain with tf -chain CT. If C ~ S then 

CT ~ R where 

• 0= f3 or a = (vr)a(x, r) and f3 = a{i, r/}, and 

• if a = T then either ST = R or S ==:} S' = (TICj I C/) and R = (TICT I CIT), 

for some chains C', Cj. 

PROOF: The proof relies on the definition of a t1' -chain. For suppose C ~ S 

where 

P(r'} = (vji)(R(r',m',cl) I [<1] I d.Dodyc(o}} 

is the active component of C. Consider CT {r} and let pi (r/) be the active ob j(\ct of 

CT. The follo\ving possi bili ties exist: 

• C'I A and P'(r') = P(r'}. 

• C = A and 111 'I m'. Then P'(r'} = (lIp)(R(rl,m/,d) I [<1] I d.DodY.4'(o». 
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• C = A, m' = m and R(r', m, (I) = C[[return E!m'(E)]] for some command con

text C. Then P'(r') = (vP)(C[[commitE!m'(EH](r',d) 1 [0'] 1 d.DodYA'(o». 

• Suppose C = A, m' = m and 

R{r', m, d) = (vt:ili)(D{v, (i) 1 t'i(Xi) ••• (vr").l"o(x, r"). r"(x). r'(x). d' ) 

1 el'. U(d» 

Then 

pI (r') = (vpv(i)(D(v, l) 1 1'i(Xj) ... xo(x, r'). el' 

1 (1'. U(li) 1 [0') 1 (1. DodYA'(o» 

It is easy to see in each of these cases that actions of C can be matched by actions 

of CT. In particular, the last case explains how an action a = (vr")a(x,r") of C 

may be matched by an action f3 = a{x, r') by CT. In addition, if C(r) -:... S tlwn 

CT (r) -!.... S' and ST = S' with one exception: Suppose 

C(r} = (vq)(E(r, ro) 1 R(ro, rI} 1 PI (rlt r2) 1 P2{r2, r3) \ ... \ Pn(rn, r') 1 P(r'}) 

-:.... C'(r) = (vq)(E(r,ro) 1 R(ro,rt) 1 P.(rt. r2) 1 P2(r2,r3} 1 .. ·\ Q,.{r,.} \ Q) 

where 

Pi{ri, ri+I} = (vq, d)(ri+I(X)' Ti{X). Qj{m, (f) 1 [O'i) 1 d. Dody ... (OJ)), 

. P(r'} ?(x) Q, and 

Note that CT ~ C'T. Nonetheless, C'(r} may engage in n + 1 silent transitions to 

give 

C'{r):==> S = (vq)(E{r, 1'0) 1 R'{ro) \ P: 1···\ p~ 1 Q} 

where PI = (vq,cZ)(Qi(m,d) 1 [0';) 1 (Z.DodYA(o;». ThusS is a parallel composition 

of n + 2 object chains, namely (vq)(E(r, ro) 1 R(ro», and Pi for all i and Q. 

where 

Dy the definition of a t-rhain, 

CT(r) _. (vij)(E'(r,ro) 1 T(7'0,7") 1 Pt 1 P~' \ ..• 1 P:: 1 P'(r'») 

S'(r) = (vq)(E'(r, ro) 1 T'(ro) 1 P:' 1 P~' 1···1 P:: 1 Q') 
l' --
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( ') r(x) '() d T rO, r ---+ T rO , an 

P'(r'} ~ Q'. 

Dy close observation of the agents we deduce that 

(v(j)(E(r,l'O) I R(ro})T = (vq)(E'(r, ro) IT'), 

prT = pr' and . . , 
QT = Q' as required. o 

'Ve may now state our main result. 

Theorem 6.6.15 

PROOF: The proof achieves a close correspondence between each derivative of I~ 

with a derivative of I'~. Of course, it is the case that I~ is capahle of activity which 

can not be mirrored directly by I~: for example an object executing the transforn1<.'d 

method within I/~ will delegate responsibility of returning to some otller object and 

subsequently, possibly invoke another method or enter the quiescent state and have 

one of its methods invoked, unlike the respective object within I~ which will be 

blocked awaiting the return of the call. However, the fact of the system's confluence 

allows us to conclude the required results. 

Suppose that the transformation has been applied on the body S of method 

mI in class AI. The proofrelies on the observation that any computation of process 

I~ can be very closely mimicked by process I~. This corr£'spond£'nce is captured by 

the following relation. 
. , 

n = {(51! 52) I SI = (vp)(C(r) I flier Ci I fljeJ Ob141 (O'j) I llkEI\ Objc(ak) I I), 

52 = (vp)(CT(r) I lliEr cT I lljeJ Ob14~ (O'j) I llkEI\ Objc{ok) I I'). 

where cE {G,A2 ... An} 

C(r) is an object r-chain and for all i, Ci is an ohj('ct (·hain. 

CT(r), cT are the cor~espollding t~~-chains, 
I~ ~ S 1 a.nd [" ~ 52 for some s} 

Thus a derivative of I~ is a parallel composition containing an r-chain C(r) (which 

may be empty), a number of chains and a number of G and A ohject-agents ill 

the quiescent state. Such a derivative is related by n to a derivative of 1~ com

posed of the corresponding t~: chains and G, A~, A2, • •• , A.n ohject-agents. Suppose 

(51! 52) E n. We observe that the following holds: 
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If 51 = (vp)(Objc{,B) 1 ••• ) then 52 = (vjJ)(Objc,{j3) 1 ••• ), where 

C' = Ai if C = Al and C' =:= C, otherwise. 

The proof of the result follows directly from the construction of'R. Note that by 

definition, an object chain contains no object components in the quiescent state. 

We may prove the following properties. 

Properties 6.6.16 , Let (5b 52) E 'R. The following hold: 

1. if 51 ~ 5i then 52 ~ S~ and either (S~,S~) E 'R, or 0 = T and 5~ => S~' 
with (5i/, 5~) E 'R; 

PROOF: The proof of the first Property is a case analysis 011 51 ~ 5i. The 

following possibilities exist. 

• Q = a * m(z,r} and 51 = (vjJ)(ObjG(a) 1 ••• ) ~ 5. = (vp)(C(r) 1 ••• ) 

where ObjG(a) ~ C(r} = (vljr)(Q(r,cl) 1 (0'] 1 d.DodYa(a». Dy an earlier 

, observation, 

52 = (vjJ)(ObjG(a) 1 ••• ) ~ 5i = (vp)(C(r) I ••• ). 

Dy definition C(r} = CT (r) and hence (5,,52) E 'R. 

• Q = (v-y)n(-r) and 51 = (vp)P ~ 51 = (vjJ)(P 1 Obja(1». Then S2 = 

(vjJ)P' ~ 52 = (vjJ)(P' 1 ObjG(1»· Clearly, (5,,52) E 'R. 

• Q = r(v), where 51 = (vjJ)(C(r) I D) ~ 5~ = (vjJ)(S 1 D) and C(r} ~ S. 

Note that by Lemma 6.4.8(3) r f/. fn(5j). Dy the definition of all r-chain, 

C(r} contains a single object component of the form P(r) = (vij)(Q(r, d) I 
[0'] 1 d. Dodyc(a}). Dy Lemma 6.6.14, CT (r) ~ 5' where ST = S'. Thus 

52 ~ S~ with (S1' 5~) E 'R as required. 

• Q = T. Several possibilities exist depending 011 wheth('r the transition is a 

transition internal to a chain, or an object creation or a lll('thod invocation 

initiated by an active object of a chain. In the former case the result is 

guaranteed by Lemma 6.6.14. Uethod invocations and object creations are 

similar to the first and second cases considel'ed in this proof. Note that a 

method invocation by a chain results in increasing the h'ngth of the chain by 

one. 
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This completes the proof of the first property. 

To prove the second property, suppose 511 R-. Since 51 is a derivative of I~ 

there are two cases to consider. First suppose that there is no r : R occurring free 

in 51' Then by Lemma 6.6.8, 51 =:::} 5~ where each objPct component of 5~ is in 

the quiescent state. If 51 h then by the same l(,lllllla each object component of 

51 is in the quiescent state and by the construction of n, each cOlllPonent of 52 is 

in the quiescent state. Thus 52 1. So suppose 51 ~ 51l • Dy Prop('rty 6.6.16(1), 

52 -!... 52}, ~here 511 =:::} 5h and (5~1' 52.) E 'R. Dy II-collflu('nce and since 511, 

51 ~l 5~1 so 511 1 R-. Repeated application of this argument gives that th('re ('xist 

5li, 5~i' 52i such that 

51 ~51l =:::}511 -!... ... 5~(k_l) -!...51k =:::}5~k 

52 ~ 521 -!... ... 51(k-l) ..!.. 52k 

where (Sli,52i) E 'R and since 511, 51k h. Dy Lelllllla 6.6.S, ('ach object COlll

ponent of 51k is in the quiescent state. Hence, by the construction of 'R, t'ach 

component of 52k is in the quiescent state. Therefore 521. Clearly, fn(5d = fn(52). 

Thus there is no r : R such that r E fn( 52) and so 52 1 R-. 

Next we consider the case where there exists r: R occurring fr('(' in 51. Dy 

Lemma 6.6.8, 51 ~ 51 where each component of 5~ is ill the qui('scent state .. As 

before, there exist 51i, 51i, 52i such that 

51 ..!..5n =:::}511 ~ ... 5~(m_l) -!...51m =>Sllll 

52 -!.... 521 ~ ... 51(m-l) -!... 52m 

where (51i,52i) E 'R and 51m f--+. Dy II-confluence and since 51 1, 511ll ~1 5 •. 

Hence SIIl1 r(v~ Ql where Ql ~l 51' In addition, by Prop('rty 6.6.16(1), 52m r(I'~ Q2 

where (Ql, Q2) E 'R. Using the same argument as above we can find Ql;, Q~i' Q2i 

such that 

Ql -!...Qll =:::}Q~1 -!... ... Q~(I-I) ..!..QIl =:::}Q~, 
Q2 ..!... Q21 ...!... ... Ql(l-I) 2. Q2l 

where (Q~i' Q2i) E 'R and Q~, h. Dy LE'1llllla 6.6.8, each object componeut of Q~, 

is hi the quiescent state. H('nce by the construction of 'R, ('ach component of (}u 

is in the quiescent state. Therefore Q21. 110reo\'('r, since 52 is fully II-confluf'nt. 

52! f(v). Recall that 52 being a derivative of lib, there is at Illost Olle llallll' of SOI"t 

R occurring free in 52, namely r. Suppose tllere exists tt such that 52i 1'(11). Then 

by II-confluence it must be that 52if(t')f(u), that is 52 ~ 52 ~i. However, by 

II-confluence 52 ~ 1 Q2l and since r ~ fn( (21) this gives a contradictioll. Thus 52! p 
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for aU p e R-, subj(p) = r, and since r is the only name of sort R occurring free ill 

52, 52! R-. 

To prove the converse, suppose 51 r R-. In addition, suppose 51 ~ 511 , 

Then by Property 6.6.16(1), 52 ~ 521 and 511 ==> 5~1 where (5~1,52t> E 'R. Dy 

full II-confluence, 5il r R-. Similady, if 51 r(v~ 5~ for some r : R then 52 r(l'~ 52 

where (5{, 52) E 'R and by full II-confluence, 5{ r. Repeated application of this 

argument shows that 52 can closely mimic any finite or infinite computatioll of 51 

giving that 52 r R- as required. 0 

We may now proceed with the proof of the main thror('m. Let B be the rdation 

~l 'R ~l' \Ve claim that B ~ ~r. Suppose (5., 52) e B and let 5, 5' be such 

that (5,5') e 'R, 51~15 and 5'~152' Suppose 51! R-. Then 5! R- and by 

Property 6.6.16(2), 5' 1 R-. So 521 R-. Similarly, if 52 1 R- tht'u 5' ! R-, 51 R

and 5tl R-. 

Suppose that 511 R- and 51 ~ 5i. Since 51, by Lemma 6.6.8 tlt('re exist 

Q, Q' such that 5 => Q, 5' ==> Q', Q,Q' f-. and (Q,Q') e n. Uor(>o\'('r by 

II-confluence 51 ~l Q and Q' ~ 152' 

• Suppose a = T. Th(,ll by II-conflu('nce 5 I ~ 1 5{ ~Q and (5{, 52) en. 

• Suppose a i- T. If 51 ! a then since 51 ~::q Q, Q ~ R ~l 5~. Dy Prop

erty 6.6.16(1),Q' ~ R' and (R,R') en. Th('re are two cases: if Q' 1 a th(,l1 

since 52 ~l Q', 52 ==> ~ 52 ~l R' with (5{, 52) e B as requir('d. Oth('rwise, 

if Q' r a then 52 r Ct and by full II-confluence R' r. Since additionally 5'}, 1, 
52 ==> 5~ ~ 52 rand 52 ~1 R'. H(,llce (5i,5l) e B. The case 51 r 0 is 

similar. 

So suppose 521 R, 52 ~ 52 and pick Q, Q' where 51 ~l Q, QRQ', Q' ~ 1 5'}, s11ch 

that Q f-. Several possibilities t'xist. We wllsider the case 51 1 0, 52! o. Tbe 

oth('1' cases use similar ideas. 

• Suppose 0 = T. Dy II-Wllflu(,llce and since 521, 52~t 52 and 11(,11<'e (51t 521 e 
'Rj 

• Suppose Ct = (V"y )nG{t). Since 52 ~ 1 Q', Q' ==> ~ T' ~ t 52' 1Iort'On'r, 

by the construction of 'R, Q ~ R so by Property 6.6.16(1), Q' ~ R' 

where (R, R') E R. Dy full II-collflu('nce R' ~ 1 T'. Furthermore, 5 I ~ 1 Q, so 

51 =>~ 51 ~l R and deady, (5{,52) E n. 

• Suppose a = a * m(x,r}. Since 52~1 Q', Q' =>~ T'. ~Iorro\'('r, since Q' 

is a derivative of I'~, there exist no names of sort R occurring free in Q'. Dy 
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construction, fn ( Q) = fn (Q') so no names of sort R occur fr('(' in Q. Since 

Q is such that Q 1--, by Lemma. 6.6.8, every object-component of Q, and 

hence of Q', is in the quiescent state. SO Q' ~ Til, where Til ~l T' and Q' = 
(1IP)(ObjG{a) I G) for some C. Dy construction of 'R, Q = (vp)(ObjG(a) I 
G') ~ T wlH're (T,T") E 'R. Furthermore, by definition of :::::1, SI =?~ 

51 ~t T and hence (Sl,S2) E 6 . 

• Suppose a = r{v}. Since S2~q Q', Q' =?~ T'. Uoroover, since fn(Q} = 
fn( Q'), r occurs free in Q and as Q ! R-, by L~mma 6.6.8, Q ;:(u~ T. Dy 

~ r(u) , 
Property 6.6.16(1), Q' -- Til where (T,T") E 'R and by IT-confluence, and 

since fn(T'HR = 0, u = v and T' ~l T". In addition, 51 =?~ Sl ~1 R. 

. Therefore, (51' S2) E 6 as required. 

Hence 6 ~ ~r. Since (1~, lib) E 6, this completes the proof of the theorem. 0 

6.6.5 Transformation 2 

In this section we consider the second transformation. The intuition behind the 

soundness of this transformation is based on the idea that since the commands 

Sand return E do not share any variables then the order ill which they take place 

within a method body of a society is immaterial. This intuition is captured formally 

with the aid of confluence. 

\Ve begin with an observation concerning the encoding of a subcommand of 

a command. 

Observation 6.6.17 Suppose S' is a subcommand of S. Then [S] = C[[51J, 

where if [5] = [5](d} then 

1. C[Ql = (vp, dt. (i2)(P{dl ) I dl' Q{li2) 1(12 , R{(i) where ll2 ~ fn(P), (il ~ fn(R), 

or 

2. C[Ql = (vp,d')(Q{d') I d'. R{li), or 

3. C[Q] = (vp, ll')(P{d') I d'. Q{(l}), or 

4. C[Q] = (vj»Q(ll). 

for P and R such that if P{d) ~-.!L P' then pI ~ 10. 

PROOF: The pl'Oof of this observation is hy induction on the d<'pt.h, el, of the 
, 

occurrence of 5' within 5. For the base case, d = 0 we have that 5' == 5. Tlu.'n 

dearly, [5] = [5'] and Clause 4 is satisfied. 

For the induction step we have four cases: 
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• S == 51;S2 where 5' is a subcommand of 51' Dy d('finition 

Moreover, by the induction hypothesis [51] == C[[51l. So 

[5] = (vd)(C[[S1](d) I d. [52] 

and if C[[51l is of form 1 or 3, then (5] is of form 1, oth('rwis(' it is of form 2. 

• 5 == 51 j 52 where S' is a subcommand of 52. This is similar to the previous 

case. 

• 5 == if E then 51 else 52 where 5' is a subcommand of 51' Dy d('finitioll, . 

[51 = (vd l! tl-,z)( [E]( vill} I ville b). cond (b I> tit. 0, true I> d2• 0) 

It/I' [SI](Pi, d} I (12 • [S-,z](Fl, (I). 

, Dy the induction hypothesis, [51] == C[[S1l so [5] = (veil! e/-,z)«[E](t'al) I 
val(b) cond I t'al(b). cond (b I> (/1.0, truel> )[52]) I (/I.C[[S1]). H('nce [5] is a 

context of form 1, if C[·] is offonu 1 or 2, and a context of form 3, oth('rwis('. 

• 5 == if E then 51 else 52 where 5' is a subcommand of 52. This is similar to 

the previolls case. o 

So assume that the transformation has been appli('d 011 the body 5 of m('thod 

1111 in class AI' Suppose the encoding of class Al is given hy: 

where 

Oh141 = (0 n)(v p)([var S : T](P) I Dotly(o, n,p) 

Dody (0 n P)(~1=10 * mi(E,r). (velTi) 

((II REG(rj,elj,lL'j,t'j) I (varZ: U])(i'i) I (5;](ii,p,U,1/Ji,r,d) 

I (/. Dody(o,P}) 

where by the ohservation ahove (51] = C[(S'; return E]l for some coutext C[·]. Let 

B he an agf'nt differing f1'Om [class AI] ill that the (,llcodings of the commands 5' 

and return E within llwthod 7/11 are cOllcurr(,lltly compos('d with one anoth('r: 

B = !(vo)u.41(o).ObjB(0) 
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where 

ObjB = (an)(vjJ)([var .. t' :T](P) I Dody'(a,n,p}) 

Dody' = (anp)(~?=lo*mi(v,r).(vdii) 

«II REG(rj,tj,wj,Vj) I [varZ: U])(u) I Pj(ii,p,u,lIIj,r,cl) 

I d. Dody(a, n,jJ}) 

where Pj = lSi], for i:/:- 1, PI = C[D](d) and 
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The purpose of the agent d l • (h. d is to E'nsure that both S' and return E terminate 

execution and indicate so by signalling on li1 , (12 respectively, before any furtht'r 

computation is initiated. Let H = (vnX)([G,A2, ... ,An] I il). \Ve cla.im the 

following: 

Lemma 6.6.18 H~ is fully II-confluent. 

PROOF: In order to prove this we need to establish that agE:'nt B does not violate 

the unique bearing and unique controlling propE'rties and does not give rise to non

confluent activity. The necessary analysis is very similar to those of Sections 6.4 

and 6.6.1. The point of interest here is to prove the analogue of Lemma 6.4.7 for 

agE:'nt 

where 51 j 52 occurs in the method body of a dass of a community and 5 h 52 share 

no common variables. \Ve may see that thE're E'xist 0'1, 0'2 s11ch that 0' = 0') U 0'2 and 

where fn([Sl) I [0'1]) n fn([S2] 1[0'2]) = 0. With this ohsE'rvation and since each of 

(VZ)([SI] I [0'1]) and (VZ)[S2] I [0'2]), satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 6.4.7, it is 

not difficult to prove that all E'Xecutioll of Q also satisfies the propE'rties captuf('d in 

that lemma. Thus, assuming Q is plac('d in an appropriate context, it will llot be 

the first to violate conditions that guarantee a 1>s('nce of sharing. 

The remaining arguments are similar to those of the proof of Corollary 6.6.5 

and are omitted. 0 

Dy the construction of H, it is now not difficult to see that for any COlll

putation of I (resp. I') there is an E'qllival('nt cOlUputation of H where ex('cution 

of [S'] takes place before that of [return E] (resp. "ice versa). This obs('r\'ation 
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(which we prove formally below), along with the property of confluence which is 

satisfied by the agents involved, allows us to show that Ib~r Hb and I'b~r Hb. 

This is the strategy adopted to prove the main theorem given below. Note that I' 

now denotes the encoding of the society described by I after a single application of 

transformation 2. 

Theorem 6.6.19 

PROOF: Recall that as defined above, D is the agent abstraction 

\Ve define n as follows: 

n = {(St, S~) I 51 = (VU)(ITiEI Pi I ITjEJ OJ I ITkEK n~k I IT/EL R, I ITmEJII T". 11), 
52 = (Vii)(ITiEI P{ I ITjEJ OJ I ITkEK lYI I IT/EL R/I ITmEM Tm I H), 

where 

Pi = (VjJ)(Ci[[S'j return E]](d) I [ud I d. DodY(O'i», 

P{ = (vp)(Cj[D](el) I [u;] I el. Dody' (OJ}), 

and for F a derivative of [S'], 

OJ = (vljd1d2 )(F(d1 ) I dl · [return E](el2 } I el2 • P(d} 

I [Uj] I d. Dody{oj}), 

OJ = (vljd l d2d')(F((11) I [return E](d2} I ell. el2 • el' I cl'. P(d) 

I [Uj] I d.Dody'(O'j}), 

and for V' a derivative of [return E], 

BTk = (vvd2 )(V'(d2) I d2 .P(d) I [ud I d.Dody(ok», 

B'k = (vvd2cl')(V'(d2 ) I (/2.(l' I (l'.P{d) I [0',.] I d.Dody'(ok}), 

R, = (vr)(E(d) I [U/] I cl. Dody(o/», 

R, = (vr)(E(d) I [U/] I d. Dody'(o/», for some E and 

Ib =* S~, Hb =* 5; for some s} 

Note that an agent Pi represents au object executing method 1111 before it has 

reached the point where the transformation has been applied. Similarly, Qj, 1;" and 

R, represent objects executing method 1111 but where the 'interesting' commands 

S' and return E respectively, are in the process of being executed. Additionally, 

agents R, represent objects of class A which are either executing method 1Hl but 

have completed the commands that have undergone transformation, or executing a 

method other than n1}, or are in the quiescent state. Finally, Tm rt'prest'nts obj('cts 

of the remaining classes. The following properties hold: 

Properties 6.6.20 Let (511 52) E n. Then 
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1. if 51 ~ 5~ then 52 ~ 5~ and (S~,S~) E R; 

PROOF: Let (51,52) E n. The first property is trivial to verify by the construction 

of n. \Ve consider a couple of cases: 

• Suppose 51 = (vu)(Qj I G) ~ 5~ = (vu)(5j I G) where 

Qj = (vq,dl! liz)(D{dl ) I dl • [return E]{dz} I li2.P{l/) I [O'j] I d.Dody(oj}) 

~ 5j = (vq, lll! lI2)(D'(d l ) I dl' [return E]{dz} I dz. P(ll) 

I [O'j] I d.DodY(Oj}). 

Then clearly, 52 = (vu)(Qj I G') ~ S~ = (vu)(S; I G') where 

Qj = (vq,d l ,d2 ,d')(D{dl ) I [returnE]{d2} I d l • (Iz. d' I d'.P«(I) 

I [O'j] I d.Dody'(oj}) 

~ 5j =(vq,dl!(/z,d')(D'(dl ) I [returnE]{dz} I dl.elZ.(I' I el'.P{lZ) 

< I [O'j] I (1. Dody' (OJ)) 

and (5~,S~) E n . 

• Suppose 51 = (vu)(R, I Pi I G) ~ 5~ = (VU)(Fk I G t I G) where 

and 

R, = (vr)(E(d) I [0'".] Ill. DodY(Ok» 

~ H = (vr)(E'(l/) I [0'".] I d. Dody(ok}) 

Pi = (vP)(Ci[[5'; return E]](d) I [O'j] I (/. DodY(Oi}) 

.E.. Gi = (vP)(5(d) I [0';] I d.DodY(Oi}) 

. where Ci[[5';returnE]] = (vp,dl!d2)(P(dl ) I dl.Q(dz} I d2.R(ll}), P ~ pi 

and 

5(d} = (vpdld2)(P'(l/l) I lll .[S'; return E](dz} I (1z• R{d» ~ C'[[5'; return Ell 

Then 52 = (vu)(R,1 PI I C') where 

R~ = (/lr)(E«(I) I [0'1..] I d. DodY/(Ok» 

and 
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Clearly, 52 ~ 5~ = (vu)(Fk 1 G~ I C'), where 

and 

P' 0 • --+ 

R, ~ Fk = (vr)(E'(d) 110'".] 1 d. Dody'(O'k}) 

G~ = (vpd1d2 )(C'[[S'](dl ) 1 [return E](d2} 1 dl. d2• cl'](d} 

1 [O'j] I d.Dody'{O'j}) 

Dy construction (S{, 5~) E n as required. 
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To prove the second property suppose 51 1 R-. First, consider the ca.se 

where there is no r : R occuning free i,n 51. Then by Lemma 6.6.8, 51 ==> 5{ where 

each object component of 5{ is in the quiescent state. Dy the previous property, 

52 ==> 5~ where (S~, S~) E n. It is easy to see by the construction of n that each 

component of 5~ must be in the quiescent state. This implies that S~! and hence 

by full II-c~nfluence S21. Moreover, since fn(St} = fn(52), there are !l0 !lames of . 
sort R occurring free in S2 and 521 R-. ' ; 

So suppose there exists r : R that occurs free in 51. Since 51 ! R-, by 

Lemma 6.6.8, 51 ~ Si, where each object component of 5{ is in the quiescent state. 

Dy the previous property we have that 52 ~ 5~ where each object-component of 

5~ is in the quiescent state. Thus, 5~!, and by full II-confluence 52! r( L'), Suppose 

52 T p, P E R-. Since S2 is a derivative of H~, r is the only name of sort R occurring 

free in 52 and subj(p) = r. Dy II-confluence this implies that 5~ t p. Howev('r, 

r ~ fn(S~) which is a contradiction. Thus 521 R- as required. 

To prove the converse suppose 51 t R-. Dy Property 6.6.20(1), 52 can mimic 

any finite or infinite computation of 51 and thus 52 t R- as required. 0 

Let B be the relation n ~l' We claim that B ~ ~r. Suppose (51t 52) E B and let 5 

be such that (SIt 5) E nand 5 ~l 52. Suppose 511 R-. Then by Property 6.6.20(2), 

5 1 R- and by definition of ~l' 52! R-. Similarly, if 52 1 R- then 5 1 R- and 

5tl R-. Suppose additionally that 51 ~ S~. Then by Property 6.6.20(1), 5 ~ 5' 

where (S~, S') E n. There are two possibilities. If 510' then by definition of ~ 1 , 

52! a and 52 :=:} 5~ ~ S~ where S' ~1 5~ and (S{, 5~) E B. On the oth('r hand, 

if St a then by full II-confluence 5't and by ~1' S2t o. Since also 5,11 R- it must 

be that S21==> 5~ ~ 5~ t where since 5't, 5'~1 5~. Thus (5{,5~) E B. 

So suppose 52! R- and S2 ~ 5~. Several possibilities exist. 'Ye consid('r 

the case S ! a. The other case uses similar id('as . 

• a = T. Dy II-confluence 52 ~1 S~ and hence (Sit S~) E 'R; 
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• a = (v-y)nc(-y). Since S2 ~l S, S ===>~ Q ~l S~. This implies that S = 
(vP)(C I! (v-y)nc(-y).P) for some P and C. Uoreover, by the construction of 

n, SI ~ S~ so by Property 6.6.16(1), S ~ S' where (S~,S') E 'R. Dy full 

IT-confluence S' ~l Q, and clearly, (S~, Sn E 'R. 

• a = a * m(x, r). Since S2 ~l S, S ===>~ Q ~l S~. :Moreover, since S is 

a derivative of H b, there exist no names of sort R occurring free in S. Dy 

construction, fn(S) = fn(St}, hence no names of sort R occur free in SI' Addi

tionally, S11 R-, so by Lemma 6.6.8, SI ===> S~' where all object-components 

'Of S~' are in the quiescent stat'e. Dy Property 6.6.20(1), S ===> S' where 

(S~', S') E 'R and by construction of 'R each object-component of S' is in the 

quiescent state. Since, by IT-confluence, S ~ 1 S', S' ~ Q' ~ 1 Q. This im

plies that S' = (vP)(C I Dody(a),'or S' = (vP)(C I Dody'(n) for some C. 

So S~' = (vP)(C' I Dody(a), for the appropriate C', and S~' ~ S~ where 

(SL Q') E 'R. Since Q' ~l Q ~l S~ we have that (S~, S~) E B. 

• a = r(v}. Since 52 ~l S, S ===>~ Q ~l S2' :Moreover, since fn(5) = fn(St}, 

r occurs free in SI aud as SI 1 R-, by Lemma 6.6.8, SI ===> r(u~ S~. Dy 
r(u) 

Property 6.6.20(1), S ===>~ Q' where (S~,Q') E n and by II-confluence, 

u = v and Q~! Q'. Therefore, (S~, S2) E B as required. 

This completes the proof of the claim. Since (Ib, Hb) E B, lb~r Hb. Along 

similar lines we can also prove that I'b~r H". This implies that lb~r lib as re

quired. 0 
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Conclusions and Future Work 

In this chapter we summarize the results ofthe thesis and discuss their contributions. 

\Ve conclude with a discussion of related and future work. 

7.1 Conclusions 

The need for mathematical frameworks for reasoning about concurrent systems is 

today widely acknowledged. Understanding these systems requires a clear model, 

in which intuitive, accessible and precise descriptions can be giwn, and tools to 

reason about the model. The purpose of this thesis has been to demonstrate how a 

variant of the 1!'-calculus can be used to reason rigorously about a class of C011ClUl'ent 

systems, systems with dynamically-evolving structure. 

Mobility is extensively used in real life. In addition to the applications we 

have considered, it is common in many systems including operating systems, where 

the ownership of a resource may change as computation proceeds, telecommuni

cation systems where nodes may move in and out of the communicating range of 

stationary nodes, and systems supporting process migration which allows tasks to be 

exchanged to optimize processor usage. At best, these systems can be described ill 

formalisms such as CCS (where mobility is not captured directly) by building a large 

system where aU connections which may be required during computation are estab

lished, Drawbacks of this approach are that all potential communications must he 

known in advance, and it may result in rather awkward and counter-intuitive defini

tions. For instance, consider the B-tree data structure. Reasoning about it in CCS 

would involve fixing the size of the tree and manipulating a tree of this size through~ 

out computation, where in the initial state all but two of the nodes are idle with the 

possibility of others being activated as computation proceeds. Simpler descriptions 

may be given in the presence of parametric channels, or Illultiway-synchronization 

224 
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and input-enabledness. Nonetheless, these approaches fail to capture directly' the 

scope migration involved. 

Our study has demonstrated that the 11' tI-calculus, with its small and intuitive 

set of message-passing primitives, provides a more general and more precise model of 

concurrency which is especially appropriate for the specification and verification of 

mobile systems. It can be used to give natural and direct descriptions of mobile con

current systems which may serve as a basis for their better understanding. Further 

to that, its formal semantics and mathematical theory enable rigorous analysis of 

systems' behaviour. An additional benefit ofthe calculus is that, unlike application

oriented frameworks, it provides a unifying framework for the analysis of different 

kinds of mobile systems and thus enables concepts and techniques originating in 

different domains to be generalized and applied in others. 

A significant factor for the success of the calculus for the specification and 

verification of mobile systems will be the development of tools to assist the anal

ysis of lI'-calculus agents. A number 'of tools are currently under development. 

However, because of the complex mathematical theory of the calculus (compared 

with CCS), standard techniques for checking bisimulations and model ch('cking are 

not applicable in this context. Among the tools available is the Uobility Work

bench [Vic94] whose main functionality is the verification of open bisimulation equiv. 

alence ([San93]), a bisimulation strictly finer than observation equivalence. 1Iodd 

checking capabilities are also being developed. Clearly, the analyses we have un

dertaken in this thesis are outside the scope of existing tools. F~r one thing, the 

mobile process calculus we have employed is an extension of the lI'-calculus with 

first-order data. Moreover, the correctness criteria for the applications had to be 

formulated in terms of more demanding equivalences, such as branching bisimula· 

tion and indistinguishability within arbitrary contexts. How('ver, improved tools for 

semi-automatic checking of parts of the analysis would be useful to assist and con

firm the correctness of proofs. An interesting question is whetlwr t('chniqlles that 

detect (partially) confluent behaviour of agents can be dew'loped and exploited for 

automated reasoning. 

7.1.1 Determinacy and Confluence in the'lI'tI-calculus 

We have investigated the notions of confluence and partial confluence in the 11'11" 

calculus and have developed some of their theory. In particular, we have isolated 

system-building operators which preserve confluence. This makes it possible to 

guarantee by construction the confluence of certain systems. The most interesting 
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of the rules presented states that an efficient restricted composition of confluent 

components is also confluent. This highlights the requirement that for a composition 

to be confluent it is necessary that its names are used in a disciplined manner by its 

components. Specifically, it is required that nanH'S are uniquely managed throughout 

computation, that is, a name gives access to at most one resource, and at most one 

component has access to a resource at any time. \Ve have also provided syntactic 

conditions which guarantee that these properties are preserved under computation 

and we have used the results to reason about systems. For instance, obs('rving a 

single execution of a confluent system allows the detection of the system's capability 

of producing a certain behaviour, like engaging in a certain action. Furthermore, 

we have investigated how the confluence of systems can be exploited for systematic 

verification. This turned out to be especially profitable in the setting of partially 

confluent client-server systems: in certain client contexts a member of a class of 

concurrent servers, which may perform up to one state-changing internal action 

determining the answer to a client's question, is indistinguishable from a serial 

server. 

7.1.2 B-tree operations 

We have presented a proof of correctness of the concurrent operations on n'ink_ 

trees. The process calculus provided a direct and natural description of the evolving

structure of the system and enabled a precise statement of its correctness criterion. 

The analysis highlighted the subtlety of the design and allowed us to formalize the 

behaviour of the system. },Ioreover, by forcing consideration of all possible sce

narios and computations, it has gIven grounds for believing that the description 

is completely defined; a risk to the contrary is often tak('n during informal syst('m 

development. It has also clarified nontrivial details and verifi('d assumptions Con

cerning the structure of the tree nodes and the requirement of implicitly storing 

minimum and maximum keys. },Ioreover, the proof has provided gr('ater confidence 

than was afforded by the existing proofs and most importantly it has given valu

able insight into why the operations are correct. TItis insight may prove useful in 

considering design alt('rnatives and may additionally provide a guide for correctness 

proofs for a wide range of algorithms for search structures [SG88]. This possibility 

was illustrated in Chapter 5 by the design of a new deletion operation, a variant of 

the one proposed in [Sag86], and a sketch of its correctness proof by ('xt('nsion of 

the existing proof. 

An advantage of the type of reasoning undertaken here for concurrency con-
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trol is that behavioural equivalence is a correctness criterion applicable to a wide 

range of systems. Dy shifting the emphasis to the observable behaviour of a system 

and ignoring implementation-oriented details it applies in a more general setting. 

A similar viewpoint was adopted in [LMWF94], where I/O-automata were used for 

an extensive study of atomic transactions in various types of systems, including 

locking systems, time-stamped systems and hybrid systems. It appears worthwhile 

to study the applicability of mobile-process calculi in such settings. The ability to 

provide natural and clear descriptions of these highly dynamic systems and the pow

erful techniques for showing behavioural equivalences, seem promising for reasoning 

about their correctness. 

The theory of partial confluence proved to be significant in the correctness 

proof. It allowed us to perform a number of transformations on the system in ques

tion, each step preserving behavioural equiv~lence, and thus to restrict attention to 

a simpler system exhibiting a part of the original behaviour. In fact, the results 

provided by the social confluence theory were sufficient to conclude that the opera

tions in question are serializable. The remainder of the analysis was concerned with 

proving that each individual operation actually behaves correctly. 

7.1.3 Determinacy in 1ro(3).. 

We have isolated conditions of programs of a concurrent-object language which 

guarantee determinacy. Although we have worked with a specific language, results 

similar to those we have presented can be obtained for other languages. 

It is not difficult to construct examples to show that if the conditions in the 

definition of a 'D-program' were omitted, the resulting notion would no longer guar

antee determinacy. However, there are of course many programs which although not 

D-programs are determinate. The nature of the kind oflanguage we consider is surh 

that we cannot hope in gem'ral to determine on the basis of a simple syntactic analy

sis whether a program is determinate or not. In fact, this problem is semi-decidable, 

that is, it is possible to determine whether a program is not determinate but not 

to guarantee its determinacy. Nonetheless, we believe that the definition of a 'D

program' may capture a useful programming discipline. Among the benefits of our 

study may be simpler arrounts of determinate fragments of concurrent languages, 

and improved techniques for the construction of r('liable concurrent prograins. For 

instance, the use of syntactic rules which guarantee determinacy provides insurance 

that a program will exhibit the same behaviour on different implementations of the 

programming language. This is because by observing a single computation of a con-
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fluent program, one may deduce properties of all its possible execution paths. So if 

an error is present in an instance of the program it will be discovered by running 

it just once. On the other hand, it is much more complex to reason about a non

confluent program. In particular, it may be necessary to explore all of its execution 

paths before correctness can be established. 

7.1.4 The transformations 

The problem of the correctness of transformations of the kinds considered here was 

posed by C D Jones and has been studied by him in a a number of papers [Jon93a, 

Jon93b, Jon94, Jon96] within a broad program concerned with formal development 

of concurrent programs. In [Jon93c, Jon93b], the author used the 1I'-calculus to argue 

about a specific example of the transformations whereas in [HJ95] the correctness 

of the general transformations was discussed using an operational semantics. 

The rules studied in this thesis differ from those cited above in tha t they 

enunciate syntactic conditions under which the transformation may be applied. 

In [Jon96, HJ95] termination of method invocatiolls is a hypothesis of the rules. 

Here we use a llotion of equivalence sensitive to divergellce alld thereby treat ex

plicitly divergillg computations. Further, we exclude the possibility of deadlock by 

analysing in detail how 'cycles' can be created and impose a syntactic condition 

to prevent this. In [Jon96, HJ95] the transformations refer to a class of pl'Ogram 

variables called 'unique references'. According to the definition, 

A unique reference is one which is never 'copied' nor which has gem'ral 

(unshared) references passed over it. 

The conditions we enunciate rely instead on the property that r('f('rences to a soci

ety's objects are not shared during computation. In contrast to unique ref('rences, 

objects of a society may pass refcrences to non-society objects and also r('f('rences 

to society objects. A destructive-read expression similar to the one we consid('r 

was also used in [Hog91] concerned with aliasing in a sequential object-language, in 

which the word 'island' was used with a connotation somewhat similar to that of a 

'society'. 

A question arising is whether an operational semantics could also be us('d as 

a basis for the proof of correctness ofthe transformations. As mentioned earlier, this 

method of semantic definition was employed in [PW95] for proving the detE'l'luinacy 

of D-programs. In fact the proof of the result in that setting was more straightfor

ward than the process calculus proof presented in this thesis. Dy featuring a It'ss 

fine level of granula.rity a.nd a· two-level transition system within which to reason 
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about systems, the operational semantics made it easier to observe the movement of 

object names in the evolution of the encoding of a program. Howev('r, this approach 

does not appear to be as promising for the correctness proof of the transformation 

rules. The emphasis now shifted to behaviour, operational semantics which have 

been proposed in the literature need to be reformulated in ord('r to be employ('d to 

reason about a set of classes (a society) occurring within a program context. On 

the other hand, thinking of objects, and thus sets of obj('cts, as processes provides 

a natural basis for the type of reasoning required. 

7.2 Future work 

7.2.1 Determinacy and Coufluence 

Determinacy and confluence appear to be us('ful and often desirable properties of 

concurrent systems. For some systems, establishing trace equivalNlce as oppos('d to 

observation equivalence can be profitable and the ability to restrict att('ntion to only 

a fragment of a complex system while deducing properties regarding its r('maining 

behaviour can significantly facilitate its verification. Furthermore, the properties 

capture a sufficient notion of predictability which is required by a variet.y of sys

tems, and can provide greater confidence against design errors, such as introducing 

unintended deadlocks. Further study of confluence appears to be worthwhile, and 

in particular the following two directions se(,lll promising. 

Confluence by construction 

The confluence-preserving constructions we have isolated are useful for ('nsuring a 

system's confluence simply by obs('rving its structure. It is ('asy to S('e that if any of 

the rules were relaxed, for example the conditions imposed 011 ('fficit>nt systt>1l1S, th(,ll 

the l·esulting rules would no long<'r guarant('e confiuence. HowevE'r, tb('re are many 

proc('sses which are confluent although th('y do not fall into these cat<'gori('s. Tile 

ma.in aspect of the 1r-calculus which complicates the treatm<'nt of conflu(,Ilce, and 

its math('matical theory in general, is flame iw~t(mtiation. Specifically, on reasoning 

about an input-prefix it is necessary to consider all inputs which may hI;' r('c<'iv('<i. 

The notion of sorting can, to SOllle extent, be llsed to impose some rt>strirtion on the 

kind of entities that may be receiv('d in an input. Such additional information hlfU('d 

out to be usdul in the design rules we have considered. It would he int('restillg to 

explore furth('r the possibilities of a compositional approach to confluence ill the 

1r-calculus setting by considering more advanced sorting disciplines, or by isolating. 
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fragments of the calculus in which a simpler treatment of name instantiation and 

thus of determinacy is possible_ 

One such arena is offered by the 7rI-calculus, introduced by Sangiorgi [San95]. 

This is a name-passing calculus obtained from the 1I'-calculus by restricting com

munication so that only fresh, as opposed to arbitrary, names can be exchanged 

between processes (internal mobility). Thus a nice property achieved is the symme

try between input and output constructs. Study of the 7rI-calculus has shown that 

internal mobility is responsible for much of the expressiveness of the 1I'-calculus (a 

fully-abstract encoding from an asynchronous variant of the 1I'-calculus to 7rI has 

been provided [Dor96]), while it enjoys a much more straightforward algebraic the

ory. Indeed, it also appears that 7rI may also allow a simple compositional method 

for constructing confluent processes. It is easy to see that side-conditions of the 

rules in Proposition 3.5.1 can be omitted in this setting. For example, consider the 

rule for input prefix. In the 7rI we have: 

I 

If P is confluent then ([(x). P is confluent. 

Since the performance of the input a(x) will involve only fresh names, there will be 

no interference between the names received and names already existing free in P. 

Thus we may prove that confluence is preserved.' 

Typing Conti uence 

A central requirement for a parallel composition of agents to 'be confluent is that its 

names are used in a disciplined manner. Specifically, it is necessary that the ability to 

use a name, either for sending or for receiving, is not shared between subcomponents 

at any time during computation. An exception to this concerns the use of replicated 

channels. In a subcomponent of the form !(IIY)7i(X). P (or !a(x). P), 11nd(,f certain 

circumstances it is s~fficient to require that name II is uniqu('ly handled (or uniqu('ly 

borne) but make no demand on how it is borne (or handled). In order to guarantee 

this no-sharing property we have restricted attention to a certain subclass of 11' v· 

calculus processes whose syntax satisfies a number of condit.ions: (i) the ability to 

bear a name (to use it for input) cannot be acquired and (ii) the transmission of a 

name results in losing the capability to use it in non-input position. The type of 

the conditions involved strongly suggests that by introducing a refined type system 

for the calculus one might achieve the same effect. 

Indeed, a type <liscipline may not only be used to distinguish the kind of 

entities which may be communicated via a name but also it may carry additional 

information about how a name may be used. Tlus possibility was first explored in the 
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context of the lI'-calculus in [PS93], where the notion of polarity (or directionality) is 

captured within a type system. This was achieved by introducing two additional link 

types each specifying that a link can be used only for reading or only for writing. As 

was illustrated in the same paper this refined notion of sorting yields more powerful 

techniques for reasoning about systems and, in particular, reduces the number of 

legal contexts for a given process, thus giving rise to a weaker notion of observation 

equivalence. 

Another dimension of typing processes explored in the literature is that of 

multiplicity where the type of a channel determines how many times it can be used. 

One such type system concerned with the case where names can be used linearly 

(at most once) was presented in [KPT96] fOJ the lI'-calculus. A similar effect was 

achieved in [Nes96] where using solely the notion of polarity, type syst('ms were 

developed in the contexts of CCS and a mobile process calculus where typability 

of a process gua.rantees that it uses all of its names 'uniquely', that is, at most 

one component may hold each end of a channel at any time. These kind of type 

systems provide additional information for reasoning about processes in that in 

~ertai~ contexts (in the absence of the choice operator) two processes communicating 

over a linear or a unique channel can neither interfere nor be affected hy their 

enviro~ment .. Consequently, rather strong notions of confluence in the case of [Nes96] 

and partial confluence with respect to linear types in the case of [KPT96] are satisfied 

by well-typed processes. Application of a version of the linear sorting of [KPT96] 

could be exploited in Chapters 5 and 6 and make redundallt the verification of 

A-confluence alld R-confluence of systems in Theorem 5.2.13, and Lemmas 6.6.10, 

and 6.6.11. For example, consider names of sort R in the context of ChaptE'r 6. 

These are return links via which results of method invocations may be returned. 

A property satisfied by these names is that they are us('(1 at most once: although 

they may be passed in communications between objects (as the result of m('thod 

delegation), they may be used at most once for returning the result to the object 

ultimately responsible for the call. Thus R-names might be assigned linear types, 

guaranteeing that the agmts in question are R-confluent. However, the classes 

captured by the WE'll-typed processes of these type systems do 110t coincide with our 

efficient confluent agents. For one thing, they do not imply the weak confluence 

notion required by our applications. Nonetheless, these a<h'anc(ls are in our vi(lW 

very promising and deserve further investigation. In particular, we hope that the 

intuition gathered from the study of confluence may lead to a more g('ueral type 

system which characterizes the subclass of confluent efficient agents. 
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7.2.2 Partial Confluence and Concurrency Control 

As observed earlier the form of interaction captured by (Q+, A - )-server and (Q- ,A +)

client agents is very common in computer systems, for example database and mem

ory systems. In addition, the main result we have presented concerning such agents 

appears to be very closely related to the correctness criteria often associated with 

these systems, such as serializability and sequential consistency: within a client 

context a server is indistinguishable from its serial version, that is, the system sup

porting the same operations but capable of processing at most one operation at a 

time. The servers studied may perform at most one state changing sil('nt action in 

order to determine the result of an operation. A great variety of algorithms pro

posed for dynamic search structures fall into this category and thus our results can 

be applied fruitfully to establish their correctness. Furthermore, we hope that, by 

formalizing conditions that are necessary for these type of results, our study may 

be useful in improving the understanding of systems and algorithms and thus lead 

to the design of new more efficient variants. 

Another challenging possibility for further research is to study how the social 

confluence theory can be extended to encompass a wider range of systems. In 

particular, it would be worthwhile to investigate how the definitions of (Q-, A +)

client and (Q+, A - )-server can be rela.xed to allow verification of systems where the 

server may perform several decisive silent actions before returning the result of an 

operation invocation. Such results would make it possible to reason and understand 

more advanced and complex notions of correctness criteria, for example the notion of 

sequential consistency proposed in [AD~I93] and studied in [AD~I93, JPZ94, Dri9G]. 

It is not obvious how the results may be extended in this direction though it certainly 

appears that adoption of a notion of action independence would be useful. 

Other promising directions for further study of the notion of partial conflu

ence include connections with non-interleaving semantics and action/process refine

ment as in e.g. [JPZ91]. 

7.2.3 Concurrency by transformation 

The application of transformation rules for introducing concurrency into sequential 

programs is a widely studied subject, see for example [Lipi5, XH91], whirh promises 

a safe mechanism for developing correct concurrent programs. In order to apply 

transformations safdy it is necessary to guarantee that program components do not 

interfere with each other. In essence the soundness of transformation rules rdies on 
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the fact that given commands 51 and 52, then for all legal contexts C[·]. 

As has become apparent in our study, the notion of confluence is closely related 

to such correctness criteria. For if [5tl I [52] is a confluent agent then there is 

substantial evidence suggesting that under certain circumstances, equivalences such 

as the above hold. Thus, it is interesting to see whether the techniques we have 

employed in this thesis and in particular the notion of confluence can be employed to 

facilitate program development by transformation. It is also worthwhile to continue 

the investigation of formal techniques that allow us to prove such results. 

Recall that in the context of the transformation rules we have considered 

iil Chapter 6, the sequential and transformed concurrent program fragments have 

different observable behaviours and thus cannot be compared by the traditional 

notions of observational equivalence of process calculi. In order to deal with this 

fact, the criterion of correctness of the transformation rules, formalized in [LW95a] 

and employed in this thesis, is in terms of the indistinguishability of program frag

ments within arbitrary program contexts. An alternative approach has be(\n recently 

proposed by Sangiorgi in [San97], where the correctness of an instance of the trans

formation was established in the context of a typed ll'-calculus. The type system 

employed has the effect of reducing the number of legal contexts for a given process, 

thus giving rise to a weaker notion of observation equivalence. In particular, the 

equivalence obtained characterized a sequential and a parallel version of a class as 

indistinguishable from each other for all possible contexts permitted by the type sys

tem. The discipline used was based on the notion of uniform recel)tilleness. It is llot 

clear how this a.pproach can be used to prove a general version of the transformation' 

rules. Nonetheless, in our view, it is worthwhile to investigate this possibility and 

to compare the applicability of the two approaches. 

7.2.4 . Concurrent Objects 

The desire to exploit the benefits of object-oriented programming in lllultiprocessor 

environlllents has led to much research in the area of concurrent object-ori('nted pro

gramming. Various languages have been designE'd as a result (e.g. POOL[ADI\RS6], 

concurrE'nt C++[Car95]. Eiffel[Car93]). However, the effective integration of concur

rency and object-orientation still remains a challenge. Considerable effort has been 

focused on the development of theoretical frameworks for reasoning about concur

rent object languages and analysing their constructs. Process calculi in particular 

seem to be a promising arena for such experimentation. 
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Various semantics have been provided for object-oriented languages by trans

lation to mobile process calculi and it has become apparent that the notions of name 

and mobility present in the calculi make them particularly attractive for such pur

poses, as they capture successfully the basic object-oriented features while offering 

a basis for reasoning rigorously about them. There are a number of possible direc

tions' for further work. ~irst, it is interesting to investigate how the 1!'-calculus can 

be used more richly to give semantics to typed object languages. To achieve this it 

is necessary to explore the semantic relation between 1!'-calculus and programming 

language types. This issue, addressed in [Tur95] in the context of imperative lan

guages, is especially important in object-oriented languages where advanced notions 

of types. all;d subtypes playa central r61e. Thus the challenge is to investigate the 

use of type disciplines for the 1!'-calculus which can be used to better understand 

and reason about typing issues such as sub typing and inheritance. Some progress in 

this direction is reported in [San96] where a sequential object calculus of [AC94b] 

is interpreted in a typed 1r-calculus on the basis of which the suhtyping relation of 

the object calculus is validated. Other issues which may be investigated include 

communication and synchronization mechanisms and object protection. 
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